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OBJECTIVES AND RATIONALE OF THE CORNELL STUDY
OF SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORIES

M. G. Cline
I

The participants in this workshop are well aware that soil resource
inventories vary enormously in approaches, detail, and quality. Probably
all also appreciate the fact that neither the agencies which make soil
inventorias nor the institutions and individuals which use them have
developed comprehensive methods to evaluate their usefulness for the varied
pur)oses to which they are applied.

The problem is especially serious in the developing nations. Many of
the soil survey programs are relatively new, and experience with both making
and using soil inventories is limited. Resources for the work, including
qualified soil scientists, are commonly limited. Administrative authorities
responsible for policy and allocation of funds rarely appreciate what is
needed to conduct a soil survey and to achieve and maintain quality. Funds
for correlation, even within countries, for example, are rarely available,
and quality control is severely restricted. This is not to imply that soil
inventories in developing nations are necessarily poorly planned and executed.
Many excellent surveys have been made. But thL obstacles are very great,
indeed, and the usefulness of many soil inventories has suffered as a
result. The utility of many of these is not enhanced by the fact that they

are made without clearly defined applied objcctives beyond tie general idea
that knowing what kin-is of soil exist is important for a nation's develop-
ment. Too commonly, soil inventories are treated essentially as ends in
themselves, assuming that they can he used in some way for practical
purposes.

It was against this background that soil scientists who work in the
internatLonal area at Cornell and representatives of the Agency for Inter-
national Development concluded that some method should be developed to
appraise the usefulness of soil surveys and similar soil inventories. They
were particularly concerned because people who are not expert in soil
science are among the more important audiences for whom soil inventories
are made. Yet these people have little or no basis for judging whether or
not inventories important for their purposes are, indeed, suited to their
objectives. Soil scientists have the expertise to make such judgments, but
even they have developed no standardized method of appraisal.

Initially the objective of the project was to develop a method
suitable for people who should use soil inventories but do :iot have ex-
pertise to appraise them. It quickly became evident that the theory and
principles on which a sound method should be based had not been arti-
culated. Consequently, much of the effort to date has focused on
principles and theory. This workshop will concentrate more on the primary
object ive.

1Professor Emeritus, Department of Agronomy, Cornell University,

Ithaca, NY 14853.
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SCOPE OF THE STUDY

In earlier discussions with individuals and groups, it has been
evident that the objective of appraising the utility of soil inventories is
easily confused with soil survey interpretations for evaluating suitability
of soils for use. It must be clearly understood that this study is con-
cerned strictly with whether or not a soil inventory provides soils in-
formation in an amount and form that permits evaluation of suitability of
the inventory for land use objectives. The actual prediction of soil
performance and suitability for use from soil inventories is a separate and
distinct operation.

The study has focused on the utility of soil resource inventories of
developing nations. The principles involved, however, should also apply to
the inventories of developed countries. Consequently, the study has drawn
on data derived from soil inventories in developed as well as developing
nations. The criteria for appraisal of soil inventories should apply to
both, with appropriate modification in detail for differences in land use
object ives.

The study has concentrated on the use of soil inventories (1) for
predicting soil performance in the production of plants for food and fiber,
and (2) for land use planning in which food and fiber production is a major
element. Many of the principles involved in appraising the usefulness of
soil inventories for these kinds of land use objectives should, however, be
valid for diverse purposes, such as appraising utility for urban develop-
ment planning and understanding ecology of the environment. Different
kinds of information would have to be considered, but the principles should
he the same.

Soil resources constitute only one of several factors that determine
land use potentials. Accessibility, cultural factors, economic consi-
derations, and others are also primary determinants of the feasibility of a
given kind of land use. The SRI study has been confined to the appraisal
of soil inventories as the basis for evaluating only the soil factor in
land use potentials, deliberately avoiding confounding the soil factor with
other factors on which final land use decisions must also be based.

RATIONALE OF TIE STUDY

The following pages abstract the primary ideas that determined the
course of the study. Relevant lines of reasoning are indicated, but
details of the study's accomplishments to datc are beyond the scope of this
paper.

The study treat- soil resource inventories primarily as documents that
record the gographic distribution of unique kinds of natural soil bodies
on maps and identify the sets of properties which characterize them in
accompanying legends and texts. It does not exclude inventories that
identify areas defined in terms of single soil properties or inferred
attributes, but it does not emphasize them. It focuses on inventories that
identify soils in terms of some soil taxonomy, but it does not exclude
others.
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Soil resource inventories are, at best, incomplete records of the soil

conditions that exist within land areas. Their 2 otential usefulness

depends on the degree to which they identify the soil couditions that are

critical for given land use objectives and accurately show their geographic
distribution on maps. Their actual utility also depends o, presentation of

Ais information in a form that can he used effectively. Starting from

these relatively obvious truisms, the study addressed two questions: (1)
Wat would one need to determine in an on-site appraisal to predict soil
performance? (2) What attributes of soil maps and associated legends and
texts must be appraised to determine the degree to which a soil inventory
provides that informatL)n in a form that will satisfy land use objectives?

The study identified five kinds of information that would be necessary
to predict soil performance in an on-site appraisal:

I) The land use objective for which soil resources are to be eval-
uated.

2) The level of detail of information that would be required to
evaluate soil resources for that objective.

3) The soil properties that would be critical for the projected land
Use.

4) The degree of limitations which critical soil properties would
impose on that use.

5) The effects of the geographic distribution of limiting soil
conditions on the projected use.

It is necessary to identify land use objectives of item I to establish
requirements of items 2 through 5. In an on-site investigation, an

appraiser tests soil conditions in the field against use limitations of

items 3 through 5 in th, detail that land use objectives dictate to be

necessary for item 2.

The information required to predict soil performance from inventories
is, obviously, the same as that required for on-site investigations. A
major part of the appraisal of utility of soil inventories consists of
testing the adequacy of information they give for items 3 through 5 as
listed above and the detail of item 2 against those requirements for each

land use objective. In addition, however, the ease or difficulty of
extracting soil inventory information and its reliability relative to
actual field conditions are potent factors affecting the usefulness of any

inventory. Thus, the study has addressed three additional criteria:

6) Quality of the base map, including ground control.

7) Legibility of the map.

8) Reliability of the recorded data of both the map and the assoc-
iated text.
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The perspective in which the study has considered these eight elements is
discussed briefly in the following pages.

Land Use Objectives

Land use objectives for which soil resource inventories are used
differ widely in both kinds and levels of generalization. Both affect the
information a soil inventory must provide. For example, some objectives
require prediction of soil performance for specific plants, such as maize,
rice, or cacao. Others require prediction of soil suitability for general
land use classes, such as cropping, grazing, or forestry. Still others
require evaluation of soil resources for alternative uses in land use
planning. Different kinds of land use objectives, such as these, require
different kinds or amounts of information about soils and their geography.

To complicate the problem further, some kinds of land use objectives

require site-specific predictions for small areas, such as individual
fields. Others require broad generalizations about extensive areas
hundreds or thousands of square kilometers in size. Such differences in
scale dictate different levels of detail or generalization of the infor-
mation about soils and their distribution. The study has concluded that
there is no viable alternative to identifying minimum requirements of
kinds, amounts, and detail of soil information for each contrasting kind
and level of generalization of land use objectives, against which the
information of soil inventories may be tested for appraisal of their
usefulness.

Detail of Information

This element includes both (1) the number and size of delineations on
a soil map, and (2) the detail in which soils of mapping units are identi-
fied and described in the legend and text. Both must be appraised in terms
of the degree to which they satisfy requirements of the land use objective
for which a soil inventory is appraised.

Map scale is one criterion of map detail, but it is not infallible.
Some soil maps are at scales larger than necessary to present the infor-
mation they contain. Others are at scales too small to present the
information legibly. The study proposes that the smallest scale at which
map data can be presented legibly is a more useful criterion than the scale
of publication. It determines the minimum size of legible delineations
and, therefore, the smallest land area about which predictions can be made.
It and related criteria developed by the study do not measure how much of
the geographic pattern of soils in the field is represented on the map.
That can he inferred from the character of mapping units identified in the
legend, although field investigations may be needed for precise estimates.

Kinds of mapping units, the level of detail of soil classification in
the legend, and the detail in which mapping units are described in the text
have as much impact on usefulness of a soil inventory as the detail of the
soil map. Many soil i., entories of developing nations do not give enough
information about the map units to realize the full potential of the map.
The study has identified four criteria of the legend and text that should
be used in conjunction with scale when appraising the level of detail of a
soil inventory:
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1) Kinds of mapping units. Are they defined as predominantly one
kind of soil or as mixtures of two or more kinds? This is a
criterion of the detail of information on the map relative to
soil pattern in the field. It controls detail of geographic
location of soils.

2) Taxonomic level of taxa used to identify map units. This iden-
tifies the level of detail or generalization of information about
soils in delineated areas. It controls the detail of predictions
about the soils.

3) Phase and other qualifyina terms in names of map units. These
add definitive criterLa &nd increase the potential detail and
precision of predictions about the soils of map units.

4) Soil properties and inferred attributes described in the text.

The extent to which the text amplifies information which can be
implied about map units from the legend is an important criterion
of the detail of information a soil inventory provides. Both
soil descriptions and the amount and character of inclusions in
map units rank high among the kinds of information which should
be provided in the text.

Soil Properties

Ideally, the text of a soil inventory should describe the properties
which have been observed or measured for each kind of soil. These
descriptions provide the basic data from which soil limitations and
suitabilities for use ,an be deduced. Many soil inventories provide
Lnadequate soil descriptions. Some give none at all.

In the absence of adequate soil descriptions, the names of mapping
units can be used to deduce sets of soil properties in combination. These
names commonly identify taxa in some taxonomic syst:em. In some systems,
the names imply specifically defined ranges of properties. In others, the
names suggest only very general concepts of soils related to assumed genesis
or factors of soil formation.

A high level of expertise in soil science is required to deduce infor-
mation about soil properties from taxonomic names. If people who are not
expert in soil science are to appraise the usefulness of soil inventories,
there appears to be no alternative to compiling lists of the soil properties
implied by the names of ;axa of each major taxonomic system likely to be
encountered. This should not be an impossible task, especially within a
single country where only one system may be used. Phase or similar
qualifying terms used with names of soil taxa add important information
about soils and commonly are self-explanatory.

In some soil inventories, the names of map units stand for sets of
properties unrecognized in any taxonomy. In others, the map units are
named in terms of physiography, vegetation or other features that are
soil-related but not consistently diagnostic of soil properties. Unless
the soil properties associated with such terms are described, even soil
scientists are unlikely to deduce consistently useful information from them
with a high degree of confidence.
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Soil Limitations

The utility of a soil inventory depends heavily on the extent to which
it permits one to identify those soil at:tributes that limit soil perfor-
mance. These are sometimes called "performance attributes." Some of these
attributes are observed or measured soil properties, which should be
recorded in soil descriptions. Soil depth, acidity, and slope are such
properties. Others must be inferred from descriptions of soil properties.
Periodic wetness and available moisture capacity, for example, are commonly
inferred though not observed directly.

Ideally, the text of a soil inventory should describe such potentially
limiting attributes for each kind of soil. This kind of information is
commonly incomplete in soil inventories of developing nations. If poten-
tially limiting attributes are not identified, the expertise of a soil
scientist is usual ly necessary to deduce those which must he inferred from
soil descriptions. For those who lack that expertise but need to know
whether or not the information can be extracted from a soil inventory, it
should be feasible to compile a list of common limiting soil attributes
showing the soil prr;pertics from which they can be inferred.

Eachi land use objective has a set of limitiag soil attributes that are
critical . These differ in both kind and level of detail among uses. The
study has developed checklists of limiting soil attributes for eight types
of land use objectives. The information provided by soil inventories can
be compared to these lists to determine deficiencies. Similar checklists
could be developed for mo-t land use objectives.

Geographic Distribution of Limiting Soil Attributes

For some purposes, the geographic pattern of contrasting soils is
equally as important as limiting attributes or the area affected by them.
Five percent of wet soil in a field otherwise well suited to mechanized
farming, for example, may be no more than a nuisance if it is all in one
place. It can control choice of crops, cultural operations, and timeliness
of work if it is distributed in small parcels throughout the field.

The study has considered this topic in terms of criteria for judging
how well the soil map segregates and describes the geography of the total
soil variation of an area.

Map units characterized as single kinds of soil-consociations.
Although such units contain inclIsions of other soils, their performance
attributes that can bL identified should be uniform enough that predictions
based on them should apply to entire delineations for practical purposes.
Any contrasting inclusions that would affect such predictions should be
identified and described in terms of amount and pattern of distribution.

Mai units characterized as mixtures of contrasting soils -
associations and complexes. Such units permit predictions about perfor-
mance of each o: the constituent soils as accurately as if the soils were
delineated separately. They do not show precisely where those predictions
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apply within delineations. They are suitable for estimating amounts of
soils that perform differently if the units are properly defined in terms
of propo)rtions. They can be evaluated in terns of general suitability for
land use object.ives that are not site-specific. Description of the pattern
of constituont soils and of inclusions adds predictive value.

The remaining soil variation that is not identified in map unit
definitions. Map units ident if ied in terms of taxa of higher categories of
a taxonomy, for example, tell little about the geography of limitations
imposed by properties that are criteria of lower categories. Predictions
th at depend on th1em cannot be made.

Beyond these criteria, anyone appraising the usefulness of a soil
inventory should search the text for information that describes the
geog raphy of soil-relatel conditions wlhich may not he recorded for map
units. Description of the variation of rainfall or temperature within an
area, for example, is a good indicator of soil moisture and temperature
regimes.

Quali ty of the Base Map

A soil map has little value for most uses if the soil boundaries
cannot be located with reasonable accuracy in relation to landmarks and
cadastral reference points. The study has considered in great detail the
amount and acclracy of ground control for soil maps at various scales.
(;uidelin s for appra ising the adequacy of base maps have been developed.

Legibility of the Map

Legibility is a primary factor determining the ease with which a soil
map can be used and, indeed, whether it will be used at all. The study has
investigated a nmber of factors that influence legibility on existing
maps, inclu1di ng: :

Size of delineations
Number of delineations per unit area
Color or other devices to distinguish among delineations or to present

interpretive groupings
Amount and legibility of ground control of the base map
Quality of reproduction

The stuidy has developed a number of criteria for appraising legibility.

Reliab il tv of the Information

The value of a soil inventory for any use obviously depends on how
accurate ly the information it provides represents actual soil conditions in
the field -- calted "ground truth." Pew soil inventories are totally
unreliable, hut many contain information that shomuld he questioned. An
apprais.il of the utility of a soil inventory shout, include an e'timate of
the reliability of both the cartography and the identification and
definition of soils. This is emphasized, for if the appa rent qual ity of a
soil inventory based on a study of maps, legends, and texts in the office
does not, in fact, reflect faithful characterization of grouud truth, the
information is not only useless but deceptive and potentially harmful.
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The ultimate test of reliability is determination of ground truth in
the field. The study has investigated methods for determining ground truth
in considerable detail, including statistical bases for sampling designs
and for interpreting results.

In lieu of field testing, potential reliability can be inferred from
the methods used to collect the information. Generally, potential relia-
bility decreases in the order in which inventory methods are listed below
(the methods as defined in the 1951 Soil Survey Manual of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture)-

I) Detailed field methods with remote sensing support.
2) Detailed field methods without remote sensing support.
3) Reconnaissance field methods with remote sensing support.
4) Reconnaissance field methods without remote sensing support, or

Remote sensing with field checking.
5) Exploratory field methods, without remote sensing support, or

Remote sensing without field checking.
6) Schematic compilations without field work.

Any infornation given in an inventory about procedures, such as density of
traverses and sampling intensity, is a valuable criterion. None of these
criteria, however, measure human error.

Poor reliability related to human error, incompetence, or dishonesty
is difficult to establish without determination of ground truth. Exper-
ienced soil scientists can detect evidence of poor reliability from the map
and text. Such evidence as Identification of soils in places where they
are not likely to be found, boundaries that do not conform to diagnostic
landscape features, and statements or soil descriptions in the text which
are inconsistent with known facts indicate human error or incompetence. If
they are numerous, the reliability of the entire inventory must be
questioned. Existing geological surveys, topographic maps, and other in-
fonnation about an area can be used to detect inconsistencies in comparison
with soil maps and texts.

APPLICAT[O(NS OF THE STUDY

Development of a comprehensive method by which people without expertise
in soil science can appraise soil resource inventories remains the primary
objective of the study. Much remains to be done to translate the principles
which have been developed into methodology that can he understood and can
be applied empirically by this important group of people. This appears to
be a goal that can be attained. As the foregoing discussion would imply
however, such methodology will have to be based on a much simplified inter-
pretation of the principles developed, and it will undoubtedly lose
precision and scope in the simplification. Nevertheless, it should be an
enonnous improvement over no basis at all.

(iven widespread circulation of the results and interpretations of
them, the impact of the study on soil scientists may be more significant
than the appraisal method, per se. It should organize ideas about soil
inventory utility in one comprehensive treatment for soil scientists
generally and for those in developing nations in particular. It should
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spur some soil scientists to scrutinize their own inventories critically.
It could inspire soil scientists of some developing countries to develop
methods for evaluating their soil inventories, methods that could be
designed for the local environment and could be much simpler than a com-
prehensive system. This may well be the best way to reach people who lack
expertise in soils in some countries.

Finally, and perhaps most important, the study pinpoints attributes of
soil inventories that detract from their usefulness. Those who scrutinize
the documents which come from the study should recognize in them the bases
for guidelines for designing new soil surveys. Guidelines of various kinds
have been developed, but this study focuses on the consequences of poor
design and execution. It should affect the scrutiny to which new soil
survey plans are subjected by both soil scientists and the administrative
officers responsible for allocating funds.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by P.H.T. Beckett):

Soil entities that belong to a soil class certainly share its keying
characters, or should share its definitive characters. We hope they share
some useful characters, because if they do not we do not gain or benefit
from identifying the class to which a soil belongs. If so, then it seems
important to check, for any soil map, that (a) all members of typical
taxonomic classes share certain characters that are relevant to one or
several land users and (b) all members of the mapping units defined to
contain these taxonomic classes share these characters, too.

ANSWERS :

One must certainly agree that soil maps should be thoroughly field-
checked not only to determine whether the information they record is a
faithful representation of soil conditions but also to determine whether
they record information that is relevant to applied objectives. This is a
task for soil scientists before the map is published for the general public.
Actually, relevance should be checked while the legend is being prepared
and before the mapping is done. Given a published soil inventory, one
should be able to deduce from the publication a great deal about whether it
does or does not provide relevant information. The deficiencies are fixed
for practical purposes. Field checking at this stage can determine whether
the relevant information given is reliable.
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SESSION I

AN OVERVIEW OF PAST SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORY ACTIVITIES

Chairman: H. Ikawa

Speakers

A. Van Wambeke - Summary of Cornell's Soil Resource Inventory
Workshop 1977

R. W. Arnold - Introduction to Guidelines on Soil Resource
Inventories
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SUMMARY OF CORNELL'S SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORY
WORKSHOP 1977

A. Van Wambeke'

It has been our experience that the subject matter which will be
discussed at this workshop is not a topic with which many people are very
familiar. Although Marlin Cline described the objectives of our study in
the previous paper, some additional information on what has been done
before is thought to be useful.

The Soil Resource Inventory group at Cornell has been working for more
than two years on the evaluation of soil surveys. They organized a first
workshop in April 1977 to compile a state of the art on the assigned
research objectives. The concerns then dealt with all aspects of soil
resource inventories. The quality of existing inventories was only a part
of the overall objectives of the study, which included among other topics:
soil surve, operations, methodology of interpretation, strategies for
institution building, etc.

The participants at the first workshop mainly tried to arrive at a
better understanding of the qualities of soil maps and surveys, and to
identify the characteristics associated with them.

AGENDA OF 1977 SRI WORKSHOP

The workshop analysed seven major areas of interest.

Orders of Soil Surveys

Two papers described the USDA system for classifying soil surveys.
One paper explained the approach adopted by the Office de la Recherche
Scientifique et Tec;,niq'ie Outre-Mer (ORFTOM), France. It was obvious that
the kinds of soil surveys as they were recognized by different schools did
not provide a consistent basis for corrparing their qualities at the inter-
national level. No system provided objective criteria to evaluate their
u:efulness with sufficient precision. It is worth noting that all fo-ms of
soil resource inforna::ion were considered, and that the study was not
restrLcted to the staidard soil surveys in Lhe sense of the Soil Con-
servation Service of USDA.

The discussions related primarily to map scale as a parameter for
recognizing different kinds of surveys. Scale was unanimously accepted as
one of the most important criteria to evaluate their usefulness.
Obviously, scale may restrict the degree of detail which may be shown on a
map. Scale is important both to evaluate existing soil maps and to plan
future ones. Costs of producing maps are directly related to their scale.

1Professor of Soil Science, Department of Agronomy, Cornell

University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
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It was felt however that scale should not be the only criterion; if it
were, enlargements of soil maps would shift maps from one class to another.
This concern, and the need to include mapping intensities in the evalu-
ation, oriented the gruup to search for objective criteria to measure this
property. Smytlh (1977) related the adequacy of mapping intensities to
planning objectives, and introduced the concept of a "minimum area of
planning interest." He proposed that the scale of a map should be such
that the area in whicn the planner is interested could be shown on the map
by a delineation at least I or 2 cm" large.

Evaluation of Soil Survevs and Maps

This sect',on was an attempt to select the various components of soil
resource invwntories which have to be considered to evaluate their use-
ful ness.

it had been previously argued whether it was desirable, or even worth-
while, to analyze existing surveys. Many participants felt instead that
work on the methodology for making new surveys would be more rewarding. It
was assumed that soil scientists on the one hand knew quite well the
defIcienr es of most soil resource inventories; on the other hand, out-
siders would not believe in an evaluation of soil surveys done by the soil
surveyors thmselves. The implication was that the evaluation should be
done by "lavmen" and the first ideas were to write guidelines for
non-ngrm omints to estimate the adequacy of soil resource information. It
was further accepted that an objective evaluation could have considerable
value for ;ppraising commercial maps.

Among the propert ies which were discussed were reliability, legi-
bility, structoure of the legend, density of observations, amount of in-
formation, artistic appeal, and quality of base naps.

legi] i tv was among the factors which received most attention. It
was described h * v Forbes (1977) as the ease with which a map user can read
the i oforina t ion recorded on a soil map. The degree of legibility was
es imated by c ,paring the size of map delineations with an area of 0.4
cm , which is accepted by most people as the minimum size for a legible
dlolineation. Thi. s minimum size delineation or the equivalent area on the
gr nod became the basis for the cal culation of a series of map indices,
which combined legibilitv and mapping intensities into one figure.

Soil -ii rvv Me thnd ologies

his iion started with descriptions of soil survey procedures used
in Tanzania, Hlombia, and Mexico. Only a few conclusions from these case
stidies are mentioned here. The authors stressed the need for early publi-
cation of re suilts. In project-oriented operations, soil correlation was
considered to he an important factor for continui ty. In many cases, the
scales of the maps were considered too small to allow interpretation of
data ;iat the farm level.

Several base map documents and types of imagery were examined as
components of soil resource maps.
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The discussions on methodologies inevitably dealt with strategies:
multipurpose maps with long-term utility versus single-value surveys with
direct but short-term effects; project-oriented operations against nation-
wide systematic soil surveys; integration of old inventories into new
appro aches.

Cost-benefit ratios were considered when comparing single-purpose with
comprehensive surveys. The advantages of grid surveys were measured
against free surveys. Some people said we should not become slaves to
statistics, bit the same people perhaps failed to indicate other standards
of comparison. Soil surveyors would waste a lot of time during field
mapping if they could only test soil boundaries against probability distri-
bu t i-ons.

Legends which accompany maps were examined as to content and
structure. The naming of map units according to a taxonomic system was
highly advocaLtdd, but was not considered sufficient. The USDA Soil
Taxonomy was not universally accepted, and the criteria it uses were not
always considered relevant.

Names given to map units retained much attention. The "What's in a
name" question quickly becomes a "What's in a map unit" question: how
nniFonrm ard how reliable is the information? This leads to control of map
unit composition, grmund truthI and purity concepts.

Reliah.lity was considered the most important criterion when looking
at the quality of a soil map. Its evaluation has to be done in the field.
It is not an office operation. Reliability is the key factor in all
aspects of soil surveys, particularly in matters related to communication
with otiers. Once a fanimer has had a had experience with a map, he will
probahlv not consIlt other maps. The same may apply to planners. Im-
proving the procedures for producing better soil surveys is therefore the
major object ive of this study.

Map Characteristic Evaluation

This part of time workshop focused mainly on methods to measure the
average size of de lineations on soil maps; they will be explained in more
detail in the fol lowing paper.

Soil Properties Important for Given Land Uses

This sect ion turned away from internal structures of soil surveys,
dimensions of planning areas and map delineations, and scales of maps. The
emphasis was placed on information content. The section addressed problems
which people face when making decisions about land use. To what extent is
a soil resotirce inventory supplying the information which planners and
other rusers need?

An attempt to condense soil information into a manageable number of
crop production factors was described by Reek (1977). The "land quality"
concept is a major component in FAO's Framework for Land Evaluation (FAO,
1975). Land qualities are composite factors derived from soil properties,
which are used as independent variables in crop production functions. They
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are coasidered to be excellent tools for introducing soil factors in the
economic analysis of agricultural development.

It was accepted, however, that much remains to be done in the quanti-
tative measurements of land qualities. In addition, different planning
interests call for different land qualities. This variability was illus-
trated by a presentation on the use of soil survey information in trace
element studies; a second paper discussed soil factors which influence the
growth of tropical crops; a third studied the limitations of Soil Taxonomy
in providing adequate data for land use alternatives in northern and
western Africa.

Soil limitations or "negative qualities" offer another approach to
achieve capability groupings or define suitability classes for soils. The
definitions of soil potential and soil performance were discussed. Lack of
knowledge about crop requirements was considered to make soil survey inter-
pretation a difficult task; the wide range in the soil requirements of
different crops reduces the usefulness of a general suitability classi-
f ication.

It was accepted that the adequacy of soil resource inventories can
only he measured with respect to specific objectives. Each intended use
calls for another evaluation. The "guidelines" on the assessment of the
usefulness of soil resource inventories would therefore concentrate, as a
first phase, on adequacy studies for specific land uses.

Soil Data Presentation

Some have stated that a wealth of information can be worthless. Soil
resource inventories often contain too much information for general uses,
and too little for specific objectives. Access to the latter is often
cumbersome. Different methods of extracting specific knowledge from soil
surveys were presented at the workshop. Special attention was given to the
methodology for reaching small farmers in less developed countries.

The optimum number of mapping units, the appropriate terminology in
naming soils, the use of colors on maps, and the inclusion of analytical
data and detailed descriptions in reports were parts of the discussions.

Role of Soil Surveys

According to the participants, the role of soil surveys in development
planning should not he a passive one, satisfied by only providing infor-
mation to users. Although soil surveyors are told to be user-friendly,
this aspect is not considered enough. Development planners should be
warned about the serious hazards of the deterioration of natural resources
when land is used above its capacity.

The workshop rucnmmended more interactions between pedologist and
pl nners, and an exchonge of more relevant, more precise, and more quanti-
tative information between the two groups.
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PROPOSED WORK PLAN FOR CORNELL'S RESOURCE INVENTORY GROUP

The tasks set aside for the soil resource inventory group at the end
of the workshop can be summarized as follows:

(I) Develop methods to measure the adequacy of existing soil surveys.
The critical analysis of the soil resource inventories would highlight
the factors which are important for increasing the effectiveness of
future soil survey operations.

(2) Relate the evaluation of soil resource inventories to well-defined
objectives.

(3) Identify differentiation of properties of soil resource inven-
tories which indicate how complete the information is with respect to
actual soil variability in the field, and with respect to soil factors
limiting development.

(4) Prepare a methodology, or describe existing methods to evaluate
ground truth, and check the reliability of soil information.

(5) Suggest ways to improve communications between planners and soil
scientists.

(6) Describe strategies for more effective soil survey operations.

Points one to four have formed the subject matter of the "guidelines."
A first draft has been circulated to approximately one hundred reviewers.
It will briefly be discussed during the first two sessions of this
workshop.
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INTRODUCTION TO GUIDELINES ON SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORIES

R. W. ArnoldI

The early drafts of guidelines were developed by having individuals
wr'te sections for discussion. We came from many backgrounds and often had
"jargon" problems. For example, soil potential vjas a concept each of us
had but the details and acceptable terminology varied widely. Other phrases
also presented difficulties - such as suitability, reliability, accuracy,
land use planning, and ut ility.

Our group consisted of a core at Cornell - Marlin Cline, Matt Drosdoff,
Armand Van Wambeke, Gerry Olson, Terence Forbes, and myself. Visiting
scientists who wrote draft sections included Hari Eswaran from Belgium and
Malaysia, Mike Laker from South Africa, Carlos Scoppa from Argentina, and
Alan Stobbs from England. Many concepts and ideas came from participants
at the 1977 Workshop. Graduate students have assisted in many ways and we
appreciate the efforts of Elizalbeih Bui, Pam Piech, Juan Perez-Oraa, and
Anibal Rosales. Visitors to the campus and correspondents have also in-
fluenced our thinking and approaches.

From an early idea of a Handbook we matured and now hope to propose
guidelines rather than a definitive Handbook. Such guidelines are sugges-
tions of methods to be modified and adapted as deemed appropriate.

Our preliminary draft was assembled earlier this year and about 100
copies sent out for review. We have received lots of comments and sugges-
tions - for reorganizing, for resolving conflicts of terminology, for
improving the readability, and so forth. We truly appreciate the efforts
of those who have reflected on the subject and given of their time and
talent.

Based on responses and perhaps our own opportunity to stand-off-a-bit,
our current effort has been to reorganize, to add explanatory notes, and to
flesh out or mention weaknesses. As both Dr. Cline and Dr. Van Wambeke
have indicated, the value of guidelines likely will be encouraging other
soil scientists to be more active in evaluating soil resource inventories
and to interact with other specialists in the planning process.

Let's look briefly at the draft of the guidelines for Appraisal of
Soil Resource Inventories.

GUII)ELINES FOR SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORY CHARACTERIZATION

Chapter I. Introduction

1. Soil resource inventories and agricultural development
2. The need for guidelines to characterize SRI
3. Questions that can be answered by soil maps and soil surveys
4. SRI in relation to other inventories
5. How to use the handbook

IProfessor of Soil Science, Department of Agronomy, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY 14853.
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Chapter II. Kinds of SRI documents and their use

1. Kinds of SRI documents
1.1 Soil maps
1.2 Soil surveys
1.3 Soil survey base maps
1.4 Soil survey reports and other documents

2. Uses of SRI documents
2.1 Outline of principles of planning
2.2 Kinds of planning
2.21 Master planning
2.22 Project planning
2.23 Operational planning

3. Areas relevant to the planning process

Chapter III Characterization of existing SRI maps

1. Rationale for map characterization

2. Characterization methodology
2.1 Relevant attributes of soil maps and legends
2.2 Map unit composition
2.21 Definition of limiting or suitable soils
2.22 Classes of map unit composition
2.23 Examples of map unit composition for an existing survey
2.3 Map pattern analysis
2.31 Map legibility
2.32 Analysis of size, density and distribution of delin-

eations
2.32.1 Size of delinations
2.32.2 Patterns of delineations

2.32.3 Density of delineations
2.33 Map reduction
2.33.1 Map index of maximum reduction
2.33.2 Minimum scale of reduction
2.34 Enlarging soil maps
2.4 Soil boundary analysis
2.41 Boundary representation in relation to other map para-

meters

2.42 Line thickness
2.43 Boundary error in relation to delineation size
2.5 A classification of soil maps

2.6 Features of base maps
2.61 Accuracy of location of ground control information
2.62 Amount of ground control information

3. Nature, properties and function of soil legend
4. Soil survey reports
5. Soil survey checklist
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Chapter IV. Field evaluation of SRI

1. The need for quantitative field checks

2. Concept of ground truth and ground truth analysis
2.1 Accuracy and precision of estimates
2.2 Types of mapping errors
2.21 Locational errors
2.22 Boundary errors
2.23 Classification errors
2.3 Sampling techniques for ground truth evdluation
2.31 Estimate of number of observations
2.31.1 Number of observations in cases with no classi-

fication errors
2.32 Analyzing transect data

Chapter V Evaluation of SRI for planning purposes

1. Uses of SRI

2. Some concepts relating SRI information to planning
2.1 Soil performance
2.2 Limiting attributes of soil maps and legends
2.3 Inventories of soil performance
2.31 For site specific purposes
2.32 For non-site specific purposes
2.4 Relation of performance to planning

3. Other inputs needed for planning purposes

Chapter VI Summary and conclusion

Chapter 1. Introduction

Sections emphasize the philosophy mentioned by Dr. Cline. A lack of
systematic procedures led to this attempt of providing guidelines. They
are a starting point rather than an end in themselves. Soil surveys are
expected to predict soil performance when particular uses are undertaken,
and inabilities to do so readily become apparent. Sometimes the lack of
use is due more to presentation than lack of information.

Soil information is one part, but commonly a critical part, of
resource information needed or used in planning and development, and the
role of soils in a larger decision-making process is noted. The intro-
duction will also suggest how to use these guidelines.

Dr. Eswaran will go through the methodology in more detail later.

Chapter 2. Kinds and Uses of Soil Resource Inventory Documents

The sections discuss kinds of soil maps and point out that soil survey
maps are those based on field techniques. Types of base maps are mentioned
because of the importance of ground-control reference points.
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A goal of SRI is to have soil information used in a meaningful way in
planning, particularly in the development of agriculture. Some concepts we
have used to approach adequacy and utility of existing surveys will be
mentioned in more detail by Dr. Van Wambeke. There still may be dif-
ferences of opinion about "semautics" but we hope for consensus about the
need for concepts in areas related to performance, management, and planning
relevant to objectives.

Chapter 3. Characterization of Existing Soil Resource Inventory Maps

Dr. Cline noted that for a given land use objective it is necessary to

recognize critical soil properties associated with that use, and also the
degree to which those critical properties affect the use. We ha, organized
this chapter into the following areas:

Mapi unit composition refers mainly to assessments of a legend and text
to the extent that limiting soil properties for a given use are provided.
Map units may be accurately described, yet not adequately cover relevant
information for particular uses.

Pattern analysis includes map texture or fabric and outlines a circle
count method to estimate sizes of delineations which can be related to
legibility, scales of reduction and unit composition.

Soil boundary Inalysis discusses concepts of boundaries on maps such
as line width and effects of misplacement on sizes of areas and composition.
Obviously more potential errors are associated with small delineations.

Map classification utilizes the average size of delineations and
indices of reduction to group soil maps for comparison purposes.

Features of base maps outlines concepts for checking the locational
accuracy and amount of ground control information that may affect the
usefulness of base maps for reporting soil information. We con,.lude that
most soil maps are used for relative location rather than for cadastral
accuracy.

Soil legends and Soil survey reports are sections being prepared to
help stress inadequacies of some existing surveys and alert people to the
significance of properly described ond documented information as previously
poieted out by )r. Cline.

Soil survey checklist is a section that describes our effort to
catalog the available information of a Soil Resource Inventory. It often
provides clues to unstated objectives ad methods of survey. Mr. Forbes
will go over this checklist with us later.

Chapter 4. Field Evaluation of Soil Resource Inventories

Some suggestions of methodologies to evaluate inventories relative to
ground conditions are offered. Although several types of errors may exist
they commonly are grouped together as classificational errors. We have
used binomial statistics to provide some insight into minimum numbers of
observations to take, and have developed graphical solutions for statis-
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tical statements of map unit composition. Such estimates give upper and
lower confidence limits for several levels of probability and have been
based on transect observations.

Chapter 5. Evaliuation of Soil Resource Inventories for Planning Purposes

The sections of this chapter attempt to bring together the pieces of
map charncterization and show how they relate to planning. Soil perfor-
mance is a ma jor goal but predictions can be limited by the maps and
legends produced. Objectives of inventories commonly dictate what can be
done, eonsequentlv the importance of interacting early in the planning
proce;.

We are cognizant of the limited role of soil inventories in some
development planning and that economics of alternatives as well as social,
cultural and political considerations are ultinately involved.

Chapter h. Summary and Conclusions

We have tried to assemble concepts and principles used by pedologists
and hope they aim is at the larger goal of offering assistance to non-soil
scilentists and have a positive effect on land use decisions.

The next draft of gu idelines are expected in early 1980 and again we
will welcome your comments and suggestions.

IUESTIONS/C)MMENTS (by. P.H1.T. Beckett):

'Iheru may he some advantages in describing the texture of the soil map
in terms of "length of soil boundary/area" which can be measured quite
easily by counting tie number of boundaries crossed per "nit length of
random linear traverse (see .J. Soil Sci. 26:144-154; 1975). Indeed the
ratio of average delineation area to average boundary density might
indicate the average form (long or circular) of the soil delineations.

ANSWERS:
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SESSION II

SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORY METHODOLOGY

Chairman: R. S. Murthy

Speakers

A. Van Wambeke - Planning Objectives and the Adequacy of
Soil Resource Inventories

H. Eswaran - Evaluation of Soil Resource Inventories

T. R. Forbes and
H. Eswaran - Soil Survey Report and Map Checklist
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PLANNING OBJECTIVES AND THE ADEQUACY OF
SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORIES

A. Van WambekeI

The adequacy of a soil resource inventory for development planning can
only be appraised in a meaningful way when the information given by the
survey is matched against the requirements of specific planning objectives.

During the course of the study of soil resource inventories and devel-
opment planning, it soon became obvious that planners deal with many
aspects of development, which vary greatly in kind, degree, and precision.
The concerns of planners relate to the questions "What? how? Where?" con-
cerning the presence, performance, response to management, and feasibility
of resource development. The inquiries may be for inventory purposes or
may be action oriented. For each answer to their questions, planners
require reliability and precision.

Soil scientists provide information through soil surveys. The
simplest analysis of soil maps would start with lines and symbols or
colors. Lines should answer questions about location, or "where?" Symbols
and colors should lead to information about "what?" or "how." For this
reason soil survey characteristics are discussed under two headings: loca-
tion and information requirements.

LOCATION REQUIREMENTS

Areas of Interest to Planners

Most but not all descriptions of soil resources include maps which
indicate the location of specific soils. Planning often involves siting or
the assignment of objects or operations to well-defined areas. These areas
are of interest to planners because they ae uniforn in either topography
or soil properties, respond uniformly to management, or present the same
development needs.

In this paper, the term "area" refers to actual land areas on the
ground. When they are represented to scale on maps, the boundaries enclose
"delineat ions."

The "planning area" is the entire land surface for which a plan is
made. This may he a region in which a land use plan shows that different
parts are best used for different purposes. It may be a tract of cropland
in which different parts need different management. Conceivably some
planning areas are homogeneous enough that the plan would assign the same
use or even the same management to all parts.

IProfessor of Soil Science, Department of Agronomy, Cornell Univer-
sity, Ithaca, NY 14853.
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The term "operational area" is proposed for tracts of land where
specific sets of activities related to land use will be conducted.

Individuals or groups of individuals may reserve certain areas for use
by economic units functioning under the same operational control. It may
be the area which is utilized by one farm, or the land cropped by a
farmers' community, or the domain controlled by a plantation.

The term "operational area" is used as a general designation for parts
of a planning area which will be administered as one economic or social
unit. In this context operational areas by definition cannot be larger
than the planning area. In certain cases a minimum-size operational area
may he recognized. It is the operational area of land which for practical
considerations cannot be reduced in size without loss of profits or other
advantages. For example, an oil palm factory needs a minimum supply of
palm nuts to achieve maximum efficiency. In a land use plan designed to
identify areas suitable for farming the "minimum operational area" might be
the smallest parcel that would realistically support a farm unit. The
minimum operational area is equivalent to Smyth's (1977) minimum area of
planning interest.

The term "management area" is used for areas identified on the basis
of the type of soil management which is applied to them. A field planted
to corn receiving the same treatment is a management area. Operational
areas and management areas may not, and usually do not, coincide with soil
patterns. Many factors other than soil may dictate their size and shape
for practical land use and management.

The term "performance area" is used for tracts within which one may
predict relatively uniform soil performance under a single system of man-
agement for a given use. The boundaries of performance areas generally
coincide with soil boundaries, although those boundaries may enclose areas
of two or more kinds of soil that perform alike for a given use. Per-
formance areas may vary for different uses.

The term "soil performance" is used for the yield or other output
obtained from a soil in response to management under a given land use. A
soil having properties good for a given use has the qualities to "perform"
well in that use. If a critical soil property severely limits a given use,
the soil would "perform" poorly. The term not only describes the land use
quality of a soil as it is found in nature but also takes into account the
qualities resulting from soil changes imposed by men.

Performance for growth of plants is expressed in terms of actual or
average yields per unit area; it is related to the concept of potential by
the equation: potential equals performance minus costs to produce the
performance yield, expressed in monetary units.

The sizes of all of the kinds of areas discussed above are expressed
in units of land measurement, such as hectares of square kilometers.
Delineations are usually measured in square centimeters on the map. To
avoid confusion, one should refer to planning delineations, operational
delineations, management delineations, and performance delineations when
referring to maps. A set of equations to convert the sizes of land to
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sizes of delineations on maps as a function of map scale are given below:

m linear distance on map in cm
a • area on map in sq cm
g linear distance on ground in cm
Ah area on ground in ha
Ak : area on ground in sq km
s : scale denominator (l:s)
G g in meters = g/100

g = sm

G= sm
100

Conversion of area on map (cm 2 ) to area on ground (ha) or vice versa

Ah = a s2 and a = Ah .108

1 O8 2

Conversion of area on map (cm 2) to area on ground (km ) or vice versa
2 i10

Ak = a s and a = Ak 10

1010 2

Scale as a function of the ratio between areas on ground (ha or km )
and area on map (sq cm)

s = 10 4 \/Ah and s = 10' ka a

Relation Between Map Scale and Size of Area of Interest

There are economic reasons to reduce scales of soil maps as much as
possible; costs of surveys are proportional to the square of the scale.
However, there is a limit for the reduction of maps: the delineations of
areas in which planners are interested should remain legible; this is
achieved as long as most delineations are larger than 0.4 sq cm (Soil
Resource Inventory Group, 1977); optimally the average size should be
larger than t 1.5 sq cm.

The adequacy of scales can be checked against the size of the delin-
eations of planning interest on the map. The minimum scale of a map is
defined by the size of the smallest area of interest the planner wishes to
identify on the map: it is the smallest of either the operational, the
management, or the performance delineation which will first reach the 0.4
sq cm size limit when maps are reduced.

An example may help to clarify the concepts and illustrate the use of
areas of interest in adequacy appraisals. Assume a territory of one
million hectares. An agency is asked to select the best locations for
rural communities which would need 10,000 ha each. Each farmer in a
community would need 50 ha of land to be subdivided into fields no smaller
than 2 ha. Soil maps at 1:100,000 are available on which the performance
delineations are on average 2.3 sq cm large. There are aerial photo-
graphs at a scale 1:40,000.
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According to the adequacy standards explained above, the map at
1:100,000 is adequate for selecting the best sites for the communities
since the critical performance delineation is larger than the conventional
0.4 sq cm set for legibility; the performance delineation (2.3 sq cm) is in
this case the delineation which corresponds to the smallest area of in-
terest (2.3 is smaller than 100).

The siting of the 50 ha plots within the community lands would need
additional maps. Indeed, the critical area of interest, which is now
represented by the operational delineation (the operational area of 0.5 is
smaller than the performance area of 2.3 sq cm) is close to the 0.4 sq cm
limit, and far below the optimal size of 1.5 sq cm requested for legi-
hility. For making farm plans which would indicate the location of the 2
ha fields, the management delineations on the aerial photographs at
1:40,000 scale would be 1.25 sq cm, slightly below the optimum size for map
del ineations. If the performance of the crops to be planted in the fields
could be prepicted as uniform in each farm, the 1:40,000 aerial photographs
would be adequate to indicate the location of the 2 ha fields.

INIm)RMATION REQU IREMENTS

Once the soil dati that are recorded in surveys are given to planners,
their main concerns relate to two kinds of information: (I) the extent to
which the inventory penits identification of limiting factors for the
intended land uses, and (2) the variability of these limiting factors
within each map ,unit.

To respond to these concerns, a precise understanding of the types of
land, uses which will he introduced in the planning area is needed. Alter-
nat iyes should he discussed with agronomists or other resource development
specialists, hut specific soil limitations to the projected land use should
he recognized. They form tihe third set of data needed to assess the
adequacy of information provided by soil resource inventories.

The three components are briefly discussed below:

Diagnosis of LJand ise Requirements

The judgment of an agronomist or soil scientist familiar with plant
requirements and management systems is critical. For each specific objec-
tive a list of limiting soil properties must be compiled, and their rela-
tion to crop production or feasibility of development assessed as closely
as pos sibl e.

The degree of detail needed varies with the degree of specialization
of the development objectives. As an example the limiting soil properties
for oil palm are given in Table 1. A table such as this sets critical
limits for sumitabili ty within a particular project and serves two purposes
in the adequacy ; tudy of soil resource inventories: (1) it gives the soil
properties which should be described in the soil survey report, and (2) it
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Table 1. Limiting soil properties for tropical tree crops (oil palm
example). (Sys, 1976)

Properties to be evaluated Critical limits

I. Topography (slope) Not more than 30% slope

2. Drainage Not more poorly drained than
imperfectly drained

3. Flooding Not more than slight flooding

4. Texture Not lighter than sandy loam

5. Stoniness Not more than 75%

6. Effective soil depth Not less than 50 cm

7. Cation exchange capacity Not less than 16 meq/100 g of clay;
no net positive charge

8. Base saturation Not less than 15% in the surface
horizons

9. Organic matter Not less than 0.8%

permits an evaluation of the percentage of suitable land in the planning
area.

Usually, this type of information is not easily found in the liter-
ature; most frequently the critical limits have to be defined for each
project.

Infonnation on Limiting Factors

There are several ways to check the presence of data related to
limiting factors in soil resource inventories. Many surveys, but not all,
either have condensed the information in soil classification systems, or in
interpretat ive table.s. These procedures may facilitate the identification
of properties which have to be taken into account in the feasibility or
suitability evaluation. In most instances, however, the adequacy study
wil l have to check each description of each individual map unit for rele-
vance to specific objectives.

In the soil resource adequacy study proposed by Cornell's group, all
soils for which no information on required limiting factors is given are
categorized as "unknown." The soil units or parts of them which have all
qualities above the critical level are called "suitable." All others are
termed "limiting."
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Information on Map Unit Composition

The planner should be informed as to whether uniform responses to the
development actions can be expected in each map unit. The soil resource
inventory should provide an estimate of the within-boundary variability of
limiting factors. As in the previous section, in some survey procedures,
the name of the mapping unit may give some indications about its compo-
sition. In many cases however, even when all reported data are true, the
internal variability may not be reported.

The Soil Resource Inventory group at Cornell proposes to categorize
soil units about which no information on variability is given, or which
contain more than 40% undescribed inclusions, as "u' known." Those which
contain less than 15% inclusions of dissimilar soils are qualified as
"uniform." All others were considered "non uniform."

There are three components in the assessment procedures of map unit
composition: (I) the adequacy of the information given in the survey
report about the variability of limiting factors within each unit. This
does not need ground checking; (2) the evaluation of the map unit
composition in the field either by additional, more detailed mapping, or
statistic;.l sampling and, (3) the correspondence of soil information as
given in the survey and the actual occurrence of soil properties in the
field.

Adequacy of Soil Resource Information, an Example

The combination of the uniformity Lnd suitability concepts, explained
above, with the "unknown" parts of mapped areas, can be used to define
appraisal classes. The soil resource inventory group at Cornell has been
testing five classes of areas described briefly as follows:

Uniform-limiting (U-L) , Uniform-suitable (U-S), Non uniform-predom-
inantly suitable (N-PS), Non uniform-predominantly limiting (N-PL),
and Unknown (U).

The U-L and U-S areas correspond to the performance areas previously
defined in this text. A methodology to estimate the percentages of these
classes on a map has been described by Forbes (1977).

The use of these classes in adequacy studies can be illustrated by an
example in which the following results of area estimates were obtained:

U-L: Uniform - Limiting: 26% (1)
U-S: Uniform - Suitable: 16% (2)
N-PS: Non uniform - predominantly suitable: 37% (3)
N-PL: Non uniform - predominantly limiting: 13% (4)
U: Unknown : 8% (5)

It would mean that the information given by the map, provided it were
accurate (no field checking done yet), is adequate in 42% of the planning
area (I + 2); it would be necessary to conduct an additional survey in 45%
of the area (3 + 5). It would not be worthwhile to investigate the com-
position of the soil units in 13% of the area (4), because most of the land
in this part is unsuitable for the intended land use.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The two examples given in this paper illustrate the use of objective
criteria in the evaluation of the adequacy of soil surveys. They only
considered two components: scale and map unit composition. A complete
evaluation should also include the quality of base maps, ground truth, etc.

The criteria regarding location requirements determine for given
standards of base maps how well the question "where" is answered. This
type of adequacy is important for siting an area en the ground, or
identifying a delineation on the map.

How well the question "what limitations?" can be answered, is covered
by the information criteria. It also gives an indication of the amount of
additicnal surveys which would be needed to arrive at a complete diagnosis
of the planning area.

The methodology, which is only a part of a complete soil resource
inventory evaluation, is applicable where a specific objective for util-
izing the survey has been selected and when the critical soil properties
for that partncular land use are known. When more than one objective for
utilization ih. involved in one evaluation, the criteria for defining sets
of limiting fuctors still has to be worked out. Suitability scales for
soils in multipurpose projects cannot be used in the adequacy study, since
all soils are suitable for something.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS:

In your example in Table I on Limiting Soil Properties for oil palm, 9
properties are listed. Are these of equal value or are they on a scale of
most important to least important? Are not some limiting properties more
significant than others?

ANSWERS:

In this example all the properties have the same value. They are not
on a scale. However, if the information is available and it is important
and advantageous to list the limiting factors on a scale from the most to
least significant, it would be desirable to do so.
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EVALUATION OF SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORIES

Hari EswaranI

Maps are primarily instruments for arranging, storing, transmitting,
and analyzing information about the spatial distribution of attributes
(Varnes, 1974). According to Cherry (1966), what people value in a source
of information (i.e. what they are prepared to pay for) depends upon its
exclusiveness and prediction power. Exclusiveness implies the selection of
that one particular recipieat out of the population, while the prediction
valte of information rests upon the power it gives the recipient to select
his future action, out of a whole range of prior uncertainty as to what
action to take.

A soil resource inventory (SRI) is exclusive in terms of its infor-
mation content. It may or may not have a predictive value, as this fre-
quently requires one additional stage of reasoning. From the point of view
of the user, the quality of the SRI is judged largely from its predictive
value or the alternatives that are presented to make a choice. The
technical language of an SRI is, to the user, a coded language. To
increase the predictive val,y the scientist must decode the information
and present it in a form palataile to the user.

Soil resource inventories, like any inventories, may be evaluated from
different points of view. To evaluate an SRI objectively, one has to
relate it to the needs of the user. However, there is an inherent problem
for SRs: in many instances (more so in less developed countries), the user
is frequently not completely aware of his needs. The user knows that he
requires some detailed information to facilitate his decision-making
process, but he is generally uninformed of the kind of information that is
needed. This complicates the situation as it puts the burden on the
scientist; he must not only provide the user with the information but also
sort out the relevant information and organize it in a manner suitable to
the user.

The three basic aspects of evaluation of SRIs used by scientists are:
(a) relevance to the stated objective, (b) adequacy to the stated objective,
and (c) reliahilitv to the stated objective. The user - in this case a
planner - evaluates it slightly differently. He wants answers to the
qlestions: (a) Whlat can I do with the area? (b) What are the alterna-
t ives? (c) tWliat are the risks? and (d) How much flexibility do I have?
If the SRI provides him wi th these answers, he considers the inventory
satisfacto ry; if not, he bases his decision on other considerations. The
user is not concerned wi th how the inventory was made or the limitations
(quality) of the inventory. As a result, the evaluation of an SRI is made
from two basic points of view: 1) the technical aspect, and 2) the
practical aspect.

1Visiting Professor, Department of Agronomy, N.Y. State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
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THE TECHNICAL ASPECT

From the technical point of view, the SRI is evaluated with respect to
its relevance, adequacy and reliability. In Figure 1 the relation of this

kind of evaluation to the objectives, the elements of SRI, and the methods

of characterizatio of :he SRI are shown schematically. The following

discussion adheres to this scheme, which is described in detail in the

earlier parts of the Handbook.

Relevance

As stated earlier, the evaluation is made with respect to a stated

objective. As shown in Figure 1, the evaluation procedure starts anew for

a different objective.

Prior to making an evaluation it is necessary to determine the

objective or objectives for which the SRI was made. To develop an SRI is

an expensive exorcise and so the scientist is encouraged to report in

detail and put in as much information as possible. In a new area, the soil

survevor may be one of the few people who has traversed the land and his

report may he the only document available until the land is settled. As a

result, even though a survey is made for a specific objective, it should

contaiq i nformation that could be used for other purposes. Consequently, a

secondarv eval uation may be made to test the usefulness of the SRI for

other po.sible objectives.

Evaluation in Kelation to Kinds of Planning

In Figre 1 and a section of the Handbook, three major categories of

objectives were considered: master planning, project planning, and oper-

ational planning. Each of these kinds of planning involves a different

scale of operation and a different degree of informational detail. The

requilements in terms of retevance, adequacy, and reliability consequently

vary.

Table 1 lists the characteristics of SRI for evaluation. More aspects

could be added to the list if necessary. The evaluation is made for

specific objectives. In the first column, it is determined if the infor-

mation is available. If not available, boxes 'a' or 'b' are checked

depending on whether the information is considered necessary or not. If

the information is available, then its relevance, adequacy, and reliability

are determined wherever applicable and the respective boxes in the columns
are checked.

Table 1 when complete presents a summary sheet of the quality of the

SRI for the objective. The process is started again for a new objective.

Although the three columns - relevance, adequacy, and reliability - are

provided for each of the criteria, it may not be necessary to make a judg-

ment for all three columns. In the obvious cases, the unnecessary columns

are eliminated.

Table 1, when used in conjunction with the checklist in the Handbook,
will make a complete assessment of the SRI.
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Evaluat!on of site-specific objectives

The SRI requirements listed in Table 1 change and sometimes become

more detailed as the objectives become mcre site specific. This is parti-

cularly so in the third kind of planning - operational planning. Oper-

ational planning requires site-specific information. Some aspects, such as

soil analysis, become more critical and sometimes require special data. In

some instances, the routine soil survey has to be supplemented with extra

observations, such as deep borings. Figure 2 taken from Miller (1978)

illustrates an example of such a consideration.

...1.. C' C :.....

1 0

2 RC

14

6 /

Fig. 2. Frequency of requests for soil interpretations at various depth

limits of several diagnostic soil taxonomy criteria.

In such situations where the objectives call for specific data, a new

checklist has to be prepared to evaluate the SRI. The list in Table 1 is

definitely inadequate to evaluate a report, for example, on an irrigation

project. To illustrate, an irrigation survey report may meet all the

requirements in Table 1, but if it does not mention the presence of gypsum

at 10 to 20 feet, the project may be doomed to failure.

In conclusion, in the evaluation of the technical aspects of the SRI

the objective is to test the usefulness of the report. Only a competent

soil scientist can make such an assessment. This begs the question of who

makes the evaluation and for ,hat reasons.

t-1hen soil surveys are contracted, the verification or adherence to

specification cal Is for such an evaluation. In such cases, the verifi-

cation can only be done in relation to specifications stipulated prior to

commencement of the survey. If the specifications were vague or there were

no specifications, the evaluation has little legal meaning,
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The evaluation methodology also serves, indirectly, as guidelines for
quality control in a national SRI program. A standard practice could be
adopted whereby a survey is evaltated by colleagues after its completion.
This provides a 'check' mechanism within the organization to maintain or
improve its standards. Occasionally, a third party could be invited for a
review. Efforts of this kind are necessary to maintain quality and are
part of the quality control mechanisms within the organization.

THE PRACTICAL ASPECT

The criteria used in the technical evaluation discussed above are
generally quite different from those employed by planners or users. An SRI
report may he technically excel lent hut may be disregarded by the planner
because of poor presentation or use of a coded language.

Users of SRE i nfformation vary in their interests and experience. In
the Western world, even a farmer with a few hundred hectares of land might
want to consult with the SRI report or a scientist. In less developed
countries (ll)Cs) this is less frequent and users of SRI are mainly
officials of government agencies. The planner or user in this context is
considered as one who has Li ttle or no technical background, who is gener-
al lv an ad.inistrater, who frequently has to make decisions in a short
time, who has little or no time to spend on determining the pros and cons
of a suggestion and who, as a result, relies completely on the advice of
the technical man. Consequently, the technical man has a tremendous
responsibilitv on his shoulders. (Usually, this respons1bility is much
less, as many decisions are socio-political with the technical consider-
ations being of secondary import ance.) Htow does a planner evaluate a
report, or in other words, what does he expect in a report?

The first point is the psychological impact of the report. This
encompasses a whole range of aspects, some of which might appear ridiculous
to the scientist who only evaliates it from the point of view of its infor-
mation cont ent.

App arance of the Report

one of the reasons for the success of Playboy magazine (apart from its
content ) is its presentation. The presentation makes it a status symbol
and gives it a certain degree of refinement. If the magazine had been
pub lished on poor quality paper and sold for ten cents, it would have been
cons id, red trash. SRI reports sholId also strive to attain such perfec-
t i1ns in presentaition. The comparison may seem frivilous but I think it is
relevant.

Pre.ellstat ioil o l Information

Use of tables, graphs and other visual aids are equally necessary.
Planners have little time to go through pages of technical data. Critical
data has to he summarized and tabulated or presented in gra)hical forms.
Apart from the soil map, an attempt mu1st be made to present derivative maps
for the objectives. The latter maps should be simple and have three or at
the most f iye classes so that the planner can locate at a glance the areas
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good for the objective and the areas to be avoided. Such a derivative map,
when well presented, can have the same impact as the centerfold of Playboy.

Presentation of maps. Maps are always wanted by planners. These are
the basic materials, apart from other diagrams, which planners use in their
discussions and meetings. The clarity of the map is critical. Ground
control should be well indicated so the planner can locate himself. Towns,
villages, roads, and rivers must be prominent. Colored maps are preferred
to black and white maps. As stated before, legend must be simple - not to
exceed five units.

Presentation of other data. Most planners can read histograms, so
these can he used effectively. Presenting the past, present, and antici-
pated future situations is usually attractive to the planner, e.g. yield
data for the past ten years and anticipated production during the next ten
years. Diagrams or maps to show alternative choices (with preferences) and
if possihte, inclusion of socio-political considerations and indications of
risks and flexibilities are frequently well appreciated by planners.

The psychological impact of SRI reports are as important as the infor-
mation content. Many soil scientists ignore this aspect or pay less
attention to it than they should. It is important that we realize that to
sell our product -SRI- we have to package it in an attractive form.

Economics

How much will it cost, can I do it cheaper, what is the profit margin,
etc., are the questionis of prime concern to the planne2r. The average soil
scientist has failed dismally in this respect as he considers the job done
on completion of the technical report. In an irrigation project, the
fundamental question is what is the increase in the net farm income,
followed by, how long can this increase be maintained without further
substantial investments. The economic considerations start from the small
farmer and the implications are examined up to the national level.
Obviously, a soil scientist cannot, with any level of confidence, provide
such information. lie needs the assistance of an economist. It is
necessary that SRI reports carry such economic evaluations. The Bureau of
Land Reclamation of the U.S. is already involved in such aspects. Their
land classification has an economic parameter.

Planner Education

Much as the technical man strives to find out the needs of the
planner, creating an awareness of the planner to technical aspects greatly
facilitates the communication and makes the planners' evaluation of SRIs
more rational. The enterprising planners frequently desire to know more
about thme technical aspects, but there are others who need more coaxing.
The scientist must attempt to participate more effectively in the planning
process.



CONCLUS ION

Many national soil survey oranizations believe that the quality
control mechanisms built into the system are sufficient and as a result a
quality apprisal at the end of the survey is superfluous. This attitude
may be dangerous, especially when the survey organizations become large
bureaucracies. In developing countries which are in the process of setting
up national survey organizations, evaluation exercises are essential.

Internal (by the organization) evaluation exercises should be con-
dumcted not only to verify the quality of the product, but for other
possible advantages such as picking out weaknesses which could be corrected
for future inventories, standardizing inventories being developed for
different parts of the country or different projects, and serving as a
training program for young surveyors. An occasional external review (a
third party) helps t. bring in new considerations. Every SRI organization
perseveres to improve its products and it is towards this goal that eval-
nation should be considered.
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QUIEST[IONS/COMMENTS (by P.HI.T. Beckett)

Essent ial ly the user of a soil map is not interested in learning the
name of the soil at a site or within a management area. He wants to know
the useful properties of soils within that area. If, however, the useful
information he wants is collated, or categorized under soil names, then he
looks at the map to determine the relevant soil name, and then elsewhere to
find out information about soils of that name. This information may be in
the menmoir, or briefly in the map legend as in sone of Prof. Eswaran's
examples, or in both. Will it not be necessary to consider them together,
not separate? The question is then "Do this legend and memoir together
make it easy or difficult for the user to find the information he wants
about the soil class that it should come first in the memoir and not 5th,
as suggested. It would be of very great interest to col lect a panel of
agronomists, intel I igent but not pedologists, present them with copies of
the memoi rs of a range of so il surveys, and time the rates at wh ich they
extracted answers to simple questions such as: (in order of increasing
complexity). What are the surface soil textures, pHI and phosphorus status
of series A, B, & C? Summarize the agronomic potentials and hazards of
series I), E, F? Select the three areas on the map, each of 100 ha, that
you consider most/least suitable for the production of maize (corn), irri-
gated vegetables, etc.

ANSWERS:

Comment considered.
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Table 1. Evaluation of SRI for stated objectives.

Check boxes as follows:

1. No information

if no information is available, check one of the two boxes 'a' or
'b' :

a. If information is necessary.
b. If information is not necessary.

(If one of the boxes is checked, leave the boxes under the other three
columns blank).

2. Relevance to stated objectives.

Check if one of the following conditions apply:

a. The information is relevant.
b. The information is not relevant.

3. Adequacy to stated objective.

Check if one of the following conditions apply:

a. The information is adequate.
b. The information is inadequate.

4. Reliability for stated objectives.

Check if one of the following conditions apply:

a. The information is reliable.
b. The information is unreliable.
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No
Information Relevance Adequacy Reliability

A. Map unit composition i JI

i. Information on soil
performance for:

a. All map units

b. Most map units

c. Some map units

d. Few critical map units

2. Information on map unit
composition for:

a. All map units

b. Most map units

c. Some map uaits

d. Few critical map units

B. Map pattern analysis

1. Publication scale

2. Map parameters

a. Average size delineation

b. Index of max. reduction

c. Least size delineation

d. Spot symbols

e. Map texture intensity

3. Map legibility

a. Nature of symbols

b. Choice of colors
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No
Information Relevance Adequacy Reliability

C. Legend and report analysis

I. Descriptive legend

a. Consistency with theories of
soil genesis

b. Correlation of units with
landscape

c. Mappability of soil units

d. Consistency of soil identi-
f icat ion

e. Completeness of soil descrip-
tions

f. Information on non-soil and
special soil features

2. Report

a. Soil classification

i. Consistency with an
accepted system

ii. Consistency with des-
criptive legend

iii. Compatability with
laboratory data

iv. Consistency with soil
inte rpretat ions

b. Soil analysis

i. All mapping units

ii. Most mapping units

iii. Some mapping units

iv. Critical mapping units
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No
Information Relevance Adequacy Reliability

c. Soil interpretations

i. For stated objectives

ii. For other objectives

iii. Information on suscept-
ibility to deterior-
ation

iv. Information on soil
management

v. Information on con-
straints to land use

d. Other information

i. Geology

ii. Climate

iii. Vegetation

iv. Land use

e. Information to planners

i. For stated objectives

ii. Planning alternatives

iii. Economic consider-
ations

iv. Other constraints

D. Ground check

1. Base map

a. Kind of base map

b. Number of reference points

c. Distribution of reference
points

d. Distinctness of cultural
features
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No
Information Relevance Adequacy Reliability

e. Information on topographic
features

F. Scale of base map in
relation to scale of
published soil map

2. Soil map

a. Random spot checks made for

i. Identification of
soils

ii. Location of soil
boundaries

b. Systematic random checks for

i. identificatLon of soils

ii. Location of soil
boundaries

c. Transect checks for

i. Identification of
soils

ii. Location of soil
boundaries

d. Density of observations
reported as

i. Inset map

ii. In report
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST

T. R. Forbes and H. EswaranI

The Soil Resource Inventory Study Group has compiled a Soil Survey and
Map checklist on which is recorded relevant soils and map data. The check-
list is useful from several different points of view.

First, given the large number of different kinds of soils report
fo::nts and map presentations, the checklist provides a concise summary of
the report and map for later reference. Since the checklist is standard-
zed, the kind of information extracted from the report and map will be the

same no matter what the original format. This aspect may be particularly
useful to administrators who need a short summary of pertinent facts for
land use planning decisions.

Second, a collection of checklists form a useful inventory of existing
soil resource inventories for any given continent, country, region or any
other desirable geographic subdivision. Many governmental ministries in
less deve loped countries, and funding agencies in developed countries are
of ten overw1helmed wi th years of project reports, feasibility studies and
other miterials which may include soil resource inventory information.
Rapid and efficient access to these materials is often lacking and in the
case of large fu nding agencies, the volume of materials that need to be
researched for any given; geographic area or country may be prohibitive.
Generallv, the final result is an underutilization of valuable reports and
studies for assessing the effectiveness of past development projects and
for planning effective fuoture development projects. Or it may result in a
dopl ication of work since sponsors of future projects may not he aware that
a usable soil resouirce inventory already exists in a given area. (This is
particu, larlv a problem in less developed countries where many soil resource
inwvntories are carried out as a part of a specific project that is not
pihl i lied in a government report).

Third, the checklist can be used as an instrument for soil resource
inventorv characterization and/or evaluation fot specific objectives. The
clhecklist inclIdes a " -step characterization methodology flowchart (See
Figure in "E'valulation of Soil Resource Inventories" by H. Eswaran, this
workslop).

CHWI.KEI lST: SUMMARY O F A)IOR SECTIONS OF TilE SOILS REPORT

The first section of the chec klist summarizes bibliographic and back-
ground material which would be useful for report writing and just generally
getting an overview of the kinds of materials which the soil survey report
contains (see p. 1, Soil Survey Report and ap Checklist at end of this
paper).

1Researzh Support Specialist and Visiting Professor, respectively,
l)epartment of Agronomy, N.Y. State College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
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The second section of the checklist (pp. 2-4) concerns the objectives
of the survey. The first set of objectives includes three major headings

of land use planning:

(a) master planning or broad land use planning,
(b) project planning,
(c) operational planning.

Master planning can be subdivided into three categories: national,
regional, and cultural systems. Project planning involves the selection of
sites for groups of crops based on specific management requirements. The
soils information in this case should be specific enough to assess suita-
bility for broad groups of plants in a cultural system. Operational
planning designs .an management systems within tracts that are assigned to
specific uses. Operational plans detail what, how, and when management
inputs are needed for satisfactory land use. Elements of soil performance
are primary criteria for this kind of planning. General or cross-objectives
include those outside specific planning objectives. Such objectives may
include scientific advancement, the gathering of data for soil classifi-
cation or other related scientific disciplines.

The third section of the checklist categorizes the soil survey
according to map and legend characteristics (pp. 5-8). Characteristics of
the categories of soil surveys are as follows (USDA, 1974):

Exploratory:

(a) compiled without field identification of soils
(b) soil descriptions inferred from limited information on

climate, geology, landforms
(c) scale <1 :650,000
(d) map units defined very broadly or incompletely
(e) no limits on the amount or percentages of inclusions
(f) objectives: compilation of known data for nation or con-

tinent on which to base further, more detailed soil studies
(g) topographic or aerial photo base; no topographic or aerial

photo base

Macro-reconnaissance survey:

(a) map units identified by limited observations of the soils
within the area

(b) no precise location of soil boundaries
(c) scale 1:130,000 to 1:650,000
(d) map units are associations of higher categories or broadly

defined taxa
(e) no limits on the amount or percentage of inyl usions
(f) minimum-size delineations as small as?50 km (500,000 ha)
(g) planning units as large as 100,000 km
(h) objectives: planning for large states, nations, and

continents
(i) identification of the soils is mainly based on field data

but in some cases supported by laboratory data.
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Me so-reconnaissance:

(a) boundaries determined by soils observations
(b) scale 1:65,000 to 1:130,000
(c) minimum-size delineations 100 to 4,000 ha, but usually

larger
(d) planning units 1,000 to 10,000 ha or 20,000 to 1,000,000 km2

(e) no limits on the amount or percent of inclusions
(f) map units are associations of higher categories of taxa (in

the USDA system these may include associations of families,
subgroups, great groups, etc.)

(g) field methods: random traverses with detailed sampling
blocks

(h) objectives: planning for states, small nations or regions;
soils delineated for possible use but not management

(i) minimum or least-size delineations are 2 to 100 ha

Macro-detailed surveys:

(a) boundaries determined by soils observations
(b) scale 1:26,000 to 1:65,000
(c) smallest delineations are 10 to 20 times the size of areas

that could be delineated at the minimum legible stale
(d) planning units are usually 100 to 10,000 ha or km
(e) no limits set on inclusions at smaller scales with limits on

inclusions at approximately 30% at larger scales
(f) map units are usually predominantly consociations at the

larger scales and associations at the smaller scales (The
USDA system may include consociations or associations of
series, families and subgroups.)

(g) field methods: traverses to detect minimum-size delineation
of contrasting soils (with detailed sampling blecks)

(h) objectives: delineate for medium-sized or extensive oper-
ating units (forests, rangeland, large farms), not to site
structures or operational planning for intensive uses

(i) smallest delineations are commonly 4 to 5 times the size of
areas that could be delineated at the minimum legible scale

Meso-detailed surveys:

(a) scale 1:13,000 to 1:26,000
(b) minimum or least-size delineations are 0.5 to 2 ha (smaller

areas use spot symbols)
(c) planning units are usually 5 to 2500 ha
(d) inclusions in map units should be 20%
(e) map units are usually consociations (may also have some

complexes or associations)
(f) in some cases the smallest delineations may be Lwo times the

size of the areas that can be delineated legibly at the
minimum legible scale.

(g) field methods: direct observations with traverses close
enough to detect contrasting areas
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(h) objectives: covers operational planning for moderate inten-
sively used managment units such as farms and ranches (larger
scales), more extensively used units, such as forests,
rangelands, etc.; j, selection of areas for more detailed
surveys for intensive operational units

Ultra-detailed srveys:

(a) scale >1:13,000
(b) minimum or least-size delineations are 0.1 to 0.5 ha

(smaller areas of limiting inclusions shown by spot symbols)
0.001 to 0.6 ha

(c) planning units are usually I to 500 ha
(d) inclusions in map units should be <20%
(e) map units are consociations (with some complexes at the

smaller scales)
(f) field methods: direct examination with field traverses to

pick up the limiting areas
(g) ebjectives: planning and siting for small areas such as

experimental areas, truck gardens or housing sites.

Kinds of map units are dMfined according to United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA), Soil Conservation Service (SCS) standards.

The results of the determinations of map pattern and map unit compo-
sition analyses are recorded in the last categories of this section. To
understand the implications of these results the reader would have to
compare them to the appropriate tables given in the handbook of soil
resource inventory characterization of the Soil Resource Inventory Study
Group (Arnold et al., 1978).

The fourth section of the checklist (pp. 9-10) characterizes the
methodology of preparation of the soil survey. These categories should
complement or give further information on the kind of soil survey as
described in the third section of the checklist. The determination of the
number of reference points on a given area of the base map can he made by
criteria set forth in the handbook of soil resource inventory character-
ization by the Soil Resource Inventory Study Group (Arnold et al., 1978).

The fifth section of the checklist (p. 11) covers the results of field
checking which may have been completed by the person(s) characterizing or
evaluating the soil resource inventory report and map. The theory and
methodology of fild checking is discussed in the handbook of soil resource
inventory characterization by the Soil Resource Inventory Study Group
(Arnold ct al., 1978).

The sixth and finat section of the checklist (p. 12) is a blank page
for a narrative characterization or evaluation. This may indeed be the
most useful section of the checklist.

In compiling the checklist and characterizing approximately 200 existing
soil resource inventories from around the world it was found that much
information was not clearly presented and had to be deduced from explana-
tions given in the particular report or map. However, it is suggested that
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future soil resource inventories clearly state this information somewhere
in the body of the text. Results of characterizing over 200 sL resource
inventories from around the world are given in Table 1.
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United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service. 1974.
Soil survey manual, Rev. ed. (4th Draft, 74-75). USDA, SCS, Washington,
DC 20000.

G LOSSARY

Association: A grographic mixture of areas of two or more distinctive
kinds of soil, or of a soil and a kind of miscellaneous area. The areas of
principal components of soil associations can be delineated separately by
detailed survey methods at map scales of about 1:20,000 (USDA, SCS, 1974).

Consociation: A mapping unit in which only one identified component of
soil (pluls allowable inclusions) occurs in each delineation.

Least-size delineation: A delineation which is so small that it cannot
contain a two or three digit mapping unit symbol. Features smaller than
this, and of importance, are indicated by spot symbols.

Map index of max imum reduction: The factor by which a map may be reduced
before it loses legihility. It is computed by the square root of the ratio
of average-size delineation to min mum-size delineation.

Map unit composition: Refers to the extent to which limiting soil pro-
perties for a specific land use objective are given in descriptions of map
units such as profile descriptions, analytical data, land capability class-
ifications, interpretation tables and others.

Minimum-size delineation: The smallest area that still2can be legibly
indicated on a map. It has an arbitrary area of 0.4 cm on the map.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by P.H.T. Beckett):

It is not unusual that the detail or precision of a soil survey is

specified by stating the taxonomic level of the soil classes that are to be

mapped as simple map units (perhaps to a specified minimum purity). This

being so, it is a very great handicap that there exists no consensus as to

the probable or anticipated variability of the soil properties that will

affect or limit land use within soil classes at different taxonomic levels.

ks far as it goes, a short and tentative table of coefficients of variation

within series mapping units in Soils & Fertilizers 34. p. lt (1971) has

been confirmed by unit in New Zealand and Britain but the figures in the

table for Great Soil Groups and families are derived from too narrow a

range to be of any value.

ANSWERS:

Comment considered.



SOII SURVEY REPORT AND 'AP CHECKLIST - page 1

I. General Bibliographic and Background Information

Date of report: Report accompanied by the Report accompanied by theNo. of map sheets: following maps: following information:
Country:
Title of report: 

Actual Scale
Tvpu No Yes Scale Code* Type No Yes

Geology G Geology
Vegetation 

_ Vegetation _Report prepared by author(s) Physiographv i __ -" __ Pj Physiography KP(last name, first name): Climate: ___ C1 Climate 1 -C
Land use (present) 

U__apscale:Land capiit) UI Land use (present) U
Land Land capability/Map scale: potential L potential __ ELArea (km-): Irrigation potential I, Irrigation potential _Book reference - (library call Erosion hazard I Erosion hazard Eno. or other location): Other 01 . Other (specify) 0

Scale code*Publisher: 1 -- 1:12,999 Characterization done by:
2 1:13 000 - 1:25,9993 1:26000 - 1:59,999

4 1:5C,000 - 1:19,9 9City (publisher): 5 1: .,0'L0 -_ j 1:259,999 Characterization completed on:
6 1:2602000 - 1:64.9999
7 1:650,000 -

8 None indicated
No. of pages:

Other bibliographic information
(report no.; gov't agency,
division, etc.):

C,



56 SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 2

II. Objective(s) of Survey l/

1 nd I ca t ed Yes No

Master Planning (broad land use planning)

National planning and inventory

ldentification of broad development regions

for purposes below

Cropping

(;raz ing

Range lands

Forestrv

Wldlife and recreation

Wa t e rsheds

Urban or -;ett lement area

others (sji;r £ fv)

Reg iona l Plaii i igt and Inventory

Gllelra (,e leCLion of promising areas for a

speci fiC purpose)

(Jul trn1a ss tes general planning including:

qh 1 ft iu cIit cultivation

WCL cuILure (paddy rice, sugarcane, etc.)

Ra illid pe r1anneni t cult i, re

I.rrigation dryland culLure

Other (speci.fy):

(,razing

Dryland

Irrigated
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 3

Rangelands

Forestry

Wildlife and recreation

Settlement areas

Assess drainage requirements

Background for soil conservati- ir reclamation program

Delineate areas for watershed uevelopment

General location of transport infrastructure, secondary
indu't ries or urban development

Projec'. Planning 2/

Siting areas of rairfed crops and pastures (based on
specific management requirements) - (specify crops
or pastures):

Irrigat[on fuasi;bility

Rangelands

Forestry

Wildlife and recreation

1/ Add asterisks (*) to "check mark" if you believe that a particular objective
is implied or that the report seems to meet the requirements for that
particular objective.

2/ Soils information should be specific enough to assess the suitability for
broad groups of plants in cultural systems.
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 4

Land settlement sites

Engineering and urban purposes

Others (specify):

Operational Planning 3/

Irrigation siting (specify crops):

Sicing experiment stations and field
plots (specify crops):

Rainfed crops for which management systems are
indicated (specify):

Engineering and urban uses

Site roads and pipelines

Site foundations, sewers, septic tanks

Landscaping plans

General or Cross-Objectives

Scientific advancement

Provides data for soil classification
and genes is

Provides data for geomorphology,
geography or ecology

Others (specify)

3/ Soil information should be specific enough to assess the suitability for
specific crops under a particular system of management.
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 5

III. Kind of Survey, Map and Legend Characteristics

Exploratory Survey (compiled without identification
by original observations in the area. Compiled
from limited information on climate, vegetation,
geology and landforms)

Topographic or airphoto base

No topographic or airphoto base

Macro-reconnaissance survey (mapping units are
identified by observations of the soils within
the area, but the soils boundaries are largely
compiled from other sources)

identification of the soils is mainly based
on field data

Identification of the soils is supported by
laboratory data

Meso-reconnaissance survey

Macro-detai Led survey

Meso-detai. led survey

Ultra-detailed survey

Kind of Survey - indicated in report by authors Yes No

Specify author's designation:

Kind of Map Units

USDA or translated to USDA (if translated
by checker, mark with asterisk*)

Intensity level 4/

1 2 3

Consociations

Associations

4/ Asterisks (*) notes the predominant mapping unit



60 SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 6

Intensity level 4/
1 2 3

Complexes

Undifferentiated group

Map Unit Components

Number of categories

USDA equivalents Yes No

Phases of soil series

(specify phases):

Soil series

Phases of soil families

(specify phases):

Soil families

Phases of subgroups

(spec L fy phases)

Soil subgroups

Phases of great groups

(specify phases):

Soil great groups

Phases of suborders

(specify phases):

Soil suborders

Phases of soil orders

(specify phases):

Soil orders

Other:

Not comparable



SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 7 61

Taxonomy - Classification System

Comprehensive

Non-compreehensive (name):

"Tailor-made" for study

No taxonomic system

Land capability classes

Soil potential classes
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 8

Map Texture or Pattern

Average-size delineation (cm2)

Average-size delineation (ha)

Largest size area delineated (estimate, ha)

Use of spot symbols

Index of maximum reduction

Reduced scale

Actual published scale

Map Unit Composition

Objective for background of map unit composition

List of Limiting factors for specific objective:

Percent tin iform-limiting

Average-s ize delineation, uniform-limiting

Percent tn i form suitable

Average-si-zc dClieat ion un .iform suitable

Percent nonitifornm-predon nan tly limiting

Average-siZ'e del i.neation, nonuniform predominantly
sui table

Percent nonuniform predominantly suitable

Avera,,e-sizu lel-ineation, nonuniform predominantly
su L ta) e

Percent nonnutiform predominantly suitable

Percent unknown

Average-size de.lineation, unknown
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 9

IV. Methodology of Preparation

Average number of profiles sampled per map unit

Type of analyses completed for most profiles

Routine

Fertility-related properties and routine

Special properties (salinity, acid sulfate
etc.) & routine

Special properties (mineralogy etc.) and routine

Other (specify)

Usefulness of base map for location
2 reference pts. within circle low

(see Chap.3)
2-5 " moderate

6-8 " high

9 " very high

Type(s) of base map

Airphoto

Topographic

Other (specify)

Scales of base map (specify)

Field Methods
2

Number of observation points per cm on field map,
indicated (use code given below)

I = 1 pt.
2 =2 pts.

3 = 2-4 pts.

4 = 4-8 pts.
5 = 7-8 pts.
6 = not indicated
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 10

Type of survey

Rigid grid

Rigid and with airphotos

Grid survey with additional observations
to locate boundaries

As above but with aerial photos

Random survey

Random survey with airphotos

If soil- map was generalized

Effect-ive scale (specify)

Legend determination

Fixed pri.or to survey w:ith minor alterations

Fixed prior to survey with major alterations

Made during progress of survey

Not ind icated
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SOIL SURVEY REPORT AND MAP CHECKLIST - page 1.

V. Field Evaluation

Random spot checks made for

identification of soils

results:

location of soil boundaries

results:

Systematic random checks for

identification of soils

results:

location of soil boundaries

results:

Transect checks for

identification of soils

results:

location of soil boundaries

results:



SOIL SURVEY REPORT A.ND MAP CHECKLIST - page 12

V. Narrative evaluation and other remarks
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'Fable 1. A survey of 200 SRI's from all over the world.

Meso- Macro-
CHARACTERISTICS Ultra- Meso- Macro- reconnais- reconriais-

and PROPERTIES detailed detailed detailed sance sance Exploratory

properties
a Scale >1 13.000 1 13.000- 1 26000. 1 65000- 1 130000- <1 650.000

1 26,000 1 65000 1 130000 1 650.000

b. Basic map units Phases of Phases of Phases of Assoc,;lions Associahons Associations
consociations consoc,ations con oc ltion '; Of

COnSOCtaiOrlS

c Level of classification of map S-I series Soil series or Soil farmilies of SLubgroups or Great groups Sut)orders or
units sod families subgroups great groups on suborders oiders

d Average-suze
delintion (Crri2l 12 4 5 6 6 5

e Average-size
delineation 1ia,) 9 20 130 680 5700 345,000

f. Minimum-size
delineation (ha) 1 1-3 3-20 20-70 70-2.000 _ 2.000

g Index o1 maximum
reduction 5 3 3 4 4 3

h Map unit
COmposition U-L of U.S U-L. U-S. some U-L. U-S. some U-L U-S. some Mostly N-PS Mostly N-PS

N-PS but more N-PS but more N-PS and N-PL and N-PL. and N-PL.
frequently frequently some small some X some unknown

some N-PL. some N-PL. areas of X
no X no X

*methodology
of preparation

a Typo of base map Airphotos, AirDhotos Airplotos. Ajr.notos. Arahotos. Airphotos.
olhophotoS, ae.l mosaics. aenal mosaics aerial mO',Ics aenal mosics, aenal mosaics

topographic 'wi1ophotos. topographic topographic planimetric planimetric

maps topographic maps maps Maaps maps
maps

b Scale of base map >1 6.500 -1 6.500- 1 13000- :1 32500- ..1 65,000- ;1 325.000
1 13000 1 32.500 1 65.000 1325.000

c No of reference
points within circle
- 5cm2. > 1 20,000 Very high ,9 Very high .9 Very high -9 Very high '"9 Very hig, 9 Very high _'9

3cm2. ,1 20.000 Low -2 Low 2 Low<?2Low -2 Low'' Low <.2

d Approximate average no
of obsenations per km

2  100-500 1-3 t 1 0.5-1
(Vink. I W.3)

e Plotting of soil b)undares
continuouslty i tfed hy
I visual obser.iton %/
2 verifled ai ciuseI spaced inlerals
3 plotted by rwm ,t seriiflu with

Bornei. verification
4 plotted by remole sensing

I Type of anarlses done
fi" most pioliits (check
idicates necessityl
I rutinef.I V V V V V,
2 fterlility-fel ted

and routinC e
-:pecual propertes
:ahinty. ac-d sullale

etc t anil routine
4 mineralogy and

routine V
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'Table 1 continued

* map
interpretation
potential

a indicates susceptibility of
soils to deteriorahon * * * * * * * * * * *

b indicates suitability of
soils for management and
land preparation *:* *** * * *

c indicates response
to management ** * * * * *

d indicates constraints
tolanduse * *** *** * *

a ground-truth

a Soil map
I. internal composition or

range in properlies of Very narrow Very narrow Nanrow Narrow Broad Very broad

map units

2 map unit purity 85% 85% 85% 85% 60% 60%

b B-ise map
3 density of ground

control points Moderate-high High-very high Moderate-hgh Moderate Moderate-tow Low

uses of soil map

a Master planning
1 natic nal plannin'j * **

2 regiooal planr. ),i * * *
3 cultura! ayr,.m

plann -,.: (lqervrally

by regions or large areasl *
"

b Project planning
I. pilot prolects for

agricultural development * * * * * * * * *

2 planning large-scale
farm units ** * ** ** *

3 land settlement
schemes ** ****

c Operational planning
1 siting of experimental

plots ***
2 siting drainage and

irrigation systems *** *** * *

3 sifing of buildings * * * * * * * * *

Key:
1) U-S - uniom-Suiable. U-L - unioeimihminq N.PS - non-uniform predominantly suitable.

N-ft. - nonunifotm-ixedominanly imiling X - unknown
2) " .miwm, * - m 0e.fal. **- mArum
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SESSION III

USES AND ADEQUACY OF SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORY INFORMATION

Chairman: J. Lizarraga

Speakers

P. Beckett - The Cost-Benefit Relationships of Soil Surveys

S. Somasiri, R. L. Tinsley, C. R. Panabokke
and F. R. Moorman - Evaluation of Rice Lands in Mid-country

Kandy District, Sri Lanka
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THE COST-BENEFIT RELATIONSHIPS OF SOIL SURVEYS

Philip Becket t 1

It is not always clear 4hy particular soil surveys were carried out.
Nevertheless, when soil surveys are justified publicly it is on their
practical value, so they should be assessed on their practical value too,
that is on how far the existence of a soil map and its supporting docu-
mentation has enabled the members of a community to conduct their
act ivities m)re economically, or to do more things for the same investment,
than they could have done without it.

The paymaster of a survey or the users of its results are not neces-
sarily interested in the cost-benefit ratio as such. Usually they are
concerned to know the likely minimum cost of achieving a given benefit, or
the likely maximum benefit from a given investment, and in either case they
want the answer before the survey is comnmenced, or at least by the end of
the reconna issance stage that should precede mapping, in order to make the
crucial dec ision - "should we do this survey at all, and if so how?"

Obviously the cost-benefit ratio has two components, of which the
former is more easily estimated, and I shall discuss them separately.

COSTS

The cost of information increases with its precision and specificity,
in soil sciences as anywhere else. Consider one survey area of average
complexity, in which the whole range of soil variability in the soil mantle
of the survey area can be divided into: 5 soil sub-groups, or 15 soil
families, or 40 soil series, or 130 soil phases. We need not here discuss
the nature of the criteria on which these divisions are made, except to
note that very few of them are directly relevant to current or future land
rse in the area, and that it is assumed that the classes at each level show
a narrower range (or greater "uniformity") of some or all of the relevant
soil properties than the classes in the level above. Ideally, all the
classes at each level will show approximately equal breadth of concept and
equal uniformity in their relevant or useful properties, but this may be
very difficult to achieve. Whatever their level of subdivision the soil
classes adopted to define the mapped soil units become the basic units of
information: the survey cannot specify the soil properties at any place
more precisely than they can be specified for the classes adopted for the
survey. Since the precision of tme information required increases with the
intensity of land rse, the level of sub-division depends on this too (Figure
1).

Professor of Soil Science, Department of Agricultural Science, Oxford
University, U.K.
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Fig. 1. The level of soil classif ication is adjusted to the intensity of
land use ani to the level of decision (R, regional; , district;
F, farm): tier interrelations follow from this. (ata from a
wide range of Australian soil maps: Beckett and Bie, 1973;
reprinted by penuission of CSIRO.)

There is little pont in defining, and talking ahout, narrower soil
cilasses than can he rep resen ted on the soil nap , and the "'purity" of the
mapped units on a so ii map should not vary with thle breadth of the classes
mapped (or tihe point tlf adj tst ing class ibread th to land use wi 1l. he de-
feat ed) , so the average distance be tween the so ii boundaries to be mapped
must decrease as the classes aire defined more narrowly. T[he average density

of boundary on a puhlished soil map should he relatively independent of its
scale and purpose (Figure 2), so the publication scale of the soil map
should he adjusted to average boundary density (Figure 3). Therefore, soil
class and publication scale will also be related (Figure 4). The scale of
the base map used in the survey ("field scale") should he about twice
publication scale (Table 1). More often than not the cons tituent series of
a soil family are separated by series f rom other families, so the grouping
of series into families, or other higher groupings, may not reduce the

length of boundary to he mapped, and at scales of 1:30,000 or smaller the
surveyor has tol define compound units (Figures I and 5, and see Bie and
Beckett, 1971 a) . This makes cost-benefit discussions more complicated, but
since it does n It alter their basic principles the rest of this paper

discusses only large- to medium-scale maps of simple (single-class) mapping

units.

The closer the soil boundaries to he mapped, the greater the density

of observations that will he needed to locate them, and the greater the

effort requ, ired per unit area surveyed (Table 2). Also the proportional

contribution of air photogr: ph interpretation decreases with map scale

(Figures 7 and 8). So the density of soil examinations (Table 3), and the

cost of soil survey in effort (Table 4 and Figure 7) or money (Figure 6)
increases with map scale. Cost or effort vary considerably with landscape,
even within one region (Figure 9).
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Fig. 2. There is an optimum density of soil boundary on a soil map, not
greatly affected by its scale or purpose. (Beckett and Bie,
1978; reprinted by permission of CSIRO.)

Nevertheless, the precision achieved is not necessarily related to the

effort applied. Figure 10 averages the fraction (in the range 0-1) of the

total variance of topsoil clay content, organic matter, and available
magnesium that is successfully described by a range of soil maps of in-
creasing scale, in each of the three areas of Figure 9. (Burrough et al.,
1971 give further information). Clearly by these criteria, and in this
area, there is little benefit from mapping soil series by conventional free
survey or grid survey at scales greater than 1:25-1:20,000. To achieve
much increase in precision beyond this scale it will be necessary to produce
single-property maps by grid survey.

This is universal: in every landscape there is a certain intensity of
survey effort, beyond which the cost of further precision increases sharply
and in proportion to the degree of precision already achieved. This is the
Law of Diminishing Returns.

Much of the above can be approximately assessed on the reconnaissance

that precedes a soil survey. We have explored (Beckett 1967; Beckett and
Bie, 1975) the use of auto-correlation plots for predicting the uniformity
of the mapping units that would be achieved at different boundary densities
and map scales.
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Fig. 3. Map scale is/should be adjusted to the frequency of the soil
boundaries to be mapped, in this case estimated as the average
number of boundaries crossed per unit length of random linear
traverse from a wide range of Australian soil maps: Bie and
Beckett, 1971a) .

BENEFITS

It is more difficult to assess the benefits from a soil survey. There
are plenty of anecdotal claims that this or that school, hospital or housing
project incurred unecessary expense because it was built on a flood plain
or peat bog that a soil map would have recorded, or conversely that money
was saved because they were not built on a peat bog, etc. that a soil map
did record. This kind of evidence is highly selective and difficult to
evaluate: how many hospitals, etc. were built on suitable sites without
the aid of a soil map? low many mapped peat hogs, etc. lay nowhere near a
potential building site? flow many hospitals, etc. were built on peat bogs,
etc. that the soi map had failed to map? Or how many were moved from the
site of first choice because the map had hinted at a peat bog, etc. that
was not there? If such data are to be used they must be col Lected in a
systematic and unbiased manner: otherwise they are better left for
exercises in public relations.

The datum or starting point against which to evaluate the benefits
from possessing a soil map is not a state of zero knowledge, but that
amount of local knowledge already possessed by the intelligent layman, of
which every community possesses at least a few.
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Fig. 4. Map scale and the level of soil classification are interrelated.
(Sets of data from (A) Federal and (B) State soil surveys in
Australia: Beckett and Bie, 1978; reprinted by permission of
CSIRO.)
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Table 1. The relationship of field scale to publication scale.

Publication scale Field scale Reduction factor Country

1:2,534 1:2,534 1.00 Eire

1:10,000 1:10,000 1.00 Iraq

1:10,000 1:6,000 1.67 Lesotho

1:20,000 1:15,840 1.26 U.S.A.

1:20,000 1:5,000 4.00 Belgium

1:20,000 1:10,000 2.00 Tanzania

1:20,000 1:20,000 1.00 Fiji

1:20,000 1:6,000 3.33 Lesotho

1:25,000 1:20,000 1.25 Thailand

1:37,500 1:15,000 2.50 Thailand

1:50,000 1:50,000 1.00 Thailand

1:50,000 1:40,000 1.25 Nigeria

1:50,000 1:10,000 5.00 Belgium

1:50,000 1:20,000 2.50 Spain

1:50,000 1:25,000 2.00 Netherlands

1:50,000 1:25,000 2.00 Portugal

1:63,360 1:25,344 2.50 Scotland

1:100,000 1:60,000 1.67 Brunei

1:300,000 1:100,000 3.00 Belgium

1:500,000 1:200,000 2.50 Hungary

(S. Western, 1979)
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Table 2. Rate of survey in hot climates.

Aim auger-hole Intensity: No. of sijes/man-
depth distance between day
(cm) (M)

Irr igation, 100 6
500 200 5.5

Drainage, 500 4.5
1000 4

general 5000 3.5
100 10

eng i nee ring 300 200 9
500 7

1000 6
5000 4.5

Forestry t00 14.5
200 12

and 200 500 9
1000 7

tree crops 5000 5.5

Field crops 100 18
200 14.5

and 150 500 10
1000 8

P.Is ttures

Exploratory survey 150 5j00 5.5

;eneral 100 18
200 14.5

pu rpose 100 500 10
1000 8

survey 5000 6

(after S. Western, 1979)

1 Assuming one f ield-day comprises 7 hours, of which 1 hour is spent in

travel ling to and from the area of survey, leaving 6 hours for actual survey.
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(Bie and Beckett, 1970) ; reprinted by permission
of the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, Farnham

House, Farnham Royal, Slough SL2 3BN, England.)
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(Bie and Beckett, 1971 a).
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Table 3. Density of ground observations in relation to map scale.

Scale of published No. obs/ha No. obs/cm 2 of map Country
map

1:1000 to 1:5000 5 .05-1.3 W. Germany

1:2500 1.2 .08 Thailand

1:5000 16 Netherlands

1:10,000 1-8 1-8 Netherlands

0.2-4 .2-4 Hungary

0.05 .05 Iraq

0.06 .06 Lesotho

1:20,000 0.07 .3 Tanzania

0.04 .2 Fiji

0.07 .3 Lesotho

2 8 Belgium

1:25,000 0.1 .6 Thailand

0.7-1 4.4-6.3 Netherlands

1:37,500 0.01 .15 Thailand

1:50,000 0.01 .3 Thailand

0.03 .8 Nigeria

0.20 5 Netherlands

1:100,000 0.003 .3 Brunei

(adapted from Western, 1979)
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Table 4. Cost of consultant survey proposals.

Publication scale Country Year Cost Extent (ha)
((/ha)

Exploratory Yemen (11) 1976 0.002 19.6 x 106

Thailand (I) 1973 0.002 5 x 106

1:250,000 Brazil (U) 1973 0.001 24.3 x 106

Low intensity Indonesia (I) 1973 > 0.13 25 000

1:100,000 Zambia (U) 1967 0.53 240 000

Medium Thailand (I) 1971 0.37 133 000

Ivory Coast (1) 1970 0.41 109 000

Fiji (1) 1968 > 0.41 20 000

Ethiopia (I) 1973 > 0.89 27 000

1:25,000 Nigeria (1) 1972 0.93 37 000

High " Somalia (P) 1975 5.23 15 000

1:10,000 Greece (1) 1972 6.64 1000

Very high " BruneI (P) 1975 91.46 12 000

(I) proposal implemented; (P) proposal pending; (U) proposal unsuccessful.

(Modified from S. Western, 1979)
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Fig. 10. Increasing the density of soLl o)hservati ns (for free or grid survey)
and thereby increasing map scale, increases the uniformity of topsoil,
Clay, Magnesium )nd Organic matter, within the series (SS) or between
isolines on single property maps: uniformi, ty is expressed as

1 - Relative Variance =1 - variance of property within mapping units
(RV) total variance of property within survey area
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We may assume that the useful life of a soil survey is 25 years. On

the ole hand most contracted single-purpose soil surveys are part of projects

which economic analyst s usual ly assume to have a life of 40 years - which

is in f act the average an' s concept of eternity. On the other hand economic

changes ald technological advances may require other soil differentiations

than those offered by 0le survev - it is more usu Ial that the land capability

class if ica t ion become's )bsol etc than the so i class if icat ion or map legend.

Vink (19f)3) suggested that where land use and soiI survey are intensive a

survey may le useful for only 5-10 years, but for up to 20 years in areas

of more extenslvwe land use. ie (1972) noted that intensive surveys of

some Als;tril ian i rrg:it ion are;; were still in deimand after 35 years.

Klingebiel':s (196nh) 25 yea rs se ems to he a sound average. The following

discuss ion on benefit analvsis issumes a useful life of one year only,

because this imakes; it easier to present. The fonai of the analysis is not

affected, nd its; resol ts !iay he scaled up by a factor of 25-fold, with

whatever ;nphisticatioins of compou d interest or discounted ca,h flow the

reader liku to) apply.

Before proceodi ug to examint the soil survey itself we must ascertain

what the farmener (,or the land user) is trying to do - which of the economic

par aieto rs of hiis s itti tion is he trying to optimize? Figure 11. illustrates

diagrarnimiatical, lv how the value of the yield or output per unit area from

ono l and us, (one crop, a defined rotation of crops, a housing, development,

etc.) in two field s depends on tti,: values of all variable inputs per unit

arca (seed fortilizer, hire of pamt, managerial skil 1) . It is not

necessary to iiisiri all iiuptlts iiito one, as here. A computer can per-

fectlv wel I visnoilize and handle ;I n-dimens ional response surface - of one

yi e!d and (ri - l) inuputs. I have simplif ied this only to be able to repre-

sent it iln two dimeusioms . Iln n dimens ions tile land user can choose for

example between more manageri,tl skill (i.e. thinking harder) or more fertil-

izer, and between more water (i.e. irrigation) or lower seed rate and

hig[ler phosphates, within each value of total input, hut the basic manipu-

THERE IS NO CA /

0 'A
0

I / / G.4ADIENT b 
IIENI 1b,

INPUT (SIAREAI

Fig. I. Yield or output ( from poo*rlv developed (A) and a highly

deve loped (i) irea increas;s with total variable input:

= 1lie (if Oiutput = input; ......- = lie of Output = Input

+ 5%; = tanlleiit of steepest gradient: a = Maximum

profLt; 1 = greuatest ruturn; c = maximni yield for a 5% return; d

maxINiimu yield to break eve-n.
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lations of a complete response surface are the same as the following mani-
pulations of a response curve. The solid lines are basic response curves
typical of a poorly developed area (A) and a' highly developed area (B). Ineffect the farmer, etc.'in area B already starts some way up curve A because
of the residual effects of earlier inputs. The line (---------) at gradient
45 comprises all situations where the land user breaks even (output =
input), and line (,-.-.-.) represents the situation where input = output
(I+ a), where a is a predetermined -profit leel.Trhe -landowner~ chooses ..-- -- _

his level of input to maximize profit (a), or the percentage return on his
variable input (gradient b), or yield for predetermined profit (c), or
yield without loss (d - this is more appropriate to governments than indi-
viduals). These four criteria are not equally wise, nor are they equally
applicable to all situations. Social factors may limit the available
quantities of one or more important inputs, and the traditional human
factors of sloth or envy may limit an individual's input or the output he
dares to be seen achieving. Also the response curves can be modified to
include the effects of subsidies on a per area orqper unit yield basis.
There are various other criteria of success. In the following discussion
it is assumed that the farmer wishes to optimize his profit (a on Figure 11).
Whether he knows them explicitly as a result of research and extension
work, or learns them implicitly from local tradition based on the operation
of natural selection against those farmers who consistently choose non-viable
options, he is aware of a set of such curves, one for each potential land
use.

Now consider the simplest case in which a land user wishes to use all
his land for one ccop or purpose. In fact (Figure 12) there are four soils
on his property, of equal area and each offering a different response
survey for that crop, but their differences are subtle. So he thinks that
all his property is on soil C, that one that immediately surrounds his
house and barns. lie applies the input appropriate to soil C (I') to
his whole property and his total profit is z a' = (a'c - alA - aqD + 0). He
is not doing very well. A soil map would have shown him the limits of thefour soils A-D, and experience or an extension officer could have given theresponse curves for A, B and D, to enable him to optimize his inputs separ-
ately (I"^ + I", I', I") to produce a greater total profit of Ea" .= (a"A
+ a + a + a ). Clearly (E a" - Z a') is the benefit attributabie A
join ly toCthe soil map and to whatever research or experience produced the
three new response curves, provided it could not reasonably be assumed that
the farmer did not (as here), or could not have perceived the soil differ-
ences himself. There are for example considerable areas round Oxfo rd where
gravel terrace and clay loam, or sandy loam and clay loam, or calcareous
shallow rendzina and acid sol lessive, are juxtaposed. When assessing what
benefit local farmers have received from the local soil map it will be
reasonable to assume that they will not have overlooked such large differ-
ences.

Not only will there be different response curves for every land use on
one soil, but the differences between crops will'be different on different
soils (Figure 13). The land user has to choose. He may still do well with a
single land use, but in this case better with crop C2 than Cl (as in Figure
12). But he may do better by mixing crops, for example C2 on soil A, C3 on
soils B and C, C4 on soil D. Again, the value of the soil map is estimated
from the maximum profit the land user can make when he uses it as a frame-
work to optimize such choices compared with his maximum profit without it.
There may of course be other constraints: soil erosion control may require

3 3 ' " .'- 3 .: / • . / - . . i ' ,i '.-_ * . 3 : -. ,. ..i ' .. '3 3 .33 '33 .. .. i ' ,•, ., ,i ' :
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Fig. 12. A farm on four soils A-D of equal area, with Fig. 13. Four crops (cl is the crop in Fig. 12) show

substantially different response curves for very different response curves on the four soils

crop 1. In the first case the farmer assumed all on the farm of Fig. 12; the farmer will achieve

his farm lies on soil C and applied to all soils maximum profit for very different inputs.

the optimum input (I' ) for soil C. In the second
c

case he recognized the existence of four soils and

applied to each soil the input that would maximize

his profit (I" As "B , i' i" D) ------ are lines

of output = input.
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that CI not be grown except in rotation with C2 or C3, or C3 may occupy the
land for 13 months, while only C4 occupies it for as little as six, so that
C3 and C4 have to alternate, and so on. Nevertheless, my point stands -
the henefit from a soil map is the extent to which the land user can
increase his pro it (or aiy of tihe other criteria of success mentioned
above) by inclurding in his decision-making the information that only thesoil map aid its supporting memoir can provide, either directly as in these
examples, or indirectly bv enabling extension officers to increase the
precision aniui relevance of their research and advice.

This leads us to a Further point. In practice the form of the
response cuirve (or of the response surface it attempts to represent in two
dimlnensio ns) F-or each land use on each soil depends on the values of a
number or F so il properties (the "relevant" properties above), none of which
are wholly uniform over any of soils A-I). If the response curve of crop C1
on soril A were determined at 100 locations chosen to typify all deline-
atiorns of soil A, the trials would produce a bundle of curves with in an
enrvelorpe (Figurire 1/4), of whicht tihe breadtii increases with the range of the
valies of the rel evant sol1 p[roperties within soil A, and hence with the
breadltlh ot the soil class and probAV ly with the percentage of impurities in
its miappinrug unit. The land user has to base his decisions on an assumed
mean or uedian line ( --------- in Figure 14), which leads htim to input 1.If the distribition rf respronse curves about any point on the median is
norml , then tire oitputs From input I on soil A wi I t show the range
described h v the hristogram; outputs above tire "break-even line" represent
profits and thoe below it represent losses. The total profit from input Ito all del ina't ionrs of so il :\ is then ( ) - (11 1 . Had the land user
used a single respronse ciirve, ijut based on trials on an untypical site
(e.g..... or ........ on Figure 14) the same train of deduction would
demoirs traute' irceut ive or rmruich sinai ler profits. Not only then is there a
renef it from separating dissimi lar soils, but the benefit will usually
inc rease in proprrtion as the soil classes created show narrower ranges in
their relevant properties.

As siume tlat the farmer chooses tire combination of crop and management
forr each mapping unit that will give maximum profit on its dominant soil
class. This mianagement is likely to be suboptimal for any 'impurities,' or
inliers of minoritv soil classes. Thus the total profit for the whole
survey ,area will he less than optimn] to the extent that simple mapping
units contain impurities. iBie and Ullph (1972) explored the effect of
matpiniig soils; tso greater purity on the cost-benefits of the survey.

Consider a landscape that contains f ie sub-areas (I-V), each occupied
by two soil classes (S1; So: S ; S4: etc.) . There are twelve possible landuse options (A-M). Their profits on the ten soils (Table 5) are plotted in
Figure 1).

It seems unlikely that soil survev will be of much benefit in any
landscape for which the land use options are represented by o on Figure 15,since these combinations show nearly the same prof it on all the soils that
a soil survey might separate. Even if he knew the limits of each soil the
fanner would not le able to increase his return.
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BREAK-EVEN/LINE(I-0)

BREAK- EVEN-
POINT

I INPUTOWAREA)

Fig. 14. The response curve of one crop has been determined at 100 different

sites on one soil class. The two outermost lines enclose all the

results, and ----- is the medium response curve. On this

basis the maximum profit (a) would be achieved with input I.

The histogrmln illustrates the proportions of different outputs

from the different delineations of the soil from a uniform input

I; the area of it below the break-even point represents profit.

Had the histogram been unsymmetrical, or had the farmer based his

decision on a non-typical curve, his profit might well have been

less.
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two soils present in each of five sub-areas in one landscape

(see Table 5). (Bie, Ulph and Beckett, 1973; reprinted by pennission

of Oxford Univ. Press.)
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Table 5. The profits for twelve combinations of land use and management
(A-N) on the two profile classes in each of five sub-areas.

1II III IV V

S, S ,3 S S, S, S 87 S6, S, SI

Area 0'5 0'5 0-5 0"5 05 0"5 0'5 0-5 0-5 05 (Total area = 5)
Purity of soils as 0-7 0.5 0-7 05 0-7 0-5 07 0-5 0-7 o'5 (Weighted

mapped so far mean = o6)
Payoff under A o 0'5 0 4 1'5 1'5 2 2 3"95 05

managements 13 1 15 0-5 3'5 2 1'5 2-5 2 3'9 1
A-M (arbitrary C 2 2'5 1 3 3 1'5 3 1 "5 3'75
units) 1) 3 3'5 1"5 2-5 4 1"5 3'5 2 0 4

E 0'5 0 2 2 5 1'5 4 2 2 3'5
F 1"5 1 2'5 1'5 6 1"5 2 2"5 3 3
G 2-5 2 3 I 1'5 2 2 3 3'5 2
11 3'5 3 35 0.5 P5 3 2 3'5 4 0
J 4 4 4 0 15 4 2 4 2-5 3"25
K 3-5 3"75 1'75 2"25 15 5 1 4 3.75 1"5
L 3'75 3-5 2'25 1'75 I "5 0 4 1 I 3'9

3 35 4 2"75 1'25 0-5 6 0 0 0-5 3'95

Table 6. Gross return (in A$ per acre) for three varieties of peaches.

(olden
Soil Proportion Queen Phillip Pullar
type of area Cling Cling Cling

1 0'028 1367 1293 1237
2 0"004 [ 128 958 1543
3 oo38 1427 1293 1696
4 oo56 1207 498 919
5 0"046 1082 1073 824
6 0"009 8-o 843 306
7 0'069 023 862 848
8 0046 900 090 848
9 0-028 661 709 542

10 0017 1036 891 1154
It 0.048 66, 354 236
12 o'186 -7: 498 589
13 0103 661 954
14 o99 -. 584 565
15 0'038 615 335 94
16 0 105 4Jo 402 283
17 0'027 433 364 0
18 0'055 353 421 59

From lic 11nd UIph, 1972.
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Conversely he may derive considerable benefit from soil maps of .any
landscape where the land use options are represented by x. In these land-
scapes the farmer will achieve less than optimal return by using any part
of either of his soils for the group of uses which give small returns, and
will therefore benefit from information which indicates more exactly the
limits of each soil.

An exis ting-soil- map_ of, the-area, s hows sth atLeach sub-area-con t ains-two--, .....

simple mapping units of equal area but of purities 70 and 50 percent respec-.

tively (Table 5). The procedure of Bie and Ulph (1972) was used to calculate
the maximum farmer's profit if the whole area, or each sub-area separately,

were re-surveyed:

(a) to raise the minimum purity for each mapping unit in steps from

50 to 90 percent;

(b) to raise the weighted average purity of the mapping units in each
sub-area in steps from 60 to 90 percent.

As shown in Figure 15, the economic impact of suboptimal management
practices are greatest in sub-areas II and III, so that detailed soil
surveys of these sub-areas will be the most profitable. All land uses
yield similar profits in sub-area I, so there will be insignificant bene-
fits. According to how the purity to be achieved depends on the cost of
the survey, it might be profitable to survey sub-areas II and III to higher
purity than areas IV and V.

The procedure has been applied (Bie, Ulph and Beckett, 1973) to peach-
growing in the Uanco (NSW) area in Australia, for which economic data
(Table 6) is available for the three main varieties of Cling peaches on
each of 18 soils. The analysis assumes that the impurities in each mapping
unit were in proportion to their occurrence in the landscape as a whole.
It also assumes that optimum input is independent of variety of soil, so

that gross return is proportional to profit.

Figure 17 indicates how the gross returns would increase (over and

above the $757/acre achieved if Golden Queen Cling was grown on every soil)
as the purity of each mapping unit is raised from 20 to 90 percent. In

this case the graph is nearly linear for purities between 50 and 90 percent.
There must be a ceiling imposed by the farmers' inability or unwillingness
to plant single trees on small inliers of different soils.

Similar calculations can be performed on the yield data in many survey
reports, provided only that the relevant unit costs for input and output
can be obtained. Approximate estimates of the benefits from soil survey to
various purities may be based on soil data obtained during the presurvey
reconnaissance and on agronomic data obtained from economic.surveys and

extensLon officers' local knowledge.

COST-BENEFIT RATIOS

The general form of tile relationship between the cost of a soil survey
and its. precision or the uniformity of relevant soil properties within its
mapping units is known (Figure 18): it represents the Law of Diminishing
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Fig. 16. The increased payoff (arbitrary units) results from Fig. 17. The calculated increase in gross
the more exact matching of land uses A-M (Table 5) returns (AS per acre) as increas-
to soil class that may be attained as the "purity" ingly detailed soil survey enables
of soil mapping units is increased by more detailed farmers to adjust peach variety

survey. There are two soils in each area, of which to soil type more precisely (Bie,
one was already mapped to 70% purity and the other Ulph and Beckett, 1973; reprinted
to 30% purity: the areas may be resurveved to bring by permission of Oxford Univ. Press).

the purity of the latter up to the level of the for-

mer, or to increase the average purity from its ini-
tial value of 60% (Bi-, Ulph and Beckett, 1973; re-
printed by permission of Oxford Univ. Press).
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Returns. Clearly the cost-benefit ratio (Figure 13) is very sensitive to

the form of the prof it-precision relationship and the general form of this
relationsh ip is less we I known. Figure 18 assumes that it is of the same
form as Figure 17. The relative magnitude of the units on the cost and
payoff aces are not certain, and the land user wilI not take notice of

discrepant areas of less than some critical size, but none of these un-

certatnties present iiseparahle problems.

I
/ W

W- u

P/ 0

PRECISION,------->
UNIFORMITY OF CEILING
MAPPING UNITS TO

LAND USER'S
RESPONSE

Fig. 18. The unifornity of "relevant" soil properties within mapping units

increases with survey cost: the benefit from the survey increases
with the uniformity of its "nits. Unfortunately the forms of the

two curves are not 'known for the same survey.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by Ii. Eswaran):

1. In the graph on effort vs cost, I expected a greater divergence.

2. If we go to scales smaller than 1:100,000 will the two lines
intersect?

ANSWERS:

(1) There just is not enough data to know what is normal. It would
be interesting and useful to persuade a few surveyors making a
contrast in landscapes to record their votes of working in terms
of e.g. travel to and from home, mapping, interruptions (lunch,
weather, talking to bystanders)

(2) Could be - not sure.

QUEST[ONS/CMMENTS (by T. R. Forbes):

Do you have any ideas on how limits of properties etc. for taxonomic
classes such as series should be defined?

ANSWERS:

In most tx4)nomic systems the classes are defined, and identified, on
permitted ranges of some soil properties, so these present no problem.
Howeye r, many such properties are of limited practical value and some of
them (e.g. number of months saturation) are the sort of information that it
was hoped tihe soil map would provide. The problem arises when we consider
those propertits that earlier speakers have shown to he important to various
crp))s. 'Iiiue properties often show poor correlation to the definitive
properties of conventional soil data.

I am n)t sure how to pro ceed. At the phase level it is possible to
subdivide series to produce taxa with limited ranges of useful soil proper-
ties. It will be better to match local series to local management problems,
and not worry too much .about high level correlation. B. E. Butler has
proposed thet "taxn t t mic hiatus" as an essential part of any practical
system of so il classification!

Q(lIESlI)S/(,m )MM I . 'S (by A. Van Wambeke):

Is there any definition of Soil Series in the UK? Is it a taxonomic
un i t?

ANSWERS:

The series is a taxonomic unit; also a simple mapping unit dominated
by em series taxon is named for that unit, so the series name becomes
attached to a map unit.

I am not aware of any studies, except a few sets of measurements made
after surveys were completed, to establish the range of useful soil pro-
perties within series data or series map units.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by R. L. Tinsley):

The paper implies that the production functions are static when in
reality they are dynainic depending on climatic variability and to a lesser
degree changes in cost of inputs and outputs. How is this taken into
account? is it reasonable to work on a level smaller than soil series? I
would think normal climatic variability between years would be of a magni-

tude that would make production functions of units less than a series level
unrel iable .

ANSWE RS:

Surely the problems of climatic variability, like changes in unit
input and output costs, are already taken care of by economists making
similar calculations.

I is ssumie that it will riot be necessary or reasonable to consider very
narrow taxontmic "nits. Hlowever, the purpose of the model was to demon-
strate how to decide at what level to map aind classify soils. If it is not
possible to d ermonstrate meaningfully different production problems for two
definable comb inations of soil and cli ats, are they really sufficiently
different to be worth separating at all?

US Il [ONS/C( IMMl:NTS (by o;orln C. ihomasson):

I ,l"stion the issumpti p that "farmers seek to maximize profits" as
stated. Many LIX:'s reported per call ita incomes appear to le low and are in
fact skewed ly the fact that most small fariers/riral dwellers exist outside
a cash economy. Money is only one possible meisure of benefit. Preserving
the "health" of their land, subsistence/security, minimization of risk,

rel igious opportuni t ies, free tie may al 1 he more important.

If alternatives are fully presented (vagaries of international markets,
etc.) few traditional farmers are wil ling to cash crop unless and until
their own food supply is insured. Countries would do well to follow their
examp le.

Neo-class ical frnework of paper's econo:nic analysis ignores problems
raised and in large part answered by dependency theory.

Others in worksliop noted proiblemts iLn cst-beneflit analysis due to
dynamiic na ture of m irket inpts (especially petrochemicals). This proble
h ighil igh t s hi,, soi it rveV benef its shtotlId be assessed and represented to
planners in terms tltIt tLe intt ;ccotnt the "social costs," etc.

Few traditional "r small fannr.,rs are incapable of dist inguishing their
soils atnd ptttnt iails.

Most sotl sitryev inf ar ti ion is utseftul tnl1y if a ch ange in crop,
teclhnt -oa ,, etc. tts tletes ttheir tratitional methods.

Simple cis t-bnef it atnalvsis is a tluesttonable measure. If, instead,
local fa rmers are invtlved as informaed participaats in the planning/ devel-
opment ptrocess mor. val id measures of the value of soil survey efforts for
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tile individual case will become apparent. Perhaps the problem is precisely
trying to create a single calculus to apply to what are not really compar-
able phenomena. Do these measures, in other words '--,fit every case, or are
they instead a procrust bed, doing violence to those agricultural systems
that do not fit precisely?

ANSWERS: 

'-:".... . Clearly7 there are many soil'survey projects- which-a re -not- part -'of 'a

project that is likely to alter the way of-life of the peasant attitudes. ....

In such cases it may not be appropriate to perform a strictly economic
cost-benefit analysis. However there are many unit surv .... that form part

of major projects from which many different kinds of returns are expected.
In such cases it may be unsuited to try to identify all benefits in the
same units. The dangers of such procedures, the possibility that the
result may be misused, are well known.

Finally, there is some benefit to the survey organizer if he is at
least aware of the form of the calculations by which the nature of his work
would be utilized. Whether or not the education is done, it sharpens his
perceptions of what is involved.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by W. Fuglie):

How do we get response curves (agro-economic information) for LDC
situations?

ANSWERS:

There has been some very interesting work recently in Latin America
and at Rothamsted (UK), on the extent to which the curvilinear production
function may be approximated by 3 straight lines. The determination of
this requires only limited experimentation, to estimate: a) minimum input
to produce appreciable yield; b) minimum input to produce output that is
not significantly less than the maximum attainable.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by Gordon C. Thomasson).:

I feel your paper would be much stronger if you distinguish the types
of analysis you are doing. The one type, cost effectiveness of soil
surveys, compares cost to data-output (i.e. Figs' 2, 10, etc). This infor-
mation is highly useful and virtually indisputable. The demonstration of
points of diminishing return to research/survey inputs is relevant to every

soil survey. The other type of analysis, "cost-benefit," is much less
reliable because the number of variables (socio/cultural, political, etc.)
that are excluded in this type of calculation makes the results achieved
questionable at best. I hope much more effort can be put into recognizing
the effective minimum research inputs that are needed, based on cost
effectiveness. The other predictors of benefit will, I suspect, have no
more effect thanthe 'Constant output of national economic predictions that
are often mutually contradictory.

ANSWERS:

Agreed.

*, , I' 4 " !
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EVALUATION OF RICE LANDS IN MID-COUNTRY KANDY DISTRICT,
SRI LANKA

A Case Study of SRI in a Complex Region,
with Limited Resources

S. Somasiri, R. L. Tinsley, C. R. Panabokke and F. R. Moorman'

Rice is the preferred staple food for all ethnic and cultural groups
constituting the people of Sri Lanka. Providing sufficient rice for the
population is a national concern. During the British colonial period Sri
Lanka's economy was regulated to produce the export plantation crops of
tea, rubber, coconuts and spices while the staple foods were imported.
After independence the Department of Agriculture began a long-term effort
to produce a self-sufficient amount of rice, while maintaining the
export-oriented plantation sector of the economy. This effort continues to
he the major concern of the Department of Agriculture, aimed at assisting
the multitude of small farmers to obtain a better way of life while
fulfilling the national production needs. An essential part of the effort
is understanding the diverse physical conditions under which rice is
produced so that proper technology can be applied for each individual
envi ronimen t.

For a sinai country, rice is produced under an exceptionally wide
range of physical conditions. The country comprises one main pear-shaped
island with a mountain hub in the broad southern part and is divided into
three geographic elevation regions (Figure 1) that largely correspond to
the three peneplains formed by telescopic block uplift during the geological
history of the island. The upper two peneplains have since become strongly
dissected. These geographic regions are:

- Low-country below 300 meters
- Mid-country : etween 300 and 1000 meters
- Up-country above 1000 meters

The mountain hub interacts with the Northeast and Southwest monsoon
air mass circulation to give the island a basic bi-modal rainfall distri-
bution. This divides the year into two rainy seasons, Maha from October to
January corresponding to the Northeast monsoon and Yala from April to
August corresponding to the Southwest monsoons. The variation in the
amount of these rains partition the country into three broad zones of
wetness, referred to as Dry Zone, Intermediate Zone and Wet Zone.

Each rainfall zone is again subdivided into additional units. The
various rainfal 1 distribution sub-zones permutated across the appropriate
geographic elevation regions have be!en demarcated on the national map to
provide 24 agro-ecological regions (Land and Water Use Division, Department
of Agriculture, 1979) in which the physical environment is sufficiently

1Soil Scientist & Head, Land & Water Use Division, Government of Sri
Lanka Department of Agriculture, Peradeniya; Agronomist IRRI; Deputy
Director of Agriculture (Research); Professor ane Department Head, Utrecht
University, Netherlands.
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different to have a major impact on both annual and perennial cropping.
Most of these agro-ecological regions are clustered around the mountain
hub.

Except for the very high elevations where temperatures are too cool,
rice is grown in virtually all these agro-ecological regions. Most of the
rice lands are in the low-country dry zone, where they are supported by
tank irrigation schemes of various sizes. The rice lands are almost always
relatively narrow tracts in the lowest portions of the landscape (Figure
1), and not the extensive alluvial plains generally used for rice through
most of Asia, the exception being the few large irrigation schemes which
provide sufficient water to blanket the area under command.

PREVIOUS SOIL RESOURCE STUDIES

Soil studies in Sri Lanka including rice land soils have been
conducted and published over the last thirty years. Most of the early work
was confined to the mineral soils in the low-country wet zone.
Ponnamperuma (1959) applied the Kanno classification system with certain
modifications in a survey of mineral soils in the low-country wet zone.
Panabokke and Nagarajah (1964) reported on the fertility characteristics of
rice soils throughout the country. Kawaguchi and Kyuma (1977) conducted a
detailed study of 35 soils representing the more important rice-growing
conditions in Sri Lanka.

Systematic soils survey work was initiated in 1960. Subsequently a
soil map of Sri Lanka was compiled showing the aerial distribution of the
great soil groups and associations. This was printed by the Survey
Department for which a supporting text was prepared by de Alwis and
Panabokke (1972). This concentrated largely on the upland soils con-
sidering the rice land soils as the hydromorphic variant of the more
well-drained soils. In the more level low country this was expressed as
the poorly drained members of general soil catenas, while in the more
rugged mid-country and up-country the rice lands were generalized as
homogeneous local alluvium or colluvium. Desaunttes et al. (1974) applied
the land system approach to study the wet zone for diversification of
uneconomic tea and rubber lands. Again the rice lands were dismissed as
simply "mini-plains." The development of major irrigation schemes for
large sections of the dry zone required high and medium surveys of the
irrigated areas. This provided a basic knowledge of soils and landscape
relationships in the dry zone and thus the couuntry's most important rice
lands.

Panabokke (1978) presented a general description and categorization of
all rice lands in Sri Lanka including both low-country and mid-country.
Besides indicating the need to understand how the systematic variation in
the "mini-plains" and "local alluvium" of the mid-country rice lands was
affecting rice production, this also broadly discussed the general rela-
tionship between the landscape and the hydrology of the narrow valleys of
the mid-country in as far as this influenced the land qualities. The
program was started in the mid-country portion of Kandy district where the
general rugged terrain creates a highly complex physical situation and
curtails the possibility of major capital development projects for the rice
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lands. This in turn restricts the cost/benefit ratio for a land evaluation
study. The budget was therefore limited and forced some basic modification
from typical Soil Resources Inventory (SRI) studies.

RICE LANDS IN KANDY DISTRICTS

Most of Kandy district (Figure 1) is in the mid-country surrounding
the last pre-colonial capital of Kandy. This is approximately 110 km east
of Colombo, at an elevation of 500 meters. The Kandy-Peradeniya area is
the headquarters for the most technical agricultural services of the country.
This includes the Faculty of Agriculture, Headquarters of the Department of
Agriculture, Central Agricultural Research Institute and Botanical Gardens.
There are approximately 20,000 ha of rice lands in Kandy district. These
lands are largely found in small inland valleys nestled into the general
mountainous area or on terraced mountain slopes. These two general types
of rice lands correspond closely to the two geomorphic subdivisions of the
middle peneplain. The inland valleys occur on the Kandy plateau portions
and the terraced mountain slopes on the transition regions from the low-
country to the mid-country, and from the mid-country to the up-country. A
high percentage of the rice grown remains the indigenous varieties. When
improved varieties were introduced in the district they grew poorly and in
a patchy manner over large portions of the rice lands, indicating severe
stress symptoms of various kinds. This focussed attention on the natural
variability that was occurring in what was previously thought to be homo-
geneous lands and the need to determine the cause and predictability of
problem areas in the landscape.

METHODOLOGY

The effort was essentially a single-purpose study focussed on wet rice
culture. The determinants evaluated were those specific for paddy rice and
concentrated on understanding the hydrological conditions of the different
land units. However, hydrological conditions strongly interact with the
entire landscape so that evaluating the rice lands requires understanding
the adjacent uplands as well.

The method used for the study was a modification of Christian and
Stewart's (1953) Australian "land system" approach, a land system being a
physical area of uniform climate over which soils hydrology and land use
occur in a predictable pattern. In this case the basic land units were
identified on 1:63,360 (1 inch per mile) topographic maps in which the rice
lands had been distinctly printed in green (Figure 2). The recurring
patterns of rice lands are clearly apparent and readily allowed demarcation
of basic ]and systems. The pattern of paddies on the topographic maps were
then related to the five agro-ecological regions found in Kandy district
(Figures 2 and 3). More detail on individual tracts was obtained from
aerial photographs of 1:5000 enlargement from contact prints of 1:40,000 or
1:20,000. Subsequently field visits to several tracts in each system were
made for final evaluation and determining subdivisions of tracts and how
these subdivisions fitted into the general landscape. The end result of
the study was a four-tiered scheme of rice land classification with
increasing specificity for successive categories (Table 1).
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Table 1. Rice land classification scheme.

Land Category Determinants/Components

I. SYSTEMS Relief, Agro-Climate

Ii. SUB-SYSTEMS Hydrology, Micro-relief

Paddy/Upland Ratio
Upland Soils

Parent Material

III. RICE LAND COMPLEX Individual Tracts

- Inland Valleys
- Terraced Slopes

IV. RICE LAND ELEMENTS Inland Valleys

- Valley Head

- Valley Sides
- Valley Bottom with Incised

Drain
- Valley Bottom without

Incised Drain
- Confluence

Terraced Slopes

- Concave Slope
- Concave Contour
- Straight Slope
- Convex Slope
- Convex Contour
- Ridge Crest
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As The study progressed it became rapidly apparent that the depth of
detail required to accurately delineate the subdivisions needed for
adjusting production management in a normal SRI mapping would require a
scale of 1:2,000 or 1:5,000. The cost of this would be prohibitive on a
developing country's operational budget. At the same time it was noticed
that many sub-units were recurring in an orderly manner within the general
landscape of the individual tracts within the different systems. This
allowed the study to avoid the costly, and what would have been a highly
repetitive, effort of mapping each and every tract and concentrate on the
economically easier approach of developing modal tracts for the different
land systems. The various modal tracts were drawn illustrating how the
various subdivisions' "land elements" systematically fit the landscape and
how they would be easily identified by various simple techniques such as
changes in size and shape of individual paddies, various degrees of wetness,
physical strength of the soil, condition of the rice, etc. The modal tract
illustrations were then used in field day presentations to agricultural
special ists from both research and extension divisions. From this it was
hoped that extension personnel could review similar tracts within the
system, recognize the different land elements and assist the farmers in
adjusting their management practices. Likewise it was hoped that research
personnel would get a sufficient understanding of the problems to develop
technology suitable for individual land elements in which adversities
occur.

KANDY DISTRICT RICE LAND CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

The four categories in the rice land classification scheme are the
"land system," "land sub-system," "rice land complex" and "rice land
element" (Table 1).

Land System

This is the highest category. The land systems are first demarcated
on the basis of agro-ecological regions. Rice lands in the mid-country
part of Kandy district are found in five of the 24 agro-ecological regions
of the country. These include WM and WM and WM 3 of wet zone, and IM
and IM of the intermediate zone JFigure 13. Within the agro-ecological.3
regions the land systems were demarcated according to recurring relief
patterns in terms of height and width from crest to trough in the land-
scape. Eleven land systems were identified in this manner. Five of the
eleven land systems are subdivided at the next lower category.

Land Sub-system

This is the second category. The land sub-systems are demarcated by
the determinants of the micro-environment. This includes (1) upland soils
and their parent material, (2) ratio of rice to non-rice lands, (3) surface
drainage patterns, (4) hydrology, (5) soil drainage, and (6) natural
nutrient status. The six land systems that were not divided into sub-
systems were uniform in these micro-environment determinants.

The characterization at the sub-systems level resulted in 21 land
units. These were the Limit of what could reasonably be mapped as distinct
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units. All the land systems and sub-systems were named after places,
villages or regions well-known locally.

Rice Land Complex

This third category simply recognizes a contiguous tract of rice lands
within a sub-system. They are generally lower order valleys or tracts of
terraced slopes.

Rice Land Elements

This lowest category of the classification scheme recognizes sub-
division of rice land complexes with sufficiently constant land qualities
for uniform management over the entire element. For the most part, the
different land elements define areas of different hydrological conditions
within the complex. This separates areas of relative natural moisture
enrichment from areas of relative moisture depletion, the extreme case of
moisture enrichment being the artesian upwelling condition that is usually
accompanied by severe stress problems in the rice.

In the inland val icy complexes (Figure 4) rice land elements correspond
to:

Valley heads
Valley sides
Valley floor with incised drainage
Valley floor without incised drainage
Confluences of valleys, etc.

In the hill and mountain terrace complexes (Figure 5) the rice land
elements correspond to:

Concave contours
Convex contours
Straight slopes
Concave slopes
Convex slopes
Ridge crest, etc.

Generally in any given complex the number of land elements is limited
to four or five. The same type of land element will reappear in similar
complexes of different systems or sub-systems but assumes different agro-
nomic values reflecting the changes in land qualities between different
sub-systems and agro-ecological regions. For example, a valley side in a
wet sub-system will be best suited for double cropping rice while the same
element in a dryer sub-system will be suited for an upland rice cropping
pattern.

LANI) SYSTEMS AND LAND SUB-SYSTEMS IN KANDY DISTRICT

The individual land systems and land sub-systems in Kandy district are
reviewed taking the systems with rice lands predominantly in inland valleys
first, followed by those systems where rice lands are predominantly in
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terraced slopes. Land systems and sub-systems within each of the two
groups are reviewed in the order of decreasing total wetness.

The four land systems in which the rice lands occur predominantly as
inland valleys are:

(1) Tumpane
(2) Udunuwara-Yatinuwara
(3) Harispathuwa, and
(4) Hurikaduwa-Kundasale.

Expect for the lHurikaduwa-Kundasale system all others have been subdivided
into two to five sub-systems.

Tumpane Land System (1)
3

The Tumpane land system consists of moderate to high relief ridge or
hill and valley landform patterns in the agroecological region WM3 . The
valleys are commonly narrow and "V"-shaped. This particular land system
has features common to both those of the plateau region and the transition
region. The sub-systems are:

(la) Alawatugoda-Ankumbura,
(Ib) Hataraliyadda, and
(1c) Kolugala-Alagalla, respectively.

Alawatugoda-Ankumbura sub-system (la). This sub-system consists of
ridge or hill and valley landforms with moderate ralief in the range 100 to
200 meters between trough and crest. Highlands consist of Reddish-Brown
Latosolic soils (Rhodudults) with average slopes of 40- 0 percent. High-
lands are in tea and Kandyan mixed forest home gardens. In this sub-system
rice lands occupy approximately 15 percent of the total land area. The
rice lands occur as long smooth central valleys with weak gradient (1-2%)
along the axis, and variable width across, with smooth moderate gradient
(2-10%) narrow side valleys. Both flat bottomed "U"-shaped valleys, and
sharper bottomed "V"-shaped valleys occur. Some of the foothill slopes are
terraced for rice. Soils on the terraced slopes are moderately well
drained whereas those soils in valley side elements or sloping elements are
imperfectly drained and in valley floor elements the soils are gleyed and
poorly drained. The drainage pattern is dendritic. This sub-system is the

wettest of this la'd system. Annaal rainfall is sufficiently high (>1250
mm at 75% expectancy) and the upland soil is deep enough to store sufficient
water in highlands to maintain a high degree of wetness in the rice lands
of the vallevs and water flow in all streams during the limited dry periods.

3Numbers in parenthesis correspond to land system and sub-system

numbers on Figure 2.

4Kandyan mixed forest home garden is an assortment of high value
trees, shrubs and vines grown in and around homesteads. They are in
reality a recreation of a multiple canopy rain forest with economically
valuable plants. This would include cloves, nutmeg, coffee, cocoa,

tropical fruits, pepper, jak etc.
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In most complexes this water has been diverted to provide local irrigation
to side slope elements as well as across the valley bottom elements. The
double cropping of rice is assured but flash flooding is a serious hazard
in valley bottom elements.

Hataraliyadda sub-system (ib). This sub-system consists of ridge
and/or hill and valley landforms with moderate relief, in the range of 100
to 200 meters between trough and nearest crest. Highlands consist of
Reddish-brown Latosolic soils with average slopes of 40-80 percent. The
highlands are in rubber, or Kandyan mixed forest home gardens. The rice
lands occupy 15 to 20 percent of the land area. The rice lands are in
stepped moderate gradient (2-3%) central valleys with smooth moderate to
steep gradient (2-17%), narrow side valleys. Valley side elements and
joothill slope elements have slopes up to 17%. Moderately well drained
soils occur in foothill slope and valley side elements and poorly drained
soils are in the valley floor, in steps and in very narrow valley elements.
The drainage pattern is dendritic and streams are incised. The annual
rainfall is high (>1250 mm at 75% expectancy) and the upland soils are deep
enough to store a greater part of the rainfall which keeps the valleys well
supplied with water and the streams flowing continuously. Double cropping
of rice is assured but flash flood hazards occur in central valleys.

Kolugala-Alagal la sub-system (c). This sub-system consists of ridge
and/or hill and narrow valley landforms of high relief in the range of 200
to 400 meters from trough to crest. The highlands consist of Reddish-Brown
Latosolic soils with average slopes of 40-60%. Highlands are in tea,
rubber and Kandyan mixed forest homne gardens. The rice lands occupy approx-
imately 5 percent of the land surface. The rice lands occur as terraced
hill slopes because the valleys are too narrow and "V"-shaped to
asweddumize . The drainage pattern is dendritic. The annual rainfall is
high (Q1250 mm at 75% expectancy). The dry weather flow in 2nd order
streams is moderate but sufficient to provide the terraced slopes with
supplemcntary irrigation from diversions. Double cropping of rice is
assured without serious problems. New high-yielding varieties are adopted
throughout this sub-system.

Udunuwara-Yatinuwara Land System (2)

The 1lduruwara-Yatinuwara Land System consists of low relief ridge
and/or hill and valley, plus isolated hillock landforms in the agro-
ecological region W,. This land system is completely within the Kandy
plateau region. On the south and east boundaries are mountainous land
nasses and on the north and west boundaries are steeply dissected
mountainous slopes. The physical environment has a high degree of
variability within the system. Therefore, the land system is divided into
five sub-systems (Figre 6).

Ganhata Sub-system (2a). This sub-system consists of hill and/or
ridge and valley land forms with moderate relief, in the range 100-200
meters. The soils of the highlands are Reddish-Brown Latosolic and the

5 Asweddumization is the process of land development and land formation
with perimeter bunds, etc. to suit wetland rice cultivation.
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average highland slopes range from 30 to 65 percent. The hig hl ands are inl
tea . 'and Kanlyan mixed'forest home gardens The rice lands occupy approx-
imately 2O7,/of the land area."'They are in smooth, weak gradient (1-3/)
long narrow central valleys wJ.th narrow side valleys of moderate gradient
(4-5%); 'in isolated suspended valleys resembling amphitheatre-likestructures toards valley heads; and in terraced slopes of 2-30% on both

valley sides and foothill slopes. Moderately well drained, strongly '"
mottled soils occur'on terraced slope elements; imperfectly drained soils'-
ois on mid-slope and valley head elements and the poorly drained gleyed
soils occurhon bottom land elements of basin type valleys and narrow
valleys in the 'absence of incised streams. The annualrainfall is high(>1375 mm at 75% expectancIy).' 'The proportion of highland and the soil

valleys well supplied with water. Double cropping of rice is assured. :'
Interflow and upwelling conditions appear to cause nutrient imbalances ;in'
the confluence of valleys and bottom of suspended valleys. The flash, ;. ;-i
floods in central valleys are an additioval. hazard.

Gadaladeniya sub-system (2b). This sub-system consists of ridge
and/or hill and valley, and hillock landforms with low to moderate relief
(30-200 meters). The highlands consist of Reddish-Brown Latosolic soils or
Immature Brown Loams (Inceptisols). The average highland slopes range from
20 to 40%. They are in tea or Kandyan mixed forest :ome gardeP. The rice .
lands are mainly in stepped weak gradient (1-2%) long narrow o'long
irregular width, central valleys with' narrow side valleys ofC'moderate

* : ! gradient (2-7%). 'The valleys are flat bottomed or "V-shaped. Some
foothill slopes and valley sides are terraced for rice. Moderately well
drained soils occur on valley side and foothill slope elements, whereas
imperfectly drained soils are in midslopes, valleys of moderate gradient or
in valleys'with incised drainaige. The poorly drained soils are gleyed from
the surface, and occur in .val~jey step elements and uarrow'valley elements
in sections of moderate relie'i. The drainage pattern'is trellis with
prominant bedrock control. The annual rainfall is high (>1375 mm at 75%
expectancy). Both the low relief and the shallow soil depth cause lower
moisture storage in the highlands than in the Ganhata sub-systems and the
dry weather flow is very low. The hydrological conditions are good enough
for double' cropping rice with slight drought risk. In late Maha season
flash floods in higher order valleys and interflow in steps are additional
hazards to rice production.

Gangaboda sub-system (2c). This sub-system is a narrow alluvial'
terrace of the Mahaweli Ganga probably formed in a much earlier time in the
history of the landscape. Along the boundaries of the alluvial terrac, are
mountainous land masses at the foot of which are alluvial cones and fans.
The entire sub-system'is in rice. The soils are moderately well drained
alluvial with s6 ie slope colluvium. The streams that originate in the
wetter highland cut through the sub-system. Diverting df these streams

:provide a plentiful water supply for the whole sub-system to be cropped
with rice or upland crops. Occasionally (I year in 15-20) high floods are
a major h, ),,ard. High-yielding' varieties are adaptable throughout the .
sub-system.

Danture-Pilimatalawa sub-system (2d). This sub-system consists of
'hill and valley, and rounded hillock landforms of low'relief in the range

' - ' ', '%%,. "'"
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of 30 to 100 meters. On the highlands are Reddish-Brown Latosolic soils
with average slopes ranging from 6 to 30%. The highlands are in tea or
Kandyan mixed forest hone gardens. The rice lands occupy nearly 50% of the
land area. rhe rice lands are in smooth weak gradient (1-2%) central
valleys with side valleys of moderate gradient (4-7%). These side valleys
are either narrow and smooth or stepped. There is a very limited extent of
hill slope terracing towards sane of the valley heads. Moderately well
drained soils occur in terraced slope or in valley side elements. The
imperfectly drained soils are in gently sloping valley or in valley bottom
elements with incised drainage. The soils are gleyed and poorly drained in
steps of valleys, narrow valleys and flat valley bottom elements in the
absence of incised drainage. The drainage pattern is dendritic. The
annual rainfall is high (>1475 mm at 75% expectancy). The first order
valleys and steps of valleys are well supplied with water. The valley
bottom tends to dry up in late February-March. During the limited dry
periods supplementary irrigation is made available through stream
diversions. A very high percent of the rice lands are double cropped.
However, late sown rice in Maha season may suffer from water shortage in
valley bottom elements at the lower ends, the valley side elements and hill
slope elements. Interflow and upwelling in valley step elements appears to
cause nutrient imbalance of deficiencies in Maha season. Flash floods are
a hazard in valley bottoms.

Ambekka sub-system (2e). This sub-system consists of hill and valley,
and hillock landforms of low relief in the range of 30-100 meters. The
soils in highlands are Immature Brown Loams. The average land slopes are
in the range 10-30%. These lands are in Kandyan mixed forest home gardens.
The rice lands occupy about 40% of the land area. The rice lands are in
smooth weak gradient (1-2%) long central valleys with moderate gradient
(3-0,) narrow side valleys. There are some bedrock control features; the
first order valleys towards the valley head are stepped. The moderately
wel! drained :-oils occur in valley side elements, whereas imperfectly
drained soils occur in midslopes of valleys with moderate gradients. The
soils in val ley bottoms, steps of valleys, and narrow valleys are gleyed
and poorly drained. The drainage pattern is dendritic with incised streams
in the higher order valleys. The annual rainfall is high (>1375 mm at 75%
expectancy). The moisture storage in the highlands is low as a result of
low relief, large percentage of rice land and shallowness of highland
soils. There is very little dry weather flow in streams. The well drained
and imperfectly drained soils require supplementary irrigation in late Maha
season. Yala season is good only for upland crops. Flash floods are a
hazard in the sub-system.

Htarispattuwa Land System (3)

The Hlarispattuwa land system consists of hill and valley, and hillock
landforms of low relief, in the agroecological region WM3 . The land system
is entirely within the Kandy plateau. It is bounded by ridges of moderate
relief on the north and south, moderate to high relief ridges on the south-
west, and by a steeply dissected slope on the west. The land system is
divided into three sub-systems:
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(3a) Medawala-Bokkawala
(3b) Kulugammana, and
(3c) Talawinna.

Medawala-Bokkawala sub-system (3a). This sub-system consists of hill
and valley, and hillock landforms of low relief in the range of 30 to 100
meters from trough to the nearest crest. The soils on the highlands are
Immature Brown Loams with the average slopes ranging from 20 to 40%. The
highlands are in tea and Kandyan mixed forest home gardens. The rice lands
occupy about 40% of the land area. The rice lands occur in weak gradient
(1-2%) long smooth central valleys with stepped moderate gradient (2-7%)
narrow side valleys. Some valley sides up to 10% slopes and foothill
slopes up to 10% gradient are terraced for rice. The valleys are
"U"-shaped. Moderately well drained soils occur on valley side elements,
hill slope elements and along incised streams, the imperfectly drained
soils occur on valley head elements, moderately sloping valleys closer to
streams. The poorly drained soils, gleyed from surface, occur in steps of
valleys. The drainage pattern is dendritic. The annual rainfall is
moderately high (Q1250-1375 at 75% expectancy). A low but steady dry
weather flow is maintained in streams. Rice is double cropped but the
drought risk is high. Interflow in valley heads and steps appears to cause
nutrient imbalance of deficiencies. Flash floods are a common hazard.

Kulugammana sub-system (3b). This sub-system consists of ill and
valley, and hillock landforms with low relief, in the range of 30 to 100
meters from the trough to the nearest crest. The soils on highlands are
Immature Brown Loams and the average highland slopes range from 20 to 55%.
The highlands are in Kandyan mixed forest hone gardens or in tea with some
spice crops. The rice lands occupy approximately 30% of the land area.
These rice lands occur in stepped weak gradient (1-2%) narrow central
valleys with stepped moderate gradient (2-5%) narrow side valleys. Some of
the rice lands are located in terraced foothill slopes up to 12% gradient
with limited extent in valley side slopes. Moderately well drained soils
occur on foothill slope elements and valley side elements, whereas
imperfectly drained soils are confined to valley head elements, mid-slope
elements or stepped valleys and valley floor elements with incised
drainage. The poorly drained soils occur on valley step elements and
narrow val leys. The drainage pattern is dendritic but with some bedrock
control of the valleys. The annual rainfall is moderately high (>1250-1375
mm at 75% expectancy). The storage in the highlands is low because of low
relief and shallowness of soils. Dry weather flow in the streams is very
low and the water supply to valleys is limited. Rice is double cropped to
a limited extent with vegetables during Yala season in valley side elements
and foothill slope elements. The drought risk is high throughout the
sub-sys tem.

Talawinna sub-system (3c). This sub-system consists of hill and
valley, and hillock landforms with low relief in the range of 30 to 100
meters between the trough and nearest crest. The soils on highlands are
Immature Brown Loams. The average highland slopes are in the range of
20-30%. The highlands are in Kandyan mixed forest home gardens. The rice
lands occupy about 20% of the land area. The rice lands occur in stepped
weak gradient (1-2%) narrow central valleys with stepped, moderate gradient
(2-5%) narrow side valleys. A limited extent of valley sides are terraced
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for rice but foothill slopes up to 10% gradient are terraced. Moderately
well drained soils are in valley side elements and foothill slope elements
whereas the imperfectly drained soils are in mid-slope and valley head
elements. The poorly drained soils occur in steps. The drainage pattern
is dendritic. Strong bedrock control, though not expressed in the drainage,
is evident in the valley form. The annual rainfall is >1250-1375 mm at 5%
expectancy. The moisture storage in the highlands is limited because of
the shallowness of soils and low relief. Dry weather flow is very low in
the streams. I)ouble cropping of rice in this sub-system is the common
practice, but the drought risk is high.

Kundasale-Hurikaduwa Land Systems (4)

This land system consists of hill and valley, and hillock landforms in
the agro-ecological region IM within the Kandy plateau region. The relief
is low in the range of 30 to V00 meters from trough to crest in the land-
scape. On the northern, eastern and western boundaries of the land system
are ridges of moderate relief with an elevation difference in the range of
100-200 meters. This land system is not subdivided at the next lower
category. The soils of the highlands consist of Immature Brown Loams. The
average highland slopes are in the range of 15-30%. The highlands are
mainly in cocoa, coffee, coconuts, and pepper. The rice lands occupy about
20% of the land area. They occur in stepped weak gradient (1-2%) long
central valleys with moderate gradient (2-5%) side valleys. A limited
extent of val Iey sides and footh ill slopes are in rice. Moderately well
drained soils occur on val Icy side, foothill slope, sloping valley elements
and weak gradient valley elements. A limited extent of poorly drained
soils are in val ley step and slope elements with continuously flowing
irrigation channels on upper contours. The drainage pattern is dendritic.
The rainfa] I is between 375-1250 mm. The storage in the highlands is low
because of the shallowness of soils and low relief. Dry weather flow in
streams is low and frequently ceases during Yala season months of May to
September. Rice is double cropped in land elements with poorly drained
soils and the val iey side elements and foothill slope elements with
irrigation. Most commonly, rice is grown in Maha season in all rice lands
and other crops in Yala season in the land elements with moderately
imperfectly drained soils. The drought risk is high in this land system.

The seven land systems in which rice lands occur predominantly on
terraced mountain or hill slopes are:

(5) Atabage
(6) Dolosbage-Nawalapitiya
(7) Naranpanawa
(8) Uduwela-Pal legama
(9) Teldeniya-Madugoda

(10) Tal a tuoya-Marassana, and
(11[) Tal agune.

Of these the l)olosbage-Nawalapitiya and Teldeniya-Madugoda systems are
subdivided into two sub-systems each. These systems and sub-systems are
spread over both the wet and intermediate zone parts of the district. As
mentioned previously the terraced systems are in transitional regions
between the Kandy plateau and the upper and lower peneplains, the wet zone
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systems are transitional to the upper areas, while the intermediate zone
systems are transitional to lower areas.

In eval uat ig rice lands on terraced slope systems the determinants of
the percentage of rice lands in the system (Figure 7) and the extent of
terraces on a given slope have not been fully examined. However, it is
observed that the physical determinants of rock structure stability, soil
depth, and percent of slope influence the ability to form stable terraces
of workable size on a given slope. Also the availability of water in the
upper catchoent above the terraces for diversion as a local irrigation
system influences the extent of terracing on a slope. In some cases the
pr [or ity of land use for large tea estates constricts some potential ly
terraceable lands. All this generally makes the terraced land systems less
extensive than the corresponding inland valley systems.

Atabage (5)

Atabage is a highly dissected, very steep hilt and valley landform of
high relief (200-400 mm) in the agro-ecological region WM2 . The highlands
consist of Reddish-Brown Latosolic and Red Yellow Podzolic (Ultisols) soils
with average slopes of 40-70%. The highlands are planted in tea, patna
grasslands, and Kandyan mixed forest gardens. The rice lands constitute
only 5% of the total land area. They are found on the less sloping (<25%)
lower slopes of narrow val leys. A small extent of the rice lands in the
systen are in moderately broad valleys and alluivial terraces. The well
drained rice laInd soils are found in the more steeply sloping convex slopes
while the imperfectly drained soils occur in valleys and terraced slope
elements below time irrigation channels. The overall drainage is dendritic
and rice lands are generally very wet. Double cropping of rice is assured,
but general ly because of exc,!ssive wetness and upwelling conditions on
lower parts of the complex, only low-yielding indigenous varieties are
used. Improved varieties are restricted to well drained areas, but their
yield I potenti al is frequently reduced 'y heavy c loud cover. Also
harvesting of rice is frequently affected by nearly continuous light rains.

Dolosaige-Nawalap itiya (6)

This land system consists of an elevated but steeply dissected
secondary plateai, and the escarpment leading from the main Kandy plateau
up to the secondary plateau. It is also in agro-ecological region WM2
The land system is divided into the two sub-systems Dolosbage and
U lapane-Nawa Ilap iti.ya , representing the plateau and escarpment parts
respect i vel y.

Dolosbage (6a) . This is the plateau portion of the system. It
represents the highest rice lands in the district and tile upper limit of the
middle peneplain. The original plateau has been dissected until it is now
a landfo nu consisting of high relief (200-400 in) hill and/or ridge and
val leys. Hlighland soils, slopes and land use are similar to the Atabage
system. The rice lands occupy about only 10% of the total land surface,
wi th the rema in ing almost exci us ively in tea. The rice lands are
essentially the lands too wet for tea and are comaposed of isolated
suspended basin type valleys, smooth narrow valleys of strong gradient, and
terraced hill and mountain slopes. Well drained rice land soils are
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limited to the upper terrace slopes, while imperfectly drained soils occur
on the bottom lands of the basin valleys. Both the surface and sub-surface
inflow of water into the basin valleys remain high even during limited dry
periods. This resul ts in a large percentage of the bottom lands having
upwelling conditions and low support strength. Most terraced areas are
supplied with irrigation water from stren diversion. The bottom lands are
double cropped generally with old improved varieties, while the hill slopes
without irrigation are mostly single cropped with indigenous long age
varieties. When irrigation is available double cropping occurs with old
improved varieties. Few areas are suitable for new improved varieties. As
in the Atahage system continuous rains frequently hinder harvesting
act ivit ies.

Ulapane-Nawalapitiya (6b). This is a small sub-system comprising the
escarpment portion of the land system. The rice lands cover about 20% of
the area. They cons H t of a line of alluvial fans and cones at the root of
the escarpment plu s the alluvial terraces on both sides of the strean at
the bottom of the escarpment. Sub-surface water flow through the alluvial
fans, cones and inner alluvial terrace cause almost all these soils to be
poorly drained with only isolated patches of imperfectly drained soils.
Moderately well drained soils occur only on the other alluvial terrace.
Upwelling problems occur throughout much of the fan and cone portion of the
sub-system. A continuously flowing irrigation canal is found along the top
of the alluvial cones and fans that provides irrigation so that the entire
sub-system is double cropped. New improved varieties are used on the outer
terrace while old impr)ved varieties o,, the poorly drained remainder.

Narampanawa (7)

This system consists of a hill and valley landform of high relief
(200-400 m) in the slightly drier agro-ecological region WM3 . On the north
and east is a mountainous landscape while on the south and west is a lower
relief range. The highland soils are Reddish-Brown Latosolic derived from
quartzitic parent materials. The highly quartzitic parent material has
resulted in soils of generally low fertility throughout the land system,
and are responsible for thme abandonment of several terraced rice land
complexes. The h ighlands have an aver.age slope of 35-60% and are used
mainly for poor quality tea, with some Kandyan mixed forest gardens.
Coconut in many of the gardens Niow yellowing typical of Mg deficiency.
Rice lands occupy about 5% of the land surface. They occur mainly on steep
momtainonms slopes and foothill slopes with a small component in narrow
sloping inter-hill vall ev,;. The soils would be similar to the upland soils
except for the artificial hvdromorphisn induced by local diversion irriga-
tLon schvmos. The well drained rice land soils occur on convex contour
elements with the imperfectly drained soils on straight slope and mid-slope
elements; poorly drained soils are on concave slope elements and in the
inner hill valleys. The overall drainage pattern is dendritic. All rice
lands are supplied with ample irrigation so double cropping is assured with
high-yielding varieties adaptable to most areas. However, the low inherent
fertility limits their full yield potential from being obtained. Slumping
can be a major hazard.
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Uduwela-Pal legama (8)

This system is a landfornm of warped basins enclosed by moderate to
high relief ridges; narrow "W-shaped, downcutting valleys in the agro-
ecological region WM3 . Highland soils are Reddish-Brown Latosolic. The
,.verage highland slopes are 30-80%. 6The highland land uses are tea,
Kandyan mixed forest gardens, patnas and conservation forest. The rice
lands occupy about five percent of the land surface, and occur on lower
terraced hLill and mounta in slopes. Moderately well drained rice lOnd soils
occur on convex slope elements, wh ile the imperfectly drained soils are on
straight slope, mid-slope elements, etc. The poorly drained soils are in
concave contour and concave slope elements. An exception is the convex
contour slope elements with perenni al irrigation channels on upper contours.
The rainfall is similar to the Narainpanawa system, but the dry weather flo
in, somewhat less. The double cropping of rice is assured for most elements
with a slight drought risk on strongly sloping elements in Yala. Upland
crops are grown on less than 10% of the rice lands in Yala season. These
are concentrated on the drier convex contours or convex slope elements.

Te Ideniva-Mad goda (9)

This land system is a landscape of parallel and sub-parallel ridges
and narrow valleys and hills, with the relief of 200--400 m. The system is
in the agro-ecological region IM with a 75% expectant rainfall of 875 mm
per annum. This system has been divided into the two sub-systems:

(1) Teldeniya
(2) Madugoda

'rdeniva (9a). This sub-system consists mostly of a ridge and/or
hW.! and narrow valley landforms. The highland soils consist of Reddish-
Brown I,at osol ic and Immature Brown Loams and the highland slopes average
30-6(%. The highl and land use is tea, Kandyan mixed forest gardens, and
tobacco. The rice lands occupy about 5% of the land surface. These lands
are in terraced steep mountain slopes and hill slopes. The strongly
sloping convex contour and convex slope elements contain the well drained
soils, while the concave contour and concave slope elements contain the
poorly drained, and the strai ght mid-slope elements consist of imperfectly
drained soils. The flow in streams is seasonal and the drainage pattern is
dendritic. Local irrigation systems are developed by diverting the creeks
formed in the conc ave contours along the upper contour to supply water for
most of the complex duri..ng Maha season, but only to a limited amount during
Ya;la season. Tlus double cropping rice is restricted to the concave contour
areas near i rrigation sources while remaining lands are cropped to vegetables.

Madugoda (9b). This sub-system consists of a primary ridge with
p aral lel secondary rid - and/or narrow valley landform. The highland soils
are Red Yel low Podzolic and Mountain Regosols with average slopes of 25-65%.
lighland use is confi ned to a few home gardens, with most of the land in
conservation forest. The rice lands occupy about 5% of the total land

6
Patnas: Natural low productive grasslands, the origin of which is

not definite.
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surface. They occur either as suspended gently sloping secondary ridge
crests irrigated with water coltected from the primary ridge, or gently
sloping inter-ridge foot slopes irrigated by stream diversion. Remaining
lands appear too steeply sloping for terrace development. The pattern of
soil drainage classes is similar to the Teldeniya sub-system. Stream flow
remains seasonal except for third order streams which have a low continuous
flow during extended dry periods. Except in poorly drained land elements
near irrigation sources, rice is grown only in Maha season. Unlike the
Teldeniya sub-system, heavy winds in Yala season drastically limit the Yala
cropping potential to the limited extent of vegetables.

Talatroya-Marassana (10)

This land system consists of secondary ridges and valleys of moderate
relief bound by the high relief primary ridge on the south and southeast in
the agro-ecological region IM.. The highland soils are Reddish-Brown
LWrtosolic and Rendzina (Udoll. The average highland slopes range from
10-50 percent. Highlands are in tea, tobacco, mixed home gardens, and
vegetables. The rice lands occupy about 15 percent of the land area. They
occur in highly dissected ridge slopes and foot slopes, and smooth moderate
gradient (2--57) central valleys with side valleys of moderate gradient
(5-8,). Moderately well drained soils occur on convex contour slope
elements ani concave contour slope elements. The annual rainfall is
moderately high. The drainage pattern is dendritic to sub-parallel and
streams are incised. The dry weather flow is moderate and steady. Most
commonlv Mahn season rice is followed by vegetable crops. The drought
risks in Yala season are high. Rice is double cropped only in situations
where the soils are unsuitable for other crops and supplementary irrigation
is available.

Talingo.ne (11)

This land system consists of parallel or sub-parallel ridges and
narrow valleys in the agro-ecological region IM.. The relief in the region
is high. The highland soils consist of Red Yellow Podzolic and Mountain
Regosols. Average highland slopes are 25-55%. The highland is restricted
to a few home gardens in which tobacco is a major component. Most of the
region remains in some form of forest cover or patna grasslands. The rice
lands occul;y about 10% of the land area. These lands occur on terraced
mountain and foothill slopes or rounded convex crest of ridges whose sides
are too steeply sloped for terracing. The soil pattern is very much
similar to that of the Madugoda subsystem. The rainfall is moderately
high; the drainage pattern is scbparallel to rectangular. Dry weather flow
is low but steady only in major streams. Double cropping of rice is
possihle on poorly drained land elements, while rice is grown on all land
elements during Mahn season. Heavy Yala season winds are a hazard in this
system as in the Madrrgoda sub-system. Short-term drought risks are high in
both Maha and Yala seasons. The cropping calendar is delayed compared to
the other land systems.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper illustrates an SRI effort to evaluate the systematic
variation in the rice land sub-portion of a rugged mountain district. The

rice lands are scattered across most of the numerous landforms in the

district but comprise less than 25% of the total surface area. Using

extensive field observations of physical determinants for rice culture,
topographic maps, and aerial photographs a four-tiered rice land classi-
fication scheme was developed based on the land systems approach. This
scheme made it possible to focus on the rice lands and the variability in
them. In the final analysis it was possible to recognize why advanced
varieties could only be used in limited areas and why preference had been
given to indigenous or old improved varieties. It was also possible to

predict where in a given complex of a system various problems would most
likely occur.

The land qualities of the lowest category in the classification, 'the
land elements,' is highly specific. In any land system or sub-system the

evaluation of this basic unit would be in terms of biological responses and

specific management requirements. This would provide sufficient guidance
to research indepth studies on specific problems, particularly those
problems associated with widely varying hydrological conditions. Further,

the knjl edge of individual land elements and their relationships to the
modal land complxes of a given land system provide guidance to the
extension services to improve their understanding of the system in terms of
the potentials, limitations, and variable management needs. The flow of
information from the SRI stage to the utilization stage is very rapid at
minimum cost.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by P.H.T. Beckett):

It is of very great interest to see the Land System concept extended
to such humid areas.

The basic assumption of such an approach is that it is possible to map
a landscape into compound land systems each containing several kinds of
soil or terrain provided that their pattern is simple and capable of simple
description.

This assumption applies Ln e.g. Uganda, Kenya, C. Australia, lowland
Britain aad parts of N. America. It does not apply in e.g. Arctic Sweden,
sub-Arctic Canada, and the mountains of N. Britain, where the patterns of
soils and terrain cannot be simply described. It would be of very great
interest to know how widely the land system concept can be used in Sri
Lanka.

ANSWERS:

The land system concept is readily applicable to the wet upcountry
region of SRI Lanka. This region is highly complex in terms of physio-
graphy and landforms, etc. We are in the process of studying the wet low
country and it appears to be reasonably good. In the study of soils of the
dry zone we have used the normal soil survey procedures.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by A. Van Wambeke):

What would he the useful scale of mapping to get soil information to
farmers (in Sri Lanka)?

ANSWERS:

A map scale larger than 1:5000 would be most useful.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by A. Van Wambeke):

Is soil taxonomy useful in rice land? What is the basis for agro-
climatic subdivisions?
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ANSWERS:

Soil taxonomy should be useful in rice lands. Much more work is
required in this direction.

The agro-climatic regions are demarcated on the basis of rainfall
expectancy at 75% probability, elevation, and soils. There are three major
devisions of elevation-low country 0-1200 ft., mid-country 1000-3000 ft.
and upcountry over 3,000 ft. There are three major climatic zones, wet
zone, intermediate zone, and dry zone. Each of the zones are subdivided,
except dry zone, into low, mid and up on the elev ion criteria. Finally,
on the basis of monthly rainfall expectance and soil distribution, the
agro-ecological regions are demarcated thus:

Wet, low country into four regions;
Wet, mid country into three regions;
Wet, up country into three regions;
Intermediate, low country into three regions;

"1 mid country into three regions;
It Lup country into three regions; and

Dry zone low country into five regions, making a total of 24 regions.
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EVALUATION OF SOIL RESOURCES BY ORSTOM

R. Fauck
1

Since 1946, Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer
scientific workers have drawn up more than a thousand soil maps, from moist
tropical forest to Sahelian regions, from Black Africa to the Mediterranean
areas, the West Indies and French Cuiana, and the Pacific islands. The
primary aim between 1946 and 1956 was to catalogue types of soils, often
unknown to begin with, and map them on a medium scale (1:200,000). Sub-
sequently, four other types of maps were prepared: two large-scale types
for development schemes (1:50,000 and 1:20,000); and two small-scale types
for regional planning purposes (1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000). For various
reasons, government departments in the countries involved differed con-
siderably in the use they made of these maps. Certain technical services
had considerable difficulty interpreting, in development terms, maps and
reports written by soil scientists. Aware of this difficulty, ORSTOM
prepared new documents to supplement soil maps to provide a clearer defin-
ition of soil capabilities. As time has gone by, various methods of pre-
sentation have been used. It is the experience of ORSTOM in this area that
is described in the following report.

USERS' NEEDS AND DIFFICULTIES IN RESOURCE EVALUATION

The land user's ideal would be to htve documents giving, for each soil
type, all possible forms of crops and optimum conditions of usage to ensure
maximum yield, while preserving natural fertility. For many reasons it is
extremely difficult to achieve this objective in most tropical regions.

To begin with, the state of soils knowledge varies widely depending on
world regions; but in general, agricultural research does not yet provide
all the factors needed to define all the opportunities of use for each type
of soil.

Next, assuming that this objective can be achieved, another very
important problem involves the wide range of possible farming methods, from
the most intensive to the most extensive. Between drip irrigation,
drought-animal tilling and the extensive stockbreeding of the Sahelian
nomads, there exists a whole series of possible farming methods, which
depend mainly on local social and economic factors as time passes. This is
impractical, at any rate for soil scientists.

Finally, there is the problem of map scale. There are three scales to
be considered: for soil distribution on the ground, for land use by man,
and for soil maps. Soil distribution on the land is closely related to
topography and parent material variations. Soil types succeed one another
in a toposequence over variable distances: some tens-of-meters in some
cases; a few hundreds in others; and thousands of meters are occasionally
found. In these circumstances, maps show pure soil units only when they

IDr. R. Fauck is Inspecteur G6n6ral de Recherches of the Office de la
Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer in Paris, France.
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are large-scale or very large-scale. When medium or small-scale, soil
units become complex, regardless of the method of classification or
taxonomy.

By soil-utilization scale is meant the size of farming units. This
factor can vary considerably, from a few acres for the family holding for
market gardening, to several thousand hectares for the stock ranch. The
method of utilization of soil maps will differ considerably depending on
such factors.

Finally, the soil map scale is rarely determined by ground truth, in
other words, by the soil-distribution scale. It is sometimes determined by
the objective, for example an irrigation scheme or regional planning. But
it is usually governed by financial requirements, and in ost cases the map
scale is much smaller than the soil distribution scale. Consequently, most
maps represent complex units, usually soil associations.

An asscciation is a combination of soil types consisting of one
dominant soil and its associated soils, which when grouped together often
corresponds to a geomorphological unit. An association may comprise soils
with very different capabilities, sometimes incompatible with one another.
And that is what frequently makes soil maps difficult to use. !he concept
of capabilities is a complex one: the capabilities of the various soils in
an association differ from one another increasingly as agriculture inten-
sifies. On the other hand, for unmechanized agriculture in Sudan regions,
involving very little or no fertilizer use, many types of soils could be
grouped together. This can he done even if they are labelled differently
by soil scientists in order to conform to classification or taxonomic
rules, provided that they allow the same range of crops. Differences among
these soils will involve the level of yield of the various plants grown, in
relation to inputs or farming techniques.

These remarks suggest the separation of two types of factors affecting
capability; one i'Cntor concerns the suitability or unsuitability of soils
for a specific use; and the other factor concerns soil fertility levels in
relation to different coltivation methods, and depends on intensiveness and
on complexity. The case of suitability or unsuitability involves the
concept of limiting factors or utilization constraints. The second case
must take into account, for each particular use, soil capabilities in
relation to likely inputs and social and economic conditions.

This analysis of users' needs and the difficulties of meeting them in
tropical regions explains the decision by French scientists to use
different methods of cartographical representation.

SOLUTIONS ADOPIED

Various technical solutions have been adopted; they vary depending on
the climatic environment, as well as on map scale. In most cases, however,
maps have been drawn on the basis of a conventional soil map. A few
examples may be given to illustrate this. A very great number of
large-scale soil suitability maps (1:10,000 or 1:20,000) have been pro-
duced, for Cameroon, Madagascar, the West Indies, etc. This is the most
straightfornard case, in which soil units represent a single type, and in
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which the caption indicates possible uses. Two categories of maps have
been established in Tunisia, one showing suitability for dry farming, and
the other suitability for irrigated farming. Together with the soil map,
users accordingly have three maps with different legends.

Another method is at present being tried in French Guiana, where soil
variability is very high. Soil cover is not characterized by specific
contours but by isodifferentiation curves. Toposequences are represented
in cross sections or diagram blocks. Agricultural engineering units
categorize all soils with the same type of drainage. In view of the major
effect of lateral circulation of water in upper horizons, for example on
plant rooting and on soil erodibili ty, this is the characteristic method to
categorize soils with a morphology that changes quickly on slopes.

Not many examples exist of medium-scale soil suitability maps based on
conventional soil maps. There is, however, the case of a soil-resource map
taken from a 1:200,000 soil map, with an agricultural engineering unit key.
The method, performed on a small scale (1:500,000), ",ill be described
later. On the other hand, maps exist combining geomorphological and soil
data and defining wide farming suitability groups. Two systems are being
worked oat. One of these, produced by Institut Recherches Agronomie
Tropicale (Paris), first defines morpho-soil units on Me basis of an
interpretation of links between morphogenesis and pedogenesis. It then
assesses the capabilities of the physical environment, allowing constraint
maps and land-allocation recommendation maps to be drawn. The second
system, at present being developed by ORSTOM in the Ivory Coast, concerns
morphological and soil landscapes to the scale of 1:200,000. Internal
drainage, water-holding capacity, percentage of coarse components, and rock
depth are given for each unit. Information on agricultural suitabilities
is supplied in the text accompanying each map.

For small-scale maps (1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000), it is difficult to
define soil-utilization possibilities in a key, because the map includes
complex soil units or soil associations. However, planners are interested
in such soil maps insnfar as they make a useful contribution to the choice
if not of crops, at least to possible systems of exploitation. This is why
authors of the various maps that have been drawn confine themselves to
showing either a wide classification of agricultural qualities (rich, fair,
poor), or very general fanning possibilities, such as dry farming, irri-
gated farming, or grazing. A typical example is the 1:1,000,000 map of New
Caledonia.

Another method has been tested in Sahelian regions, notably in Upper
Volta: the "soil resource map." It is based on dividing soil cover into
units suitable for the same type of traditional or extensive farming.
Anything is possible in intensive farming, where the soil may be no more
than a physical support. For example, let us consider the sand dunes,
found over wide areas of the Sahel. It is not recommended that the dunes
should be used to grow millet, since this traditional crop results in
movement of the dunes by wind erosion. Bumt it would he possible to
recommend drip irrigation with the use of fertilizer and manure to grow
strawberries, as is done near Dakar. Given the social and economic
situation in the Sahel, a l:500,O00-scale map provides only for
low-intensive or medium-intensive cultivation, with an emphasis on
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utilization constraints. These constraints comprise those which cannot be
altered by human intervention, and those which can be changed more or less
easily. The former constraints include soil depths and textural classes,
which govern suitability or unsuitability for a given purpose. The latter
include chemical richness, which can be altered by the use of fertilizers;
soil water resources, which can be improved by irrigation; and the upper
horizon structure, which can be altered by working the soil.

From a practical viewpoint, the method is based on prior establishment
of a fertility factor table. Eight soil characteristics have been selected
as governing farming capabilities. The order in which they are given is
based mainly on the degree of constraint: the first two, depth and
texture, are immutable, as mentioned above; the others can be altered by
human intervention. Fertility factors are as follows:

i) Available depth: this is not the depth of the soil but the depth
that can be reached easily by roots (cf. presence of gravel in many trop-
ical soils).

2) Textural type: this is represented by two textures: the upper
horizon and the B horizon (importance of textural variation is for rooting
and water dynamics).

3) Existing water economy: this is the available water and its
variation in relation to climatic season, namely soil moisture charac-
teristics.

4) Chemical features: these consist of the sum of cation exchanges
and base saturation.

5) Deficiencies (e.g. phosphate).

6) Presence of adverse chemical elements (e.g. free aluminum, sulphides).

7) Organic matter: quantity and quality.

8) Adverse physical properties (e.g. sealing).

The fertility factor table was composed by analyzing the references on
1:500,000 soil maps. Next, units were categorized on the basis of soil
types ("dominant" types) in the same class for soil depth and textural type
(in other words the two inalterable units) on the basis that they represent
fairly homogeneous groups for agricultural purposes. It is understood, of
course, that the types of "associated" soils that they contain may vary,
with different capabilities or at least fertility levels.

This iitial soil classification for defining agronomic units is
inadequate ror planning purposes, since small-scale maps are involved.
Soil classift ed within the same unit - regardless of the method of classi-
fication used- may be distributed widely over different climatic zones from
an agricultural viewpoint. This is why comparable agronomic units
(according to average depth and textural type) have been subdivided on the
basis of a third criterion, climatic zonality. The different zones take
into account the length of rainy season or seasons, and also average
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rainfalls. Because of the insufficiency of such data in many regions and
the year-to-year variability in Sahelian regions, zone boundaries are
somewhat vague.

Ultimately, one obtains a key of agronomic units. Opposite each of
the units of this key, there are details of constraints (erodahility) and
recommendations for land use (fertilizer requirements, working of soil,
etc.). In practice, land use planners find out quickly from the map about
comparable agronomic units. They then examine the table, which details the
eight essential characteristics for each of them, representing fertility
factors on the basis of which choice of specific uses may be made.
Finally, land users refer to another table, which shows correspondence with
soil map units. The reader sLould consult this soil map and the report
accompanying it, first to find out about soil distribution in the landscape
(toposequences, associations), and partly to discover the morphological and
physico-chemical properties of each of the soils in the association.

Initial reactions from government departments are encouraging.
Technicians seem to be less discouraged than in the past by the complexity
of soil maps and soil scientist's jargon because of the preliminary reading
of soil resource maps. They have therefore been found to meet a need.

CONCLUS IONS

Beck (1978) emphasized the high number of map systems aimed at evalu-
ating soil utilization possibilities. The ORSTOM experiment does not allow
any conclusions to he drawn about the advantage of one system over another.
The choice must depend first on the scale adopted, second on the accuracy
of available data, and finally on the local social and economic framework.
Mlaps are easier to produce on a large scale. But planners often call for
small-scale maps, wanting all farming possibilities to be defined for each
type of soil, with an indicatior of the potential fertility level for
various hypotheses of extensive or intcnsive cultivation. This objective
cann ot he achieved by soil scetet; ts alone; but it would be reached if
soil scientists, agricultural experts and economists combined their
resources. Unfortunately, the state of agronomic knowledge of the average
depth of profiles could involve the elimination of certain crops or their
acceptance; the recommendation that mechanized methods should not he used;
or accepting the methods with the risk of insufficient yields on a local
and economic level - this last factor can vary in time. In addition, the
idea of depth is sometimes counterbalanced by the concept of chemical
richness, and advances in the development of now varieties further con-
plicate the situation.

The state of affairs and regional planning needs in now African states
have led ORSTOM to produce small-scale "soil resource" maps. These supple-
mental soil maps still have to be drzMn. It is not their purpose to propose
precise forms of soil itilization, but to stipulate constraints on use. Inother words they list limiting or favorable soil factors, with quantitative
details of soil erodability and the level of chemical fertility. Definitions
of fanning methods, which involve technical, social and economic factors,
is at a later stage, which for the moment lies in the field of agricultural
experts, planners and decision-makers.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by T. R. Forbes):

Is the model of Y. Chatelin's "volumes pedologiques" used extensively
in ORSTOM soil surveys?

ANSWERS:

Presently it is an experimental model, only used in Ivory Coast, in
humid climates. The first results are interesting, but it's necessary to
wait for judgment.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by A. Van Wambeke):

Are ORSTOM people sometimes using Soil Taxonomy in their surveys?

ANSWERS :

ORSTOM people know soil taxonomy well-moreover, in some cases, for
instance in Latin America, soil scientists utilize soil taxonomy. In other
cases, Ivory Coast in particular, they have given correlations between
French classification and Soil Taxonomy.
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THE ROLE OF WATER AND LAND RESOURCE INFORMATION IN WORLD BANK

PROGRAMS FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

William B. Peters2

Water and land resource development and maintenance are of paramount
importance in meeting the food, fiber, and energy crises and helping man.
This paper summarizes the role of water and land resource information in
meeting this challenge by World Bank programs for agricultural development.
The paper briefly describes the purpose and activities of the Bank alone
with the nature, diversity, and scope of financed projects; requirements
with respect to basic data, evaluation, and product from the standpoint ofan international financing agency; factors in addition to soil that need tobe taken into account, kept in perspective, and integrated; preferred
approaches to land selection; the need for streamlining investigations; andprincipal deficiencies in surveys as commonly made in meeting needs. The
paper emphasizes that data collection and land selection need to be
approached as an interdisciplinary exercise wherein contributions are made
by economists, hydrologists, drainage engineers, agronomists and others.
The importance and usefulness of screenable soil characterization as a tool
for support of studies is also stressed. Ways and means are suggested
whereby soil surveyors may produce a better product by becoming more
involved and taking an expanded role in the planning process.

THE WORLD BANK -- BACKGROUND3

Along with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or World Bank) was founded in1944 at the United Monetary and Financial Conference of 44 governments at
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, USA. These were established as complementary,
international finance institutions to meet needs of international cooper-
ative agreements to deal with monetary and financial problems by providing
the machinery that would enable nations to work together toward world
prosperity, thereby aiding political stability and fostering peace among
nat ions.

IThe views expressed in this paper are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the World Bank.

2Soils Specialist, Agricultural and Rural Development Department,
World Bank, Washington, D.C.

3 Based on World Bank Reports and Publications namely: World Bank/
Annual Report 1978; The World Bank, December 1977; The World Bank - Questions
and Answers, March 1976; World Bank - International Development Association,
April 1978; The International Finance Corporation/Annual Report 1978; and
The paper M Mr. Frederick L. lhotes, World Bank Irrigation Adviser entitled:
"World Bank Activities in Financing International Water Resources Efforts"
presented at time 1977 Annual Meeting of the University Council on Water
Resources, Brookings, South Dakota, USA, July 26, [977.
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Although their joint objective as stated above is the same, their
roles differed. As indicated by the formal titles, the Fund's main concern

is with monetary affairs, and the IBRD's with economic development. The
main objectives of the Fund -- the promotion of international monetary

cooperation, the encouragement of expansion and balanced growth in inter-
national trade, the promotion of exchange stability, the elimination of
exchange restrictions, and the correction of balance of payments dis-
equilibria -- complement the IBRD's efforts to promote economic growth in
member countries through its loans for productive development projects.
The two institutions cooperate closely on operational and analytical
matters, hold joint annual meetings, and are housed in neighboring
buildings in Washington, ).C.

Membership in IBRD is open to all members of the IMF, and by June 30,

1978, 132 countries had joined. IBRD is owned and controlled by its member
governments. By a formal agreement in accordance with the United Nations

(UN) Charter, it is recognized as a special Agency of the UN. It began
operations in June 1946.

The World Bank is now a group of three institutions, the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the International Develop-
ment Association (IDA), and the International Finance Corporation (IFC).
The common objectives of these institutions is to help raise standards of
living in developing countries by channeling financial resources from
developed countries to the developing world.

Sources of Fundts

IBRI) makes or guarantees loans for productive reconstruction and
development projects, both from its own capital, which is provided by its
member governments, and through the mobilization of private capital.
I BRl)'s share capit al is so structured that any risk involved in its oper-
ations is shared by all member governments, roughly in proportion to their
economic strength. Capital subscription on June 30, 1978 aggregated the
equivalent of about 41,016 mil lion in current U.S. dollars. Only ten
percent of the capital has been called and paid in; the remaining ninety
percent is subject to call by IBRD only if and when required to meet the
obligations of IBR1) created by borrowing or guaranteeing loans. Thus,
investors, i.e. member countries who might otherwise never become involved
in the financing of projects directly are contributing to the economic
growth of developing countries.

lending operations are financed in the world capital markets including
private investors, governments, and central banks. Aside from borrowings,
paid-in capital subscription, and charges on .its loans, IBRI) has two other
principal sources it can lend. Most important is the flow of repayments on
previous loans. In addition it often sells portions of its loans to other
investors, chieflv commercial banks. Profit or net earnings are also used
to help developing countries by placing these in reserves which strengthen
abilitv to borrow and making reserves available for lending.

To maintain the confidence of both member governments and the inter-

national finance community and thereby enable a continued source of funds
for development, IBRD carefully appraises all aspects of projects submitted
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to it for financing. Thus, the planning of projects and analyses must betechnically and economically sound. Studies, particularly water and land
resources investigations, must be rclevant and of the highest qualitycommensurate with objectives. IBRD also periodically reviews the execution
and operation of those projects which it helps finance, and provides advice
and assistance to the borrower in the attaioment of project objectives.

IBRI)'s role as a prudent lender is directed to be in Lhe best
interests of all concerned: member governments, lenders to IBRD, and
borrowers. The performance of IBRD and its borrowers in the use and
repayment of the invested and borrowed capital so far continued to findgeneral approval of the world financial community, as demonstrated by their
continued wil1ingnes., to provide needed resources to IBRD.

IBRD Loans

IBRD's charter spells out certain basic rules that govern its oper-ations. It minst lend only for productive purposes and must stimulate
economic growth in the developing countries where it lends. It must pay
due regard tj the prospects of repayment. Each loan is made to a govern-
ment or must be guaranteed by the government concerned. The use of loans
cannot be restricted to purchases in any p-articular member country. And
IBRD's decisions to lend must he based only un economic considerations.

IBR) loans generally have a grace period of five years and are
repayable over 20 years or less. They are directed toward developing
countries at more advanced stages of economic and social growth. The
interest rate the Bank charges on its loans is calculated in accordance
with a formul1a related to its cost of borrowing.

While [BRD has traditionally financed all kinds of capital infra-
strucit re, such as roads and railways, te lecommnunicat ions and ports andpower faci. lities, its present development strategy places a greatly
increased emphasis on investments that can directly affect the well-being
of the manses of poor people of developing countries by making them more
productive and by integrating them as active partners in the development
process. This strategy is increasingly evident in the agricultural andrur;al development projects that IBRD and IDA help finance. It is also
evident in projects for education, family planning, and nutrition, and inthe Bank's concern for the urban poor who benefit from projects designed to
develop water and sewer,;e facilities as well as "core" low-cost housing,
and to increas e the productivity of small industries.

At the same time, lending for traditional projects continued, and isbeing redirected to be more responsive to the new strategy of deliberately
focusing on the poorest segments of society in the developing countries.

IDA

The International Development As:ociation was established in 1960 to
provide assistance for the same purposes as IBRD, but primarily in thepoorer developing countries on terms that would bear less heavily on their
balance of payments than IBRD loans. IDA's assistance is, therefore, con-
centrated on the very poor countries--mainly those with an annual per
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capita gross national product of less than $520 (in 1975 dollars). More
than 50 countries are eligible under this criterion.

Membership in IDA is open to all members of IBRD and 120 of them have
joined as of June 30, 1978. The funds used by IDA, called credits to
distinguish them from IBRD loans, come mostly in the form of subscriptions,
general replenishments from its more industrialized and developed members,
special contributions by its richer members, and transfers from the net
earnings of IBRD. The terms of IDA credits, which are made to governments
only, are 10-year grace periods, 50-year maturities, and no interest, but

an annual service charge of 0.75% on the disbursed portion of each credit.
Although legally and financially distinct from IBRI, IDA is administered by
the same staff.

Its standards for reviewing projects are IBRD's standards, its purpose
is the same as the IBRI)'s and it lends to the same economic sectors for the
same purpose as IBRJ). Yet the sertorial composition of IBRD loans and IDA
credits shows noteworthy differences. These differences result from the
varying economic priorities of IBRD borrowers and IDA borrowers.

IF(C

The International Finance Corporation was established in 1956. Its
special purpose is to promote the growth of the private sector and to
assist productive private enterprises in its less developed member
countries where such enterprises can advance economic development. IFC is
an affiliate of IBRD and, as such, shares with it common objectives and
policies for improving the well-being of the peoples of less developed
member countries.

Member;hip in I BRI) is a prerequisite for membership in the IF', which
totals 108 countries as of June 30, 1978. Legally and financially, the IFC
and IBR) are separate entities; the Corporation has its own operating and
legal staff, but draws upon IBRI) for administration and other services. It
has the same President and many of the same Executive l)irectors.

lIC is not limited as to the form in which it may provide financing
and its terms are flexible. Such financing normally consists of sub-
scriptions to share capital or long-term loans without guarantee of
ropayment by governments, or both. It helps mobilize other capital and
Lechnical expertise for productive ventures that contribute to economic
development and meet sound investment criteria. IFC also has a respon-
siblity to promote such ventures by identifying and bringing together
investment opportun ities and qual if ied investors.

In addition, EFC seeks to encourage the flow of private capital in the
countries it assists. To this end, it supports the establishment or expan-

sion of local capital markets and financial institutions. It also offers
technical assistance to member governments in suplort of their efforts to
create an investment climate which will encouirage productive and beneficial

domestic and foreign investment.
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IBRD/IDA/IFC Lending

In Fiscal Year 1978 (ending June 30, 1978), IBRD together with its
affiliates, IDA and IrC, made lending and investment commitments totaling
US $8,749.1 million. One hundred and thirty-seven IBRD loans to 46
countries totaled UJS $6,097.7 million. Ninety-nine IDA credits to 42
countries amounted to US $2,313.0 million. The IFC made 41 investments
amounting to US $338.4 million in 31 countries.

The combined IBRD and IDA lending amounted to US $8,410.7 million and
was distributed by sectors as follows:

Sector US $ Million % of Total

Agricultural and rural development 3,269.7 38.9
Education 351.9 4.1
Energy
Industrial development and finance 909.9 10.8
Industry 391.8 4.7
Nonproject 155.0 1.8
Population and nutrition 58.1 0.7
Power 1,146.2 13.6
Techical assistance 20.3 0.2
Tel ecommunicat ions 221.1 2.6
Tourism 50.0 0.6
Transpor tation 1,092.9 13.0
Urban development 368.6 4.4
Water supply and sewage 375.2 4.5

S,410.7 100.0

The Bank does not fix rigid sectorial priorties; it lends on the basis
of the needs of a particular country or a particular region at a particular
time. The relatively large amount lent for agriculture reflects the Bank's
emphasis in recent years on agricultural development resulting in: (a) a
larger proportion of total lending being donated to agriculture; (b) an
increased share of agricultural lending going to the poorest countries; (c)
a larger number of people benefitting from Bank-supported projects; and (d)
projected increases in output by those farmers being assisted.

Assistance to small farmers to become more productive accounts for the
major share of lending in this sector. The Bank considers that the small
farmer iK a critical element as a producer of foodgrains and other food
products in many major food-deficit countries. Also, improved economic and
social conditions are factors of prime importance in the effort to reduce
population growth rates through lower birth rates. Massive rural poverty,
sustained and spurred on h ;i an increasing rural population, limited land
resoirces, and inadeqiate supporting systems, is a continui ng feature in
most of the Bank's member coantries. Bank programs aimed at the poverty
problem include land and tenancy reform, credit, water supply systems,
extension, training, and research.

Approximately 1/3 of the agricultural lending was for irrigation and
drainage projects. The Bank normally finances from 30 to 50 percent of
total project costs. Hence the loans represent a share of total project
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costs of more than double the figures shown. Other multi-lateral and
bilateral sources contributed about US $3,000 million to total project
costs, with the remainder being contributed by the borrowing countries.
The typical Bank-financed irrigation or drainage project can include, in
addition to the irrigation supply and distribution systen, land prepar-
ation, extension and research services, rural water supply, electrifi-
cation, schools, roads and health facilities, storage and marketing
facilities, technical assistance, and training. Some of the other agri-
cultural projects, such as agricultural credit, include substantial amounts
for irrigation facilities such as tubewells, minor irrigation systems, and
improved on-f ann i.rrigation schemes.

Operating Methods

Every project, irrespective of scope and size, financed by the Bank is
considered in the l ight of a country's total needs, capabilities, and
policieis. Therefore, comprehensive studies are made of the economy of the
country requesting assistance. The studies include detailed analyses of
individual sectors and relationships between them, which throw light on the
relative impo rtance of alternative projects in achieving the country's
development goals. Ci iefly, on the basis of these studies, and after
consultation with the government, a program of Bank operations in the
country is drawn up for a five-year per od with an updating annually. This
program provides a framework for concrete lrrop,.,:als for action to help the
country implement agreed strategy of development. Each individual project
is considered within this framework. Equally, project proposals arise out
of the joint efforts of government and Bank staff in their search for
solitions to common prob 1ems. The project is subjected to careful
analyses, and a detailed agreement is worked out with the borrower before a
loan or credit is approved.

Often, the ank will recommend that consultants be hired to prepare
detailed plans. Upon completion of the preparatory work, the Bank sends a
staff mission to make a thorough appraisal of al 1 aspects of the project.
When agreement is reached on details of the proposed project and on finan-
cial requirements, a formal loan or credit agreement is negotiated. If
this is satisfactory, the President presents the propoial to the Executive
Directors, who represent all member countries, for their approval.

The aplroval of a loan does not end the Bank's involvement. In most
cases, the borrower seeks bids, on the basis of international competition,
for the goods and services required. The Bank releases money only as
needed to meet erified expenditures on the project. Coods and services
paid for by ank loans or I)A credits may he obtained from any member
country or Switzerland. The Bank pays in whatever currency is required,
and the horrower repays in the currency used by the Hank.

Hrank involvement cntinnues throughouit the life of the project. The
borrower provides periodic progress reports, and Bank staff members visit
the site from time to time, helping to anticipate and overcome difficulties
and ensu re that the project's intended benefits to the country are realized.
This close supervision is facilitated by the fact that the borrowing
country is a part owner of the ank and shares in the control of its
policies and operations. As a cooperat ive multinational institution, the
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object of the Bank is to see that each project is carried out at the least
possible cost and that it makes its full contribution to the country's
development.

Technical Assistance

The provision of technical assistance, an integral part of the Bank's
services to its developing member countries, has been expanding vigorously.
Consultations take place between Bank staff and borrowers dui ring project
preparation and appraisal, and during country or sector reviews. Aside
from tlhis steady flow of technical information, the Bank assists its
borrowers with the financing of feasibiity studies, engineering, and
resourc s u rvevs, and in helping bui.ld up institutions, in training, and
the likp.

Technical assi stance was the excuMiive purpose of one loan and two
credits, for a total of US $20.3 million during fiscal year 1973. In
addt ion, techni:al assistance components were included in 151 lending
operations, for a total of US $230 million. Also, US $6.4 million of
financing was provided by the Bank's Project Preparation Facility. The
Facilitv makes tempo rary advances for studies and other forms of technical
spport; tile borrower repays the odvac s by refinancing them through a
Bank 1lnan a r an IDA credit for the project concerned as soon as it becomes
effective. )ther forms of assistance are provided on a reinbursable basis,
or untde.r equ iva lent conmpensatory arrangements, to oil-expu)rtingv countries
that do not horrow from the Bank. In fiscal 1978, this kind of assistance
in the amount of $13 mil lion was directed to four countries.

For many years, the Bank has served as executing agency for preinvest-
ment and technical assistance projects financed by the United Nations
Development Prog ramme (1 NlP). A number of UNl-financed , Bank-executed
projects provide economic planning assistance. Typically, they call for
smlla [ teaus of planning advisers, sup)porting cons, ltant services, and
training programs for local counterpart staff. Of great significance to
the develop ing count r ies is the fact that Bank-execited, UNDIP-f inanced
projects have an operation focus that very often leads t a projects suitable
for Bank financing, producing substanti al investment follow-up.

The Bank maintains a staff college, the V'zonomic Development Institute
(I) 1), to train officials of developing countries in the techniques of
development. About 5,nO0 have attended El)I courses in Washingtn and
iove rseas.

In adittiln, the Bank conducts a large, continuing program of
research -- hoth basic and applied -- in virtually every aspect of develop-
ment with which its members are cincerned. At present, this program
consists of more than 10) studies. Subjects incluce ecnomic planning,
agr ici]tlre and rural development, income distribution, international trade
and finance, indestrv, labe r-calpital substitutinn, unemployment, urbani-
zat ion, regional development, publ ic ut il ities, transportation, financial
inst i tnt ions, and popu1ation and human resources.
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International Cooperation

While the Bank is large in relative terms, it is only one of many
institutions -- national and international, public and private -- that
provide financial and technical assistance to develcping countries. In the
public sphere alone, a dozen or more international institutions and 25 or
30 national agencies are involved in one way or another. With such a
multiplicity of donors, lenders, and providers of technical assistance,
close cooperation and some degree of coordination are essential. Methods
employed by the Bank to achieve this vary widely, depending, among other
factors, on the nature and scope of each institution's program.

The largest and oldest of the Cooperative Programs concerning agri-
culture is that between the Bank and the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations. During fiscal year 1978 it staffed and carried out
177 missions in 55 countries. Loans for projects prepared by the Program
represented about one-third of the year's lending for agriculture.
Emphasis was on projects to benefit the .ural poor and to promote close
involvement of member countries in the formulation of projects.

Types of Missions

There are usually four types of Bank" missions involved in generating,
financing, and implementing agricultural projects. The mission names are
derived from the specific functions, i.e. identification, preparation,
appraisal, and supervision.

Identification missions go to the field to make a preliminary deter-
mination of the nature and size of potential projects and the establishment
of their prima-facde priority. Preparation missions provide advice to
governments on project formulation and on the planning and execution of
feasibility studies. Occasionally consultants may assist these types of
missions. The feasibility study may be performed by the government or by
consultants from external government or international agencies or by
private constu l tants.

Appraisal missions evaluate projects on the basis of feasibility or
equivalent studies and prepare a report that provides technical, economical,
and financial justification of the proposed project for review by Bank
management and for loan negotiations with the borrower. The appraisal
report also serves as technical background and guide for project imple-
mentation. Typical types of consultants or Bank personnel used in
irrigation project appraisals are: irrigation and drainage engineers,
agriculturalists, agricultural economists, soil scientists, dan designers,
hydrologists, and financial analysts.

Supervision missions are sent during project execution, usually twice
a year, to review progress in the field. Normally such missions are small
and exclusively comprised of Bank staff, but occasionally a need develops
for augmenting regular staff or for special expertise to review an unusual
field problem. The principal role of the supervision mission is to ascertain
that the project is being executed and operated as set forth in the loan
documents, but borrowers frequently seek Bank advice during these phases.
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The Bank has spent about US $7 to US $8 million annually in recent
years to engage the services of the individual consultants that provide
special expertise on Bank missions. Tn some cases the Bank contracts with
a company or an institution for the services of a specific individual
expert, if this is the best way to obtain the services of the specialist.
The consultant joins other mission members to review in the field the
project under consideration, and upon return to headquarters is expected to
prepare a complete report for his area of responsibility which can be
incorporated into the mission report.

Examples of Agricultural Projvcts

Four examples of agricultual projects approved for IBRD and IDA
assistance in Fiscal Year 1973 that involved water and land resource
studies wi ti participation of soil scientists are as follows:

Afghanistan. IDA - US $22 million. Some 12,000 farm families stand
to benefit from a second Khanahad irrigation project which aims to develop
agriculture by rehabilitating and extending existing irrigation and drainage
schemes, extending agricultural credit to farmers, and by providing an
efficient extension service. A malaria control program is included; so,
too, is a feasibility study for a dam about 90 kilometers above the project
area. Total cost: US $28.7 million.

Indonesia. IBR) - US $140 million. Some 189,000 farm families will
benefit from a tenth irrigation project designed to rehabilitate, upgrade,
and expand existing irrigation systems. Three construction components are
included in the project, as are feasibility studies and detailed design
work for a number of dams. Total cost: US $216 million.

Pakistan. IDA - US $70 million. Soil salinization will be halted and
surface water del iveries increased by a project that includes canal remodeling,
tubewell and drainage system construction, and credit and technical assis-
tance to faraners living east of the Indus River in the Rahimyar Khan district
of Punjab province. Agri.c,11tural production (mainly foodgrains, seed
cotton, and oilseeds), employment, and incomes should all increase substan-
tially. The United Kingdom is extending a US $16 million grant and the
Kreditnmstalt fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) a US $9.5 mil lion credit to help meet
project costs. Total cost: UJS $170 million.

Phil ippines. IlD - US $150 million. To help finance the second
stage development of a multi-purl)ose project on the Magat River, a loan
will he made available to support a project consisting of all civil works
for the main dan and appurtenant structures, reservoir area population
resettlement, installed mechanical equipment, and the services of con-
sIltants. Total cost: US $346 million.

WATER AND LAN) RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS

The studies made in generating, appraising, and implementing agri-
cultural projects usually address the present social, agronomic, and economic
situation with respect to food and fiber production, marketing, consumption,
and means and feasibility for modification. This includes water, land,
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human resources, and institutional development. Also changes in land use
for increasing production and marketing to benefit farmers and other people
are considered commensurate with promoting social well-being and improving
or ra intaining a favorable environment. For these studies, agriculture
encompasses 1land resources, farm enterprises, and socioeconomic surveys.
The agriculture study might cover a diversity of needs and conditions
including both rainfed and irrigated lowland or upland agriculture under
either private or government ownership and management.

Water and land resource studies serve an important role in the Bank's
programs for agricultutral and economic development. The investigations
must integrate the activities of the several disciplines including water
quality, plant science, hydrology, drainage, environmental science,
eng ineering, sociolog y, geology, soil science, economics, and land and
water use and management. Important in these studies is coordination of
their iniidependent activities into a meaningful franework of analyses. From
the eva lu ations, alternative plans are developed to indicate required
programm ing , operation, and development procedures conforming to area needs
and controlling policies. Analysis is made of land use problems and
op portuni ties associated wi th alternative plans, recognizing the natural
and modified resource base; existing and potential land use patterns;
zoning regu la t ions; and general relationship to environmental, social, and
economin ic aspects of the setting. All plans developed for achieving goals
involvye costs and benefits. In this regard, land use suitability classi-
fication, if properly structured and implemented, is a useful tool for
iden tifying needs, establ ishing opportunit ies, and selecting lands for
deve lope nt.

The process is somewhat analogous to arranging for transportation at a
travel office, eating at a large cafeteria or shopping at a large super-
market. 'ltu choices of items and combinations are numerous but somewherc
along the line, someone has to pick up the tab and digest the hill. The
final cost of investigations for planning is also very important. The
borrower has to also bear these costs.

laud Select ion

land nise suitability classification is a key element in identifying,
appraising , imvplementing , and maintaining agricultural developments. The
Bank is in the process of establishing general requirements and guidelines
for scope, k ind, and anmoint of work for the various types of planning
invest igat ions an~d colditions eilrolntered. The Bank is giving consider-
ation to ill known svstems of soil survey and land classification,
part icu larly thvorse used by member governments. Further, the Batik is open
to and sol icits sugges tions from any groiin or persons wishing to contribute
ideas and reom ,renidations. The Bank staff participates in the many con-
siltations otl for improving and adcancing land selection criteria and
p roce iu rt s.

In ma v of the developing countries, the land resource studies,

parti cularlv th ,se of feasibility grade, are made by consulting firms. The
borrower, on its own or with tie assistance of advisors or consultants, is
expected to propose and undertake suitable soil survey and land classi-
ficat iol procedltrs. They are encouraged to prepare techniques drawn from
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their experience or that of others applicable to the particular conditions
of the project under investigation. In exceptional cases at the request of
the government, the Bank may propose to the consultant standards, methods,
[)rocedures and specifications for the conduct of a specific survey.

The system of land classification should be unifying and universally
applicable to either diversified cropping or wetland rice production for
all situations ;and ranges in water supply and control including rainfed
agricul ture, irrigated agriculture, water regulation in food plains, and
reclamation of marshlands and tidelands (Peters, 1975). Accordingly, the
surveys m t cope with differences in the source, quality, and control of
water. The economics with respect to productivity, land development,
flooding, and drainage are highly relevant.

A feas Lbil ity grade land resource survey for irrigation development
should establish the extent and degree of suitability of lands for sus-
tained profitable irrigated agricultuire. It should deal with the question
of whether or not the project is worthy of construction. It should he
suppo)rted with special studies in the fields of water quality, soils,
topography, drainage, economics, and land use in selecting lands for irri-
gation. The compilat ion of findings and presentation of results should be
accomplished by narrative reports and land classification maps and pertinent
field and lahoratory data. The report should cover basic data, premises,
description of methodls of study, discussion of results, and pertinent
conclus ions and recommenda t ions relat ing to investment feasibility.

Bank exsperieonce in wo rking on many projects in many countries having
diverse pol ic ies, goals, and conditi ons have irough t out some definite
requirements. A major requirement is the necessity to fully explore and
consider the controd ling pol ies in structuring and implementing a land
classification for local application. To be useful and effective a survey
must avoid a rig id or Fixed procedure. A survey should he structured to
effectivev serve the filrpise of the investigation at hand and be site-
specif ic in sei),) and appl icNation, i.e. it must he fitted to the specific
environmental setting including economic, social, physical, and legal
patterus exi-;t iug in the area. It is extremely important that a survey be
accomplis;hed it a cost that the borrower can afford to pay and le acceptable
ill rel ation to tie investment foreseei for ensuring development activities.
it is also important that the survey be completed within a time frame that
wil I facil itate planning.

So often, it is not understood that requirenents of a land classt-
fication set tip primaril y to guide on-farm land development and settlementf ollowing initial proj ect construction can 1e expected to differ from one
a iied at dete rmnini ng engineering, economic, and agronomic feasib ilt ty ill
planning for a project. Both the scope and degree of detail can differ
ma rkedl y.

M ethiodology between countries may vary according to whether the
government expects the farmer or landowner to pay for all development costs
or if the governnent dties all of the on-farn development with no direct
cost tou the farmer. The matter of handling land development costs should
be re solved prio r to iinitiati ng a survey.
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Land classification m"rveys or interpretations of soil surveys should
express the land-water-crop and economic interactions expected to prevail
after resource and management modification (Maletic and.Hutchings, 1967).
This involves identifying and evaluating changes anticipated to result from
development or reclamation and management. The interactions should be
expressed in terms of a suitable economic parameter reflecting produc-
tivity, preferably net farm income.

Most land factors, including soil depth, are changeable at a cost.
Typical changeable factors include salinity, sodicity, titratable acidity
and exchangeable aluminum, depths to water table, relief, brush and tree
cover, rock cover, drainage, and flood hazard. Particle-size distribution
or texture of subsoils and substrata occurring at depths not disturbed by
tillage and landforming is about the only factor that may not be altered.

Some of the changes can be brought about by modifying water control
measures and management. These include variation in depths to water tables
and associated soil moisture, salinity, and aeration conditions affecting
tillage and crop growth. Other examples are modification of slope and
microrelief by landforming; and alteration of soil profile characteristics
by deep plowing, chiseling, or addition of amendments. Soil texture may be
modified by sediment in water entering the soil.

The manner and magnitude of water control can effectively serve to
regulate salt effect on lands, crops, social and economic conditions, and
the environment. The concentration and composition of salts in the soil
solution and associated exchangeable ion status on soils can he influenced
by numerous factors including the composition of water applied, the rate of
water application and leaching, dissolution and precipitation of soil
solution constituents, and the rate and amount of drainage. Flooding of
soil, as practiced under rice cultivation, sets into motion a qeries of
physical, microbological, and chemical processes which influence crop
growth (Olonnaunper ma, 1965) . Soil achItity usually decreases upon flooding.

Who ther given characteristics wil. be changed usually depends upon
economic considerations. The survey must deal with two aspects of this
principle. Can the change he accomplished, and what degree of change is
economical Iv feasible? This is largely dependent on the climatic and
economic setting of the project. For example, a large investment may be
made to reclaim a sal ine, sodic or acid soil which after improvement will
yield a new farm income .f US $500 per hectare. In another setting, where
net income a fter improvement would only be US $75 per hectare, the soil
having similar conditions might be regarded as non-reclaimable. In the
latter case, it may be infeasible to make the change.

The establis i ment of the ininimum land quality of maximum development
cost that shouldl co iprise arable land or the service area is requisite in
implement ing the hasic and most important decision in land selection, which
is the separartion of lands which are suitable for development fromn those
which are not. In di ng this, recognition should le given to the fact that
in fittFng economics into a land selection there is a limit on the attain-
able precision. Thus, management levels, yield estimates, and related
factors can be expected to vary in a particular area and with time. The
imprecision involved needs to be accepted; otherwise, the economic
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principles guiding choice of land can be rather useless and the alternative
would be to use arbitrary physical limits for land class determination.
This usually results in poor planning for the development of a resource.
When confronted with decisions to build or not build, to serve this area
and not the other, and to properly size facilities, someone needs to make a
firm interpretation. Much of the data can he collected when surveys are
approached as interdisciplinary exercises.

In investigating lands consisting of highly leached and weathered
soils, a strong soil characterization program should be conducted. The
chemicol status of such soils needs to be carefully evaluated along with
observable characteristics in making sound selections of arable land. The
problems confronted with these soils are usually fertility-related chemical
characteristics requiring spocial appraisal. These include degree of
weathering of the clay minerals; soil acidity; charge status both negative
and positive and associated ion population; soluble and exchangeable iron,
aluminum, and manganese; base saturation of cation exchange capacity at
relevant pH values; and nutrient status of the soils. Such characterizations
identify infertile soils having limited suitability for continuous crop
production because of the need for high inputs of both money and management.
On the other soils they indicate the type and level of production inputs
required to attain specified yield levels of particular crops. Of course,
other soil characteristics such as texture, structure, depth, water-holding
capacity, infiltration rate, permeability, and claypans are evaluated as
are water quality, climate, topography, and drainage conditions. Salinity
reclamation and control can be a factor in high rainfal I areas including
the tropics.

It is imperative that irrigation suitability surveys he supported by
laboratory and field testing and evaluation that will assure a definitive
diagnosis of soil salinity and sodicity under present (without project)
conditions and prognosis of these soil properties associated with agronomic
response and econmic significance under future (with project) conditions.
This necessitates adapting and implementing meaningful procedures and
studying the irrigation experience on similar lands. It is essential that
land classification surveys and the drainage investigations be fully inte-
grated and coord inated.

Drainage Investigations

Both land drainahilitv and drainage requirements are needed in water
and land projects. Kinds of information needed include: the capacity of
the soils, subsoils, and substrata to transmit water; amount, source,
movement and chtemical characteristics of the water that must be trans-
mitted; and available hydraulic gradients, both natural and those that can
he indced by engineering works (USD)I Bureau of Reclamation, 1978). The
studies uisal iv should incl utde eval uation of hydrology, geology, meteor-
ology, partictlarlv effective precipitation, topography, soils, and present
and anticipated irrigation practices and cropping patterns; conduct of
field measurements for hydraulic conductivity, and design of any required
d ra i nage.
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Water Suitability

The suitability of a water for irrigation should be determined by
integrating the land and water factors and identifying those lands that
will respond feasibly to a water supply of a given quality. Water quality
standards or ratings per se may not be appropriate in appraising the
usability of water for irrigation. Criteria of water suitability vary with
the intended use of the water (Bower, 1974). As has been stated by Fireman
(1960): "Its usability depends on what can he done with the water if
applied to a given soil under a particular set of circumstances. The
successful long-term use of any irrigation water depends more on rainfall
leaching, irrigation water management, salt tolerance of crops, and soil
management practices than upon water quality itself." Thus, the suit-
ability of an irrigation water must be evaluated based on the specific
conditions under which it will be used, including crops to be grown, soil
properties, irrigation management, cultural practices, climatic conditions,
and especial ly leaching fraction (Rhoades and Merrill, 1976).

Present Land Use

Information is usually needed on present land use in a proposed project
and within impacted areas associated with the project. The land use cate-
gories to he mapped and who does the mapping need to be established in
consultation with planners.

Laboratory Support

In addition to field measurements for water and salt movement and
retention iin soils, a certain amount of characterization by laboratory
methods is reqlired in support of land selection for water and land
resource development. The objective of characterizing soil is to support
judgment in estimating land development reclamation potential. The labor-
atory analyses should be performed on an action program basis and serve a
practical pu rpo;.

A system of screenable soil characterization that is sequential in
analytical approach should he implemented. This involves applying logical
deductive reasoning in providing for specific useful data. These data are
generated and evaluoated sequentially as required to support decisions to
soil-specific prob l1ems directly and to determine additional properties.
This maximizes use of Kta for problem quantification and degree of remedial
measures necessary. It should be used to study problems and derive solu-
tions rather than using standardized routine tests. It follows that appli-
catioa of this techniqu e optinizes effort and reduces expenses (personal
communication, L.1L. Resler, US)I Bltreau of Reclamation, Denver, Ci)).

There is a tendency among many laboratory activities to "over test";
i.e. perfo rm too many or mnnecessary tests on certain soils at the expense
of not performing essential or critical testing on particular samples.
Also, some laboratory activities tend to emplasize coml)rehensive analyses
of samples f rom master sites and neglect selection, sequence, and quality
control in mass testing performed on a screenable basis. The latter-type
testing is frequently handled as routine work utilizing the least dependable
personnel and considered not worthy of competent and close supervision.
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Thus, too often the screenable laboratory testing becomes a liability
rather than an asset in supporting surveys. Because the screenable testing
represents coverage of areas involving a high sampling density, it serves
as an extremely important input into land categorization. Therefore, it
sh1ould he ad ministered for performance with respect to both quality and
quantity commensurate with the goals and objectives of the investigations.

To effectively support field appraisals, Al I laboratory work should be
closely coordinated with field work. Laboratory studies should be preceded
by or made conulrrently with field studies. The number and type of studies
should be doteriined by area conditions -- particularly variability, the
coltrolling .survey specifications, and needs. There should be a joint plan
between field and laboratory investigations prior to taking of samples
(KelIogg, 1962).

In imnplementing screenable testing, relevant evaluation parneters
need to he establishecd and measured and their interrelationships under-
st d. In all investigational prograns, care should he taken to not create
a false iimpression of technical excellence by generating superfluous
analytical data. Screenahle testing tends to avoid this, provided it is
properly set lp, implemented, and results interpreted. Of course this type
of chlracteorization progran should not preclude testing on the conventional
"tcomiplete ainalvsis" blas is of samples from master sites.

Usefulness of SOl Surveys

Soil ,urvev, s, particilarly genetic and morphological classifications
(taxononic oill surveys) are useful in planning for water and land resource
developimeti. In variably, there have been limitations involved with such
sourveys; an I interpretations thlat could he iade in selecting lands for
l-rig it ioll d ,il opmelOnl t for- diversified cropping. The limitatiois along
with r:utuial ;uplort po s ihle in suibstituting soil surveys for land class-
ificaj tioins bec ,me undlrstailadhle thirough reoognizing the unique differences
in r,'I ation tic specific nieds for varied appitcatiois. That soti. surveys

may.' n ful ly sati stfv roqi ireiioots shold not be taken as a case for
indicltmen t, driastic c g ai,,e, or abanildonn0t, t On the contrary, soil surveys
shouild be "sod to the fiI lest extent possible.

In addressing the sobjVct and trving to develop understanding of the
subiject over 1 period of manv years in several countries, it is helpful to
recogn ize the numerols types of soil surveys conduicted ini the world and
reasons for differentt lpproaches along with the many specific requirements
for varied ap plicatiins ivlv ig a wide ralnge in climatic and economic
settings. )f-ten, it is not possihl,. whie ima1,king a soil sourvey to foresee
all[ future applications. Furtlier, the (Mleuililds of a soil survey even though
anticipatedt in ilWvnc isnal lv preclude s trletutr ing a system that will
serve all uro i ses . It is frequientlv difficult to obt ain participation of
tlh reqlisite disciplines especill y when planning for a specific use which
lilay ilt miateria:l ze Iumedilitely or for several years. The cost of inves-
tigaioils can be e constrifnt cn the amount if data collection. Thus,
limitations in usirg so il sourvevs ire inevitable.

Soil chiaracteristics which are important in a geietic or morphological
classification are normally by no mens the only factors that are of primary
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importance in land classification for certain uses, particularly irri-
gation. Soils are an important aspect of lands but may be overshadowed by
many factors including economic circumstances, agricultural technology,
resourcefulness of people, climate, topography, and drainage. It follows
that the factors other than soil have to also bc taken into account, kept
in perspective, and integrated. Data collection and land classification
for irrigation planning need to he approached as an interdisciplinary
exercise, wherein contributions to the land classification are made by
drainage engineers, economists, and hydrologists. Unsatisfactory land
classification surveys can arise if a soil scientist works alone and con-
centrates almost solely on the soil mantle. Most soil survey organizations
even in the developed countries, being vertical rather than horizontal with
respect to management, do not accommodate participation of other special-
ists.

There can also he other problems in implementing soil surveys and
making interpretations for uses such as irrigated agriculture. Many
workers trained in mapping natural bodies have great difficulty in initial
attempts to adopt and adapt to economic land classification. The diffi-
culty seems to be in conceptualizing the landscape under the conditions
expected to prevail under the new land use regime through economic
reasoning and instal lation of control structures. Another difficulty
concerns notions that boundaries of natural bodies will coincide with class
boundaries, ranking land for use suitability. This rarely occurs because
kinds of sol having natural boundaries are commonly found in contrasting
economic environment or vice versa. The location, size of tract, and other
economic characteristics of laud are highly significant in land classi-
f ica t ion.

It can he very difficult to rely upon natural body mapping, as
commonly made, for classifying a given area, particularly on complex and
problem lands consisting of soils and substrata requiring extensive and
intensive field and laboratory characterization. Althou gh logical pro-
cedures can he aidvanced for accomplishing the required integration,
experience has shown that the procedures necessary for a land classifier to
establish class boundaries related to natural body mapping units can be
nearly as time-consmin;g as the conduct of a basic land classification
without benefit of a soil survey. This is not to imply that soil surveys
are not usefu l. Natural soil bodies, because of their information content,
can provide much essential infornation, including bases for deriving pre-
dictions.

Principal deficiencies of most soil surveys in planning for irrigation
development are insufficient depth of soil characterization, simulation of
soil moisture retention and movement iW the laboratory without fie[d confir-
mation, inadequate soil drinabiilitv and land drainage appraisals, and lack
of definitive laboratory charactierizations for soil sodicity (alkali),
beneficial gypsum, and effective soll acidity. Soil profile examination to
the depth of 1-2 meters usual ly will not suffice in appra, ing economics of
drainage. Soil profile examination shouild include depths to 3 meters and
some of these need to be extended to greater depths.

There is no theoretical reason why soil surveys, if properly
structuired and adequately supplemented, will not meet needs in planning for
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water and land resource development for alternative uses. Many workers
have given thought to this and some have advanced suitable procedures
(largely unpublished) for accomplishing this. Often, it is not practical
nor technically and economically expedient to go this route. Also, inareas having no previous soil survey and where a decision has been made to
embark upon detailed investigations involving extensive coverage andintensive study, the soil survey can be the product of the land classi-
fication rather than vice versa.

Increasing and Expanding the Role of Soil Surveyors

Soil survey organizations and soil surveyors worldwide are dedicatedto having a specialized and professional product in soil inventory infor-
mation and interpretive evaluations and classifications that will beextreman.y valuable and relevant to needs in water and resource development.
Many workers, primarily in the more developed countries, are generally
contending that their product is neither adequately understood nor used by
planners and decision makers. Some are gravely concerned and expressfrustration at having an outstandingly useful product but not being able toattract logical customers and selling it to them. They are seeking waysand means by various methods and forums as evidenced by this Workshop tobridge the gap whereby there might be generated an increased awareness for
and transfer and use of soil inventory information.

Certainly and unfortunately, there is validity and justification insome of the contentions. lowever, in certain circles and too many
instances, there seems to be too much crying and only posing a dilemma.
Although this may serve to get needed attention, it, in being rather nega-
tive, is not 1ikely to facilitate changing the situation. A more objective
and positive approach along with more consultation and cooperation with
isers is needed if the problem is to be identified and solved.

It should not he the sole prerogative of the soil surveyor to deter-mine the nature of the product and what should he marketed. The user
(including farmers, planners, taxpayers, financing agencies, governments,
and others) of soil inventory information and interpretations that can bemade also have an interest and stake in applications and have the right tohe in on decisions on what can he used and is to be bought for specific
needs within institutional, legal, thng, and financial constraints. There-fore, the soil surveyor should seek out the users and solicit views on
needs and jointly develop the product. It is essential that the process bea two-way street with communications and travel going in both directions.

Soil scientists represent a basic discipline vital to planning but donot possess a monopoly on involvement and knowledge in the collection ofland resource information, interpretations, and integration in planning for
irrigation. As previously stated, other basic and cooperating groups
include agronomy, engineering, hydrology, geomorphology, environmental
science, economics, law, and sociology. The decision-making discipline ispolitical science. The soil surveyor or land classifier, after consul-tation with the other dLisciplineq in developing survey specifications or
guidelines for a specific setting, can accomplish most of the mapping,
delineation, and classification of areas susceptible to sustained agri-
culture, i.e. arable lands as guided by farm production economics. This
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would include evaluation and mapping of land productivity, land development

costs, land drainabtlity, and interaction of water quality on soils and

crops for ranges of lenching fraction. The selection of those lands

classed arable to be actually served by project facilities is guided by

economics of plan formulation with the other disciplines, particularly

engineering, economics, and law, having major roles but with the decision

maker doing the final selection. This selection usually reflects the

desire to promnte socio-economic development and achieve a more equitable

distribution of wealth.

Irrigation engineers, drainage specialists, and water utilization

hydrologists are knowledgeable as a result of both training and experience

in the importance, methods of measurement, and applications of moisture

retention and movement in soils, e.g. infiltration rate, hydraulic conduc-

tivity, hydraulic head, hydraulic gradient, water table location and con-

ditions, moisture retention at various tensions, and so-called field

capacity. It is usually the soils report rather than the engineering

report that fails to provide a satisfactory confirmation of a perched water

table and distinguish between q and k in Darcy's law. The dan engineers

and drainage specialists are usually most proficient in installing piezo-

meters to establish the occurrence of artesion pressures and character-

istics of moisture movement in slowly permeable earth material.

Enlisted personnel of many navies readly adapt to testing the quality

of distilled water for "sability in boilers to produce steam. This

involves appraising the intensity of acidity or alkalinity, i.e. pH1,

salinity, and total hardness, by rapid but quantitative measurements re-

spectively for electromnotive force, electrical conductivity, and calcium

plus magnesium hy versenate titration. The same type of analysis, using a

kit, can he used to rapidly characterize soil in the field with respect to

both salinity and sodici ty (alkali). In the latter regard, reliable values

can he obtained for the estimated sodium adsorption ratio, gypsum require-

ment, and residual gypsum. These character izations in combination with

other innovations are more useful in the diagnosis and prognosis of soil

sodicity than only measuring for exchangeable sodium in milliequivalents

per 1001 gramns and exchangeable sodium percentage by conventional procedures,

which are time-consuming, and using sophisticated laboratory equipment by

flame photometry and atomic adsorption spectrophometry. The procedures for

rapid field testing were developed by the USDA Salinity L-boratory about 25

years ago and kits have been on the market as long. Yet, few laboratory

and field soil scientists have awiled themselves of this opportunity to

become more effective and efficient.

The requisite level of land productivity or permissible land develop-

ment cost for a specific project setting as perceived by a soil surveyor or

land classifier may differ from that of an economist even if the interrela-

tionship of their work is mutually understood and there has been close

coope ration. lust as the pedologist has his tools, diagnostic criteria,

and jargon, the economist also has tools and jargon but that of the latter

is more st andardized and universal and can be translated into and compre-

hended in most languages including Fnglish. Attempts at translating the

Greek nomenclature of the American system of soil taxonomy into English

have not been too successful.
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To serve the user of soil survey information in an increased ande:fpanded role by working more effectively with other disciplines, most soil
surveyors need to become more cognizant of the role, tools, and terms ofeconomists. land selection for development and increasing productivity is
influ enced by economic evaluation in several ways. Some of the terms that
need to be understood are accounting price, adjustment value, benefit-cost
ratio, book val ue, consumpt ive rate of interest, d iscount rate, economicrate of return, elasticity of the marginal litility of income, externality,
f inancial rate of retr in, least cost analysis, opportunity cost of capital,
shadow elchange rate, and world market price.

Probably th, least understood and most scoffed at is the role of
lawyers in land selection for irrigation. The delineation of irrigable
areas and wiater i I locations and impacts must conform to tie laws of a
countrv and international law. Water lawvers and courts are the final
atllht'oitv onl what lands can be legal l y served under existing laws with
i iration nlit drainage facilities. Some are even knowledgeable in
irrigation suitahility land classification.

En the United States, the legal profession in representing the
principal user, i.e. the people especial ly farmers, wrote, throughCongress, the paramount legislation comprising the 1924 Fact Finder's Act.
This law e' tahlished the type of land classification required for al
Federal Rcl,n ot ion Pro jects and defined the land classes in terms of all
economic pair.meto, ,U, I.e, flct fann incone and payment capacity. This led to
dvlope: nnit by planners, eco~nomis ts, lawyers, engineers, hydrologists andsoil sc ,,ltists of tle fSi Blreau of Reclamation system of land classifi-
1:cationll for svyst 'matically obtainin; and interpreting resource information.
lther countrie.s do not have the specific law but it can he expected that
policies inl 'xecltive orders wil l be in accordance with legal constraints,
particilairlv in the many conltries having Anglo-Saxon law.

ihe Uniited Nttions hood and Agricu lture Organization (FAO), Rome has
bee,1n developing, ov.r d period of about 10 years, A Framework of Land
EvalOation. lhis is being developed through international cooperation andstems from cusul tat [Illls with the World Bank which has always insisted (as
recognized by FAO)) that soil surveys as tradi tionally made did not meet
needs in assess ing agriculttral potential of the world's land resources.
In this regard, the inadeqlacy of soil surveys in serving needs of users
and sol, of the reasons why ,re eloquently presented by Dudal (1978a). In
the Framework, lan is hein n defined as the physical environment incluoding
so ils, climat,, relief, hyidrology, and vegetatiop. The evaluations are
made for specific use0s with respect to specific inputs and with interdis-
ciplinary participationl of cro) ecologists, ;grololists, climatologists,
and coin,,i t.5 in addition to pedologists. Wh ile the evaluations of lands
hi:av p bn initialI lv based on physical attributes, developers of the frame-
work recognize that economic and ;ocial factors need to le taken into
accoulnt (u)lda! , 47l8h). FAO is presetlv exploring requliremients with
respect to hllth so)cial and economic aspects and giving consideration to
ev;aluoatilln of these factors in the Framework.

In aldvocating a system of classification for a specific use, the soil
surveyor .shouId dig in and think how the use differs from and is better
than others, and to what extent the user will benefit by endorsing it.
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Soil surveyors can be assured that the users of soil inventory information

are hungry for a good product and want to know as much as possible about

the product, how it is produced, and the people and organization who

produce it. Hopefully, participation by the Bank at this workshop will be

construed as confirming this view and as an effort by a major user of soil

resource information to seek this type of information and to exchange

Vi ew s.

CONCLUS [ON

Soil surveyors have made contributions to water and land resource

development and will continue to do so in the future. The Bank would like

to be kept advised of findings and advances and looks forward to sharing

experiences and views on this important work. The opportunity to parti-

cipate in the workshop is appreciated.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by H. Eswaran):

Does the Bank have guidelines for making assessment of SRIs before
granting a loan or is it made from personal experience and judgment. Are
these guidelines available?

ANSWERS :

As indicated in the paper, the borrower, on its own or with the
assistance of advisers or consultants, is expected to propose and conduct
suitable soil survey and land classification procedures. They are encour-
aged to prepare techniques drawn from their experience or that of others,
applicable to the particular conditions of the project under investigation.
These are reviewed by the Bank for relevancy and adequacy. In exceptional
cases, at the request of the Government, the Bank may propose standards,
methods, procedures and specifications for conduct of a specific survey.

As stated in the paper, the Bank is in the process of establishing
general requirements and guidelines for scope, kind, and amount of work for
the various types of planning investigations and situations encountered.
Major requirements of land classification surveys are given in the paper.
When completed these generalized guidelines probably will be available upon
request.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by R. Lucey):

Do the farmers you refer to as poor agree that they are poor?

ANSWERS:

The term poor is what the "Bank" uses, i.e. the people in the Bank
use. In my opinion some of the farmers are poor and some are not. Perhaps
we should use a different term than poor farmer.
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THE COMPREHENSIVE RESOURCE INVENTORY
AND EVALUATION SYSTEM

A CARIBBEAN EXPERIENCE

b y

John W. Putman

The creation of a natural resource base assessment for national
planning poses formidable problems. The problems are even more severe in
the developing world. The tine, budgetary support, and professional ex-
pertise necessary to develop these data are extremely scarce. Moreover,
developing countries have an immediate need to plan and monitor agri-
ciultural resour-c management and development programs. Hence, soil
scientists and planners must draw upon their scientific backgrounds to
provide initial resource assessments for national-level planning from data
that do exist in developing countries.

CRIES OBJECTIVES

The Comprehensive Resource Inventory and Evaluation System (CRIES)
Study was initiated two years ago in the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, and
Costa Rica to explore methods for adapting U.S. procedures to the agri-
cultural resource planning problems of developing countries. The study
invol es the Agency for International Development (All)), three agencies of
the United States Department of Agriculture [Economics, Statistics, and
Cooperative Service (ESCS), Soil Conservation Service (SCS), and Science
and Eduication Administration (SEA)], and two l)epartments of Michigan State
Universitv (Agriculto ral Economics and Resource )evelopment). The overall
goals of the study are to transfer to the participating countries the
capacity to analyze agricultural resource problems. Specific objectives
are:

1) To assist host countries in incorporating the system and develop-
ing a data base and analytical capacity to explore the extent,
qiiality, and "se options of agricultural resources and estimate
the impact of alternative resource policies and procedures.

2) To expand the number and enhance the capability of host country
planning personnel to maintain, refine, and use the information
base and analyt ical procedures on a sustained basis.

3) To develop a coordinated resource classification system and
analytical fraqework ad;iptable to many countries and capable of
accummulating, storing , and transferring consistent information
amnig cotnt r ies.

Leader, Agriciiltural Production Potential Studies, NREI); Economics,

Statist ics, and Cooperative Service; USI)A; East Lansing, Michigan.
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Objective 3 is the focus of my remarks today. Before getting to the
specifics, however, let me elaborate on some longer-range goals that
underlie the design of the study.

Long-range planning of U.S. agriculture and forecasting of domestic
production needs and prices are heavily dependent upon world markets and
the United States' share in those markets. Further export markets will be
determined, in part, by the ability of food- and fiber-deficit countries to
increase their own production. Hence, the accumulation of consistent
est imates of count ry and mil t ico,,ntry product ion capab ili ty and re lat ive
supply costs is of great importance to the US)A in assessing comparative
advantage am-ong. countries and prospects for world food supplies.

As a consequence, project development has stressed the need for a
system which can he universally applied to support long-range departmental
objectives of developing information systems with consistent linkages among
systems. Moreover, we are concerned with a sound basis for agrotechnology
transfer. Beyond the traditional use of technology transfer, we see it as
a way to extend information and improve forecasts.

CONCEPTUAL, NEEDS

Figure 1 depicts the major components ieeded for a resource assessment.
The system p()ses a heavy burden on planners in developing countries.
Getting empirical data to fill every cell is impossible. Hence, the
immndiate objective is to conceptual ize the needed data in appropriate form
and fill the "first generation" data set with the most objective and in-
formed Judgentii possible. Even judgmental data, when arranged in a logical,
svst ematic system, can improve decisions. More importantly, the system
provides the structure and form for future data development efforts. If
propprly desi gned and maintained, the system can be very useful while it is
bein g refined and can create great efficiency in prioritizing future data
gathering ef forts.

As in :inv resource assessment, the "cornerstone" of the system is the
scheme used to identifv and stratify land resources into functional planning
units. Thu resource classification scheme provides the means for storing
and usin g all of the many data in the system. The resource units must be
suf iciently h; omoge neos to be characterized by unique estinates of all
other variab les -- land use, crop adaptab ili ty and productivity, management
pr actices, treatment needs, and development potential. The resource units
must also he geographically located for comptational purposes and analysis
with other data sets from other sources and other geographic configur-
ations. Finally, the system must be controlled to manageable data pro-
portions.

CRIES AGRICULTLRAL RESOURCE INVENTORY SYSTEM11

The basic conceptual units for the CRIES Agricultural Resource
Inventory System (ARIS) are the resource planning unit (RPU) and the pro-
ducticn potential area (PPA). RPUs and PPAs are defined as follows:
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Fig. i. Flowchart depicting major components and their interrelationship
in the CRIES system.
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Resource Planning Unit

An Ri'1! is a geographically delineated unit of land (not necessarily
contiguous), that is relatively uniform with respect to the land forms,
kinds and pattern.s of soil bodies, climates, water resources, potential
vegetation, and general types of agriculture.

Production 'o tential Areas

A '1',A is an aggregate of individual soil bodies and associated micro-
ci imtes within an RP'r which is sufficiently homogeneous with respect to
plant adapt;ab ility, potential, productivity, and management requirements to
he rel i abl v tip i cted by tin ique agronomiic and economic estimates for
national and regional analysis and planning.

lhe concepts and definitions of RPIUs and PPAs reflect the rela-
tiomships ;imong,; soils, climate, and plant growtht. They are based upon two
inderlvin' taxonomies -- soils and crop climate. The soil resources are
stratified according' to ITSDiA's Soil TaxonomV (Soil Survey Staff, 1975). I
won't attempt anv explanation of soil taxonomy to this group. The crop
cliimat' ta..numv is a cla;iftication s'stem being developed by the Eco-
svstiat L i r Pr ram, Sci ence and 'duicatti on Administration [formerly
,\gricult ttir l R.eseearch Ser.ice (ARS)], USDA, entitled, "Crop Climate
Taxonom v" (Scienc. and I51lcatinn Administration, USIA, 197H). Intended as
a un valyril 'vI a, i t can aiccorttodate inputs and inter)retations from the
many ' imiat ic vegptative svstems used in the various parts of the world.
Thre I evtIs of catego rie; are desc ribud in this hierarchica l system --
prima'rv, secondary, and tertiary. Criteria for the system are based upon
ainiial te:perature and rainfal I and seasonal i tv of precipitat ion.

l)IER[VATIBIN OF" RlP ;s AN) PtPAs

Since RiP, generally depict physiograp hic areas, they can he mapped
rather qo icklky and efficiently in a ieas where soil information is scarce
and scatter,,d. They have discernible natural features and, when combined
with crop cliHate zones, are describable with respect to climate. They
provide th. cartographli c reference for analytical purposes and serve as
reference points for fietld technicians.

To interpret in RP for plant idapt;ilility, productivity, and manage-
ment choices, the soil hollies and associated microclimates within an IUU
must he cons id prd in greater ,, etail. Hence, the major soil bodies and
associated Nicro,'liHates are identified and described as PPAs. They are
es tHmat! i tit resptect to their extent aid patterns within an RPU. The PPA
descriptions provide, the bas is for determining coefficients used in our
system of resource asse/ssmenit antd anaivsis.

PlPAs are tao:mt ni cal lv definable and could be mapped. Mapping them,
wlile vorv desira lu, is unnecessary for national planning and policy
analvsis. Policy cheices and priorities can he based "pon the general
knowledge of the extnt, distribution, and patterns of the PPA within the
map units. Scarce manpower and funds to generate the soil detail for
imple.menttion can he more efficiently progrtamed after national policies
arnd priritis aire established.
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CORRESPONDING LEVEIS OF TAXONOMIES

The Soil Taxonomy and "Crop Climate Taxonomy" must be used at appro-
priate corresponding levels in the taxonomies to provide meaningful
analytical units f)r agricultural planning and prodtction potential
assessment. We are currently describing PPAs at the associations of phases
of subgrourip level of Soil Taxonomy and at the secondary level of "Crop
Climnate laxinir:rv.

Since both svstems are hierarchical, we see other possibilities for
lin kin g the var ious data and analytical levels. Over time, research data,
f ield Irial;, and other information from projects such as the "Benchmark
So il Project" can he accum 1ated at the series and family level and used to
improve the knowledge in t he appropriate phases of subgrolp categories we
use for national trialvsis. Similarly, global studies aggregated to higher
levels of t axenomic udetail can draw on such material for input. We hope to
use Soil Taxonomv m ch as a file outline to accumulate data and eventually
make i t m)re accessihle to users. Such a system, however, must be care-
fu]lv safeguarded and never used withiut proper scientific interpretation.

GI)RAPIC l)ATA FILE

Masses of data are of little use to planners and analysts without some
means to manipulate them. CRFS has developed an Agr.oulture Resource
Infirmatio n System (ARTS) to store, retrieve, and manipulate mapped resource
data. ARTS is composed of two parts: a process to digitize the various
imaps and a conpuiter mapp ing svstem to analyze, summarize, and display the
d a t a.

A grid referencing svystem based qpnn Universal Trans Mercator (UTM)
ciiiirdin rates is used to ass ign each kmur- a unli que cell address. As
situcceed i ng maps are dig i t i zot, ima p pararne ters for ea:Ich map are recorded and
stored for each grid cel l. Our svstem emphasizes the use of manual pro-
ctodliris in t he coding process,. We have done this ieliberately tii develop
technol ei'v thai can he easilv transferred and instal led in developing
ciiintrfis witiut large irrvestmentq in equipment. The system is quick,
eff icient , amd iipe ndah 1e. Hardware requ.irements are minimal. Al1 that is
reipi i red is a keiinchrehiacline, a smal I computer, and tape or disc storage.
No are investigating putting the system on a "mini" conputer.

The cirlmpite r s ytann ctrr nsists i of a series of program hnases to perfonn
specific operations on data. )itluts such as cross tahulat ions and
coiriptiut er naps are shown in Fiiures 2 and 3.

i:R(;I NC RIESOhiUIRCE I)ATA AN) ECONOM1 IC DATA

Tn rnearlv every planning situation, thre ci)nversion of economic and
demoiigraphic data summar i zed hy 1)) ip t ical bu1ndaries to physiograph ic
plaming units plagues pl;nners and analysts. This is particularly true of
general land use and cropping infir mation. Many statistical and judgmental
pr)cesses have wen developed and used in the U.S. Most involve the dis-
aggregatioin of politic al hniinda rv data to physiographiic sibuinits through
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CROSS TABULATION OF

LAND USE BY SOIL TYPE

SOIL TYPE
COUNT

ROW PCT

COL PCT

TOT PCT

ROW
LAND USE 1 2 3 4 TOTAL

1 144. 230. 48. 36. 458.
31.4 50.2 10.5 7.9 100.0
40.2 19.3 8.4 19.8 19.9
6.2 10.0 2.1 1.6 19.9

2 83. 530. 79. 40. 732.
11.3 72.4 10.8 5.5 100.0
23.2 44.5 13.8 22.0 31.8
3.6 23.0 3.4 1.7 31.8

3 78. 398. 323. 31. 830.
9.4 48.0 38.9 3.7 100.0

21.8 33.4 56.3 17.0 36.0
3.4 17.3 14.0 1.3 36.0

4 53. 32. 124. 75. 284.
18.7 11.3 43.7 26.4 100.0
14.8 2.7 21.6 41.2 12.3
2.3 1.4 i 5.4 3.6 12.3

COLUMN TOTAL 358. 1190. 574. 182. 2304.
PCT. TOTAL 15.5 51.7 24.9 7.9 100.

Fig. 2. Sample of a cross-tabulation table produced by the CROSTABS phase.
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the use of data sets such as the Conservation Needs Inventory (.CNI)~ and
in judgment. The process -creates estimates of crop use, etc...by ,.
soils and other physiographic boundaries that are' controlled within known,
published totals.

These problems are intensified in the developing world. Reliable
country totals of crop hectarage and production are difficult to obtain and
subcountry values are _Ven less reliable. .Moreover, the data and statis-
tics that are available are usually tabulated on a crop harvested basis.
With the occurrence of.multiple and sequential cropping in the tropics, the
crop use to-a unit of available cropland ratio usually exceeds one but is
d if f.icul t toprecisely quant f yrm -,existing, secondary -s o urce-s.o : uc...

"CRIES' analysts are experimenting with several processes to develop
estimates of land use and cropping patterns by RPUs. We are developing a
process to interpret LANDSAT imagery visually to estimate general land use,
cover types, and farming densities. We do this by identifying and describ-
ing typical types of agricultural use and/or cover in test sites. The gray
tone levels of the test sites are measured and the readings used as inputs
to a computer program which assigns a color to each band and sensitivity
ranges for a color diazo mylar. After field checking, the resulting gener-
alized use/cover map is digitized and added to ARIS.

We have had little success in identifying crops or crop types except
in special situations. General land use information is far from ideal, but
it does give us some basis for allocating individual crops to RPUs. Also,
by using ARIS to overlay RPUs, political boundaries, and land use maps in
the computer, we can get exact measurements of these land use categories by
RPUs and provinces.

A second process we are working with is the incorporation of area-frame
samples into the data process. AID has' r large program with ESCS, Statistics
[formerly the Statistical Reporting Service (SRS)] to establish area-frame
samples in the developing world. The process is similar to the program in
the U.S. which generates crop forecasts and annual acreage and production
statistics. The procedure is very promising. ESCS, Statistics is working
with digitally interpreted LANDSAT data and field enumeration of sample
sites to expand the samples to regional and country totals with greater
accuracy. We have a cooperative project in the Dominican Republic to adapt
the sample-frame process to our data needs. We have located the sample
plots in ARIS and will explore the use of sample data to develop crop
allocators by RPU. Since the sample is designed to estimate regional and
national totals, the samples by RPU will be less reliable than desirable
but still very useful.

A special farm survey is planned in the Dominican Republic in 1979 to
obtain detailed farm characteristics, production costs, and income data
from these same samples. We are hoping we can add questions on land use by
crops, combinations of crops, and sequences of crops to provide a better
basis for allocating crops to RPU.

Since PPAs are unmapped, we have few options other than using the
judgment of scientists in soils and agronomy and/or field technicians to
initially allocate RPU totals to the individual PPAs. This is not dif-
ferent from the U.S. data situation where very little land use data are
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available by soils. In the U.S., however, we have much better data by
political boundaries to work with.

CONC LUS ION

In the U.S. we sample land for a Conservation Needs Inventory of
soils, land use, and conservation practices by physiographic and political
boundaries. We also sample (different area-frame sample) farms and land to
produce annual land use and production data by political boundaries. We
soil-map farms and hiave accumulated the information to do county soil
surveys on about one-half of the counties in the U.S. General ized soil
maps are yery scarce for large-area planning and the technology of aggre-
gating either ENE or detailed soLI mapping to broad analytical units is not
well deve loped. Data sets are independent and difficult to merge without a
great loss of reliability.

In developing countries, we have an opportunity to improve greatly on
the integration of data sets. Why two independent samples? Why not use a
single samplu for a soil inventory and production data? Why not use the
same soil system for detailed farm planning and aggregate analysis?

We think ,we have conceptualized the beginning of such a process. RPUs
are functional pla ning and implementation regions. Area-frame samples are
fiinctional data ,inits. Area-frame samples are stratified according to land
use and type of agricilture. We are exploring the integration of a
CRTFS-typue land inventory into the design of an area-frame sample so that
expansion properties would apply to physiographic units as well as poli-
t ical hundaries . This coold create planning data directly appropriate to
planning, units. Moreover, if the sample plots were soil mapped as in the
CNI, stimuatuten; of soil capahility and extent could also he expanded to
planning regions as well as political boundaries and directly related to
use and production data.

It will take many disciplines to accomplish this total integration.
We will mak mistakes hut eventually it can 1e done. Workshops such as
this can make a great contrihution toward integrating the concepts and
methodology necessary for success.

L, ITERATIURE (ITTEl)

Science and Education Administration, United States Department of Agri-
cuLture (IUSDA). 1978. Crop climate taxonomy, a second approximation.
Unpublished staff report. Science and Education Administration, USDA,
Washingto (tn, D1. C.

Soil Survey Staff. 1975. Soil taxonomy, a basic system for soil classi-
ficatinn for making and interpreting soil so rveys. Agriculture
Handbook No. 436. So i1 Conservation Service, U.S. Dept. Agric. U.S.
Govt. Printing Off ice, Washington, ). C.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by R. W. Arnold):

The CRIES program appears to be headed toward a sound integration of
resource information that may offer increased efficiency of effort. Would
you comment on the possible ramifications to U.S. situations that might
benefit from re-analyzing our existing inefficiencies in handling resource
information? (Q think it would be interesting to have some of your opinions
also in the proceedings - if you so desire).

ANSWERS:

The U.S. system of incependent, uncoordinated resource data systems
has plagued planners and analysts for years. I personally feel that an
integrated data approach could materially improve the efficiency and the
quality of U.S. resource analysis and planning.

QUEST IONS/COMMENTS (by T. R. Forbes):

What kinds of questions is the Government of the Dominican Republic
asking the database?

ANSWERS:

Areas to be dropped from sugar cane production, for example, and
changed to other cropping systems.
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SESSION V

PRESENTATION OF SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORY INFORMATION TO PLANNERS

Chairman: S. Somasiri

Speakers

G. C. Thomasson - Cultural and Psychological Variables in the
Preparation and Presentation of Information
to Users of Soil Resource Inventories: An
Exercise in Applied Anthropology

S. Panichapong - Soil Survey and Training Program for Laymen
to Utilize in Thailand

D. Slusher - Soil Potentials and Their Use by Planners

L. L. Resler - Utilization and Presentation of Soil Resource
Inventory Information for Land and Water
Resource Planning
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C!LTURAL AND PSYCII)(LO(G[CAL VARIAiL ES iN TIlE PREPARATION

AND IPRESENTATTION OiF INFORMAT[ON TO UiSE,:RS OF SOIL
RESOURCE INVENTORIES: AN EXE.PRCISE IN

APPI1 ED ANT HRPOLOGY

(irdon (. Thomlh ssorr

In recent years increasing .'ttent ion has been given to participation
as ;i" essential variable in the o veri ll r:ess of planning for develop-
men t . Wh{< le many schiemnes h ave been attemrited that have not included parti-
cipation Fran tlie inset of the p lanniing process, the nuimibe r of s ich ventures
tlat can, ini retrospect, be termed a success is in fact small. Whrile
participation i s not the panacea tha t ,il I cunre a! I the il Is thbat can beset
developient projects, it does promise help in silvinig Some if the problems
tiat l ave been enconiunltered. Whi at follows is a intent ional I v V l i l tI i ne
of ciiultur;il and anlsvcholoicl variables that shoild be taken into account
iii order ti facilititate more widespread adl iFtrmedl participat ion in tie
planning process on the project or schlime level by miaking Soil Reso rce
Inven tory (SRI) i oftoant ion more accessil)i e aid intell igahle to its
11 t late use rs.

I t Ii present some general guiles for effective infor-nat ion t raisfer
that soil scientists, cartographers and planners niglht do well to consider.
I atii gg estin ig that irn each project an effort Inus t lie made to tailor SRi[
information to tin isers' cilturral iindt.standing and techinologicail adaptation
to the tecnlogv of their area, r;ither than expecting tih risers to adapt to
some unleive ral vsten of SRI iniformat io nrtelt;t ition. In order to maximize
participation it prob ub y will e necessary to call on social scientists
such as inthirop, logi.sts an! psycholgnists to serve as an interfaice between
sourcts of MRI. inf urUuation (soil scent~ists and cartoigraphlers) on the one
hin.'id alnd ir it r s , those involved with implemntLation arid parrticipaints, on
tie o the r. Tihis t ask mighit be described is trarsIaLtin, if we use that
word ii a broad ciilturi rather than ai linguistic sense.

SCALE ANI) POTENTI[AL, USERS

It is important, at this point, to recognFize that SRI information can
he gathuered and presented at dif ferent scales in numerous fornats according
to the type and scale of land use planning t at is intended. To be effective,
SR[ inforantion transfer, as is tire case with any other effort at inter-
ciltinal or inite rdIi.sciplinairy commnication, inist proceed on the basis of
who the (prohlhbl) inttended isers of tIre information wil I be. There is a
fairly*t consistent relationsliip between map scale and level of use: the
small er thue scalp thre no re likely t Ire project will involve national or
intern,'itionail l eve ls of plann iig.- tever tire scai e of map or report
betim m iuie or level o f pla ing beiig loire, thiose invol vedt with SRI informa-
tion transfer shioulJd e sensitive to such diverse variables as piysiological
differences, ciuitilraI! backg;rounids, nil ave rage educa tional levels of users,
as we] I as tIre urotal, intntded uises of th e SRI iiformation.

I Research Ass isntaut, Soothleas t As i a P rogran, Corriell Un iversity,
Ithaca, New York 14853.
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SMALL AND [NI',R!I1) IATF SCALE ,MNAt S, REPORTS AND PLANN ING

Small-scale maps (<0:ti90,O00), and reports generated from them, are
generally prepared for and ,sed by planners whio are working on projects of
national or international scope. Lntermediate-scale maps, with scales of
from 1:13,0)()(0 to 1:6 ),((), and reports deriving from them, are often used
in smaller nations and within regions for general planning. A majority of
the us ers of smal I- and in teremed i ate-wc ale based information will be
universitv-pliic;tted and members of what might be te rimed a glohal-techno-
cratic culture. Tii r level of edication ;nd/or access to specialists who
can interpret repotrts will enable them to sort through the peculliarities of
tvpical Iv prcsented SHE inIfornation with onlv a smal I Uiaount of effort.
With the exception of politici ans involved in planning at these levels,
there is a s ignificant probahilitv that the perion, ethnic, and/ir cultural
backgronnd of planner-s may' not correspond to that of the people ultimately
involved in a specific devel opnent project. )ifferences in the ediications
received by planners at thi s level may create some problems in SR[ infor-
matiLon ti raisfer. lomrir Hutch colonies preserve a style 1of eduiiction that

is distinct from what were British, French, American, or (;erman colonies,
and this can re:sult in di f ficiultities with regard to both tihe form and
content of SR I informat ion presentation. For example, some countries such
as tire U.S. are o01v now coverting, to tire :retric ,vsten ani thus may he

less efficient in their use of international resources iv virtue of their
prior training. So even on the highiest 1eVvls SRI inf rmaLion transfer
should take into account lcal edlucaitional backgrounds if we wish to

maximize tie offficiencv of in-onration transfer. Larger questions re-
garding diffe rences in types of educottion and pref ei'red stvies of infor-
mat ion presenit It ion reia iIn to he reseairched.

Plinin " ng ti intermedi ate levels will primariIv he concerned with
meeting nrational er:l s within regiinsis, and fe asibilitv will often he in
termTis of "cot-Deni fit' calculations that do not take iiito account social

and long-te r:r ,,rviromiuire itl c .sts. inermiredi/ite Ilarnning, whil. e often

faced with the task of sitin g general areas for developimient, still uses SRI

informntioun as oinlv onre of a great many i nputs t what is also a pol itical.

process. Nverthless, tihe res.ults of such regional planning are often
spread in two directions: tt internrational Agenc ies, for funding anril
technical assistance, andi tio c ol ieu ages and participants within tire region

in question, fir eventiual imnplernitat loi . It is at this juncture that
distinct stvles of SRI info rmation presentation can be most useful, if they
are put in a format that is intel l igible to those involved.

IARGE, SCAl NAI'S AND RiE'RTS

Large-scale maps (:,i:13,00) ard reports are, or should be, used when
siting, planning, and implemenrting specific schemries. These cannot be
simply enlargements of smal I-scale maps, but i riist he based on more
extensive survey,'s or revi ews of existing soil resource information. It is
on this, the project level, that maximu.n participation is needed and is
possiDle. Planning of individual parcels, siting of coruni ties, develop-
ment of infrastructurre and related problems can orlv he done effectively

with a maxiu:n availabilit v of relevant SRI information. Hotwever, the
larger tiLe scale and the more participants involved in the planning process,



tle less we can assume that western-style technical methods of data
presentation will be effective. This is not to say that those involved are

less intelligent. Rather it is to suggest that the particular type of
training shared by a majority of those involved in national and regional
planning cannot be taken for granted at the local level. It is here that
significant improvements are possible in SRI information transfer that will
facilitate more widespread participation in the planning process.

USERS OF LARGE SCALE MAPS

Besides those planners who are working at the project or scheme level,
there will be a number of people who are more or less conversant With SRI

information as it is now presented. These individuals may have a certifi-
cate or diploma, and often have had considerable experience in the field.
Their cultural background, however, may not be from the current project
area and they may not speak the local dialect. They will have a signifi-
cant role in activities such as the siting of towns, locating parcels, and
helping match crops and soils. They represent, depending on one's point of
view, either the key or the major obstacle to widespread participation. If
their help can be enlisted in making sure that SRI information is made
useful on the local level, then a major hurdle will have been overcome.
If, on the other hand, they are not encouraged to become, as it were
bilingual, then the likelihood of meaningful participation is slight.
Incentives and training must be made available to such individuals to
assist them in facilitating participation. Their training as well as their
position makes them the logical intermediaries between sources of SRI.

information and the ultimately intended audience.

Local Leaders

Depending on the country in question, local leaders may have had at
least a high school education. Their cultural background is usually the
same as that of the project participants. In most cases they will be able
to speak the local dialect. They are an inevitable and usually valuable
part of the process of developing infrastructure, siting of homes, and
especially allocating lands to new settlers, etc. Needless to say, many
opportunities for exploitation are to be found at this level. If an effort
is made to make SRI information intelligible to everyone involved in'the
project, such exploitation will be more obvious and difficult.

Participants

Whether an existing agricultural area is to be irrigated or new areas
are to be opened, if local or transmigrant populations are to be involved,
or if new crops are to be introduced, the success of the project will
finally depend on how those who are to work the land are integrated into
the project. The level of formal education of participants will, more
often than not, be low. They may or may not be literate; some will have
completed an elementary education. When a project combines both urban and
rural members (and no scheme should be attempted with purely urban popu-
lations), some mechanism should be established for training prior to entry
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in to the proj ect The cultural and languiage backgrounds will. hopefully be
similar. Idealily, settlers will be locals, or from an ecologically similar
area (Moran, 171b). The more diverse their origins and the less familiar
they are with the type of agriculture being attempted, the less likely SRI
informat ion trai:;fer will be effective, and both participation in and the
success of the iproject will he jeopardi zed. T1e probable uses which
project part ic ipant; woul d have for SRI infomnat ton incl de such diverse
tasks as matching soils and crops, avoiding proi lems such as uncontrolled
drainage of acid soIlf<a te soils, siting homes with regard to hoth structural
stability and sanitation, and generally integrating into the project as a
wh ole.

The foregoing is intended to stress the need for and the problems
inhere,, t :n involviug the settler in participation. If SRI inform ation
transfer is att,irptd that disreg:rds the low levels of formal schooling
typ cal amon, participants, or if their culture and language are ignored,
part ici;ation will h superficial and informnation transfer will he minimal.
.ia t i(re a few guidelines toward making SRI informat }ion intelli-
gible ind ufufil Ion the local level. It is intended as a sketchv model of
how part i cipat ion mi gi ht, in general, he facilitated by paying attention to
and tain lg ad vantage of the assets of local culture and indigenous
technology, as welI as making the most technical information more readily
intel ligible I on the local level to the qinal I farmer.

VAR IAKRIS TIHAT CiAN FAI:I.TATE K1' FE{,T y.E sRI INitF)RMAT ION TRANS FE R

Phvs iol og i cal Var iable s

A prime ex;pnle of a physiological variable that has not been con-
sidered in the transfer of SRI information involves color vision. Even in
tomperit, re ions vi sital def i.cienc ies which involve the generiecal ly caused
absence or col lapse of fiunction of one or another type of rec7ptor cells in
th! eve and resIult in roi, green, or blue partial or total "color blindness''
have not been taken into account in the perparation of many color map
legends. (See for instance the ciurrent New York State Soils Map.) This is
in spite of the Fact thiat 4,17 of Ciaicasian poplatLons have some color
vis5 ion defici ci <.

Amvi, populat ions located closer to the equator, another problem in
color percept ion ex:ists. It is known that among peoples indigenous to the
tripics, atpart from regulolar color blindnoess, a high degree of optical
attenmuat ion of shiort wave-lungth radiation is cnnommon and causes a signifi-
cant loweri ug i n the i i Iitv to discriminate hetween shades of blue and
green. Thi s resilts from what are in some cases dietary, and in other
cases geettit';ialI.' calsued , aiccumu I a-tions of pigment within the eye. The
accumul1at of on o in0t raocmmI lar pigme n tat ion in indigenous po)ulations near the
equator is recognizul to he an adaptive trade-off: i! fferent;il sensitivity
to blme-green Vi Sial phenomena is redlce.d among these peoples while there
is an in'reised protec'tion against the potentiaI ly carcinogenic higher
inc Uience of ,l itraviolet and near-miI tr aviolet radialtion common c loser to
the equator, as well as general lv heightened visual aicuity due to the
filtraticn that occurs (Bornstein, 1975). This reduction in sensitivity to
b lue-green distinct ions gene 'rall v has not been taken into account in making
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map egiends for use in the tropics, In many cultures decreased optical
sonsitivitv to blue-green distinctions is reflected in the absence of such
terls i n t hose I a ingihoges. Wiilo, pla0nners and governme nt loaders with a
.niificaint amouint ofr formnl eduication mav have learned that other cultures

,Ii,,tingm i i h colrs t hat their own lantguiage does nit, and have learned to
wa:pensat. for the handicap they woild otherwise experience in using inter-
a;t ionl matt en il s, man pte(ople are not even iware ther is; a protlem. For

these peole, the choice of two, at hest marginallv differentiated, colors
to ini ic ate very dis tinct soil conditions in a map legend may he quite
i et f icient.

Cu I t ur.fl VA.r i K les

(Whtp led with physiol ogical variabiles there miay be a number of cultural
factors roloted to color that should e considered. In the United States
l)ep, rtment of Agricultore' s efforts to make inftrmation for land use
pl attni ig mor, ;tccessib le, soimie color symhols common in the U.S. have heen
adop ted. All of von are Iamii iir witl the traffic con triol s ,ignal s a t maior

in tersect ioilns; andti triou g hoit America. Tite em ploty three colors: red,
yel l ow:,, and grietl. these are almost oniversal lv iiderstood as meaning red

- .stop, ''low -mt ion, and green = go . - slot, becaiuse color-
bii l ilividual s re tiaighot that the top light - stop, the middle lig ht
caution, aid th bottim light go. With that exception, tite symbolism of

thee colors is w idelV kn to id inderstooed. Latnd iso maps~ am oft oil coded
using thoe colors; to svimhiiliz<e the suitability of the land for tie intended
us e. In othlor cuilttres, even though thtoy may have atttonhil s and traffic
signals, there ir, other svmh olic me;n itngs attaclhed to variotis colors which

ini.v he tuch tiftu I and widely understood if li'ked to particul:r soil
chlaraetori t iics ini ;i mato p 1leget.l

I,, tiring;m 1ur scvolo mholism Cantt c ;reate problems ranigiig frim simple
inetficiencies to vioflat ins of t;ilatoos. Taking local color svmbol ism into
accouin t c ;tl gn i e,,ificantlt v itncrease tie content cmlntunicated ly the tnmap
legeiti itself, jist as red = stop does ini America. It ailsit titlst lhe
recognied th hiat in m nv societies siils are itnamed and tiffertentiated on the
hasis of their color. Wh ile it might he difficult to iso solid hlack or
dark red for a s;oil map unit des i agtotion when a people niame a particilar
soil hy "np t titose colors;, even critsshtatching with faint lines in these

colors; cai ll , cignitiive identification of such types of soil with sil
into; ail ;llilp ai ts -lv Iocal uiiser.-. Where lighter colitrs ;tnld color itlimes

are correlatei in ;i ciltore, salid colors cait he used oi taps without loss

of ither important dotails . Tile main point is to try and correlate a11p

legends vi tl the local cil tue whenever posihle. Local ethnocategories
which, like "blarck", "evl low", and "red" soil names, also reflect s igni-
f icant agrono ii c distinctiiin;, should not he ign r-ed.

INDI(;ENOU'S SOIL, ClASSIFICATiON SYSTEIMS

Perhaps the most ilmp(ortant way itn which SRI information can he
effectivelv transferred to participants and planners on the local level is
if tie data is integrated with tie participiants' often subs;tantial know-
ledge of sitils, rather than expecting them to ;dapt to one or another of
the numerouiss and constoiltlv changing scientific classification systems. It
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is not hard to hlpothesize a locali ty which has had inputs successively
from colonial French, American, FAO, and Russiln development teams.
Farmers I iving in such an area would have to, spend a large amount of time
simply learning, new terminologies in order to uderstand the technicians.
For e:.:;mple, if ne examines the labels assigned to one ",'ateritic" pedon
since the 1940s, the number of potentiil n'le changes is amalzing to the
non-soil scieitist. The ch;ingies will continu (as the current committee to
review the classif-ication of O)xisols evidences) as well they should, given
tie constintlv evolvitng nature of science, but to expect noll-soil scientists
to keep ;breast of such devel1 opmiients wool d he as unreasonable as expecting
soil scietnti sts to he current on sociological ja rgon. It is obviotisly much
more practical , whenever possible, to encode technical inputs within an
indigenouis atd tistialtlv relativelv stable soit c lassificaition system, so
that immnediitel useful knowlcde can be integrated within the local culture.
lhi s is important btcitse while c lassif ications and entire taxoomlies can
of tll e c 10,, Hount soil Ilmanaeimerlielnt pra ctices are much l tess likelv to be
comp letplv overt rired with tile same frequency. Moreover, indigenous classi-
fi cition ovstu'vls are isuill y I p, quIite sophisticlted and well adapted to local
c]nd itt ils. SOiI sci'lnt ist,; may find a great deal wo rthi learni ng from
peoples wott oftuen art stores of mil lenia of practical empirical data about
their n .l , , , eve.n tlo lh their "science" is neither statistical nor
publ ishl . C mmunicat tion, ult im:ately,, must be a two-way process.

In Bang ladetsh, for example, Flrers have their own traditional
svsti l t l tnd cl.assificatitn . . . based on land levels in re-
lation to flooding, which gt)ven o tle kinds of crops that can le
grotwn. In this tratditionat svster, "highland" (uchll julili) is
land 1vinti, alying ' novini m1 flotd level wiich c ani be used for annual
or perelial itrvlanitd crcpts ( sigarc;ane , )ailanas, frui. t t rees).
"Nedit li land1" (madlhvoin jtiiii) is ,aind flooded up to ,about six feet
deep duirin g the onolilt);Otl Sasonll "'e'tium h ighland" (malijhari i cho
j 1i) i d oiIri:a Il flooded toily v tne to three feet deep during
tie m' 1110 Ostlileantonll seil which transplanted t ;1min paddy rice can be
g rttwo (ins paddy rice anod jut e can also be g rown oi tLiis land
heftore the tr;aiip lanti 11' of the aman crop). "M'edium lowland''
(ma fltiri nichtl jui:i) is land( normal ly flooded til tt three to six
feet dleet ti r iiig t luing lt Onsol season, tott deep for rice t) ti(
traiinst lant'd, Itut still so itah le for broaciitc st rices and jiute--
brttatdcast (deep waitelr t}r floating) ;imai paddy is the m taj)r crop,
hiit atis pad. dy alntd jlte can atl s tis be g rown. "Lowlan(" (nichln jumi)
isn; lanlitd )ori:ll v flootded up to six to twelve or fifteen feet deep
ill tilt' lloll-oll et, t. tiroadcast aman palddy is the only crop
thlt clli I' l ii. ,ttii' FherSo e rs also recotgnize "bottom 0 land''
(klitj unii, int] tott dee l'y floe(tde (more than 1.-15 feet) for
eveti dt.,e'p wat,'r amli v;irieties to be grtown, hut suitable (in some
caist s) for htre paddy to be grown diring the dry heasoi. )eptih
and dllrat ion of floitdingt , og f course, is liot the onl l<and 111 th rac-
t'ristic ilportailt to crtlp)[ingt g i it is certainlv te of tLhe
lmll.st ilmpttrtanlt t'ttls ide, ralti o s for Tlse of stwie lreas in Bang l adesh.
( Brmime r, pe rsn I ct imulnication in (lson, 1977)

Withini tie Inurla o iitit 'sx'sm tntf swidten agrictl"ture in the Philippines,
soils are diistinguishtd ;iecorting to at least eight criteria: i) moisture
content, 2) sand ctelltent, 3) rctk ctntunt., 4) general texture, 5) firminess,
6) structure, 7) structure in the wet selsoln, and 3) color (Conklin, 1959).
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Expecting peoples with this degree of sophistication to adapt to another
system would he time-consumning at best. Malavsian farmers categorize soils
in part on the hasis of taste. These include "sweet" (tanah payau),
"neutral" (tanah tawan) and "sour" (tanah masan) soils, and the classi-
fications correlate significantlv with pH1 levels (Weinstock, 1977).

Local knowledge should not he I igh ted in our effort to transfer SRI
informatnii. It should he remembered that over some 1 9 years the Soil
Science Societv of America has been revising and redefining words in order
to produce its C lossary of Soil Science Terms (SSSA, 1978). Such narrowly
focused la ,rinal; is unI ikely to he understood without a lengthy apprentice-
ship or "in-trainin g" perid. As David Edwards points out regarding
,1amaican farme rs' knowledge conceri i ng their soils: "Not surprisingly,
much of their knowledge of these topics was clothed in a languiage different
from that commonIv emploved by the soil scientist." Nevertheless, their
sophistics ation is c ,ons;iderable.

They referred to 'wash' rather th;n erosion. They said that
rainf al I water washes away the 'fat' or 'gum' (top soil) , which
is the hOtn pirt of the soil and this has the effect of 'pooring'
the land Yo that it hecomes tired' and 'worn out.' The farmers
;ils r ;i7 in;:ed that most of the wash can be prevented in varioris
wavs. Si op in , 'hare grourrnd' can he covered by the vegetation of
clIos,-grwi n, crops. Grass is part icrlarly ,good; i t rests the
tired land. Tree cr-ops help because their roots hold the soil
;rd som,, . sired le;rves which form a protection Iaver iin tihe ground.
Mulching isi comly10 )Imlv recog is Id as havilang a similar effect as
wel I as 'ievdinn the land' arid 'keepinog i t c ml.' 'tr rcires
icross the nlt;1pe redurice damage b v ,slowinog dowir the witer, or d the
fat r"r 'mn urr ' ceposit ed in them cni be thrown hiack on to tie
grrnid alborve. othlier ohstiructot inns to the flow of water arte also
rtvergrrized as an aid in reduving the rate of erosion. (Edwards,
1 961)

Coupled with such rnderstianding, crncepts such as the "hot" or "cold''
na ture of soilss and otre r indicators of soi I chemistry and potential fertil-
itv could well be utilized. in Mala ysia, certain vegetation is understood
to indicate ,such i:tors.

The kelitdk busr i nd i cates a high level of al umirnm in the soil;
the t rey poion i ikan indicates an acid so il with stagnant standing
wa ter; a ni l an grass ( imperata cvI i ndr ica) , keriang, berry
bushes, and the c,'shew tree are indicators of low fertility
sc il . (',, i s trck, 1977)

The correliati, ot certain types of vegetation with soils mnakes possible
other matirod; of SRI infuor;ition transfer.

Ico nogr;aph ic \l te'rniat ives

Fn the ini ted States there has been a tradition of ising certain
vi sual ;vburl to i nd i cate actual or potent i al agronomic production on maps
desig rerd Oir popnlar use. These have included whole and partial ears of
corr, lieads ofit'whre;lt adid other crops, keyed in the legend to thousands of
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bushels per symbol. Other possible symbols could include typical vessels
used to store a particular crop, such as the kind of granary commonly built
to store rice, a specific kind of pottery jar, or whatever. Suitability
can be indicntd in similar ways. Besides information about specific
crops1, svmhols such as ar recognizable or a stylized cashew tree or pohon
bakan might be used in the Ma];lysian case, for example, to indicate poten-
tial problem sites and explain their nature quickly to participants. In
many Area. wO also f nd types of soils correlatetd with specific weeds. In
such caseH, if the weeds could not he graphically represented, it might he
worth coosidering naming that soil series (at least in local map legends)

after thle weed, and then giving other t axonomic designations in formal
rep(ortH;. With a miniim of effort such symbols and concepts could be made
part of SRI i i- rrination dissemination.

()thea r As p ,c t m

Ree srch into other cultures by social scientists can reveal a number
of meichainisms for Pore efficient inforination transfer. These could include

a nitimlir of ,lk class ification svstems (Conklin, 1972). Also, in a parti-
ci]ar s ocipetv lihere mlV be locillyv significant types of landmarks that
woil I mi n i e i., ie t ime needed for peopl e ifamni I i ar wi th printed iia'ips to
orient and locate tlhemseIves. There may lie traditional ways of indicating

spitial relitionships, the travel of the sun, elevati ion, etc. ((;ladwiLi,
1970)). Any.' of tloese might he ,i ' reat hl p i n ficilitating map use a all

aspec t of inierstiild i ng aind part ic i pat i on.

There are alI numbe iiiiier of oithe r psychological and psycho-plhysi ological
variables that might lie taken into ;iccouiit (Phil lilps, 1977). In all of
these areas, hliweve r, the paramolunt consideration is maxiiizing the mean-
ilgriloss of the coimmlin ication to its audience.

A M)MENTARY SUMMARY

This p;per cannot end with ai concluirs ion, but with a recommnmendation.
It presupposes that the reason for SR I inforii ation transfer on large-scale
or local project levels is to facilitate effective and just implementation
of devel opieni projects , and thiat tlis can onlV be accomplIishled through

active participat ion in the plarninig and implemen'itationi process by the
f 'a r re who wii i ill ilt im tI v residhe in the area. Active participation call

be ma::mizie: m c nltirta l -v matclii ng or itnterf aciig SRI information (;ind
otlher ditia) t i Iloe ctiiiutiire of tWe participants involved in the pl anning

rm) c ro - ;. ;ii' i .il51 i id Alltir)fpl ,ogy progr;iams, linked witli ,and mediated
tirigli nli ,,ihl iis, tradlition.lly based institiotti ns of formal and non -
formal eat ion, promise a much grater degree of particili;tion in
pliannin g 11d diave l iint thln has lt retofiire been achieved (CGon lin , 1974).

It ilso mhv Ia"' , .ible much more fert il, col laboration between tradi-
ti onal ;gricueiltir:ilists .ind iuodern scientists, with each group considering
tihimsel ' the hei ef iciary.
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QIJESTfl )NS/C()MMENT S (by R. W. Arnold):

The peop1e from Prairie View, Texas, train para-professional agricul-
turists who translate scientific information into the grammar and language
structure of the American Negro. This need for bilingual ism was misunder-
stood for many years bt when the cultural differences were taken into
account, they have developed a highhly successful delivery system of assist-
ing the snall American Negro farmer.
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ANSWERS:

The ri;, of- Ilack Engl Lsh Vernacular (BlEV) or other dialects will
certai hn av , ;ippropri ate in communi cat ing with Black American agricul turists.
r t .shoull, o)f course, he reinehered that such dialects vary regionally, as
well as witih re,,ard to crops, envirollent, etc. In fact, similar consider-
it ions sho nld he im.'dte in ('xtlensionl work with the white rural poor. Techniques
that prove ls f'uhl witht Black Americans have no guarantee of success when
ised vith Blallck Adfricans. In each case the commrrun icator nust get to know
(anthiropo logi ii Icall), ,and learn hotrw to commnric;ite with the particular
audienice, aid he as 'ill ing to learn from them as to teach them.

QIII'STIONS/C.HMMtN ',S (hy P.1 .T. Bieckett):

'lT' points von mike are clearly relevant, but social scientists have a
reputaition for being, wild iand unctntrollahle.

Wht kinds of ipit t,' the proluction of an SRie may they be asked for,
And how ar', thev to be instructed to produce them, and in what for are
th y to preont tiheir findings?

ANSWERS:

1t woulId he uiseful t ask applied anthropo logists and rural sociol-
gists if titey can makent inputs from traditional soil classificat ion systems

tt Soil Ronrc, Inventories from tire outset of survey activities. This is
a differe nt p rohlIer, iowever, thIan tih on, I. tried ti address. v point is
tl.iat theise' i vi ai l tgIs can he tf ihelp in the tralnsfer of SRL inifonnation.
iII bth ct e i ;t h {le !1 inth rd ofI itvo lvi ii, ther wou ld he to giye them e xamples
(uc ,li K t o I rfer to) of traditit al sv;tems aind asking ther if, or
to fintl ot if, tihe crltrire in question has such a systei. If the goal is
t ' nt! Pr "I ;k [ i it'trmlatn itn 'inn r:a; eiricutd tech niques, thenl i f you can
x:.: l;in ,,oa ',ntr t i t ion ttr tht' sttci di scirnt ist ,and the hvnef it.s of that

i f ',t irr i , I tt th' !N gmt't; invoIved( in t e rms tlie social scie_,ntist c an
nt sr,-;t ind,, ti n t e,' mt ii .1 c scint ist can daid yo )" ini g'ett irg tliit 1 ifs ria-

tit to, ti, p t ,t1 ],,. It is trot that some, 'ntropolog ists, in a type of
incaldii ' I r ,C i.til w a', wi.sir tor kteep tie peoplI.' thev study "unspoiled."
lii's, ' "pur," .Ant irinl , ;t wi I I he of Ii ttlo hl p. Others i;iy quustion
Vrl ,.,' ,i , .'h ' .t rrt r i nlut wi I I in fact henef i t the petulle--bit if you

cain tnit Ilit', ttiii t ' i the v i I I he q"i tto helpi I toc voin. My paper could
het t we.' ti t expl.ia in'.; rhow the s ci al scientist coult contribute, and
point ing t th,, intdIs " qt uestiion,; thev ctuld exilort'e, in order to facLI.itate

bth SR<I irw~nt colnliect ion antd traiiofer.

It';l'trU5rt/ rrt.lgll ',,  (by R.' . T irislevI :

'I ; .t:t r i en,'c, w i t mal I I .rlers i n se ver.li As ian corn tries has ind i-
caitt'tiplt t minv , i the ;,ci al-rliginis institntions ar' dynamic and sub ect
tot alih 'Itt c,'it i nuiou htl ,,' in resip)riot' t o ecotn"orr i c st n il al e. Although in
the, 1,,'t',ta ' t h ' n:.ii I f'a rrn'l{r may hi avn' A ct'triservat i ve res i stance to change,
t i ar, , i .il Iv ' t 'w i !i h i a s n an q i ven ,area wio are wi I Ii ng tt
.:pr i;:it An i , t W r ' i .k . l is i all tG Lt is ii('c-ess -rv ton keep the
;vsttm dYn ;, ic ,a i t A d e tffc t 1iv .' in tune with claiging condition.s. Althmigh
dt nl iiric, Ia r ; rt'rre i'q pntv dI n ltdo hlv' tie n sor ces to iipl errieuit all
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their technical knowledge and skil Is. My most noticeable example is double
cropping rice under ra;inffed conditions. In this case farmers did not have
sufficient Iraft power to put more than a nominal part of their Lands into
doullte cropping, each year even though soil and climatic information as
conta ined in SRI reports would indicate the land potential is for double
cropping. 1hang;es in farmin; activity within what is possible with avail-
able resources can occur rapidlv in responlse to economic changes. This
usually will involve marketing infrastrurcture. It is not unusual for
specific c1rops to he g rown on less than ideal lands, contraticting SRI
evaluation, lands on which an economic return remains positwive even though
other crops,, that iot not have tire appropriate infrastructure support, would
ag' ronomi cal 1 v h. tet tt er adopted.

ANSWEKRS:

.re qntly, I have thought that economic development couild most
rtpidlv he u lrii.ragedl 1) y concentrating more on provd ing the economic
suippor t structurir than the pr ldction agronomy. (;enerallv, if a crop is
goinug to 1), 50112'5fissr] lv introdce.d to farmers, basic agrononic skills are
suffici ent t,, get arn ecinmic, it sub-optimal, initial return. Refinement
to opL)tintl proltction leve ]s can come later. SRI information would be most
Melpful in dtrrmi nin, what is; the best land use for project areas. Thus
_lh: appropriatp economic st imn]ui and support stricture are needed to

e12t1 l )I [rag 1 ',a rIo t rs to ;lo adopt the Ui ost ideal Iald 1s.15,.
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SOIL SURVEY AND TRAINING PROGRAM FOR LAYMEN
TO UTILI.ZE IN THATLAND

S. Panichapong

GENERAYL BACKGROUN) OF THAILAND

2
Thailand co)vers an area of approximately 550,000 km , the largest

among mainland countries in Southeast Asia. It is bordered by Burma to the
north and west, Laos to tihe north and east, Cambodia to the southeast, and
the itlYf of Thailand to the south. The southern border connects with the
Federation of Malavsiai. Thailand has a population of approximately
44,272,69r3 withI a rate of increase of about 2.7% per year over the last
decacde. The di:stribution of the )eople varies widely but is mostly con-
centrated in the plains around Bangkok, the capital city. Bangkok is a
mode ri cit ' v witl a popullation of nearly 5 mil lion or about 10% of
Thailand's total .

According to Mhoormai (1972), Thailand is divided into six physio-
graphic r gions: the North and West Continental YYighlands, the Central
lighlanads, tle (intral Plains, the Northeast Plateau, the Southeast Coast,
and the S"other , Peninsula.

'Ihe lighlnd;iis to the north and the west are mountainous with most
people living in the river valleys. The principle agricultural area (rice
howl) is the Ciettral 'lains which extends 300 miles from north to south and
has a width of 1O) to 150i miles. This area also is the most highly popu-
Ilated. The Southeast Coast and the Southern Peninsula, with relatively
hiigl rainfalI, ire two of most intensive fruit and para rubber growing
a reat.

Based 0n tie Ilat est survev o the Forestry Department, 37% of Thailand
is fores t and t 12 has been cleared for agriculture, urban centers and
highways. Ahout 8S5: of tie people earn their living by agricultore. Rice
is the most important crop being cultivated and it occupies about 50% of
cultivated land. Cassava is also) produced in great quantities and is next
to rice in te:.:port value. In recent years corn and sugarcane hecanme impor-
taniit export crtps. Para rubber is another economically important crop.
So vtans , peanuts, jute, tobacco, and fruits are commonly raised both for
export int dtomestic use. Additionallv there are about 10 million head of
cattle and btffalo which becoime a source of considerable amounts of beef
and pork for ,xpurtinyg. Final ly, the giulf of Thailand and coastal waters
provide an important source of fishery products.

HI [STORY O1F SOIL SURVEY IN 'IAILYAND

The need for soil information for agri.cultural planning has been
recognized in Thailand for many years. Crener (1937) should be credited

Y)i. rector, Land Development )ept. Bangkhen, Bangkok 9, Thailand.
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with being tihe first person who systematically observed the soils of
Thailand. Somewhat later a sense of direction was given to early soil
survey work by R. ,. Pendleton, who was appointed as Soil Technologist in
the Royal l)epairtment of Agricu lture and Fisheries in 1935. Although
hampered bv lack of staff, facilities -- such as reliable base maps and
aerial photographs -- and the inaccessibility of much of the country at
that time, P'endleton (I93ht) comipleted tie first soil nap of Thailand at a
scale of 1:1,O0(),00)0. This map was published on a scale of 1:2,500,000 in
194 9 and reprinted al ong with a mimeographed report in 1953. )etailed
surveys, at that time, were also made for specific areas where planners
needed information for specia.l projects.

In the late 1950's officials wl) were planning agricilltural develop-
ment saw the usefulness of a detailed systematic survey of the soil
resources of Thailand. Initially, they sought assistance from international
agencies. In Il1, tihe Food and Agricultural O)rganization (FAO) of the
United Nations assigned )r. F. R. Moiirmann, a soil survey and classifi-
cation specialist, to lhailand t o train Thai pedologists and to help the
Thai g'overnm'it organize, a natilonal soil survey division. The United
States Operation( Hission (USt)M) has also assisted in tire soil survey work
in a i land bv cnlit r lhut i ng equnpment, along wi th general f inancial and
ad vi 5o ry sll) it.

Before 1 si , s(oil ,sirveV act ivities were segrega ted among three
gove rnrme n t Agenc ies: the Dtepa rtme nt of Agriculi ture, the lepartmient of
Rico, Andl the Royal Irri ation D)epartment. After that year the Council of
Ministers ass igniedi tihe reslonsibi litv of tire national soil survey to the
)epartment f Land l)evelopment in the then newly organized Ministry of
National I1ev''l,,pment. Si e then, the Soil Survey Division has been
elig a,ed in a ;' twmaitic soil survey project thrroighout the cointry. The
Roval Irrigation Departmrent co ntiniruies to make Iald classification surveys
of irrigat ion projects hasd oin the USIR s'yste r. The le parLtnen t of Agri-
culture still rairit ainr ; ;i :-;mall , sr l sirvv staff for special studies at
exper imient.l1, st:rt i 1,s.

From lqit" t" 1973, the So il Sirvev livision had been assisted hy the
UNSIF Pro jct. With such a contrihution, tLr soil survey activities in
Tlhialianid were s trn.gthi iened and it has ntinued to become more effective
since then. 'Ih ; Council of Ministers establi shedi the inistry of National
i)evelopment in 1 7') A a result, the lepartument of Land Development,
which includ es the Soil Survev Division, was transferred to the Ministry of
Agricuil ture and Cado-opr,rt ives.

lrr tLn. tim beitn;, tire Si il Survey Division has 56 field parties
mapping soils in iany parts oif lihailiand, mostly AI t tire detailed
recuinna is;iir ce level.

KINi) ANI) INTENSITY it: SO)II. SUtVEYS IN 'I'TIA[IANI)

Soil stir'.vs in 'ha iland rave been mIaride at any of several levels of
intensity depending uipon the nature iF the arera, its state of development,
the time and personnel av;ilble, availability of base maps and aerial
photog riphrs, and tire rises that are to he made of the informaition. The
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system used is mostly based upon the USDA Soil Survey Manual but it was
also modified to fit our particular circumstance. Types of soil surveys
used in Thailand are tummar zed in Table 1.

ACCN)lPLI S IMLNT OF SO(IL. SURVEY I)[VISION

Since 1963 the Soil Survey Division has completed soil surveys of
various i ntens i ty as follows:

I ) Exploratory survey conducted by Moormann and Rojanasoonthon from1963-6. They published a general soil map of Thailand with a scale of1:1,250,000 using as mapping units great soil groups and their associationsas described by I)tdal and Moormann (1964). The map has been used for thegeneral estimation o soil conditions in Thailand. At present the SoilSurvev Divi sion is revising the soil map of Thaiiland by using soil taxonomy
classificat ion as the mapping "nit and the published scale will be
1:1 ,(J00),00(),

2) Reconnaissance survey of Peninsular Thailand for a rubber develop-ment project, was completed in 1972 for an area of approximately 7 millionhecttre s . The mapping units employed in this survey were a combination of
families, subhgrouips or great soil groups.

3) lietailed reconna issance surveys htave been the routine work forprvt-ncittl sorvey throlughouit the country. The mapping units are soilseries, soil variants, associ ations or complexes of soil series, undiffer-
entiatwd soil groups, phases of taxonoimic units and land types depending onthe appropri tion of the area. Average density of boring is I per 2 sq kin.Printing scale is 1:100,00(. After fifteen years, the total area which had
been completed with this type of survey is about 42.5 mil lion hect ires, orHQ) of th e cttttntrv. The result of the detailed reconnaisauct survey hasbeen tts.,d ftr prowincial agricultural development planning atnd teas ibility
study ot ],111( Set l an'dtl~t'n l)roproects.

4) St :: -,lt .i] t ,il lsrveys have been ldone according to the request of
other v "ru'e.-it A,;,,iciv; such as The Royal Irrigation, Public Welfare
l)epartmet, - . Ital area covered by this type of survey is about 0.9mil lion ohuclr., "t which most were for irr igation projects. The mappingltit I umpl . in this type of survey are soil series, soil variants, soilassoiat i si t i ,tint ! - 'i l :i ,xu . Average density of boring is about 1.25 horings
per hectar diependinig cun complexity of the soil pattern and accessibility.
The_, pubIi ;}l riapping scalp is 1:1,000 - 1:20,000.

q 3 ),eta ii! surveys are the most intensive surveys that have beencondt td in Ihailand. They are made on request by research agencies, andirrigatiou at d land consol idation projects. Soil phases are mostly used astile map "nits; but soil series and variants are also used in certain cir-comstances. Mtappin g scales vary up to 1:10,000 depending on the require-ment and the commpleuxitv of the survey area. Average sampling intensity is1 toring per -12 hectares. The area which has been surveyed by thismethod is about 2655 hectares. It is expected that mere surveys of this
type wil I be performed in tile futt re.



Table 1. Soil mapping units for a basic soil survey at various intensity levels, suitable map scales, possible levels

of interpretation and major uses of e.ich.

Intensity Suitable Field Suitable Kind of Mapping Units Min imum Area Possible Intensity Major Use

Level Mapping Scale Publication Su t--ible for each shown on Soil Level of Interpre-

Scale Intens i tV Level Map tat ion

Special Larger than Larger than Phaises of soil types, <0.3 ha Field management Research

Very 1:5,000 1:5,000 soil series or soil unit or soil suit- plots or

Detailed variants using very ability for detailed

(very high narrO,; ranges of specific crop or engineering

intensity phase criteria, land use. uses.

Very Detailed 1:2,000 to 1:5,000 to Phases of soil types, 0.5 to 1 ha Field management Research, inten-

(very high 1:10,000 1:10,000 soil series or soil unit or soil suit- sive farm man-

intensity) variants and some con- ability group agement

plexes of sarme

Detailed 1:5,000 1:10,000 Phases of soil types, 1 to 10 ha Farm management Irrigation

(High inten- to to series or soil unit or soil suit- design and

sity) 1:30,000 1:30,000 variants and some ability group farm planning

associations or com-
plexes of same.

Semi-detailed 1:20,000 1:25,000 Soil series, soil vari- 6 to 36 ha Management subgroup, Area Planning

(medium in- to to ants, soil associations soil suitability and feasibility

tensity) 1:50,000 1:60,000 and soil complexes, group or land studies

In places some phases of subclass

above can be shown.

Detailed re- 1:40,000 1:50,000 Soil families, soil 25 to 100 ha Management subgroup General area

connaisance to to series, association of or land subclass planning

(low inten- 1:100,000 1:100,000 soil series with some

sity) phases of each and some
land types.

Reconnais- 1:75,000 1:100,000 Great Soil Groups, asso- 100 to 2,500 Management group or National and

sance (very to to ciations of Great Soil ha land class regional

low inten- 1:200,000 1:500,000 Groups and some soil ser- planning.

sity) ies, soil families or sub-
groups or Great Soil Groups

and some land types.



Table 1. (Continued)

Intensity Suitable 'ield Suitable Pub- Kind of Mapping Units Minimum Area Possible Inten- Major UseLevel Mapping Scale lication Scale Suitable for each shon on Soil sity Level of
Intensity Level Map Interpretation

Exploratory 1:100,000 2:250,000 Great Soil Groups, 625 to 10,000 Broad land Determinationto to associations of Great ha class (not more of areas suitable1:250,000 1:1,000,000 Soil Groaps, some than 3-5 classes) for further study
phases of both and in National
land types. 

Planning.

Synthesis 1:100,000 1:1,000,000 Great Soil Groups, 10,000 ha or Broad land class Broad generali-or Schematic or smaller or smaller associations of Great more (not more than zations of kinds
Soil Groups and some 3 classes) of soils
physiographic associ-
ations of kinds of
soils.

00
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Table 2 shows the types of survey being conducted in Thailand,

accomplishment, cost, and use.

SO[L SURVEY iNTERPRETATION

Since more than 80% of the Thai population make their living by

farming, the proper use of the land is very importaut for the development

of the countrv. Therefore, we need to know hasic information about the

soils and their behavior before making any decisions on land use. The only

way to get this information is Irom soil maps that show areas of defined

soil inits and from a written description of the characteristics of each

unit. P'nfortunatelv there are many sols si defined in such a way that many

planners Iacking a so il sc Lence backg round f ind it hiard to unders tand them.

Wany users of soil maps iant iore general and mKre direct inforniation

than that ;iven hy individual soil mapping un its. Whun soils are grouped

together for a specific purpose, such information can he more readily

applied. 'there.for,, soil interpretation for agricultural use is required

in order to hring out alternative ian:lage:,ent practices for each kind of

soil. Fron these alteratives, we hope that planning ofticials,

landownerg, an( cl t i vators can choose the (ne that is most proper.

There are two major methods of interpret ing the soil so rvev infor-

mation for ;gr iculttural use in 'Iliailand. These includt Land Capahility

Class if icat ion and Land Su i tah i1 i tv Class; ificat ion.

The Land Capability Classification is a gro :ping of soils according to

their general capahility for over-all agricultural use. Our classification

system is a modification of the one used by the US)A, Soil Conservation

Service. In t his system there are two major cat egorLies or levels of soil

groupings, nanely class and suhbclass. The most general level of classi-

fication places all soils in eight cap;bility classes. Risk of soil damage

or the limitation in use becomes progressively greater from class U-T to

U-VIIi. The letter "U" stands for upland crops, i.e. annual crops other

than rice.

Soils placed in class U-I have only min)r limitatilns for growing

upland crops during most of the year. In classes li-IL and U-IlI, there are

incr2;asing limitattons hut these soils can have satisfactory yield under

careful management. Limitations become more severe for soils in, class

U-V, which are: marg;.inal in sui.tahility. Soils iln class U-V through U-ViI

are gnerally not souited for the cultivation of upland crops, hut they may

ie , pabl for other uses such as; grassland, woodlalnd, and tree crops.

Soils in class; U-VLII do not l)roducu eclomic returns in agriculture or

conimiiercial pl ant production.

The .s;uhclass level is more specific. The soils in each class are

subdivided int lo siblaisses according to the doiinant kind of limitation.

There are many kinds of limitations such as flooding hazards (f), soil

limitations in the root zone (s), lack of moisture for plant growth (m),

unfavorab le topograplhv t), salinity or alkalinity (x), impeded drainage

(d), and erosion (e). The dominant limitation is indhicated hy a small case

letter following the class number, for example ULf.



Table 2. Acccnpll hment of Wil isurvey in Thailand and the cost of the -.urvev

Int,' nI tv f iar ev P, 1 ic.it Iu Total Acr,'ag' Cost per hect ire Prolect Main purpose
aI.Ipping ale (H.S.$/hoctare) of S,0t Mps

Exjtratorv 1:1 2,,1Il0 51, 19 9, '01 ha !h'I land sil rial s;p it IA Infor-
(very I,,-- lntien- and (whil eC ,mnt rl tip z nat ,"I kIn, dIr o f
sitv 1:2 500, my! soils III r.l.ition

to) ti r nliv i rtmti
;n d (I agr Ilc I tuItre

R r noina I ss aric'. Pec 'il anI'c. Re' 1 ol0 1ev. 1 opioiit
(very l, intensity) I :750,000 7,01,0llO ha ;ll suirvey of planning

"'0 inqular
I h II land

Petalled reconnaiss- 1:110,000 42,S21,100 ha $0.5 Prvinclil soil Provincial and regional
ance (lowt" ntenqity) -:urve v developrInt plannin -;

evaluat ion of large
projects

lIetald recomnaiss- 1:20,000 - 872,987 ha Semi-detailed I.an-si't t lement Feas lbt 1 it y stud leg of
anc. and qenl-detatled 1:100,000 survey costs project land settl ment
(I.. to mnediu $1.0 prjects; laying lwt
Intensity) land use pln Itng

within s.'ttlement
areas for farme'rs

So-a-letailel an! d.- 1:11,0000 - 84,732 ha Detailed survev lrrigatlon pro- Evaliit i of Irriga-
taied survoy (melton 1:2.(1.01 costs $1.5 oct t in p rojects; use
to high intl'nsity) i a hiss for Irri-

't iI1 svs ten ies iugs

lietail*'J and very 1:2,001 - 2,655 ha Very detailel lxperlimet tI- Agricilhiral experl-
dotailed survey (high 1 :110,00 survey $2.0 tlon projlect ionts In soil collsi'r-
to very high Intensity) vati li co'ntor aid agri-

cultural col lege

00
k-I'
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Most 'wo,rk in Iha iland has ised two levels of land classi-ficatiLn.
IHowever, in manv cses, this yen'raliiation is not speci-fic enough for
agricultural pla~ rhi. s is becaiuse the aldaptatiton of individual crop:
to specific ,oi 1; Varies f-rom crop to crop. Therefore, the various kinds
of ,oils ,.v h,,,n rated "r grouipe'd ,acco rding to their suitab i i Lty for tlhe
produii c tioi of u rt :in ci op s c ommionu to h'liland or to the surveyed areas.'lhes;e! cl .- i-i( Iti, ; o t rtinigs a re ca l led ia d Sii tab i lity Classifi-
cation. rhis cl.ssification is believed t) give sufficient etail for
regioinal a:id local :'io,,'iaL'l'-iet.il0d land 11se planning.

Ti're are five !lnd ,uitahilit v classifications for various kinds of
frmi ig r land use Ai I rHaLt ives, iina:elv:

. Iloodl \nnual rorp Farming (mostly ;applicable to paddy rice);
). Non-t l,,ilI .Aiinu:l Crlopi LF n- i I,,;
i. Comi!:mrcil Tree Crop 'rodlucti on;

-4. P :nanh t Pa.sLtur' and Ra" uel.aid Livestock F.anniu. ng; arid
I. Wa.t r d, 'rote t v qe V'g ' ta iou Establishment and Upkeep.

Flhe land olit ii ilitv c assiticut,' mn for earchi land use allteratilve has
soils grhouped into five land n1it ;hilitv classes, rainked according to
de,ree oif lim:it.ati '. ts,', ,or to risk or damli/age . So is that are grouped
in land sitll ility Class I ire most suiited for use (under the considered
land is.' ,ltral i..'). SiNI group,ed in a Class 1I a' less suitend for
usei', .' 0d no In in diec :eai'a ng order of sur itabiltv.

Withi ,,1 , :nniti hilitv classes, soLls are also g rouped into land
s.niab ilitv ;u n'l;sos according' to the kinds of liintations. 'Ire kinds of
limit uti, .s .hicl ,itit'' the surbclas; are almost tihe s;une as those used in
Lanitd (apih ilitv 'liss lea :t 1iIn, is previously described.

A! I ;t I I-:;, inltrpre Lt" H With surppiorting explanation are attached
to the moil r,. v r'' p,,rt either in the Form of a I.and Capability ior Land
Su it ib il itv IlA;'; i i',ti n lWh or M.ap. tlowever, the systen of e;acl land
classi f ic.ut ilon i,,'. h v'e d if fernt . msrrptionrs and def in t [iions dependirn,
irpon i ilt'sn it,.y "t t ,o soil s,rvv. "or examip le, in intorpretiug gene ral
Soil m:)ap! ol, -' llii ';,iiii'' ainld;, ti, dWi i nan t individua-l land Caialp i tLy
or land mt i h th I] t. ' lann;o-; can .' he il n l iii genitral are-as. (On the, otlher
hald, th' ' 21 ; ilitn nclan or s;wl itah ilitv s.' ubclass is the most useful
urnit for int,,rprttion Or si;iri-,t.'tiil, ' s lrvev. We certainly hope that
theose soil s.urv,v inte'jlr t.atioIns can fill the gap between the soil
sci,'ntists whi -n. ,.-, to', soil 'maps aill the plann rs who know little about
soil scen*ice.

While the p hrimary lur-poe; o' si il isurve'v in 'l'liailand is to benefit
;gric,,ltur,,, we iiV, ;hta teli t te l, ti mike interpretations for enngineering as
wel l. lh ',w r, th, usefuln,ess if this efflort is lu pered by tile lack of
iuform;atioln tonc'rning, tngiueering properties of the soil. 'Thierefore, at
pre.seint we try to make the interpretLtion as n imple ;s puss ible so that
engin,,ers can , s , e so il malps during the preliminary st t age of pl1anning.

n thi' report tier rte rmaps shIM ing, arccuuaItlnIlions if sand aiiind gravel for
sorigride imiat'rial, indicating suitab10 lorcattioins for construction of high-
ways and r .lil;, ithir propertie's of soils are il lostrated, such as kind of
q~bstrrturm, depth anid kind of bedf[lck, stie of te water table, nalturial
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overland drainage systems, nature of the flooding regime, kinds of clay
minerals, and the general topography.

SOTL SURVEY UT ILIZATIEON IN THAILANI)

Although many Thai people know what soil is used for, only a feL
realize its importance to the economy of the country especially in the
sense of crop production. They do not even know how soils differ from
place to place and how important such differences can he to crop develop-
ment. [hey just recognize that a soil is a very simple earth material for
supporting plant growth and that when the crop yield becomes low,
fertilizer application is a solution to raise the yield. Therefore it is
our duty to convince them that each kind of soil in Thailand has its own
unique combination of characteristics and potential for use. We try to
tel I them that without knowledge of the soils, which can be obtained from
soil survey, improvonent in agricultural production will hardly be
accomplished. Infortunately, the manner of commonication we have adopted
in lhailand is hv meanis of extension only. There has never been any legal
enforcement About planIL1g that says land users must use available infor-
mation resultin g from sni survey before making decisions. Only recently
the gover , ment approved a new land use regulation that states "no land
settlement project is permitted without soil survey andt land capability
classifcat.ion work." Thus, soil survey uti. Lizat in in Thailand is con-
trolled to a certain extent while we try to present our information in a
fonn which cam he understood. A most significant problem is that people
who know little about soils have authority in making decisions on land use
policy.

Attemp ts have been made to convince the agricultural officials,
laymen, planners, extension workers, farm advisers, farming engineers and
foresters that soil information exists and that they can use it. The
fol lowing has been done for several years:

1. (Give first priority to the soil surveying that is requested by
government agencies. We think that if anybody requests our service it
means that thev need information for planning. We must respond to their
request promp tly even if we have limited budget for both surveying and
printing. We hope that our service can help them execute their project
successfully and reslponsibly.

2. We incorporate the subject of soil survey in all training pro-
grams as requested by government agencies. Many agricultural agencies have
their own in-service training prograns. They ask us to present information
about soil s so that the subject can he taught effectively. On every
occasion we try our best. We adjust our lectur, to suit the )ackgrounds of
the audience. Our lecture aims at giving them enough soil background so
thev can us. onr oil maps and soil interpretotions. We help to teach
students in various insti utions about '[hailand's soil resources. Through
these efforts, we hope that our younger Thai generation will realize how
important soil resources are to our daily lies as well as to the economy
of the country.

3. oirganizing training programs for provincial officers which
include agriculturists, planners, engineers, ind dconomists.
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Althogh we have arranged the soil data into more sinple forms for the
users, there are yet complhaints from those without a soil science back-
ground that such informat ion is still too involved. Therefore, the soil
survey division has set up a project for training gove rnment officials to
use soil survey re orts aind maps. After the provincial soil survey (a
detailed reconnaissance survey) has been ormpleted, we will be ready to
enact this program. We First contact the chief agriculture extension
official of that provinco. If this training program is accepted, he writes
an of fical request to the governor to allow organization of the program for
the province. When he gets permission he distrihbites invitations to all
planners and ;idlinistrators concerned about land use policy. We have 3
days for this training program. Two days are spent in session, the last day
in the field. An example of a program is shown in Table 3.

One problem of this training projec t has been lack of inertia in most
of the provincil i,,agricuiltuire extension personnel. They ignore our pro-
posal becauise of lack of interest in the sigi if[cant effect of soil
properties on c rop growth and management practices. This is due to a lack
of basic knowledge in so il science. We are now turning our approach the
other way aroind. Instead or direct contact to the provincial agriculture
extens Lo chiefs, we approach the Director General of the Agriculture
ExtLnsion l)epartmnt. BV his authority he can order the provincial
agr icu iture extension chiefs to organize training sesons. We hope that
this com unli g f'isca] year we can organize two levels of training proje ts.
The first level is for personnel who have obtained a B.S. degree with some
soil science background. lie second level is for those who graduated from
agriculture vocational colleges with very little or no background in soil
sci elice.

We also eviluate the res ult of each training p)rogra n. So far, we
ftund that during the first day of technical lecture their response is
mnslv ni;tive. This indicates that most (f them have had very little
backgrond in soil science. But on the second day they respond positively
to the lecthres. Therefore, this prograim as it now stands is not entirely
useless. We hope that with soume modifications of the progran it will be
worthwhile to continue. However, one should keep in mind that .hiis program
will not Ie ierfect unless there is cooperation between the provincial
off icv.rs arid our division.

REFI RE I';NC E

Moormann, F.R., and S. Rojanasoonthon. 1972. The Soils of the Kingdom of
Thailand. Soil Survey Report 72 A. Soil Survey Division, Land
Development Department, Bangkok, Thailand.
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Table 3. Time schedule for training program on utilization of soil survey
for provinci al development.

Date T ine Program

1st day 0900 to 1000 Opening address by the governor

1000 to 1200 What is the soil survey?

1330 to 1430 Importance of soil to agrL-
cultuire and soil formation

1430 to 1530 Major characteristics of soils

1.530 to 1630 Soil class if icLat ion

2nd day 0900 to 1000 Soil characteristics affecting
plant growth

1000 to 110) Soil suitability classif cation

1100 to 1200 Steps of soil survey

1330 to 1430 Soil survey demonstratfion by
s l ides

1430 to 1620 I)emons;tration concerning how to
read soil map, soil survey
interpretion and soil survey
report

3rd day 0900 to 1630 Field trip shiing:

a) Soil profile

b) Measurement of some soil
propert(ies

c) Soil and landscape rela-
t ionshlp

d) Soil and land "se
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SOIL POTENT IALS AND THEIR USE BY PLANNERS

I). Slusher

NATILONAL, SOILS HANDBOOK - PART II

404 Soil Potential Ratings

Definition - Soil potential ratings are classes that indicate the
relative quality of a soil for a particular use compared with other soils
in a given area. Yield or performance level , the relati ve cost of applying
modern technorlogy to minimize the effects of any soil limitations, and the
adverse effects of continuing limitations, if any, on social, economic, or
environmenta ;l values are cons idered.

Soil potential rart ir rgs h}ave Leen aol)ted as a form of soil interpretations:

-To provide a c:,mmon set of terms, applicable to all kinds of land
use, for ritin, toh quality of a soil for a particular use rela-
tive to other so ls in the area.

To identifv the, corrective measures needed to overcome soil
l imitations and the degree to which the measures are feasible and
effect ive.

To enable local Irr' p;ration of soil interpretations, using local
criteria to meet local needs.

To provide informat ion about soils that emphasizes feasibil ity of
use rather than avo idance of prob leis.

To assemble in one place iiformat ion on soils, cerrective
measures, and th1e relative costs of correct ive measures.

To make soil survevs and related information more applicable and
easily used in resource planning.

oIa strength n the resource plannling effort through more effective
commun ication of the inforamtion provided by soL] surveys and
properlv re ]at ing thrat information to modern technologies.

Soil potent i,! rating,,;s help decision makers determine the relative
suitabil.ity of soils for a given use. They are rused with other resource
information as a gu ride to makin'ig land use decisions. Soil potential
ratings are u,sed primarilv for p1lann Llg purposes and are not intended as

Ir Tis paper presents Part 11 of Section 404, Soil Potential Ratings,
of the Nationial SoilIs landboork now being drafted by thre Soil Conservation
Service of ISI)A.

2 Assistant Iirector, Soil Survey Interpretations, Soil Conservation

Service, U .S. )epartment of Agriculture, Washington, IN 20013.
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recommendations for soil use. Corrective measures listed are general
guLdes for planning and are not to be applied at a specific location
without onsite investigations for design and instal lation.

To develop soil potential rat ings a systematic procedure is required
to identifv (a) measur es for overcoming soil limitations, (b) the perfor-
mance level of the soil s, and (c) limitations continuing after corrective
measuires have heen applied. '['his procedure must also provide for the use
of a numerical system to derive a ;oil potential index and soil potential
rat ing. Ith information assembled is presented to users in soil map unit
descriptions, tableos, or maps.

The nuivib t'r of soil uses for which ratings are prepared varies from
area to) are. T'h, importance of the soil use and the number of users of
the inf onnatin mos t both he considered. Mhen prelparing soil potential
ratings for a liven s)oil ise, all soils in the area should he rated for
that s . Woil potential ratings for all soil uses will seldom he needed
in a g nivo ;re.

The o,,eogriphic area for which soil potential ratings are prepared is
an area of importance to a particular group of users. The ratings are
mainilv to meet neds at a county or subcounty area but can he for any
geoigra)lic area.

Soil potential ratings are prepared for soil map 0"its regardless of
la[p sctile or runlpositio! of a unit. Components of mut litaxa map units can
be evaluited e paratelv if needed to supplement the overall evaluation of a
map unit. The soil uses for whiclh soil potential ratings are prepared
shmld he consistont withi the detail of mapping.

lhe jl'occdires iLn this section have been prepared as guides with
cont r ib u tios Fran special is ts of many disciplines and cooperat ing
agenci es. ..prince in their use will result in ref nements and improve-

mfnts that mav result in revi sitons to this handbook. Systematic procedures
are providted and the end prodlct is defined. A maximum of flexibility is
pro vided. [hose 4ho prepare soil potential ratings must be realistic, use
good juidgmie ,t, and! he abl1 e to adapt the system to conditions and situations

in t hoeir area.

404.1 nterdis Ipl inary Ilnvolvement

Soil us es for which soil potential ratings are prepared can be broadly
categorized as agriclitor;il and nonagricultt ral. For any use, the evalu-
ations of soil potential must he made in collaboration with specinlists in
field.s most closely related to that use.

(a) Agricu.ltuiral uses. Agricultural uses include various farm crops,
pastur.land, rangeland, woodland, orchard, wildlife, etc. Ratings of soil
potontial for t hose use0s help meet the needs tif fanner. anlld ranchers,
conlservatiton dlistricts, plann0ing commissions, government agencies, or other
userA o soil iiterpret ations. Soil scientists, agronomists, foresters,
soil cosoervi tonists, econo:ists, engineers, range conservationists,
hiiologi;t ir others in local, state, or Federal agencies, or private
ente rprise are cal led on as needed to provide the expertise for preparing

soil potential rati ngs for agricultural uses.
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(b) Nonagricultural uses. Dwellings, roads, waste disposal, and
sanitary facilities, etc., even when used on farms, are considered non-
agricultural uses. SCS and conservation districts inform units of govern-
inent and other agencies of the usefulness of soil potential ratings and
encourage their preparation. SCS personnel provide leadership in the
procedures and assist in identify!ngh properties of eachlkind. of sl
and the composition of soil map units. Technical experts from Outside SCS,
working closely with SCS specialists, must have a major role and concur in
decisions on performance standards, the means and feasibility of overcoming
soil limitations, and the indexes for the costs of corrective measures and
the continuing limitations. They must concur in the criteria, the
numerical values derived, and the breakpoints between rating classes. SCS
coordinates this activity to insure that soil properties are properly
identified, that the array is internally consistent in terms of soil pro-
perties, and that systematic procedures are followed.

(c) Steps in preparation of ratings. The following steps are sug-
gested as a logical sequence for preparation and presentation of soil
potential ratings.

1. Inform users, determine their needs, and initiate action.

2. Identify the technical specialists who will participate.

3. Hold conferences to review procedures and evaluate adequacy of
data.

4. Collect additional data if needed.

5. Prepare soil potential ratings.

6. Review and approve ratings as needed.

7. Prepare ratings in final format.

8. Distribute ratings and train users.

404.2 Collection of Data

Before soil potential ratings can be prepared for a particular use,
data must be available on the properties of the soils, the limitations the
soil properties impose on the r,rie composition of the soil map units,
the kinds of corrective measu .s ,W,,wned, the relative cost or difficulty of
overcoming tile limitations, i ,,,. ,continuing after given practices are
installed, and the level of pe;: r, ' nce. Many of the data needed are
available in technical guides. Other data needed can be collected through r
observations made and recorded in the course of day-to-day activities or
through systematic efforts of SCS personnel, cooperating agencies, local
experts, or others.

The data needs must be appraised before soil potential ratings are
prepared. If data are insufficient, a plan must be prepared for obtaining
the needed information. The data needed, the individuals responsible for
their collection, and the target dates for completion must be identified.
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404.3 Definition of Soil Potential Classes

Relative torms are assi gned to classes to indicate the potential of a
soil for a particular us50 comlared with that of other soils in the area.
The same soil in a differunt area may have a different rating for a given
use. The rating cl asses do not identify; the most profitable soil use or
imply recommondatio ro; for soil uses. A so il rated as having high pote ntial
for bot hi woodland and croplanid may he much more prof itable in one use than
in the other.

Five cl.asses are provided for comparative ratings of soil potential:
very highi, high, medi um, low, and V ry lowu. Very hiigh potuntial is
assignud to onilv thotlse few soils hLvinDg properties that make them excepi-
tionallv well slited to the particular use . Very low potential is asstgned
on]v to so;ils ving properties so unfavorable for the use that they are
virtualiv t"Hsitt,. The nuiher of c lasses ised i n the final Iratings
de'pen0ds oh tOH ' ri-,rnge of potentialIs in the area and tie degree of refinement
ned(d(]. Thro c lasses ire t'nouigh for many areas.

1i a iplv: ; onil '.' two classes of soil potential are needed because
all soils in the area are either well sui ted or poorly suited to the use.
It mliv he im'ilortAiit to pr'pare soil potential rat ings, however, to identify
widtlv dif-ferent ki nds of t rea tment s that are needed for different soils.
If a widle Arri -v of poteniltiala in not presei, nt, o)ily twi) rating cl asses may he
needed; for cxampl1, h ihi and medium oro medimn and low. Ratings of tht:
potent ial "f iidividuial oil-; are genr;llV not needed in those areas where
all so ils hiv the name rat ing for a givun us(.

Ihos' p, ,.pi ring th rit ings, bv en taihli shing the local standards,
control lie flgi to a r lowest ratin g class in whiichi a soil in the area can
he placed. For ,'::i' il,, if corn is not well iadapted, then Lhe best ratLng
class for tie are a mig it he no butter tian muediumo. Another example might
he an area whre the best So il s f or dwe 1 1 i ngs woul ld have mcd ium potent ial
because of h i'$i hnilding costs. Thus , a rating of "hiigh" ''may he avoiled if
it is iell t hiat it is misle tading. Simil arlv, if all soils in an area are
well suitel to :i ,is, a "low" totential iratin g m gight have an undersirable
conno0 tat i iI.

The ratinug c l;asses are ft't inel in te ms of the lroduction or pterfor-
mauco e:e:cted of a soil if fea;i ble it res;iirs are taken to overcome its
l ii:ii tat ions, tin cost oIf suci mieasiilres, and tie magni tlde of the l imi ta-
tions tiat rimaiii ;in t er mlea i-l rs hiave ibeni applit!. Productiotl or perfor-
mancet0 mf Pitch si o il i s compiart'd wtli i st;nida rd ts tablished local lv for each
soil lset' (n' Set nion 404) . The fol Iowing c lass tr ms and definLftions
are f orn i i mmwi d e uise:

V cv II ]i i ot Pn t i A I. Product ion or perf onma-lice is at or above local
standards; be'ciuse soil cooditions are excepttionally favorable, inlstallation
ur manlag uli ie nt r t ;ia te Is ow aid t liere are no .o 1 1 I imi tat ions.

High potent i ;l . ProdTct ion ml rfarlu;inc.' is at or above the level of
local stindaiirdls; costs of mc;isiures for overcomiiiig soil I iMi tat ions-. are
;idyeti locall v t he f avorable in r elationl t, the exlected litr fo rllance of

yields; and Soil I mi tat ions continuinlg after correct ive mueasiures are
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installed do ti t detract ippreciablv from environmental quality or economic
re turns.

Mediutm potent ial. Product ion or performance is somewhat below local
standards; or costs of measures for overcoming soil I iitations are high;
or soil lim:itation:s continuing after corrective measures are installed
detract tio mivi envirmei tal qualvy or econiomic returns.

low potential. P'rodiction or performance is significantly below local
standards; or 'leasures iequirel to overcomlie soil l imitations are very
costlv; 0or soil limitattions cotinuintg, after corrective measures are
instal 11 ddetr ac t ,il)preiiNhlv from environmental quality of economic

Very Iow ijwtvnt ial. Product ion or performance is much below local
stndards; or ther are severe soil limitations for which econonically
feas;ible meastu;>etisires are unavailable; or soil limitations continuing after
corrective meis>;ures are insta! led seriouslv detract from environmental
iua li ty or cc ok mi c returns.

4(01 .4 5) i I 'ses and Kinds of Soil Mal) Units

So il iS>; r whichi soil po0tential ratings are prepared should be
co nis ;tto with the de t ail of - m;pping. Soil potentiala ratings for broad
cO.',te; ,r I ) i i '0, soilisli as c rolianid, woodla nid, rangel and, or resi-
denti al laid, are ,ppropriutt fOr ill levels of soil surveys regardless of
the kinid; of c opouents that make tip tle soil map units. Ratings for the
more spec ific soil stes, such is 5 ; -;wherri(-, avocados, dwel 1 ings , or
septic tank I iltr it, lds, ar, appropriaut e for so il map units named as
ph ases oF sil -;r iu

Soil potent iil rat ings for the mire specific soil uses are seldom
aippr)prilate for biroadlv dW'fined soil miap units consisting of associations
of phases of sries; aind phases of f amilits or oilier high taxa. The
principle of rstri icting luterpret;tion; for tlhe more specific soil uses to
soil map inits consl sting of phases of soil series should he generally
followedl. Soil potentiIl r;atings for broad categuories of soil use are more
appl rpri t'e r ,soil rex';; ii '.'lr ich time ma p units are broadly defined.

4 ' ;enral m:oncept o)f the Soil 'otentilal Index

fTh' so il PIoteitiul inde: (S pI) is a nuume ric al rating of a soil's
rel Iative ,;iaiu i tv or qualitv. It is used to rank soils from high to
low, iccordin:,g to their potential. Thi', SI'I is derived from indexes of soil
pertfomaneltge , cutst o F correct ive measures, antd costs established for con-
tinning limittt ,ions,. lhe K It' P tn h ex!presseed by the equation:

SI'l = P - (hM + VI.)
where

' = Index of performaice or yield as a local ly establi.shed
standard.

CM = Index of costs of corrective imeasires to overcome or
minimize the effects of soil limtiations.
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CL Index of costs resulti ng from continuing limitations.

All index v.alues us, are of a general nature. A highly detailed economic
analysis of costs a I returns is not required.

The valutes for CM and (1, ritst hre on tihe sane basis. If CM is on al
annual bas is, (. mist also be on an annual basis. If CM is based on the
total initial co.st of correctiv e meiasures and CI. is known only on an annual

bas is, thin econom;iIc aoal vs is is required to derive common values for
cImipar Sisl. Once a com:mr:ron his is is estaitrshed for Costs of CM aid;(i CL,
t caii be ridiuced to i ode.: valuites. Tie SPI c an he based on a percentage

of tiht rst or ily othter te dte.sire(d.

(a) ticrl)rt c. or viv d l statldard (P). P is an index of a per or-
ruanc, or vi, ld st.uLtrif,, for the area. It is establisihed and defined
lo ctal Iv. 'he auttlI viveid or pertiormlanc' of eaci soil is thein compared to
tirhe stalarl .s,,Or nt;le soil;, the yield or perforr;ance level will exceed
the s t;ndarl. It no, Si'I is adjurs ted uipward o)n worksheets to reflect the
hig her 'ieldI or pir, orn'rance for thit' soil [Exhibit 404.6(c) (1), No. 1].
Stlistatn]r iL .itelt[ or pt.rforml;lilce is takenr into account as a cont iniing

limritationt oust ((I).

In .-,t situationrs, the s t;andilrd chosen for P is above the perfomance
l evel If th. ;iv-rage soil in the area but it l;liv he below that achieved on
tho ver' h st so ils. For e:-:;trml e I e, a s t;nrd;a rd f "or torn in B;r tholomtrew
Cotilt tv, Indi an;a, mig,,ht ie set at 120 bushels per acre even though on a few
of thi ,'.'erv best soils thi s viei d is excerdd. his is ;a performtnce
indt>, Ard ill soiI s in tite area are evlttted by rsing this leve! of P in
tire icloat ion. [For soils; thrat vviel Iabtlove the standard of 120 bushels per
atcte, SPi is il't' el II V t illreased ;Flv th it the vi l t'xceeds the standard. For

exlitl l , fir a soil with an ;t imrated y'ield of 132 bu site ls t ;tcre:

where P is 120, ircrease SI bv 12 (112 min s 120);

I h2 -1 'i_)( , 3
whert e P is I(10, incre.as;e K 1 x'l 10 ( 1 2 X Ion)

For soils with vi(Isd. le.ss than tilt s nit ard, the lower yield is considered
a cootinuing I imitation (CI) eualI to a fnct1r representing the amount the
yield is; below the st d;alidtrI. lot ex:.:;a:iplIve; for ,a so I with an esti mated
Yi eldt of )8 bushels per acre (wtere I' is 110), C. is increased bv 13
12'01()t 0 ,, to ;ccoun t fill" thit loWtr viveil tihat is not overcome by

12( . l )l))
corr'ec Vtive 'asur, is , T h se valIunes or their etqtuivalernts if somle )th er
relat ve indeli:x is isvt ; re ,riturepI 011 oni1"rKs;eut;s tor c:licllations of SPI.

'.,,h tt r thih croji is; ,,rown ;llttt lv tr less often ,iuc'tlst of need for
crop)r rotattin :must be ci nsidererd when defining P. The need to include in
th lriti t irt ion c riop; wi th i Iow returns llscatn he ,tccount-trd for bv inc reasirg CI.
P lied't n)t hoi ;l ;b'sol ito ea:tsutre such ;s est im;ted vi eld.

3In thitese c;tses, ;n index value of 100 is used to represent a yield of
120 bushels per acre.
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For structntral meastires for which performance is not measured il tons,
bushels, cubic feet, or other yield levels, ' is set at 100 or some other
value that serves as ;i workable index.

(b) Cost olf correct ive meaImures (C). CM is an index of added costs
above I ( tt i ned standard ins tai Iat i on or maiageoimen t svs tern that is commonly
used if there ire no soil I nii tations that must be overcoie. At the standard
level , t he vlltIu of CM is zero; i e. , no deduct ionsm wonld be Ilade in
der iv in1g SPt' I. Ill (iISInIa .situat 1io1s where t Soil is so uniluelyv suited
that os ts i lictrred to oltI ini time des i red l evel of cierformaice are less
t ll t I he t a. ; Il mrl d, (:.I la v be a lnega t ive val tie ;anld tllus in[CretiSes SPI.

!kxamp Ies 1- cossts of co rrect Lv( meisures for g ricultural uses are
those for t lerracts or drl'inliage svstellls. Costs for such leasi res can be
con VOteled ta) n i i haS is Omlex values compa t tihIe with i v;lies for P
aml CL,. 'b t elr o)r not tihe correct ie me;sii res have ;il rl-y been instal led
i.; rM)I i ' )1 1 t (ot )4 (Mid rlld , UIIILl'sS it is determlined loc al lv tha t costs
mlrealdv i l lrrtd lot :a.1jor irri gation, dr iinage, or flood control projects

Shoul1d he disrt,?,,rd!d.

.d'lc! t'XJl'lll'; F')r '.slires sIichi a; increasilog the size of a septic
talnk filter fi!!, strenm,thening ;a foundation, or construiction grading for
s i te pr. parait ion Alae Xiu;Itpls (iof corrective measuire costs for nlolagri-
cli] til ',l] I ((( . In HaFIINIV CIses these kinids of cos ts llay be hInlICli IS total
initial c,.ts rIt lr than is prora ted anniial costs. [See., Section

khlrt-ver ilos il e , correct ive miseai- res ,are to be identified that wil I
at Ictas t p;art i 1 1v lIVe rcoll.e sol I iImit;tioInS. Management t echl i(ues , as
we I ; 1l'l, i c i Ior ellgi iee r ing pract ices, re cons idered correct ive
VWmISteS s. Itf wt Itle .ss ;If fet CLS wolll land Iha rVest nLIId d i-a in age i-; n(ot feasible,it is .prefcra Ie to shIow, f oi- eiample, schedI i !ng oft logging ope rat ions for

r rV s-N-;o I l 'I; s a (I r-rt'c t iVo V I' inasure rIt lie r ti l showillig a cmIt iliii'ig 1 iliii-
taitiol 0- I a wt tlhs.; pil)ll ITn W i th Mi ) n o1 lit on. All imlI)0r tInt aspect of tile

-cI'(llre for ( ) repall' , SO iI pltent i ll ratings is thaiit SCS lr c l lerati.ng; iegenc i, asust i(I ido nt ifvi Ilk technol og I es that are or, in tie op in ion of
lOC;al '-:,rt s, !;oil(l be cons idered workable opt ions local I . Also, we
,;;ist till' I ()(cl IetpeI- ts in 1rope rI y rel at i ng those t echnIol ogi es or
l'*si.ll rIs t () k i 1,ds ,)f- SO i I .

(c ) ()st of coot iniii ng, I iii t't iom s (CI,) . Limi tat ions continuing
after corre-ct ive meislirres i;ive been app lied ire tholse that hiiave adverse
eft ects M)n ,; i tl , ,coiomiic, ()I- envi rloinent;il val lies. iistinct ions between
the th1ree,, k ii ,; ,lf llWs nWed 10t le m;LIde. Co int iii ,I i in t;Itions that
affect retlll-i; o ll" 1 Ff its Ire cite;irlv ecomomi c. HI'o ose that resu It ill

l1 lution of l ir or Walter lret' soc i a! alld ellvi ronlllelntl] effects. CI, i.s all
index i f co sts resi it Hig froi smich so il limi tat i ons.

(>0l u1 i 1 ) ,(1 I [il tat ions may bc of three tYles (I) performance such
as low N'it'li s; iilIovt'il ience; disc umltort; problia i .i tv o f periodic failure;
Ii Ii tt ionos re.S ltin, lF-r(m1 e size, sl;1pe, lr access l 1,i tv of in area; or
;m,;oci it,-,d sl ils .haLt restrict ; soIil's use periods; (2) annual or periodic
mla i litelln;inc' cb ti tlcil as )lmlpil; to IemllOV( excess water, [irigatiom,
Ima't i IItenlan11ce (1I d u-a i nag, e o r ten rrac SyStems, o r )It l11 il1) 14g and removala of
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septic tank wastes; and (3) off site damages from sediment or other foinns of

pol lot ion. [See Sectin u 404.6(c) (1) (vii) .I

Examles il lstr:ting the derivation of EL.:

If the local performance standard is 2,000 pounds per acre, a

potential prodliiction of only 1,500 pounds per acre from rangeland

in a normal year, obtained through use of all feasible corrective

measures for yield increase, is subs tandard by 500 pounds. Where
P is 100, an approl)riate index value for CL. is 25 2000-1500

2000 )"

If f loding of a dwel 1 ing remai ns a probab i lit y aft ter feasib le

me.asulres are instal led, an vstmato of damage and i. nconveulience

from a flood event divided by the frequency of flo od ing ingiht

lrovide an annui;il cost for conversion t) index vallues. For

exampl t, damages of $h,00() might be est imated to result frum

floods occurring I year in 1(. This represents an annual cost of

$Q60) and a serious co)nt inuing limitation. An appropriate value

fo-r CI. nii h b t Q 60 if the index for I' is 100.

Other valties fnr C.h are timiat ed on the basis of the costs tt) insure

against danage C i .t. , flonod inosurance) , costs of maintenance, costs of

subst i tutoe, -c i l it i es turi ng peri oilos of ma lfuncttin, pen l a t ies that iight

result I r-i of.s i e oir c i roinmental damages or comb iat ions of these and

others. Ass ignment of a cost ildex to some continuing limitations is of

necess I ty i i t rarv.

404.6 Procedures for Preparation

An early s;tep in the procedures for p)rep<ariing soi il p)tential ratings

is the assembly and evaliation of soil-related dlata on yield, )erfonrmance

level, local correct ive measures, and limitations that continue after

treatments are applied. publ)lished soil surveys, soil handbooks, technical

gotides, r(search data, and inrf ormat ion from sanitari as, contraectors,

hoIIldors , deve ope rs , and o the rs are potential -sources of data. The arunt

of useful (fat a varies from ar ra to alrea depe nding on the extent of stoil use

for a part icilar pturl)os.

(a) Select ion of uses for which soil potential ratings will he prepared.

(1) Soils; used extensively for the purpose being evaluated.

D)eriviing ,lI is most direct and most aecuirate if the soils have been used

extensively for the purpose or crop being ovalluated. The needed corrective

measures ire wl I known. The aictu;l performance or yield relresents an

intgration 1 the effects of correct ive measures and soil properties and

is also well known. Thus, there is no need to infer or derive rel ation-
ships among propertieis;, measures, and yields to airrlye at the indexes.

(2) Soil.s not used for the purpos, bing evaluated. If soils

are being ovaluated for pulrpuoses for which they are not now used or are

used in only a few places, then it is necessary to infer corrective

measures and the other indexes that are needed. There are two basic

approaches; for such derivation.
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If s imilar s)ils are ud for the purpose being evaluated, the

evaluittins are baseI on the perftormance of the similar soils and the
corrective V teIsi-rIs needel t" Overc"e their ini tmit inns. Adjutntents call
he made to s li ',ntlv raise or lower the perfo rmance level or to modify the
mtreasu res to Ao n('olt for iroplerties more or less favoralle than those of the
simil I r soils.

IF informa t ion )nl correct ive mheasures and actual performance of
similar s)ils in not Ava ilahle, tlose soil properties that affect the
piarticlallr 11se. arCe I detitleid and the soils are uval noted on the h0sLs ofp~rovel ro'lationhltls hqetween properti 's and performance. [f this approach
must he tse, cartil consideration should he given to whether ratings are
nee'ed I r oppropia;) late .

(h) ol ini),. so il use, performance stl ndards, and criteria for
I'Vl 0t , olt . le soiI use i.s t be defined, evalua.tion criteria prepared,
Andt 1 lcal l, rlmalice st rlndalrd es5tablished [Ft hibit 40/4. h(h), No. I and
. . he d finition sets further the condttions under which the soil poten-
tial ratings apply. In effect, the definitiins stote the assumptions under
whichl the r.ating:s, p apply; they musIt he car'et fullv considered. Ex:amplIes
include.:

For rating cropland, the kinds of crojipS grownt and has ic manage-
meSnt sste ils iised;

-- for dwel lings, the density or size of lots;

for septic tank filter fields, whether or not A municipal water
supply is assuettd;

for niue rous lst's, tlie kind or size ot eqiuipment Iosed, or methods
of )roce(lilres fol lowed in the ilns tal lot ion of correct ive measures.

A performance s tiida rd is eost loh ished and included as a part of tihe defin-
i tion.

I'v;i!,"At ilt criteria a re puCpnrt'd that ist the soil, site and other
factors that affect the use; l [Exhibit 404.h(b),No. 1 and 21 ]. External
featlll'tu , it uch as ain'.t ;invl shape of art';i, i)Ccirrence in relati-onship to
litlier so ils, re' l;tiins, aindl s;iginifica0nt miI unit inclusions or nonsoii
/ret',l uc AitlC'I , oIi * lltcrllps that ire ctaracteristic li Ia) "nits, may be
inll hd d as Fat ,l't 11

'I' so il fa t 1 r. sv' It'c t i'd are tlos'e that aftect iyield or peurforllttance,
ruqtlirl i' -it ct iV'I' :c v ,yIll'tr, , or creat l imitatiuns to use. Those factors
that Ore con1,;idered it liating til)nlt:tic ,nito by degree lit limitotiLLi
(Natio nl Ii; So tiitll Q hi k, Suction 40'3), are stifficitunt for some uses. For
o thter tus's, criteria io tm;.p units nOV m y h te n 'led d itn additionl to those for
tLaxonitl l i l i to.

I r ,ct so;lil fioctor, a rtnge t co niiditioins that is related to tie
kind ind relot Iv' cost of corrective mlte/Silru's ne,,eded to ilvercome or
minimize thei' effect of the limitation [Exlihi t 4)4.6(b), No. 3] is estab-
lished. It may he helpful to assign degrees of limitations to each. If
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so, the coordinated ratings from the Soil Interpretations Record

(SCS-Soils-5) are used. For some uses or some factors selected as

evaluating criteria, coordinated soil limitation ratings are not available.

For these, limitation ratings can be assigned locally. However, ratings of

degree of limitation that have not been coordinated are not presented to
,users-in text-or -tables even-though they may- have-been used in-preparing- -

soil potential ratings. For some factors, it may be necessary to subdivide

the ranges in properties used for rating soil limitations. For example, in

evaluations for dwellings, slopes greater than 15 percent may need to be

subdivided as 15-30, 30-50, and 50-80 percent. Even though all these slope

classes present severe limitations, differences in the kinds and costs of

corrective measures and continuing limitations may be significant for soil

potential ratings.

(c) Evaluating map units dominated by phases of soil series. To

illustrate one approach to a systematic procedure for preparing soil

potential ratings, a worksheet is attached [Exhibit 404.6(c)]. Separate

sheets are used for each map unit and for each soil use. Worksheets are to

be prepared by states. Copies of completed worksheets are retained in SCS

offices as documentation of the procedures used.

(1) General instructions for completing worksheets. General

guidance for completing worksheets is given in this section. Examples of

completed worksheets are provided for woodland [Exhibit 404.6(c)(1), No.

I]; for septic tank filter fields [Exhibit 404.6(c)(1), No. 2]; and for

dwellings without basements [Exhibit 404.6(c)(1), No. 3].

(i) Map unit. Enter the name of the map unit. Soil

potential ratings are prepared for the map unit whether a multitaxa or

single taxon unit. Separate worksheets are suggested if two or more tax-

onomic units are named, but the final index for the unit depends on indexes

of the components and the size, extent, and relationship of each component

tc another. Methods of properly integrating ratings of two or more taxono-

mic units into a rating for the soil map unit are to be prepared locally

and must be documented for each soil map unit.

(ii) Evaluation factors. For each use enter on the work-

sheet the factors that affect the use as identified in the criteria for

evaluation [Exhibit 404.6(b), No. I and 2].

(iii) Soil and site conditions. For each soil enter the

class or range of each soil property or factor used as an evaluation !

factor; for example, shrink-swell - high; textural class - loam or sandy

loam; unified soil classification - SM; and depth to bedrock - 20 to 40

inches.

(iv) Degree of limitation. (Optional). If limitation

ratings are assigned they can be entered here. Such ratings may be of

particular value to individuals outside SCS who are assisting with the

ratings. If limitations are not used, then indicate in some way that a

soil factor presents an adverse effect and requires further consideration

in the evaluation.
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(v) Effects on use. Factors rated as moderate or severe
limitations or those indicated by other means impose one or more adverse
effects on the performance or the installation of the facility, for example,
erosion, surface seepage, equipment limitations, reduced yield, foundation
failure. Fnter the nature of these effects on the use or installation if
no precautions or corrective measures are applied. List only the major
effects that require correction.

(vi) Corrective measures. For each effect list one or more
kinds of corrective measures that will overcome or minimize the effect of
the soil limitation and enter the cost index. For example, measures to
overcome the effect of a high water table on soybeans might be to delay
planting until the water table recedes, to install tile drainage, and/or to
provide drainage land grading. The same measure may overcome two or more
limitations. If so, enter the cost index for that measure only once.

For soils with slight limitations, it may be desirable to identify a
measure or set of measures to provide users with a complete list for all
soils. "Conventional system" for septic tank fields and "conventional
design" for foundations are examples. The standards for the conventions
are set forth in the definition of the soil use.

As a general rule, no corrective measures are given for soils having
slight limitations because these soils generally represent the standard.
For some uses, however, there are variations in standard installations even
though only slight limitations exist and it may be desirable to identify
them. For example, because of variations in percolation rates, there is a
significant difference in the size of .eptic tank filter fields required
for soils having slight limitations. Entries on worksheets might show
"conventional system, small field" or "conventional system, medium field"
to make this distinction.

An index of the costs of corrective measures to overcome limitations
is a major factor in accessing soil potential. Significant ranges of
measure costs can he established and index numbers rather than actual
dollar values can be assigned [Exhibit 404.6(b), No. 2]. This procedure
can provide adequate distinctions between measure costs, provide for ease
in evaluation, and avoid the implication of great precision. Cost indexes
can be based on prorated annual costs, initial installation costs, or other
systems, provided that they are expressed in units from the same scale that
is used in the indexes for performance and continuing limitations.

It may also be helpful to prepare a set of locally derived corrective
measures applicable to specified soil conditions, and their cost. Exhibit
404.6(b) No. 3 illustrates this procedure, but the corrective measures and
costs shown are examples only and should not be used in preparing soil
potential rating; without local modification.

(vii) Continuing limitations. Regardless of the corrective
measures applied, a soil limitation may continue to cause problems because
of maintenance cost, substandard performance, or offsite environmental
effects. Low yields, maintenance of water disposal systems for erosion
control or drainage, use restriction on steep slopes, and maintenance or
adequacy of flood control systems are examples. Identify continuing
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limitations that are associated with alternative measures and indicate by a
key phrase the kind of limitation remaining. Assign an inden. number from a
set of values compatible with those used for the performance standard (P)
and the measure costs (CM). For some soils, the properties responsible for
substandard yields may not be known. If this is so, note the substandard
yield as a continuing limitation without relating it to an evaluation
factor and enter a cost index for CL [Exhibit 404.6(c)(1), No. 1, Cadeville
soil].

(viii) Summar . For each corrective measure (CM) required
to overcome an unfavorable soil factor, select the practical and locally
accepted oorrective measure and the local cost index for the measure and
Sum.

Sum the indexes for continuing limitations (CL) in the same fashion.
Deduct the cost index for the measure (CM) and the cost index for the
continuing limitation (CL) from the performance standard index (P) to
determine the soil potential index (SPI) as illustrated in the worksheets
in Exhibit 404.6(c)(1). Increase SPI as necessary to account for a per-
formance or yield level that is above the standard [Exhibit 404.6(c)(1),
No. 1, Quachita soil].

(2) Assignment of ratings. All map units are arrayed from high
to low according to their soil potential index. The relative ranking of
soils is evaluated against local knowledge. If inconsistencies exist the
values used to arrive at SPI should be reevaluated.

To arrive at rating classes, divide the final numerical array on the
basis of the definitions of rating classes (Section 404.3) and the tendency
of numbers to cluster around certain ranges or show natural group separ-
ations [Exhibit 404.6(c)(1), No. 1]. It may not be desirable to indicate
the numerical ratings to users since they may indicate a greater degree of
refinement that can he defended.

(d) Evaluating broadly defined soil map units. For broadly defined
soil map units, such as soil complexes, soil associations, or map units
dominated by taxa above the series level, soil potential ratings are
generally prepared only for broad categories of soil uses (Section 404.4).
In the evaluation for such uses, consideration is given to one or more of
the individual elements that make up the use. For example, the elements of
residential soil use might be dwellings, local roads and streets, and
shallow excavations. The following steps are suggested:

List the elements of the use being evaluated.

List significant component soils and their extent in each map
unit.

Rate each component for each element of the use according to the
guides given for phases of soil series.

Evaluate the map unit for the use according to the evaluation of
each element for each component, giving due consideration to the
extent and landscape relationship of each of the components.
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(e) Dealing with regulations. Local regulations can affect tile
development of soils for some uses. If the regulations apply unifonly to
certain units, they can he included in rating criteria. For example, if
soil potential ratings are being prepe'ed for cropland and regulations
prf)hibit drainage of wetlands, it may ne appropriate to include the regu-
lated conditions as one of the rating criteria. In such cases, however, it
must be possible to distinguish between wetland and nonwetland map units.
A preferred alternative is to prepare the ratings as if there were no
regulatLons and footnote worksheets and final presentations to indicate
those soils on which the use is prohibited by regulations.

Dealing with regulated uses such as sanitary facilities that require
approval by regulatory agencies need not be troublesome. Consideration of
the alternatives and agreement on the procedures with those for whom soil
potential ratings are being developed can result in useful soil potential
rat ings.

404.7 Tenfinology for Limitations and Corrective Measures

Ratings of soil potential are to be accompanied by a statement of the
corrective measures required to overcome soil limitations. Broad cate-
gories of correct ive measures are suggested for use with ratings for broad
categories of soil uses and more specific corrective measures for the more
specific uses. Choice of phrases or terms can best be determined locally
on the basis of the properties of the soils and the kinds of corrective
measures needed. The following examples of limitations, broad categories
of corrective measures, and more specific corrective measures illustrate
the differences but are not intended to dictate specific terms for use.

Broad Categories of More Specific
Limitations Corrective Measures Corrective Measures

Wetness Drainage Surface drainage
Tile drainage
Drainage land grading

Steep slope Construction grading Cuts and fills

Erodes easily Erosion control Permanent vegetation
Grassed waterways

Terraces
Conservation tillage

High shrink-swell Strengthened foundation Reinforced slab
Extended footings
Moisture control

Floods Flood control Raised foundation
Dikes
Improved channels

Low strength Supported foundation Widened footings
Extended footings
Slab foundation
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Droughty Irrigation Sprinkler irrigation
Furrow irrigation
Border irrigation

404.8 Format for Presenting Soil Potential Ratings

Soil potential ratings must he effectively presented. All presen-
tations must include the explanation of ratings (Exhibit 404.8, No.1) and
local definitions of the rating classes (Section 404.3). Definitions of
soil uses must also he included. Regardless of the method of presentation,
the worksheets and criteria for evaluation that were used must be retained
in the SCS office as documentation of the procedures. Participating
agencies and names of technical specialists who participated, in addition
to SCS specialists, are identified in all publications. Soil potential
ratings are not presented without concurrence by the agency or agencies for
whom they were prepared and who participated in their preparation. Soil
potential rat ings are not to be used by SCS unless the systematic pro-
cedures ontlined in this handbook are followed.

Presentation may be in the narrative form, as in soil map unit
descriptions, or in tables. As a minimum, all tables and discussions must
identify the soil potential rating and the corrective measures needed to
achieve the potential of each soil map unit (Exhibits 404.8, No. 2, 3, and
4). The most desirable format identifies the soil factors that adversely
affect the use, the corrective measures, and a statement of any continuing
limitations (Exhibit 404.8, No. 2). If soil limitations are presented in
conjunction with soil potential ratings, as in Exhibit 404.8, No. 2, they
should not be repeated for the soil use in ether tables in the report.

The tables shown in Exhibits 404.W, No. 2, 3, and 4, can be modified
to meet local needs as long as minimum content is included.

An example of a narrative statement in a map unit description of a
phase of a soil series is as follows:

This soil has high potential for septic
tank filter fields if the field size is
increased to compensate for the slow
percolation rate.

A narrative statement in a map unit description of an association might be
as follows:

This association (or map unit) has high
potential for residential use if founda-
tions are strengthened and drainage is
provided on Alpha soils or if dwellings
are placed only on Beta soils.

Ratings for soil potential can be shown on colored maps, but they must
be supported by tabular or narrative presentations that identify the
corrective measures needed to achieve the potential and provide definitions
of the soil uses and rating classes.
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Soil Potential Ratings for Woodland (Beta County)

Definition: Soils managed for maximum average yearly growth per acre (cubic feet)
assuming establ!shed stands for loblol ly pine if adapted, otherwise
the best adapted hardwood, not fertil ized or irrigated. Yield
standard = 130 cubic feet per acre average yearly growth. I/

Evaluating Criteria:

Degree of Limitation 2-/

Factors Affecting Use Slight Moderate Severe

Slope (percent) 0 - 15 15 - 25 25 - 40

Depth to wet er table (feet) )2.0 2.0 - 0.5 40.5

Flooding None or rare --- Common

Available water capacity ,8 8 - 5 L-5
(inches per 5-foot depth)

Surface texture Loamy Sandy and

clayey

Cost Index: A percentage of the value of the harvested crop rounded to
the nearest whole number is used. Cost classes representing
ranges of values are not used.

Performance Index: 100 (equivalent to the yield standard of 130 cubic
feet per acre per year).

I/ The yield standard of 130 cubic feet per acre per year is set on the basis
of the production of a locally preferred species (loblolly pine - site
index 90) on good soils that are also extensive. As the most productive
trees (preferred species) on some soils may be oak or some other hardwood,
cubic feet per acre provides a more consistent measure of yield than site
index. Standard yield tables are available to convert site index of
specific trees to cubic feet per acre.

2/ Assignment of degree of limitation is optional; however, classes
reflecting different levels or costs of corrective measures are
helpful. The ranges under slight limitations will represent the
standard or base level for which no corrective measures are given.
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Soil Potential for Dwell ings Without Basements

Definition: Single famili residences; 1400 to 1800 square feet of living
area; withoit basements; spread footings and/or slab construc-
tion; life span 50 years; and intensive use of yard for lawns,
gardens, landscaping, and play areas. Ratings assume adequate
waste disposal and lot sizes of one fourth acre or less.

Evaluating Criteria:

Degree of Limitation
FactonTs Affecting Use Slight Moderate Severe
Depth to water table (inches) >30 18-30 4l8
Flooding None None All
Slope (percent) 0-8 8-15 >15
Shrink-swell potential Low Moderate High

Cost Index:

I/ Cost classes for corrective measures 2/
Index value - and continuing limitations (dollars)

1 250

2 250-500

4 500-1000

8 1000-2000

12 2000-3000

16 3000-4000

20 4000-5000

Performance index: 100

I/ Index values in this example are arbitrarily set at 0.4 percent of the
upper limit of each cost class.

2/ To be compatible with costs of correr-tive measures the cost of continuing
limitations is established for the 50 year life span of the dwelling.
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EXHIBIT 404.6(b) 
No. 3

List of Corrective Measures and Costs for Dwellings without Basements

This exhibit shows how local data might be summarized and made available
as a ready reference for preparing soil potential ratings. Corrective
measures likely to be needed can he anticipated and costs established for
each. As soil potential ratings are prepared, additional measures may be
identitfied that should he added to the list. The general technique applied
to both agricultural and nonagricultnral soil uses.

This example is only to illustrate a procedure. Corrective measures
and costs illustrated are examples only and should not be used without
modification to fit local situations.

Corrective measures are those to overcome or minimize soil limitations
identified in evaluating criteria. Costs are based on an arbitrary local
standard ro unda t ion area of approximately 1200 square feet and are those in
excess of standard design where no soil limitations are identified. Index
values are one percent of estimated costs.

Correct ive Measures Cost (dollars) Index

Drainage ot footing 300-500 4

Drainage of footing and slab 600-800 7

Excavation and grading
8-15 percent slopes 100-300 2

15-30 percent slopes 300-500 4

Rock excavation and disposal (fractured limestone)
0-8 percent slopes 1000-1400 12
8-15 percent slopes 700-900 8

Reinforced slab
moderate shrink-swell potential 1500-2000 17
high shrink-swell potential 3600-4200 39

Areawide surface drainage (per lot) 100-200 2

hnporting topsoil for lawn and garden 1000-1400 11

Examples of application of cost index.

a. Soil on 8 to 15 percent slopes with high shrink-swell potential requires:

Reinforced slab 39
Excavation and grading 2

CM 41

b. Soil on 0 to I percent slopes with high water table requires:

Areawide surface drainage 2
Drainage of footing and slab 7

CM = 9



WORKSHEET FOR PREPARI G SOIL POTEITIAL RATINGS

C)o

Soil Use: Area:

Mapping" Unit:

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing Limitations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Index

Total Total

m
x
27"

0r

Performance Measure Continuing SoH1 Potential Index
Standard Cost Index Limitation o
Index Cost Index

I If performance exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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EXHIBIT 40 4.6(c) (1) No. 1

Explanation of worksheets for preparing soil potential ratings (Woodland-Beta
County)

A worksheet is prepared for each soil map unit.

The yield standard (130) is adjusted to a performance standard index of 100
to provide a range of soil potential indexes from 0 to 100. Productivity of 130
cubic feet per acre (loblolly pine, site index 90) meets the performance standard
index of 100, e.g., the Guyton and Ruston map units. Producitivity of 100 cubic
feet per acre (loblolly pine, site index 80) is substandard performance 100/130 x
100 = 35 and is considereu a continuing limitation if corr-.tive measures fail to
overcome the yield limitation, e.g., the Alaga and Cadeville map units. Pro-
ductivi*.y of 152 cubic feet per acre (loblolly pine, site index 100) is perfor-
mance anove the yield standard (Ouachita map unit). To reflect this yield level
SPI is increased by 17 (152 -130/130 x 100 = 17).

Enter evaluation factors from table of rating criteria prepared for the soil
use (Exhibit 404.6(b) No. 1).

Enter soil and site conditions for the map unit for each evaluation factor.
Enter the degree of limitation from the table of evaluation criteria (Exhibit
404.6(b), No. 1).

Enter effects of the soil and site conditions to serve as a basis for
identification of corrective measures.

Enter feasible alternative measures for overcoming the effects of limiting
soil or site conditions. Technical guides are useful references. Note that
measures are identified wherever possible to overcome effects of limitations in
preference to carrying the problems on the unresolved continuing limitations.

In this example, index values for measures and continuing limitations are a
percentage of the value of the harvested crops. Whether the costs occur only one
time or several times in the period between planting and harvest is considered.

The factor that accounts for substandard yield of the Cadeville soil is not
kncwn. The substandard yield is noted as a continuing limitation without relation
to a soil factor.

index values for corrective measures (CM) and continuing limitations (CL)
are summed for deduction from the performance standard index (P) to determine the
soil pote ntial index (SPI).

The soil potential indexes are arrayed from high to low and ratings assigned
as follows:

SPI Rating Soil Map Unit
116 Very high Ouachita silt loam
100 High Ruston fine sandy loam, 1 to 3 percent slope
85 High Guyton silt loam
78 Medium Alaga loamy fine sand, 8 to 13 percent slope
77 Medium Cadeville fine sandy loam, 15 to 25 percent slope
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Soil Use: Woodland Area: Beta County

,.,appij Unit: ff/< 2 /20 , ,42ii, (- F 8. Yield standard 130 ft2ac/yr
1:7 Yield estimate /i t3/ac/yr

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing Lirni-ations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind I dx

Slope (percent) -/ , S/;if i ,

Depth to high water lit-A $llvod't
table (ft.)

Flooding 5/,/ t4 /J)-

Available water l - / " IW'oO 0 ':i'e yE/d
capacity (5 ft. depth: >i-/e.' s Zf /1

Wco/~ns rya~t f
Surface texture d-4 /n- -C,

e) i/- ,c'-S ?2-( trO Total 7 ota I

x( a-o -7 -_ /'7, _ 0.

Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index +

Standard Cost lidex Limitation - 0

Index Cost Index

_ If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Woodland Beta CountyArea :

,1 Yield standard 136 tf 3-yMappirml Unit: I" q,'i',d /aai/¢. !.+Z Er.c A cs 1ac/yr
___________________________ K Yeld est imate ledft lad yr

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measjres Conlinuinq Lirnilations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind ndax

Slope (percent) 2S-12o A) Id cra z .4 11-

Depth to high water c--fiL /leL q 'i l

table (ft.) 72 ,,-ic[tII

Flooding J~ / 4 r

Available water Yi b 4-
capacity (5 ft. depth) l V.v - 9I

Surface texture 'laai -Anb /2/ ''-

_e.o 6 e;t ci al o/brwjc{ %r- Total 7 Total

2eFxv 2./ c/ L z__
-' m7

Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index I Z:1Standard Cost Index Limitation , :

Index Cost Index

- If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Woodland Area: Beta County

Mapping-j Unit: 6'6 1 /7 -J1  & i/ & 7  Yield standard 130 ft3/ac/yr
Yield estimate /3Cft3/ac/yr

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing LimiTations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind I1,dex

Slupe (percent) - 57, G'ih/ '/- /tI/onfL

Depth to high water e t fe ' ""

t b e (ft.) /1 Irk" -r/ - o /4 X

Flooding 4,a(t
Available water

capacity (5 ft. depth) 7 ' s/ ,A IL/O '-

Surface texture /0 c/fiA 5o1"#' -

Total ____ Tota 1 0

m
x

/0 0 - __ - - 0 = _ -_- -I
Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index -I/
Standard Cost Index Limitation C.
Index Cost Index

oa
I/ If performance' exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Woodlind 
Arc3: Beta County

Mapping Unit: 0 ,C-,- /0677 Y'ield standard 130 ft3/ac/yr

Yield estimate/--Zf 3/ac/yr

Soil andEvaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing LimilationsFactors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Index

Slope (percent) -/ % J/j4%L /l// j

Depth to high water / §, J 4/ o
table (ft.) 1"-

Flooding /V - S/.// 4 C

Available water 6V/1 ,
capacity (5 ft. depth) I/

Surface texture /a 67/i/ ' 4 // tc

Total Totdl 60

x
/60 _ o - 7 ,'Oot/7-,,7

Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential IndexStandard Cost Index Limitation .
Index Cost Index

I If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount. C__ 7_____

, (30/
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Soil Use: Woodland Area: Beta County

Mappin/ Unit: /r/ Yield standard 130 ft 3ac/yr
Mappn__ Un it_______-___, Yield estimate /SCft3/ac/yr

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing Limifations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds index Kind Index

Slope / -37 &47i7 7"u~L

Depth to high water - Cy >f 14- IV
table (ft.)

Flooding AcS i4/i/ 4//r'-c

Available water .' - - 1 L
capacity (5 ft. depth) /

Surface texture /A/ny 6
/- / 4 i

Total ~ ) Total 6

m
x

/A) _A - I/ +
Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index I
Standard Cost Index Limitation C D

Index Cost Index

/ If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Septic tank filter fields Area: Sigma County

MappiN Un it: /7~~/' ( 7 ~ / 6 2 c /L4l~

Soil andEvaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing LimilaltionsFactors Conditions Lirmilation On Use Kinds Index Kind Index
Percolat ion rate "/% -' / /l t ) / 0

Water table

Flooding /ow 6/pg A" , -t

Slope 2 - 7. /)do JSc 5" 4 i/0-L
Stoniness ~4

Depth to rock or othe fimpervious material -

/' O - /Z - o = 157 7-.C

PefrmneesueCnfinuing Soil Potential Index I/!Standard Cost Index Limita ion T
Index Cost index

I- If perforrance exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount. .
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Soil Use: Dwellings without baserenT: Area: Alpha County

Mappi Unit: oa

Soil and

Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Meas~res _Continuing Limilations

Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Index

Depth to high L0 S'ere ljf /2ss'/s5 So -t/ce daoalea Z /an/,/h1 draOb1 y I
water table 'erd)cok's?'rvIc1OI C . drfi4- - ~ ito

tPrVk*'S duraif WSrco/i&e
Flooding oI k 7 eh /V /Y.

Slope cD-/ 7. 5, 4oh*-

Shrink-swell Al/vt 16)tL(.

Total Total

x

/i O - _ - 79__7 + Silr
Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index I/

Standard Cost Index Limitation Q

Index Cost Index 0•

i! If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Dwellings without basements Area: Alpha County

Mappinzg Unit: (a //-0 J-4 's ,//a

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing Limitations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Index

Depth to high / - 2/' Jeaeye ,f l4wS /a /r a ,19(
wat er ta b le,(/?¢ c,, d) Ori 6/,', . S? "D,' '

Flooding Worn S/,}t 4o

Slope 6'S-2 J A# jt'abt

Shrink-swellI 0 kai~£tb444tI7~ i

Total Total

J Qo o- I - _ _ _o__

Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index II
Standard Cost Index Limitat ion
Index Cost Index LA,

I/ If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Dwellings without basements Area: Alpha County

Mapping Unit: ( 3 m,,qer -i- -- ri*n

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing Limitations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Index

Depth to high le.7 te/acs S/2~riv ~ .

water table % (Y6_n

Flood ing ANmQ54'/ /a~.

Slope 7.z &~A& /1o.

Shrink-swell A qyp A deea4 Fo r~a~ 6Ltpq /kt ?1 (
re 4,r " /V1t 4dre1*

Total Total /
m
x

9-r
/0o_ ____ / ________o

Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index - C.

Standard Cost Index Limitation
Index Cost Index

- If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Dwellings without basements Area: Alpha County

Mapping Unit: "Dex 5- />- %/ / -0t

Soil and
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing LimilationsFactors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Index

Depth to high >4 &//t- / f
water table

Flooding c7A lt

Slope 1_3 5f// IL- /".

Shrink-swell s

Total 0 Total 0

m
x

/60 _ _ 0 -d

Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index
Standard Cost l idex Limitation - o
Index Cost Index 4

0
-If performance exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Dwellings without basements Area: Alpha County 0

Mapping Unit: A//,//.5 /7/ . .

So i I and I
Evaluation Site Degree of Effects Corrective Measres Continuing Limitations
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Ind-x

Depth to high

water table 1

Flooding ht1' ,/t 4

Slope eL

~ a ft cz~r'i~C'JA yarc/stAu reshfre"d1 2.
Shrink-swell Asy,, 9 I& " / _

Total _ Total

rrnx

__o_ _ - __ _ - ,3 = ____-_<_

Performance Measure Continuing Soil PoTential Index I/ +

Standard Cost Index Limitation i C
Index Cost Index

I If performance exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.
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Soil Use: Dwell ings without basements Area: Alpha County

Mappinj Unit: §/4,./9ar c--ey

Soil and
Evaluation Site Decree of Effects Corrective Measures Continuing Lirniiationb
Factors Conditions Limitation On Use Kinds Index Kind Inde-

Depth to high 0-2 er k ~ 'i ~ ~
water table 1,lra loa #Prd aocciac/ra4-a

"Total nSrIiZd71 Totalesa / I
41

Flood ing N u c7g4I /v/ ~ i.

Slope 0-/70 /§//A/--

Shrink-swell A f aeMe Cinung S oil P

Very /'/ rv e5

STota I Td/

Performance Measure Continuing Soil Potential Index
Standard Cost l'idex Limitation 01. C
Index Cost Index i

I If performance'exceeds the standard increase SPI by that amount.



EXHIBIT 404.8 No. I
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Explanation of Soil Potential Ratings for Use with Maps or Reports

The soil potential ratings indicate the comparative quality of each soil in the
county for the specified uses. Because comparisons are made only among soils
in this county, ratings of a given soil in another county may differ.

The ratings are based on a system developed for this county that included
consideration of (I) yield or performance levels, (2) the difficulty or
relative cost of corrective measures that will improve soil performance
or yield, and (3) adverse social, economic or environmental effects of
soil limitations, if any, that cannot be feasibly overcome.

The ratings do not constitute recommendations for soil use. They are to
assist individuals, planning commissions,and others in arriving at wise
!and use decisions. Treatment measures are intended as a guide to planning
and are not to be applied at a specific location without onsite investiga-
tions for design and installation.

The soil potential ratings used are defined as follows:

(To be followed by the definitions of those soil potential ratings used.)



TABLE 2. -- SOIL POTENTIAL RATINGS FOR SEPTIC TANK FILTER FIELDS

Soil name 'Limitations and Soil potential and Continuing
and map symbol restrictions corrective treatment limitations

1--Grenada silt loam, Severe: Medium: Monitor system for
- 0 to 2 percent slopes percs slowly, conventional system, need to pump.

alternate valve,
large field,

pump tank in wet season.

2--Jefferson gravelly loam, Slight Very high: None
5 to 12 percent slopes conventional system,

small field.

3--Linsdale silt loam, Severe: High: Maintain drainage
0 to 2 percent slopes wetness, conventional system, system.

medium field,
area wide subsurface z
drainage.

4--Memphis silt loam, Slight High: None.
2 to 6 percent slopes conventional system,

medium field.

5--Memphis silt loam, Moderate: High: None.
12 to 20 percent slopes slope, conventional system,

medium field,
slope design.

6--Memphis silt loam, Severe: Very low:
25 to 30 percent slopes slope, no known system.

7--Talbott silt loam, Severe: Low: None.
8 to 12 percent slopes percs slowly, mound system.

depth to rock.

8--Waverly silt loam, Severe: Low: None.
0 to 2 percent slopes wetness. mound system.



TABLE 3. -- SOIL POTENTIAL RATINGS FOR CROPLAND

Soil name Soil potential and Continuing
and map symbol corrective treatment limitations

tQ

1--Caddo silt loam, High: Maintenance of
0 to 1 percent slopes drainage, drainage system.

high fertilization rate.

2--Gore fine sandy loam, Low: Maintenance of erosion
8 to 12 percent slopes erosion control, control system, sub-

standard yield.

3--Guyton silt loam Medium: Maintence of drainage
drainage, system.
high fertilization rate.

4--Guyton silt loam, Very low: Maintenance of drainage
frequently flooded project type flood and flood control

control, drainage, system.

5--Kisatchie soils, Very low: Maintenance of erosion
15 to 30 percent soils erosion control, high control system, equip-

fertilization rate. ment limitations;

substandard yield.

6--Norwood silt loam Very high: Maintenance of drainage
drainage, system.

7--Ruston fine sandy loam, High: Maintenance of erosion
3 to 5 percent slopes erosion control, control system.

8--Ruston fine sandy loam, Low: Maintenance of erosion
8 to 12 percent slopes erosion control, control system, sub-

standard yield.

x

rt

L.-

0



Exhibit 404.8 No. 4

TABLE 4. -- SOIL POTENTIAL RArINGS AND CORRECTIVE MEASURES FOR CROPLAND, PASTURELAND, WOODLAND, AND RESIDENTIAL LAND

Soil name Cropland Pastureland Woodland Residential land

l--Cadd6 silt loam, High: High: High: Medium:0 to 1 percent slopes drainage. drainaLe, scheduled operations drainage.
scheduled grazing to to avoid wetness.
avoid wet conditions.

2--Gore fine sandy loam, Low: Medium: Medium: Medium:
8 to 12 percent slopes erosion control, erosion control, scheduled operations construction

to avoid wet grading, water
conditions, disposal,

strengthened
foundations.

3--Guyton silt loam Medium: Medium: High: Low:
drainage, drainage, scheduled operations drainage,

scheduled grazing to to avoid wet diversions.
avoid wet conditions, conditions.

4--Guyton silt loam, Very low: Low: High: Very low:frequently flooded project type drainage, adapted scheduled operations project type
flood control, water tolerant plants, to avoid wet flood control,

scheduled grazing to conditions, drainage.
avoid wet conditions.

5--Kisatchie soils, Very low 1/ Low: Low: Low:15 to 30 percent slopes reduced stocking rate. erosion control construction
during site grading, water
preparation and disposal
logging, excavate rock.

6--Norwood silt loam Very high Very high Very high Very high
7--Ruston fine sandy loam, High: Very high High Very high

3 to 8 percent slopes erosion control.
8--Ruston fine sandy loam, Low: Very high High High:8 to 12 percent slopes erosion control. construction

grading, water
disposal.

1/ Soil conditions are such that treatments are generally not warranted for this use.

Ul
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UTILIZATION AND PRESENTATION OF SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORY INFORMATION
FOR LAND AND WATER RESOURCE PLANNING

Luvern L. Resler1

Food production continues to be one of the most pressing problems of
the world. Considering population projections, even greater increases in
food requirements throughout the world can be expected. University repre-
sentatives from Arizona, California, Colorado, and Utah, who make up the
Consortium for International Development, state:

"The green revolution, while providing a potential for important
food supply increases, cannot reach that potential without sub-
stantial and sustained improvements in the management of avail-
able water and soil resources." (Consortium for International
Development, 1975.)

This statement is especially true in the arid and subhumid areas of the
world where there is insufficient precipitation to support a viable rainfed
agriculture, but also has implications regarding rainfed agriculture.

The arid and subhumid regions comprise approximately one-sixth of the
total land surface and a substantially greater portion of the world's
potential for agricultural production. Full-service irrigation or systems
for supplemental wacer service will have a leading role to play in meeting
the food and fiber requirements generated by the world's population
increase.

The Bureau of Reclamation recognizes that irrigation places special
demands on conservation of our land and water resources. These demands
arise because irrigation, along with other of man's activities, causes
changes in the environment. As we alter the amount, quality, timing, and
place of water use, we change the physical, chemical, and biological
systems operating within the soil and sub-strata, and impact the broad
environmental and social spectrum. The immediate changes are normally
favorable, thereby fulfillin; needs, providing new opportunities, and
improving the standard of living and social well-being of the people. On
the other hand, the long-term effects, which have been experienced by some
developments, have been to degrade or destroy land resources. This can be
avo ided.

In the Bureau of Reclamation, it is recognized that to accomplish
sound, acceptable resource planning and project development, a multi-
disciplinary team approach is required. The many facets and complex inter-
actions involved with naturally occurring land and water systems make it
imperative that open communication channels be established and maintained
between cooperating-planning team members. Much of the study team's success
depends upon the integratiun, organization, coordination, and knoledgeable
information exchange that is involved in the activities of several disci-
plines including plant science, water suitability science, hydrology,

ISoil Scientist, Land Utilization Section, Resource Analysis Branch,

Division of Planning Technical Services. Engineering and Research Center,
Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Department of the Interior, Denver, Colorado.
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drainage, engineering, environmental sciences, sociology, geology, soil
science, and economics relative to land and water management. Therefore,
information developed from gathered data needs to be pertinent to the
problem-.3olving efforts and usable by all planning team members and
decision-making bodies.

Planners of resource development projects have a social obligation and
moral responsibility to assure that the changes brought about by their
actions will be favorable over the long run.

LAND CLASSIFICATION

Land resource investigations in the Bureau of Reclamation are con-
ducted primarily to define land areas capable of sustained, profitable
agricultural production under irrigation. Irrigation suitability land
classification is thus the systematic appraisal of lands and their desig-
nation by categories or classes on the basis of similar physical and
chemical characteristics and related economic implications and conditions
with respect to suitability for permanent, proluctive irrigation agri-
culture. A land classification survey is an economic and physical
delineation of land into categories or land classes that ultimately
represent repayment capacity or net farm income. The land classification
investigations include other related land uses within a given project
setting and their impacts upon nonproject areas.

To establish adequate background information and form a firm founda-
tion upon which to build an understanding of land classification's specific
needs, the fol lowing two definitions and associated terminology commonly
used will be beneficial.

Arable Land

Arable land, when faned in adequately sizLd units for the prevailing
climatic and economic setting and provided with the essential onfarm improve-
ments such as removing vegetation, leveling, soil reclamation, drainage,
and irrigation-related facilities, will generate sufficient income under
irrigation to pay farm production expenses; provide a reasonable return to
farm family labor, management, and capital; and at least pay a portion of
the operation, maintenance, and replacement costs of associated irrigation
and drainage facilities.

land Class

Land class is a designation for a body of land having soil, topo-
graphy, and drainage characteristics resulting in a similar economic level
of suitability for irrigation within a specific project setting. Land
classes are mutually exclusive; i.e. pertinent factors are arranged in
discrete, nonoverlapping, and determinate groups or divisions in the classi-
fication. Individual land classes are defined within a specific project
setting, normally using three classes of arable land and one nonarable
class.
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Class 1. Lands suitable for sustained high yields of most clima-
tically adapted crops under sustained irrigation with miAimum costs of
development and management associated with the land.

Class 2. Lands of moderate productivity, or requiring moderate costs
for development and management because of slight-to-moderate limitations in
land characteristics.

Class 3. Lands of restricted productivity for most crops, or lands
requiring relatively high costs for development and management because of
moderate-to-severe limitations in land characteristics.

Class 6. Lands which are unsuited for sustained irrigation due to
excessively severe limitations in soils, topography, or drainage for a
particular project setting.

These major classes, along with the associated subclasses evaluating
land deficiencies, accommodate the normal land classification study needs.

Land classification focuses on a specific system for the production of
food and fiber through irrigated agriculture. Land classification cannot
and should not be directly applied by following a set of general land-
class-determining factors or rules. Each potential project setting presents
its own particuilar land classification requirements. The landscape complex,climatic variances, and the broad variety of economic, social, and insti-
tutional factors renlcr the specification of a rigid system impractical.
Land classification surveys should, therefore, he designed and land classes
d efined to meet specific development goals and economic requirements
relevant to each project.

There fore, formal static rules or regulations concerning the Bureau's
system of land classification do not constitute a major portion of the body
of information related to irrigation planning study apl~lications. En this
system of land selection for permanent, profitable water and land resources
developnent, a set of basic principles has evolved that does have general
application and can be used in perfecting a dynamic classification system
for local specific needs. The principles have applicability te hroad
aspects of agron om'ic development, rainfed agriculture as well as irri-
ga t ion.

Principles of Land Classification

The land classification resource planning survey should adhere, to the
extent possible, to the time-tested classification principles (Bureau of
Reclamation, 1953; Maletic, 1962; Maletic and Hlutchings, 1967; Peters,
1975). These principles have been developed to guide the establishment of
the specific classification system for selecting lands for a particular
plan of developient. In developing irrigation projects, land and water
resources shold h. efficiently combined by an engineering and settlement
plan that he;t meets dettned, rea listic, and attainable social and economic
goals of the people,

Lands selected for develofment shoiuld be permanently productive under-
the change in environmental regime anticipated with irrigation. The intro-
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duction of irrigation shifts the natural balance established over time
between water, land, vegetation, fauna, and man. Irrigation project
planning, therefore, idenifies and evaluates the changes, and the plans
are formulated to assure that a successful, permanent agriculture will
result. Principles that control classification of the potential project
system may be identified as (1) prediction, (2) economic correlation, (3)
arabili ty-irrigab iity analysis, and (4) permanent-changeable factors.

Prediction principle. The land classes must express predictions of
future soil-water-crop interactions expected to prevail under the oew
moisture regime resulting from the project. This involves identifying and
evaluating the changes anticipated f m water control, supply, drainage,
and overall management relative to formulating plans to assure that a

successful, permanent agriculture will r ult.

As with most of man's other agronomic activities, irrigation induces

changes in the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of the
land. Many of the changes are interrelated and complex. It is not suffi-

cient to just lescribe existing land characteristics and conditions. The
process o! data collection and synthesis into information should include
prediction of the changes that will occur. Soil structure nay be modified
by changes in salinity, modification of exchangeable sodium percentage
(ESP), variation of organic matter content and regimen, and alteration of
clay minerals. Irrigation may induce shallow water table development,
causing dcainage problems and related sal inity; changes in sodium con-
centrations and aeration conditions which influence crop growth; modi-
f ication of slope and microrelief by landforning, and alteration of soil
profile characteristics by deep plowing, chiseling, or addition of
amendments. The irrigation water may cause favorable changes in the
salinity of the soil through leaching or an unfavorable increase in salin-
ity through high water tables or insufficient application of irrigation
water. Depending upon water electrolyte concentration and ion species, the
exchangeable sodium level of the soil may equilibrate at levels favoring
aster movement through the soil or it may increase, causing some soils to
become impermeable. Calcium carbonate and gypsum may be precipitated or
dissolved. Organic matter levels will change and new biological popu-
lations will develop in the soil.

Flooding a soil, as practiced under rice cultivation, instantly sets

in motion a series of physical, microbiological, and chemical processes
which influence crop growth. These include retardation of gaseous exchange
between soil and air, reduction in the soil system, and the electrochemical
change, accompanying the reduction. Carbon dioxide and other gases (nitrogen,
methane, hydrogen) produced in the soil tend to accumulate, build up pressure,
and escape as bubb)les. There is a decrease in redox potential, potential
change in pHi, and an increase in specific conductance. Also the flooding

causes denitrification; accumulation of ammonia; reduction of manganese,
iron, and sulfate; accumu lation of the decomposition products of anaerobic
micro-organisms; and other secondary effects of reduction.

I) accomplishing land classification surveys for selecting lands
suitable for irrigation, the planning effort should include provisions for
recognition and evaluation of the changes that will occur. This will
require not only careful field studies of observable soil characteristics
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and qualities but also detailed measurements of the relevant attributes of
the soil and substrata in the field and in the laboratory. Special
pro lems may arise during the investigation of the land resources. Appro-priate solutions must be brought to bear upon solving the problem. This
would include cooperation between various disciplines in Federal, state,
and local institutions and organizations well versed in basic and applied
research.

It may require the estaliishment of research projects or the operation
of developmenL farms to test the compatibility of the soil and water and
derivation of suitable cropping and management systems.

Iconomic co- relation principle. In any particular project setting,
the economic correlation principle states that the physical factors of soil
characteristics and land conditions, including topography and drainage, are
functional ly related to economic paraneters. A relative economic return
will he realized when a specific parcel of land is pit into production.
Understandidng some of the interrelationships and interdependencies of
economics and soi1 science, as it applies to the land classification process,
helps develop a clearer understanding of some of the economic inplications
of the judgment decis ions land classifiers are required to make. As stated
by Nielsen, "The field of economics simply deals. with means and ends. Ends
are the objectives of people and may deal with net income, consumer satis-
factions, or physical production. Means are the physical resources, funds,
organizations, or institutions which can he used to attain the various
possible ends or objectives."

Economics is a science of choice between the alternatives regarding
peoples' objectives and the resouaces with which they may be obtained.Choices made are influenced by tie funds available, financing capabilities,
and products or objectives desired.

In water and land resource development the characteristics and
qualities of lands that determine suitability for development through
mnodificatton in water supply, control, management, and use vary with each
proj 7t. The land-class-determining factors represent selected and corre-
lated ranges for such soil resource inventory characteristics as texture;
depthm to bedrock, hardpan, sand, gravel, caliche or other root-limiting
influences; structure; consistence; color and mottling; kinds and amounts
of coarse fragments; and kind, thickness, and sequence of horizons. In
addition, the prediction aspect of selecting arable lands requires quanti-
fying laboratory and field measurements. Performance qualities are also
either measured where possible or inferred. These would include factors
such as fertility, productivity, erodibility, and drainability, as well as
such measurable factors as infiltration rate, hydraulic conductivity,
moisture characteristics, and mois ture-holding capacity (Peters, 1977). If
a pertinent land paraneter is quantifiable, it should be measured rather
than est imated.

In some systems of land classification the economic value is not
critically defined--it may be merely implied in a qualitative manner
usual ly in terms of anticipated productivity levels. In other systems such
as that used by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation the economic value is
defined as payment capacity--the residual available to defray the cost of
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water after all other costs have been met by the fann operator (Bureau of
Reclamation, 1953). Thus the major determination for development is
between lands that are economically viable for development (arable) from
those which are not (nonarable). Therefore, arable land is land which
"when farmed in adequately sized units for the prevailing climatic and
economic setting and provided with the essential onfann improvements of
removing vegetation, leveling, soil reclamation, drainage, and irrigation-
related facil ities wil generate sufficient income under irrigation to pay
al I farm production expenses; provide a reasonable return to the farm
family's lalor, management, and capital; and at least pay the operation,

maintenance, and replacement costs of associated irrigation and drainage
fac ilities."

When land classes are defined as economic entities, then relevant and
mappable land characteristics are chos2n at a given time and place to
comprise the set of land-class-determining factors. The class-limiting
value of these physical characteristics will vary with the economic, ecolog-
ical, technological, and institutional factors prevailing or expected to
prevail in the area. As a consequence, land classes will express a local
ranking of the lands for irrigation use. They may represent lands best
suited, moderately suited, poorly suited, and unsuited for irrigation
development. The physical basis for the ranking is adapted to the specific
project environment. For example, in the northwestern United States lands
with slopes up to 35 percent may he well suited for irrigation while on the
Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas lands with slopes over 3 percent would be
ons, i ted for irrigation. The differences arc caused primarily by intensity
of rainfall . In areas prod ucing high economic returns more severe defi-
ciencios in factors such as structure, texture, salinity level, sodic
level, drain age, and microrelief can he tolerated than in areas producing
low returns. Also social and political goals oftentimes dictate the degree
of economic inputt desirable for agricultural development. An example might
be irrigation project development in an economically depressed area to
create more jobs for people, or in a country with ample funds available for
development and a desire to be self-sufficient in food production.

Permanent and changeable factors principle. The permanent-changeable
factors principle recognizes that for each setting there are land features
and characteristics which will not he changed under irrigation and those
which will, and that it is necessary to identify those which wil l be signi-
ficantlv altered. 'l'his identification, through economic studies and recog-
nition of the land characteristics, permi ts estal, lishment of a consistent

set of specifications as suring uniform appraisal of land contlitions in
making the land classification survey. Most land factors, including soil
depth, are changeable at a cost. Typical changeable factors include
salinity, sodicity, t itratable acidity and exchangeable aluminum, depths to
water table, relief, brush and tree cover, rock cover, drainage, and flood
hazard. It's not how "good" or how "bad" a resource is but what can be
done with it.

Whether given characteristics will be changed usual ly depends upon
economic considerations. The land classification survey must deal with two
aspects of this principle. Can the change he accomplished, and what degree
of change is economically feasible? This is largely dependent on the
climatic and economic setting of the project.
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Arability-irrigability area analysis principle. The arable area-
irrigable area analysis principle relates to the procedure for selection of
lands to he served and involves a two-step process. In the initial step,
the arable area (land with sufficient farm productivity to warrant con-
sideration) is iden tified. The second step involves the selection of the
irrigable area, those lands capable of being served with irrigation water,
from those lands determined to be arable and to be included in the plan of
developmuht. The solection of arable lands is based upon a determination
that the land is capable of sustaining economicallv viable family farm
operations under irrigation, assuming water control is provided. Water
cntrol may involve drainage in a humid area or water supply in an arid
area. The selection of the irr igable area is guided by goals and objec-
t ives sel ec ted to guide pl an fonnula t ion. The scope of plans is influenced
by purposes and objectives to be served by a plan.

The application of plan formulation and evaluation criteria to the
classification generally leads to successive elimination of identifiable
increments of arable lands from the plan of development. Typical adjust-
ments include: (1) elimination of noneconomic increments such as those that
are too costly to serve, drain, or manage; (2) conformance of land area to
,tiiizabilitv, serviceabi lity, and manageability; (3) exclusion of isolated
segments, odd-shaped tracts, and severed areas that cannot be efficiently
fitted into the farm unit pattern; (4) deletion of proposed public
rights-of-way; and (5) exclusion of land areas that would contribute
exces. ive salinity or other unde.girabhl consitients to return flows. Of
these factors, items (1) and (5) are goal-dependent.

Water suitability. In general, water quality evaluiations may be
aplproached by anal vsis of the environmental sett ing of the project in the
context of predicted future water use. The suitability of water involves
integrating land and water factors. In this process, land classification
surveys are uti iized to delineate land classes that would favorably respond
to a water supply of a given quality. This selection of land as a potential
part of development is then tested as to feasibility by application of plan
formulat ion criteria.

Water qual i ty standards per se are not applied in appraising the
usability of water for irrigation. "its usability depends on what can be
done withi the water if applied to a given soil under a particular set of
c irc umst ance s. The successful long-term use of any irrigation water
depends more on rainfal l, leaching, irrigation water management, salt
tolerance of crops, and soil management practices than upon water quality
itself" (Fireman, 1960).

LAND SE1LECTI)N PROCEDIRE

The most important phase of reclamation land classification is the
separatinn of those lands which are suitable for irrigation development
under the pruvai ling conditions from those which are not. This is the
arability detc.rmination and is the initial step in the selection of land to
be served for irrigation. The arable area remains constant and serves as
the base from which the irrigable area is selected and provides a source of
land data for use by other disciplines involved in the study.
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Planning, developing, and maintaining water and land resources for
agricultural production mainly involves providing control of water, both
soil and groundwater. This is accomplished through installation and oper-
ation of facilities and implementation of measures; i.e. water supply and
distribution, water and land use, management, and drainage. Formulation of
plants can he efficientlv guided by an effective system of economic land
class ificat ion. The general principles fol lowed in the Bureau of Recla-
mation are applied to fit land classification to the specific environmental
s ituation including economic social, physical, cultural, and legal patterns
existing in the area.

The principles described provide a basis for organizing land classi-
fication and related techniques into a process that permits selection of
irrigable land within a specific project setting. Provision is made for
coordinating the engineering, agricultural, economic, social, environmental,
and other aspects of irrigation project development. In applying these
principles, the Bureau of Reclamation (1953) has identif ied the various
steps involved in performing the land classification survey. The steps are
more or less related and should he developed concurrently to the extent
that available information wil l permit. Methodology should be developed
for application to local needs using the principles previously discussed.
In several countries, there has been a tendency to adopt rather than adapt;
K". to attempt transfer of procedures rather than develop systems based on
the principles. Usual ly, the transfer approach will not work satisfactorily;
thus it is essential to go through the rigors embodied in applying the
pr inciples.

In preparing for the land classification study, the matter of handling
land development costs is determined. Methodology may vary between
countries a ccordin g to whther the government expects the farmer or landowner
to pay for al l development costs or if the government does all of the
,on-farm deve lopment with no direct cost to the farmer. Land classification
is varied to show a reduced payment capacity in net farm income and lower
land cllass where land developqment costs are borne by the farner. When
development costs are handled as a government expense, they do not influence
the land class except when the maximum pernissible expenditure would be
e'xceed ed.

Major types of land classification for project plan formulation
include: (1) appraisal, (2) feasibility, (3) advanced planning (definite
plan aie preconstruction), (4) special studies, and (5) postconstruction.
Of these, feasibility grade classifications are of primary importance in
the planning process, and represent a standard by which other types of
studies may be compared.

It is important that the type of land classification conducted, amount
of detail, and accuracy required he consistent with the purpose of the
investigation and le governed by the primary ap)lications intended. All
types shall be guided by amount of deta l needed and the accuracy objective.
This is gov rned by the relation of the mapping units, i.e. , land classes,
subclasses, and boundaries, to the features that are useful and significant
to plan formn lation of the irrigation project.
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General ly, appraisal surveys are brief, preliminary studies mainly

utilizing existing data. A feasibility survey is conducted to determine
whether a project is worthy of construction and, if found worthy, to
provide information for Congressional authorization in the plan of develop-
ment utilized in the United States. An advanced planning survey is made in
support of project construction and certification as to the adequacy of
land class ification studies in fulfillment of the Bureau of Reclamation's
technical and legal responsibilities.

Appraisal Studies

Appraisal surveys are used to select areas which seemingly have develop-
ment potential; thus they are a general delineation of lands suitable for
irrigation. The detail of mapping is such that relative land quality
designations will indicate, as a minimum, separation of arable lands for
general farming or specialty crop areas from nonarable areas. The factors
considered in an ppraisal land classification study are generally the same
as those considered in a feasibility study, but the quantity of data
available is less, delineations are less precise, and the allowable degree
of accuracy is lower. Generally, a minimum of field investigations are
made, and a great degree of reliance is placed upon existing data or
secondary or indircct sources of information. Irrigation method should be
clearly specified for each appraisal study. Where different methods are
required, at estimate of the area adaptable to each method will need to be
developed. Water suitability for the involved lands along with drainage
and return flow factors will he part of the study.

Feasibilitv Studies

The feasibil ity survey deals with the question of whether or not the
project is worthy of construction. It shall provide land resource data of
sufficient rel iability and accuracy to make sound judgments and recommenda-
tions needed for decision-making regarding prospects for proceeding with
authorization and development. This requires careful examination of land
features to assure reasonable accuracy in the identification and deline-
ation of arable and nonarable lands. A reasonably accurate determination
of the overall area and associated land classes of pro ,cts or separate
segments should he provided. Basic dat a with respect ') soil and subsoil
condition;, topography, and drainage shall he obtainel in sufficient detail
to meet the accuracy objective and to provide the addi ional land data
requjired for drainage, return flow studies, and other investigational
needs.

The land classes shall be based on the economics of production and the
manner in which land development Costs are hand led within specific areas.
Hence, the production and repayment potentials may differ significantly
among such areas. All classes will not necessarily be found in any given
agricultutral scttin. Three basic arab le classes are normal ly used in the
Bureau svst em to identify the arable lands according to their suitability
for irrigation agricult ure. Class I land has the highest level of irri-
gation suitability, hence the highest payment capacity. Class 2 has
intermediate suitability and payment capacity. Class 3 has the lowest
suitability and payment capacity. There are situations where Class 4
arable class is used to represent lands of very limited repayment potential
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that would only cover operation and maintenance costs. Two nonarable
classes may be used: Class 5 lands are nonarable under existing condi-
t ions, but have potential value suf f cient to warrant tentative segregation
for special study prior to completion of the classification; and Class 6
lands are considered nonarable under existing project plans because of
failure to meet the minimum requirements of at least paying operation,
maintenalnce, and replacement (lMh&R) costs as required for arable classes.

The number of classes mapped in a particular investigation depends
upon the diversity of the land conditions encountered and their reflection
in potential fann income. Four arable classes may he used in high ,come
areas, hut only one class may be justified in situations where crops are
limited to ltmA income production due to climate or other land character-
istics. For each project, land class detennining factors are selected and
identified consistent primarily with national or agency policy and economic
setting of the project.

Advance Planning Studies

Following authorization for development, advance planning detailed
investigations are conducted o supply planning information required prior
to construction and to serve as the basis for refining arable area
delineations. These plans also supply information used in plan formulation,
evaluation, canal sizing, determining farm unit water allotment, and
repayment. Land use needs, other than for irrigation, which were estab-
lLshed during the feasibility study are reexamined and firmed up during the
preconstruction stage of investigations.

Special Studies

Study conditions may require land inventory investigations. These may
he consilered as a special type of appraisal land classification study. In
some investigations, it is necessary or desirable to inventory lands within
a given area which are capable of sustained production under irrigation.
This inventory, where economic analyses are lacking, may he based upon
physical and chemical characteristics irrespective of the economic feasi-
bility analysis applicable to appraisal studies. In these cases, the
requirement that arability implies an ability for the land to provide a
reasonable return to the farm family as well as sufficient remaining income
to at least pay ()M&R costs under a specific plan of development is not
necessarily applicable; instead, arability as used here impl. ies only that
the land if served with irrigation water is capable of sustained production
of crops ad;aptable to the area at a level of yield considered normal for
other irrigated lands of the general area.

Requirements for detail and types of data collected may vary but are
generally similar to those outlined above for appraisal studies. Land
inventories will normally be made only in cases where insufficient data
exist to establish firm economic criteria or anticipated plans of develop-
ment such as river basin investigation, or in situations where economics as
normally used may have other applications.
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Postconstruction Surveys

Postconstruction surveys are undertaken as required to accommodate
changes in land classification resulting from actual construction. This
normally involves adjustments with respect to exclusions and inclusions to
the irrigable area. Exclusions and inclusions that may occur are changes
in the service area affected by the allocated water supply and rights-of-way
for canals, laterals, drains, and roads.

A final determination of irrigable lands cannot be made until farm
unit boundaries have been established and the location and extent of
facilities such as public roads, laterals, turnouts, and drainage facil-
ities are established. This is usually done during the advance planning
stages of investigation; but, because of changes in the system during
construction, a review is usually necessary to adjust the irrigable area.
Because these factors were considered in the initial establishment of the
irr igable area, any correction, which may be necessary in determining the
final irrigable lands should be relatively small.

At the end of the development period, a review of the irrigable area
will be necessary to make final adjustments resuting from land develop-
met, changes in system, and "squaring" of fields. This will be the
official project irrigable area to be used in the determination of ccutract
requirements such as construction charges and water allotments.

PLANNIN; LAND AND WATER RESOURCE DIEVELOPMENT

To improve and maintain sound economic bases for the general
well-being of a population or the overal l quality of life is an objective
that ranks among the most important and rewarding of our day. The over-
riding consideration throughout mu ltiobjective plan formulation, at all
levels, is to reflect society's preferences for three major national
objectives which are defined broadly as:

National Economic l)evelopment (NED)

The purpose of this objective is to increase the nation's output of
goods and services and improve economic efficiency.

Environmental 11lality (EQ)

This objective would be to enhance the quality of the environment by
the protection, management, conservation, preservation, creation, restor-
ation, or improvement of the quality of certain natural or cultural
resources and ecological systems.

Regional DeveI op ment (RI))

The objectives here would he to increase regional income and employment;
distribution of population; improve the regional economic base and educa-
tional, cultural, and recreational opportunities; and enhance environmental
conditions of the region and other specified components (Bureau of Recla-
mation, 1972).
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As identified in multiobjective planning, the "well-being of people"
is fundamental and cuts across the three objectives (op.cit.). In all
instances social effects must be considered. The extent to which land and
water planning efforts contribute either in a beneficial or adverse way in
serving the three objectives, as well as impacts upon or by social factors,
must he evaliated to provide the means of appraisal of projects and trade-
off s among alternatives. Thus benefits and costs are evaluated either in
monetarv or nonmonetary terms for the four accounts: NED, EQ, RD, and
social factors.

All plans, regardless of which objective is being emphasized, will
have impacts on al 1 four accounts that must be measured to the best of the
planner's abi ity considering the detail of the study, the data base, and
available procedural techniques (op.cit.).

Agencies involved in water and land resources planning and development
normally consider joint use to serve such purposes as flood control, irriga-
ticn, munici pal and industrial water supply, hydroelectric power, recreation,
and fish and wildlife. It is also normal that agencies and requisite
profess ional discipl iinoes may inadvertently accentuiate some purposes of
development at the expense of others. Therefore, it is imperative that all
the relevant disciplines' endeavors he coordinated and study efforts and
results he mutually analyzed and, through interchange, a joint develop-
mental approach reached.

The planniiu,, p rocess flow chart that follows presents in a graphic way
the interrelIationslhips among requisite disciplines in relationship to time
and accomplishments during the planning effort. This information is specific
with respect to feasibility stage planning efforts within the Bureau of
Reclamation hut has application for consideration at other stages of the
p lain ng seijcieiir .

FnlI lowi g an aplraisal study and the determination of the need for
feasibility grade investigations, again representative of federal, state,
cointy, l ocal government, associations and interested private groups, and
individuli s are invited to review previous work. Prior studies and future
project directoion plans are total lv committed to open public participation.
A refin,ont or redefinition of land and water developmental problems and
needs mu is.t he accomplished thiough public involvement and application of
sound miltidisciplinary teclnical study procedures.

So ii resoiurce inventory inforcation, as it relates to specific land
c lassificaltion needs, along with accumulated lands data, are reviewed and
appliedoi LiO the identification of al I alternatives to he considered. Addi-
t ional lands data are col lected in accordance with guideline specifications
in ti liht of social, economic, and engineering study needs aligned with
land clasification requirements. Land classification studies have direct

interactions with other requisite disciplines relative to: (1) water
sup ly needs and appraisals, (2) appraisal of the future with and without
project c mditions, (3) social impact estimates, (4) economic and financial
appraisaul of alternatives, (5) project facilities layouts, (6) design and
estimates of serving facilicies, (7) fornilation of alternative plans, (8)
environmnt study impacts ind needs, and (9) final selection plans for
dditional studies.
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Following completion of feasibility grade field investigations, data
are compiled, analyses made, and interpretations and conclusions presented
in feasibility reports covering all the study needs. This information is
again routed through the public information program, any changes or additions
considered, and following requisite reviews the proposals are submitted for
legislative decision for construction authorization.

The general collection, presentation, and utilization of land resource
data ano information development, including soil resource inventory infor-
mation, continies from the appraLsal investigations through feasibility and
preconstruction studies and is a part of the postconstruction and postdevelop-
ment needs of land and water resource projects. The information generated
is applicable to inventory requirements including: (1) irrigable land, (2)
water management, (3) land use and size of farms, (4) land development, (5)
payment capacity, (6) irrigation benefits, (7) irrigation and drainage
systems, (3) land appraisal, (9) irrigation asse.,sments, (10) environmental
assessments, (11) -eturn flow water quality, and (12) social impacts.

The fundamental requirement of the classification system addressed in
this report is to define, for the time, place, and economic and social
setting, what is to constitute a finding of irrigability and then to
establish princii,les and procedures for land classification that permit a
critical selection of the irrigable lands. Irrigation presents a unique
capability with great promise for the future of many people. Planners have
a moral dtuty and a technical responsibility to apply skillful planning
techniques founded upon sound concepts of land and water use.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON GROUND TRUTH CHECKING
OR QUALITY CONTROL

1
Ir. ,J. Schelling

QUALITY

Quality or utility of a soil inventory is the extent to which it gives
a satisfactory answer to the user's questions. In this paper quality is
mainly limited to precision and accuracy. When the use is not clearly
specified, or if only very general questions need to be answered, precision
and accuracy need not satisfy very high standards. If the user has very
specific questions, such as "What is the moisture supply in the growing
season in mm?" the desired quality can he exactly specified. Clearly, the
quality of the inventory depends on how well it can answer the user's
requests at given levels of specificity or generality.

(eneral quality means utility of the inventory to satisfy a large
nunher of unspecified purposes. If all purposes could be specified
beforehand, criteria could he chosen to evaluate the utility for each
purpose separa telv. The single-purpose sui tablities could he combined
into a gone ral qualitv index, but if the qualities were strongly variable,
such an ove rall index would have little meaning. General quality is not
recomlvlend(d as a qual i tv criterion.

Specific quality can he expressed as the utility or degree of success
of thu inventory's application 'or specific purposes or uses. An example
is the itility for the prediction of the level and variation of individual
crop yields.

PIRPO S ES OF QUALITY CONTROL

When we are convinced that quality is important, a process of quality
control is needed. Webster's dictionary defines quality control as: "an
aggregate of functions designed to ensure adequate quality in manufactured
products by initial critical study of engineering designs, materials,
processes, equipment and workmanship, fol lowed by periodic inspection and
analysis of the results of inspection to determine causes fur defects, and
by removal of such causes.'"

Qual i ty control involves two different parties, the authority that
commissioned the survey, and the surveying agency. The first will be
mainly interested in the quality of the end product. The latter will be
interested in the possibilities of quality improvement, and in measures to
ensure the overall quality by control ling the quality of separate parts of
the survey procedure.

IDeputy-Director of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute at
Wageningen, The Netherlands.
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Qual ' of the End Product of the Survey

As the end product we can consider the soil map or some interpretation
of the map as to its suitahility for a purpose, e.g. a crop yield estimate.
The quality assessment is only executed when the inventory is finished.
The results of the qual ity estimation can be used in order to decide if the
inventory is acceptable. The user will gain no insight into the causes of
the specific quality that occurs.

Q(uality of Separate Stages of the Survey Procedure

The purpose of qual i ty control can he to ascertain the quality of
every stage of the survey procedure separately to indicate the causes of
the quality of the end product. On the basis of this insight improved
methods can he devised.

Another pulrpose can he to rectify the results that are below standard,
such as estimates of clay content that are too low compared to laboratory
analysis. These data can le rectified for every surveyor separately,
providing he is consistently high or low, on the basis of sufficient data
to establish the relation between his estinates and the results of the
laboratory analysis. The first quality control method could he indicated
as analytic , because it nnalyzes the quality of the separate steps of the
survey procedure. The second method can he indicated as corrective quality
control because it is aimed at the correction of flaws in the quality.

QUALITY CRITERIA

General Quality

Quality of mapping units is usually defined in terms of purity.
Purity is measured as the percentage of the area of all delineations of a
mapping unit, in which all. differentiating characteristics of the defined
component are within the defined lirits. The purity indicated in the
survey report is 85. (USA) or 707 (Neth.) . The true purity, as measured on
the basis of a sample, can differ considerably from these figures. When
map unit purities are ave raged over all occu rring map units, the mean can
be indicated as "map purity."

Purity is a quality criterion of very limited value. The following
drawbacks can he mentiorned:

A. No distinction can be made between the case where only one or
where many characteristics are ountside the required limits.

B. The degree of difference between the actual and the required
value of a defining characteristic has no influence.

C. The relevance and importance of the characteristics is not taken
into account.

D. The width or narrowness of classes is not taken into account.
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Success-percentage is another general quality criterion. It can be
defined as the number of characteristics, expressed as a percentage of the
total anumber, that are estimaced correctly in the population. It can be
expressed in a probabilistic way. In the case of success-percentage only
the first drawback mentioned for purity does not apply. Both criteria are
very general , and use of the inventory is not considered.

Specific Qual ity

It is possible to use an adapted form of purity or success-percentage
when quality estimation in for a specific purpose. In this case we
consider only those characteristics that are relevant for the specific
purpose. The only drawback that is eliminated in that case is the matter
of rel evance. All other drawbacks st ill apply.

V;riance partitioning. The within-unit variance compared to the total
variance over the map of relevant properties is a specific criterion of
quality. lor several relevent properties it can be averaged as a combined
quality index. In the next section we will consider how this criterion
could he used.

TIlE OBJECTS OF QJALI'IY CONTROL, AND SOME OF
THE ASSOCIATEI) PROBLEMS

G;eneral

In Figore 1, the inventory is split up into two main parts: the soil
survey, l)rodlcing soil data; and the interpretation, producing interpretive
data. General quralitv control will usually be applied to the output of the
first part, the soil map or similar forms of soil data. Specific quality
control can he applied to separate stages of the soil survey, to separate
stages of the interpretation, or to interpretive data. If only a limited
amioun t )f control can he exerci sed it is preferable to do it on the inter-
pretive data, since this is the most important part for the user.

Specific Onal itv Control of Stages
of the Soil Survey Procedure

In Figure 2, corresponding to the left hand side of Figure 1, a
schematic view is given of the steps in the soil survey procedure. Since
this procedure can he different for each separate survey method, we will
give only a Few examples of some of these steps to illustrate the possi-
bilities or difficulties of qualitv control.

The first stop in almost every method will be the distinction of
layers or horizons For each observation point (auger hole or pit).
Different surveyors may divide into layers or horizons in diverse ways.
This is a very difficult subject for quality control. Another example is
the estimation of the values of soil characteristics for each horizon, e.g.
clay content. For a set of soil sanples, have surveyors estimate the
values of the soil parameters independent of each other, and we could
analyze the samples in the laboratory. The results could be compared, and
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it might he possible to calculate correction factors for each surveyor,
thus improving the original estimates.

We will nw( consider the last step in the procedure, the complete soil
map. On the hasis of a sample we can calculate the quality for the cri-
terLon of our choice (purity, success %, or variance). See Section 3.8 of
the "G;uidelines for Soil Resource Inventory Characterization."

Lntorpretat ion

Tlhe interpretat ion (tire right hand side of Figure 1, elaborated in
Figure 3) can be considered as a string of models, linked by a set of
products, in which the output of each model is the input of the next model.
The steps are similar to those of FAO (1976) and Beck (1978).

The qual i tv of tire end product (either soil qualities, suitability or
yield, or economic value) cal be established. [f we analvze the different
steps in this string it is nlpparent that hot thie quality of the inputs and

the qualitv of the imodels influlence the qialitv of the products. The
nmdlels cani be li rlv primitive, such as a "lookup" table, for instance with
each soil unit and tie level of each soil quality. A more precise model is
a mat hematical fuction (e.g. a x 7 clay + h x 7 organic matter + c = m1u
available moistoure). ,\ ye rv so li sticated kind of model is, for instance,
a computer simlaition model for water supply to a crop, from the ground-
water and unsaturated flow, based on0 dvnamLic variables.

It is essential to verify the models for the range of relevant

variables that occur ini the survey area. In ,order to limit the aolotlt of
work needed t or qualitv control, a sensitivity analysis of the tmodel is
important. This analysis is a test to find out the effect of different
levels of tile separate inputs on the output. Only those inputs that have a
cons ideraihle inofluience on the output of the model are relevant for quality

control.

SAMPLING SCIHIIMS

Tile selection of an adeloate sampling scheme (including sample size)
is a matter of statistical reqliremelnts, costs and imanpower, accessibility
of the terrain, and tlie requi remelts of the user. Statistical requirements
are te random aspect of the simple; it should he representative for the

population of obiects under cons ideration. U'suiallv for purposes of nap
qual ity some form of stratification is chosu. No general roles can le
given for this choice.

S inc costs ilnd malIpo er will impose severe restrictio0ns oi the

quality control, the necessary wor i-k shoilld he kept to a l minimum. The
access ihilitv of tire terrain mav he so difficult that the surveyor is
severe ly restricted ini his movementS. In that case, traverses or transects
can be used for qual i tv cont ro . Such a sampl inug scheme requ ires a
specific estimation procecdire. The requlirements of the user will indicate
the aspects of qualitv cootrol and the required accuracv. Whein al I
relevant details have been considered, a s"itable sampling pricedure can le
ch rise .
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USING THE RESULTS OF QUALITY CONTROL

How the User Benefits from Quality Control

For the user the outcome of the quality control indicates the
limitations in the application of the inventory. When we have more ex-perience with quality control, it may be possible to set quality standards
when commissioning surveys and to accept or reject on the basis of a
qual ity check by an independent authority.

How the Survey Organization can Benefit from Quality Control

Analytic quality control applied to surveys executed by different
methods can highlight methodological weaknesses. Corrective quality con-
troll enable s observa tions to be adjusted during the course of the survey,
and thus improves the qu. ality.

It is evident that any correction of values of soil properties should
al so lead to correction of subsequent steps in the survey and interpre-
tation prorcedure. This implies that it makes little sense to execute any
of these later steps before corrections have been completed. This is
evident, for instance, when the purity criterion is used and if on the
basis of the sampling, purity values have to le corrected considerably.

For the individual surveyor and the survey organization quality con-
trol can lead to a considerable increase in knowledge about survey methods,
and thus toi their improvement in the future. Since survey methods areamong the most neglected subjects of research, this can prove to be a very
rewardi ng subject of invest igat ion.
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QUESTrONS/COMMENTS (by R. Fauck):

The true purity is measured on the basis of a sample released by a
random method. Do you try to define true purity on each of the main units
of the legend?

ANSWERS:

Since the total area of the different mapping units is only high for a
limited number of units, it is only possible to measure purity for these
units. For the units that occupy a small area it is not feasible to
estimate purity.
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SOME CONCEPTS OF GROUND TRUTH CHECKING AS A TOO,
IN QIALITY CONTROL OF SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORIES

R. W. Arnold

CORRELATION AS A CONTROL MECHANISM

In any ongoing soil resource inventory, the procedure of soil
correlation embodies most of the elements of quality control. A review of
existing support informattinn - other maps, reports, and background data -
aids in reducing efforts that might otherwise duplicate such work.
Developing a meaningft l plan of work that spel ls out the objectives of the
inventory and provides a framework for its conduct gives direction and
purpose to the endeavor. The preliminary legend can he examined and
checked, and potential problems anticipated. As work progresses the
backstop information and initial interpretations can he tested with users
and for internal reliability. Field maps and techniques, base maps for
publicatin and formats for tie final products are all scrut inized
throughout the invento rv.

As Dr. Schel ling clearly pointed out, there are many points or stages
that rece ive attention, or can receive attention. In some places insuf-
ficient time :tn effort is given to soil correl at ion and eventually quality
is adversely affected. A single project may have everything done right -it
is a success - and vet the results mav apply only to that limited project.
It may take years to go hack and obtain the extra information that would
have helped someone else in another place or at a different time.

PIUBLISHED SURVEYS REFLECT MODELS

When we deal with existing published soil resource inventories the
rutles of the game are changed. You can't take corrective measures to
improve the inventory hcrtse the work has already been done. The lack of
information on how qutality was controlled made a checklist a must.
Competent soil scientists can then "second guess" what might have happened
and consqmntlv thy can inake judgments about the adequacy of an existing
inventory fomr new or additi onal interpretations.

fort n: telv soil survey is a discipline based on models, and all.
pedol ogists build models, test models, and revise models as their main
daily task. Thu approtch is a learned skill, and there are truly craftsmen
amoig ti1e caltre of pod logi sts strugg ling with a continuum that is to be
p;rceled into seninlv discrete separate inits in the landscape. Soil
maps, l i Ni :l I other maps, are abstract ions of real i tv. Thev represent the
models of soil geogtraphers whrose basic skills are derived from knowledge of
st.r;tti ,,r;tphv, geomorp hology , pattern recog nition, probability, and correl-
ati s, atrnd whose xpl. t rise is dotermi ei d by powers of observation and
empirivcal relationst ips and ai desire to he as right as possible, for the
c i rc ius t tnc .

Mankind has made relatively few soils, thank goodness, because man
appears to be far less predictable than nature. On the other hand , man
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seldom accepts land as he finds it and has modified the developmental and
distributional processes on the earth's surface to varying degrees and for
varying periods of time. Models are developed to explain and predict, thus
man himself defined soils and their occurrence as simplified models of an
extremely complex ecological lv balanced system and suddenly was faced with
variability. Some he could predict or account for, but much of it still
escapes his impturfect models.

What h;ppens when we ground truth an exi:.ning soil resource inventory?
Conceptually we reconstruct the models that were used: the model of soil
itself, tire model of classification, the mrodel of landscape-soil relation-
ships, even the model of probability and reliability. low much easier it
would he if these models had been stated and had been a part of the docu-
ments of the inventory . lut never mind, a challenge to the intellect is
almost always rewarding. And as Dr. Schel ling noted - a sensitivity
analyis may be in order.

CONCEPT OF BASE MAP ACCURACY

Does the choice of a base map influence the utility of a soil resource
inventory? Surely it does at some level of use, or at some scale. How
much of saething is better placed in a graph or a table, hut where is best
placed on a map. The relation of the map and the ground location can make
or break some decisions. Fragiochrepts dominate a portion of the North-
eastern IUnited State s and aceurate location relative to flapludolls in the
'M idwestern states is generally not required. fu L if you have a small
parcel for a house and the soL!s are dominantly Fragiochrepts it is darned
important to know where they are becaulse of the severe limitations they
Impose on cons trict ion.

Base mOaps ieeil needeioug ground cont rol reference points for the
decisions requiring location cons iderations. As so strikingly illustrated
in the Sri ILnka lides, a map as :r model of location of a single-bullock
padi is rildiullois. The man on the land has more knowledge of reality of
location than anv abstraction cin hope to impart.

Mip accuracv standards are used il most parts of the world. How do
published soil maps stand up to such standards? H1ow do you check this for
map; where the ropresenition of location will have an influence? The
details ir, shown in the posters so let me briefly explain hc.4 we
approacheI the qur stiro. Accurate Incation of well-defined points determine
the level if ;ccep t:nice, vet it is a samplin g and therefore subject to
error and proii;rhilitv. (;tne-l lv if Q(07 of well-defined points on the
groiund arc placed within ;ra ill tilerrice aireas on the map it meets an
ar'cepth l, lve.vl oif ccirr c;. Blt what ( the arccuracy of the map for
location? .\ssume 1 0 points out of 1) points are within the tolerance area.
The lowver confidone limit, with only n I in 20 chance of being wrong, is
abourt 727 ard the upper limit is 1007, - thus the map is at least 727
accurate fir ground control referenice points. If 9 out of I0 were (.K.,
the at l e;s tatement lowers tm about 60Z and the upper limit is about
c467Z.
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If you want to be at least 85% accurate (this is lower confidence
limit) 19 times out of 20 then you'll need about 13 points, all of them
within tolerance.

RELEVANCE OF LOCAT IONAL ACCURACY

Want to field check a point, or a location, by yourself? Sight a
compass hearing and using your calibrated step go find it. We have cal-
culated how far vo, can go and how wide the acceptable width (or tolerance
area) will he when you get there for a number of map scales, and for
deviations you night make following the compass. We don' t recommend such
checking hut it gives vou a sense of what some users are up against. More
importantly vyou can estimate how far apart reference points can be for any
scale of map and still give an acceptably accurate map for locational
purposes. Tn torn the number of recognizable reference points can he used
to estimate levls of usefulness of the base map for locational purposes.
And this we do recommend. One qutickly appreciates the valute of air photo
backgrounds for resource maps - they usually have sufficient points to
permit reliable judgments of relative location.

An inte rest ing aspect of locational accuracy is the impact on errors
associated with small delineations on maps. Minimum-size and least-size
delineations often indicate the amount of detail that may exist in the
field and suggest the leve! of intensity of observations necessary to show
the areas. Coneral lv they are areas of marked contrast that affect the use
or management of the land. Siight displacements or exaggerations of these
small 1 1areas , eerate enlormmlus err)rs of size and cnmposition wiheln related
to groiund truth. Don't be dismaved - unless von are adding ip hundredths
or tenth:s of hectores and expect those num ers to have great significalnce.
The model used to map soil bodies of highly contrasting and of ten 1 imiting
sets of prope rt io is one that emphasizes the importance of cal ing
attention to sulch conditions. The line on the map may represent 15 meters
alld a jl Iglv in only 5 tatters wide hut the fact it is 10 meters deep and
disrupts al Ilormal miechanized activities seems important enough to call to
someone's attention. The map can he as good as the model and if the model.
is relevant for the purpose - use it.

SPATIAL, VARTAB[IL[TY

let us briefly consider the sensitive side of a pedlogLst. Although
he didn't create nature nor the laws of distribution, he is sensitive about
his pnrtraval of reality and tends to he apologetic for the large amount of
varLability that exists. People in laboratories and greenhouses control
their experiment s , rep! 'ate their trials, minimize spurious results by
mass action and smugly po in t a fing'r of shame(11 at the l.arge amount (f
inclusions measiurod in d linn tions of soil map inits. The experiments of
pedol'ogis ts ore a lot more fiil, i(MOver. '['hey test their models with every
line drawn or imaginod . Thv find mismatches of concept and reality and it
leads to improved mnoels. And suddunlv the visi1 comes! A slow aching
real ization that variabilitv is the fundament al property of noture, and al l
we need do is report our findings objectively and honestlv and check the
sens it i tv if these results relative to the predicted outcomes. Who cares
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how many samples are needed to reach 90% accuracy - or the number of
transects to estimate the composition of a unit to within plus or minus 10%
of the populatio's mean? These are indirect ways of indicating vari-
ab ilitv.

The composit ion of map del.neations can be presented as statements of
conf idence I imits - the at least statement and the at most statement based
on the ava ilable nFrnnation obtained from some random sanpling scheme.
Graphical solutions relieve the ground truth checker of the burden of
formal ized, messy calcutlations, restores his morale and places him once
aga in in the pusition of intellectually unrave ling man's models of nature.
Some models are be tter than others, whereas some can' t be improved because
real ity and map scales are terribly mismatched.

THE CIt,.HALLEN(G!E OF INTIERPRETATION

Most of you will assume that I've been referring to taxonomic com-
positi.nn of soil map units. Because soil maps are named with a taxonomy it
Ls an important test of adequacy of the naming and description of those
del ineated areas. lowever, in an appraisal of adequacy of a soil resource
in ventortry for a specific pnrpose, or many specific purposes as the case may
be, it Was pointed tut that soil properties and qumal ities relevant and
.ciC al or cri t ical for that purpose need to he evalluated.

Ihe list of relevant featurein must first he decided upon before the
grnund-truth checking hegius. Then each field observation can include as
manv of those pa rameters as is possihle. The testing of taxonomic models,
vegetation models, landscape models, property models, suitability models,

limittion models and others can he done. Each interpretation, each set of
included femtres;, and each predictive model associated with the existing

del in;at ien; in an inventory can he stated in terms of confidence limits at
given prhab hili tv levels.

Wo .sots the acceptable level of accuracy, of reliability, of adequacy?
The users do, of cou'se! Educating them in the ways of the probabilities
of nature likely is our biggest chal le:Oe ahead.
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PERUVIAN EXPERIENCE ON INTEGRATED SURVEYS
FOR NATURAL RESOURCES AND I)EVELOPMENT PLANNING

Jose Lizarraga R. and Luis Masson M.

The National Office for the Evaluation of Natural Resources (ONERN
-Oficina Nacional de Evaluacion de Recursos Naturales), is a Peruvian
governmental agency which has the responsibility of doing the inventory of
natural resources of the country, with economic and social objectives. As
part of its inter-ministry activity, ONERN cooperates with the National
Planning Institute in pol icy formulation for conservation and use of
natural resources; ONERN is also charged with studying, at a national
level , the relat Lonship between man and the environment, and the proposal
of preservation alternatives.

ONERN was established in July, 1962. After almost 17 years it has
evaluated 43 mil lion hectares, 33.5% of the country's total surface. Such
information is contained in 48 reports and over 800 maps of different
scales.

ONERN's advisory and planning activities are very intensive. Because
of the nature of its work, ONERN participates strongly in inter-ministry
committees for economic development projects. Furthermore, a second approx-
imation of Peru's Ecological Map has been concluded. Actually, national
inventories of soils and water resources are being prepared, as well as a
diagnosis of erosion problems.

In the course of its work, (ONERN uses the most modern technology,
including remote sensing. Radar remote sensing has been very useful in
studying the country's jungle areas, where aerophotographic missions had
been almost impos.ible because of cloudy weather.

Finally, FNERN is also the Peruvian center of important international
projects, such as "Man and Biosphere" (MAB) and "International Referral
System" (IRS), both of the United Nations.

GEOGRAPHlIC ASPEuTS OF PERU

To better understand the nature of ONERN's activities, an explanation
of Peru's geography is necessary. Peru is a country with extremely con-
trasting geog raphical characteristics which include a variable group of
natural resources. Three natural regions identify the Peruvian geography:
the coast, the sierra (hi ghlands), and the jungle, with an inclusion of a
fourth region, the ocean, up to 200 miles (Map no. 1).

The Coast

'he arid coast is located as a basement of the occidental side of the
Andes mountains (F igure 1). It includes three well-defined subregions:
the irrigated valleys, the coastal desert, and the occidental slope of the
Andes. The irriigated valleys are real oases with short amounts of agricultural
land, although 90% of the agricultoral production of the country is originated
there. 'The coastal desert is formed by plains or "tablazos" that are
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intersected by the irrigated val leys. The coastal "lomas" are associated
with this subregion but in special conditions of humidity and winter fogs
which allow the appearance of a temporal vegetation, mainly shrubs and
grasses. Finally, the occidental slope of the Andes is a subregion where
the 52 rivers that flow to the Pacific Ocean form. It has very steep
slopes wi th erosion probl ems.

The Sierra

The sierra (highlands), formed by the Andes mountain range, varies
between 1200 and approximately 6000 meters over sea level. It is formed by
inter-Ande;an valleys, high plains and mountains, some with eternal snow
covers which condition the existence of a great number of lakes and
lagoons. fts semiarid climate is characterized by great temperature
variations between day and night. Climate and roughness of the terrain are
factors that limit its use. Population is high, with mainly subsistence
and mining activities.

The Jungle

The oriental region of tihe country, it covers 60% of Peru's territory.
It presents two very defineu physiographic areas: high jungle and low
jung1e. l.The former i s located on the oriental side of the Andes with steep
slopes and fast river.s; the latter, also called "Amazonic plain," has a
soft relief with wide and slow !ivers. The main characteristic is its
heavy rains and h ih temperatore.

Territorial Sea

Its main characZeristic is the presence of the Humboldt current which
has great influence on the climate and marine resources. Today the terri-
torial sea is of major importance because of the possibility of marine
nineral resoulrces.

METHODO LOGY

Since the beginning of its activities, ONERN has been using integrated
survev methodology for evaluating natural resources, which is considered
the best for economic and social development purposes. It should be
remarked that intograted surveys are not the simple addition of partial
disciplines, hiWt their coordinated study. This methodology considers
interdepLndence amon g different resources and their relationship with
social and oconomic aspects, for examp le, soils and ciimate with ecology;
soils ann geology with physiography; soils, water, vegetation and wildlife;
and all these related to man. It is important to say that information
produced is comsidered as a means for economic and social development.
ONE RN' m experiences demo nstrate that data from integrated surveys are very
helpful, not onlv for economic, but also for scLentific purposes. For
examplJ, the second app)roximation of Peru's Ecological Map would not have
been possLble in a short period of time wi thout the informat ion obtained
through integrated surveys. "['his map is a very important tool used by
Peruvian planne rs. The use of information from any area is considered
according to environmental conditions of the area.
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As an example, the Peruvian geography reality forces the application
of a great amount of "flexibility" in the methodologies applied for inte-
grated surveys, trying to give more importance to the most relevant
resources in each region. In the surveys carried out in arid areas
pritority is given to water resources, which is the main problem in the
region; in the humid tropic area, priority should be assigned to some other
resource like forestry, while in the highlands it should be given to mining
and grazing activities, according to the socio-economic importance assigned
to i t.

At the same time, the paramneters should vary in accordance with the
region where they are used; it is impossible to uniformize them for the
whole territory because of the great geographical and ecological differ-
ences existing in the country.

Usual 1 ')NERN's integrated methodology includes four different study
levels, wlhich constitute a con tinuous process: exploratory, reconnaissance,
meso-de tailed , and detailed levels.

Exploratorv studies are only used in areas without any information.
Reconnaissance level studies (also called "prefeasibility" by planners and
economi st s) are used in reduced surface areas (such as local basins) for
deteurmining natunraI resource potentials, their development possibilities,
and identif-ication of projects. Meso-detailed and detailed levels are
inclu1ded in the "feasibility" rangt, which requires a complete knowledge of
difflerent resources as well as a selection for project development including
des ign of construction plans.

COMMENTS ON SOIL. RESOURCE INVENTORIES AN)
PILANNIN( l,)R )lEVELIOPMENT

One of the main prohlels being observed is an apparent lack of
dialogue between soil scientists and planners. It seems as if soil
research or inveuntories are performed as final products in a developing
process. lo')r this rea.o n, it is suggested that soil scientists receive
pl annin g traning.

A probl lem i inherent to integ rated surveys is that every specialist
considers his discipline as the most important of all and gives less impor-
Lance to the others, without considering that tihe importance is the same
for all of them. One of the main aspects that should be considered is the
criteria to select the tean members and especially the team leader. This
point is of primary inportance for the purpose of an integrated survey team
anoi should deserve even more attention than the technical knowledge aspects.

It should be understood that each scientist or technician is poten-
tially a plamer, because their work is a step in a planning process. But
it seems they are not aware of that. Soil scientists should understand
that soil inventories are only the means in a process to obtain a final
product.
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Developing countries have great stress placed on their economic growth
processes. In such countries, time should not be lost in sophisticated
long-term research projects. Population growth should be considered as the
most important factor in the developing processes, because famine worsens
from year to year. For that reason, research answers should be immediate.
Practical and simple research projects with quick answers should be pre-
ferred over sophisticated academic research.

QUESTIONS/COMiMENTS (by R. Fauck):

In your integrated surveys do you get data on soil erodibility?

ANSWERS:

Yes. We include erodibility data in our reports. Our erosion
problems are very great. In our Andean region it has been estimated that
50-60% of the soils have erosion problems. Our reports include erosion
problems maps, with their degree of severity.
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SESSION VII

IMPROVING THE DIALOGUE BETIEEN PLANNERS AND TECHNICIANS

Chairman: L. Resler

Speakers

M. C. Laker - The Value of Soil Resource Inventories in
National Research Planning

R. S. Murthy - Value of Soil Resource Inventory for Regional
Research Planning in India

A. S. Lieberman - Technology Transfer Programs on Land Use and
Natural Resources Inventories and Information
Systems

H. Eswaran - Commissioning of Soil Surveys
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TIlE VALUE OF SOIL RESOURCE INVENTORIES IN NATIONAL RESEARCH PLANNING

M. C. LakerI

Evaluaitions of soil resource inventories usually deal with their
usefulness for the physical planning of land (e.g. regional planning,
project pl anning, farm planning) or for ti operational planning (manage-
ment planning) of farming units (See Soil Resource Inventory Study ;roup,
1978). This paper deals with the value of soil resource inventories for
research pl ainn ig.

The emphasis will he on agricultural research, firstly because agri-
cul tural I dve lopnent forms th etiemai nstav of rural development processes, and
secondly becatuse it is the field in which tile author has some experience.
The main foctus will he on agricut ltural research in (and for) less developed
a reas.

PRINCIPLES REI\TEI 'll A(;R ICUIITIRAI, RESEARCHI IN LE-SS DEVELOPEI) AREAS

The fo llowinug are three of the most impfrtant principles required for
effective agricultural research in less developed areas:

1. The researcl must he developmfent and/or problem orienutated. This
means that atll research must he directlv aimed at bringing about develop-
ment or sotl .i ng existing identified profblem.s - irrespective of whether it
is "basic" or "applie~d" research. less (level oped countries do not have the
time and trained manpinaowe r (and the vast majority also not the finances) to
indulltge inf tiho lunxuries of "acadeOumic" research. This does not Imneu af that
their resercl should he of inferior quality. On the contrary, the quality
otf -e ;e rcm'( s lt be Ve.rV h igh. In addition, prol em-orientated research is
more callat Ien gin g and oftoen requires h ighe'r degrees of ingenui tv than purely
"acdt m(11 ifc rese arch.

2. The resertich must he conducted in such a way that the maximum
reli atb it i avn geograph ic scope can le ;lch i eyed in regard to technology
transfer (i.e. in rega rd to practical application of research results).

I. Too be trfly efficient, the miajority of development- or problem-
ofint ate rleserch] reqfiires a t least Somliie degree of interdisciplinary
cooperaltion. A large proportion of tlhe research actually requires a major
degree of interdisciplinfiary liaisoni.

SOIL, ,i I ;t: [NV. NTI RIES IN RELATI N 'IO RESEARCH UTTILITY AND E FFICI ENCY

Research workers from a variety of disciplines are involved in soil-
oriented researclh. lnlv a few selected examples can be indicated here:

Professor of Soil Science, Facuity of Agriculture, University of Fort
Hare, Pr iva te Hag 314, Alice, 5700, Republic of South Africa.
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Soil Scientists

Various types of soil scientists, e.g. soil chemists, soil physicists,

soil microbiolog ists, etc., conduct research on such aspects as inter-

actions between plant nutrients and soils (with a view to evaluating

nutrient availability, efficiencies of fertilizers, etc.) and soil-water
relationships (with a view to irrigation planning, rainfed cropping

planning, etc.).

Crop Scientists

Various types of crop scientists, including horticulturalists, geneti-

cists, etc., conduct research on such aspects as adaptability of different

species and cult ivars (varieties) of crops to different environments

(including different soils); comparison of various crop production tech-

niques; etc.

Rangeland and Animal Scientists

Carrying capacities and nutritive values of natural veld, nutrient

element deficiencies, e' c. are research topics which are soil-related (See,

for example, Kubota, 1977).

Agrictulturtl lngineers

The suitab ilitv of different soils for the construction of earth dams

and irrigation canals is but one of the numerous soil-related topics in

this field (e.g. Scotney, Mcl'hee and Russell, 1975).

Agriculltural Economists

Research regarding the economics of different fanning systems; evalu-

ation of the relative profitahilities of different classes and types of

tractors and other implements, etc. are all soil-related.

Research results which are soil-related, i.e. which are affected by

the nature of th, s;oHi at the point where tle research was conducted, are

of little (if any) value for planning or extension purposes if the nature

of the soil (or soils) on which the results were obtained are not clearly

indicated. Without adeqtate characterization of the conditions prevailing

at tle point where the research was conducted (i.e. soil, climate, etc.) it

is inpossible to make a reasonably reliable prediction of the validity of

the res ttit:s for an'y other area of land.

Unfortunately , a ye rv large proportion of the research data collected
from mny parts of the world by agronotmists, economists, soil chemists and

soil phy'sicists in the past is "characterized" by the lack or inadequacy of

soils information. At the most, some analysis of the topsoil was sometimes

given. TIhis lack of appreciation for the need of adequate background soils

information is undoutb tedly a major factor responsible for the type of

situation described by Protz (1977): "The soil management literature was

reviewed for specific soil properties affecting each crop. Precious little

information was available beyond the standard----this crop grows best on

deep, well-drained, friable, highly fertile soil ---- Obviously, if a
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decision was to be reached on which crop had the best chance of economic
success on the poorer soils, more specific soils criteria were required."

A n tmber of important practical implications arise, such as the
following example: A group of planners must draw up recommendations re-
garding the development of an underdeveloped area. Masses of relevant
information on which they could base reliable decisions are available from
research elsewhere in the country or from other parts of the world.
Blecause these relevant data are not supported by adequate background soils
and othr environmevttal information they can not identify it and use it
advantagonslv. Instead of being able to make estimates, they must now
base their decisions on "guesstimates." This may well lead to failure of
the pro.] ct and misery to the rural people involved.

On the other hand, it is of just as little use if the soils on which
experiments ar-, (.Lnducted are described in detail but there are no, or
insufficient, soil resource invento ries available for the rest of the
county, region, or country. An extension officer may know that tihe
research findings can only be extrapolated to land areas similar to that on
which the resta rltc was condicted. If he does not have an indication of
whtere in lis exteLsion ward such similar areas occutr, then the research is
of little or no benefit to him (and to the farmers whom he serves). The
imoneV spent on the research can be written off as a complete waste or loss.

Such tinavailahility of so ll resource inventories may even lead to
drastic misinterpret ations and incorrect recommendations such as the
following example: In the province of Natal in the Republic of South
AfrLca a very severe potassium deficiency was identified in certain soils
of the regional research statiLon at Cedara. (;ood yields required high
potass imtm ,'applications. Based on these results, high levels of potassium
fertil izers were recommended for large parts of the region. After many
.years it was realized that the potassium-deficient soils actual ly cover
oily an odd mimritv of the region. Many farmers were actual ly wasting
large sums of motev by buying the potassium fertilizers (Graven, Professor
of Agronomy, University of Fort Hlare, Alice, Republic of South Africa ---
personal commutii i cat ion) .

This example leads to another aspect related to the interrelationships
betwe en so il resotturc e inventories and research planning: In many cases niew
soil resoumrce inventories reveal that existing experimental plots are
actuallv lomated on soils that are sub-dominant, or even rare, in the
region serve l hv these experimental stations. Reliable extrapolation of
research ressults from these plots is, therefore, very limited. Meanwhile
no reliable information is ;tvailable for the major part of the region.
Alternatively, the soil of the experiment site may be a dominant soil in
the arca, hut may not he general ly used by farmers for the production of
the crop on which the research is concentrated. If the objective of the
research is to supply informnation to these farmers, then this research is a
fa i lure.

Categories of research of which the "delivery factor" depends upon
soil resource inventories include, inter alia, the following:
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Literature Research

Scanning existing literature for applicable information upon which
reliable planning or advisory (extension) decisions can be made, is a fast
and inexpensiye type of research.

Basic Lahoratorv and (reenhouse Research

Ensuring that samples are collected at representative sites and that
the soils at these sites are described adequately increases the utility of
the research.

Field Experimentation

The benefits from soil resource inventories are obvious and have
already been discussed in this paper.

Observat ional Research

Much useful information for planning and _dvisory purposes can be
obtained from systematic and well-planned observations about crop-soil
relationships under normal farming conditions. Extrapolations from such
observations are meaningful only if the soil characteristics at each point
of observation are well described and if a soil resource inventory is
available for the area where the data are to be used for planning or
advisory purposes.

Demonstration Experiments

Although these are not actual research, they form a very important
link in the process of "delivering" research information to farmers. The
value uf such an experiment is low when it is conducted on a rare soil.
Even if it is conducted on a dominant soil every farmer needs to know
whether the results of such a demonstration are applicable to any specific
area of land on his farm.

Although crop-soil research was used as an example in the previous
discussions, the same principles are valid for all other soil-relat 2d
research.

RESEARCH PIJANN IN( AIMEI) AT MAXIMIZING THE EFFICIENCY OF SOIL-RELATED RESEARCH

Taking into account that there are apparently at present only about
six countri ,s in the world that are net exporters of food and tha' popu-
lations are growing fast, it becomes clear that time is the most important
factor demanding maximum efficiency from soil-related research. This need
for maximim efficiency is amplified by the limited trained manpower and
research finds available in many parts of the world.

A high efficiency means that extrapolation of the research data must
have both (i) a relatively large potential geographical scope, and (ii) a
high degree of reliability in regard to those land areas to which it can be
ext rapol a ted.
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Planning future soil-related research so as to achieve maximum
efficiency means that all possible care must be taken to (i) avoid the
types of mistakes, and (ii) follow the types of guidelines outlined in the
previous section of this paper. Reaching of these ideals is dependent upon
three prerequisites: (i) availability of high quality soil resource inven-
tories, (i i) an effective soil classification system, and (iii) correct
attitudes by all scientists doing soil-related research towards soil
resource inventories and soil classification.

Avail ab i I i tv of Soil Resource Inventories

The way in which soil resource inventories can (and should) guide
re searuh planning can best be illustrated by two examples:

I. Vink (1975) correctly advocates the establishment of "pilot
projects" in all areas where the present land use is vastly different from
what the potential future land uses are. lie also stresses that, due to
high costs and other limitations, these projects can only be conducted on a
limited number of different "land units." It is obvious that such pilot
projects can only be efficient if it is ensured that the research is done
on the dominant snoils in the study region with potential for the specific
farming enterp rise under investigation. Less reliable extrapolations then
only have to be done to subdominant or rare soils. Without a soil resource
inventory the dominant soils cannot be identified, nor can the pilot pro-
jects be sited correctly on representative locations.

I* lDuring a recent exploratory soil survey of the Ciskei, an area on
the southeast coast of South Africa, the author identified a large propor-
tion of the arable soils as having a very low potential for maize, but a
moderate (to high in some places) potential for small-grain cereals such as
wheat (lHensley and Laker, 1978). At present South Africa as a whole is,
furthermore, producing a large surplus of maize, with additional maize
areas which can be developed. Wheat shortages are expected in the fore-

seeable future, however.

At present the traditional small farmers in the Ciskei are trying to
produce maize on these lands (with disastrous effects). There are two
factors mitigating against wheat production: (i) the traditional attitudes
of the farmers, and (i i) severe incidences of rust infestation. The research
needs have clearly been revealed by the soil resource inventory: (i) plant
breeding research to develop wheat cultivars which are adapted to this
specif ic area and are rust-resistant, and (ii) sociological and extension
research to identify strategies to persuade the farmers to adopt wheat
production instead of maize production.

An Effect ive Soil (lassif ication System

Soil resource inventories which are not based on well-designed soil
classification systems have relatively low utility. A well-designed soil
classification system must have the following characteristics:

1. It must be comprehensive, i.e, it should be capable of accommo-
dating all of the soils to be found in a country. "Parochial classifi-
cations of a farm, a district, or a region can serve a very useful purpose
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for a time, hut because of their restricted vision they do not serve the
needs of soil users on a country-wide basis. A national perspective is
required directly by many agriculturalists, ecologists and resource
scientists and, indirectly, by all." (MacVicar et al., 1977).

2. Clas ; definitions must be clear, rigorous, mutually exclusive,
and bas;ed on factual statements of soil properties (Hensley, Senior
Lect urer, Department of Soil Science, University of Fort Hare, Alice,
Republic of South Africa -- personal communication; MacVicar et al., 1977).
This is especially important for the lower categories of classi.fication,
i.e. at seiries level and one level above series level.

3. Only soil characteristics that are easy to measure and to com-
prehend mutst he used for the definition of diagnostic horizons and soil
classes. Criteria to he avoided include those that are difficult to
meca suire or are not al1wavs meaisirabl Ie bec ause they require sophisticated or
continotus lI ong-term measurements and those which "involve speculation
(such as genetic history)" (MacVicar et al., 1977). An important aim is
to live a system that is simple enough to enable par;-professionals or
technicians in so;il ,sciene, anid even non-soil scientists, to make accurate
soil ident ificatioin in tihe field (MacVicar et al ., 1977).

. The class;if-ication system mst be well-structured, so that the
si.milarities and differences between soils can eis;ily he understood. The
aim is to finrd a simple way to perit more Accurate comrunnication about
soils And to promote a better understanding of the relationships that exist
among so ils, aid he twuen soils and the environment (MacVicar ut al., 1977).

in surmN.'acrv it can he said that the soil cl assification system must be
practical. Withb tih is it is not meant that it must he a "technical" or
pur ly "utilitar rian" system. Such systems in the end really have low
utility (Kellrgg, 161; Laker, 1978). A soil classification system must
give "o nI'i-s;peci alist ih e rs in many spheres the confidence and perspective
tir exploit so ils iriformation more fully." only then can it promote "the
developmnent if a sotnd basis for predicting soil behavior and management
responses riniler defined conditions." (Qutotat ions from MacVicar et al.,
1977).

If a c orntrv does not possess a soil classification system which
satisfies thes e requirimunts, especially in the lower categories, then the
devel opment of such a class ification svstem should he a very high research
priority. (ot : A riseful classification system need not be a local one,
hut may he a foreigi tine that is applicable to local conditions).

Correct Attitides Towards Soil Resource Inventories and Soil Classification

Planning of soil-rel,,,ted research in such a way that maximnurr efficiency
is acquirel is impossib le if the scientist conducting the research does not
have a positive, attitmde towards soil resource inventories or soil classifi-
cation. The correct piositive attitudes can only be developed by means of a
realistic per-cept . of both the advantages ald the limitations of high
quality soil resoruirce inventories and systematic soil classification systems.
Unfortrunatelv a large proportion inf the scientists involved in soil-related
research seem ti have a strongly bi ased outlook on soil resource inventories.
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On the one hand many non-soil scient ist:s and soil specialLsts in other
fields tlhn pedology aire s preoccupied with the limitations of soil
resource inventories based on svstemaitic soil clalssification that they
overlo lk the pottential ad,'ant sges of such inventories. As a res"I t of this
bias they plan their research withouit taking s)il resqource information into
account it al l, with detrimental effects on the efficiency of their
rusesirch.

OIl th Iothole hnId 11( Ia n% pott'utii] isers of soil restoirce inventories
are anta;gnizetd by the igh ly proesumptuouis claia s bi some petdol]ogists about
all th"in iStint wonriers' that could suplotisedlv be achieved by tire use of
so il resouircte inoforiaiit ion. So il resource inventlories and soil classifi-
caition s s tems sire iot magicil tiiis. They ar only scientific toos, hut
very useful tools if used jlidiciouslv. On]i'v when the indicated biases are
el ir:rinated, will renseir-cl er give soil resounrce inventories their righr tful
plIacte in the pl Ian ning of soil-lre lated researchi

(;flNCrIIl I)NS AND STRAT'K;Y 'R((ilPOSALS

The wel l-known, lisconcerting gap hetween a'gricultural research and
thle exttris ion of I ts res Its c;in he t racedi largel y to tie absence of a
reliabil basis For -:traipollat ion (MacVicar et al., 1977). A well-designed
soil cli ssifi t i in system, high ql] ity soil resorrce invertories, and
opt imail expoIl itatior of th se duinlg tilie p lsanning of soil-related research
are tsserntial ipre reqii sites for the tabi islime nt of a r-laib]e basis for
tihe e ,5.:trapoil ati on of reste i-ch dahita.

A s ra.-it ct is i.Sting of three ma ' or steps (which could in teris of
time over]lsp each the r) in p ropitsed:

i, . 'V~ ' ) v piL'1it 0 1 i wet I I-dtPs igrned , sv.s teirtic ind ctuiiprehes ive soil
class iIF i it i on svt or in thei l er categories (series and one level above
series) for ect s;i ,corti ito . It muist Irave aill the attribit.es (simplicity,

etc.) tdescribed ta rlier ini this piper r Tlt, autlnt antid iis coliietigues haive
hi;id te lit opportrunitv to ise t.Wre n on tIi fu , A -ilcan soii c lass ification svysten
(MacVici" Pt al., O77) -or advisory prurlpo.ses in reg;ard to project planning
aind evei proluct ion planningr , ri d aliiV.e seen thie treimendsi prsacticarl vil ue
)f" shi i t ersv, l i n rta rd to dait a :t ripo lit itn .

E'very corlunt r. tie, idoes not hive to hiave its own svstvem, . lThtu g eg l t h iLCl
sc tr)te of tectrolo ' I os tn-i qnsfor arid diatia txtrapoiliti on wide ns appreciali fv if
aill thre c int itss iaving similrl" genieril soil tpatterins in ai speciftic sub-
coltinlnt aire ising tire samirse syst.em. Ciu lturir l and lin gu istic similairities
f, twpeen tire coruntrits involved will enhan e the efficit:ncv of technlogy
t rsi usq ft, r-

[lin I"A c tin ll d :r kt r t reire rlous cnt r ibr t iLn bv idelt i fvi ng n ,leni ar-
cating these "lUdrr-siiutniitninents'' and by giuiding tIhe developmnrent of ltwer
caitt'gorv soi l clss if icsit tion svstelrms ftr uIch. (Tire siitirtir csanntrt foresee
a huimsnil y c or-rprihtisihi e siind p ractically t i is ful single soil c liss ificsition
systri for tire world is a whole iin the Itreer csategories. If aill the systems
are wel-desinued, thei it will be fairly easv to ''trarnslste" f roim one
system tt anlotier when nrecessary.) trch enmpiasis is psilaced on the lower
c;itegori e s, hlecairst tilest' sire the truly pricticas] ly ise frl categories.
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?. Compilation of soil resource inventories, using such a well-
designed classiticaton svstem. To be successful, the definitions, etc.
embodied in the system must be rigorously applied by everybody using the
system. (Carelessness and negligence lead to much confusion and loss of
confidence in soil resource inventories by non-pedoloqists.) Very rigorous
correlation is alsoc required to ensure that everybody using the system is
using it correctly. This may be a problem where more than one country is
using the same system.

1. "Sel ling" the classification system to non-pedologists by
discussing it withI them during its development and taking note of any good
s gestios frosm their side; explaining the final product to them and
lanni ng sil resource inventories together with them. The main objective
is to irt ice thp.m to explocit soil resource information optimally when
planningc their res carch.

In Soth Africa such a series cof exercises have been proceeding during
the last two decades. Tice nceed for a systemat ic soil classiftcation system
for the cocunt cv was rercogniized and one was drawn Lip (MacVicar et al.,
1977), uisi ng tihe general principles ouitlined in the "7th Approximation"
(Soil Survev Stitff, l9i)) as a blueprint to ccopy. Overlapping with the
developmen0 t of this s'stvs , "pedosystm" mappi n g f the country as a whole

is nc)w bcein', cccciduct ed cn1 a stile of 1 : 0(, () (MacVicar et al., 1974). It
is al mcst cOicql ,Ict d. 'icking, cip mmenmc tum n ccw i n a project cif ''"normi''
col lection (i.e. co lcticn of qicntitative data regarling cr-cp performance
for different crops t,etc.) which im c Icci1 coun tcvwide onc an "e'Ct ope" basis.
Accomrding) to MacVicar ,t al. (1970) an tcplf, is an area of land that is
defined ." narrowl1v in terms ocf soil , macrcccl imatc, anid slcop thlt in terms
of the ptu ti l yield class for each feisible f ra cmiliig enterprise or the
prcodciction tecmniqices nteded! fccr earch succ enterprise, there i; a s ignifi-
cant difteccnce hretween conie Pcctope and auiny other. Variols non-boil
scientists are iarticilcating on this prcject. Furthermore, soil scientists
have explained thce aims, characteristics, !tc. of the classification system
and the pedsvst ,m survey iy me;ns of short courses, meetings, and personal
deliberatti"ns tc non-soil scientists. The result is that a large percentage
of them have accepted it and are using it to great advantage in the planning
of their research and the extrapolation of research data.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by M. Drosdoff)

I question the use of the word "must" in connection with your emphasis
on problem-oriented research as opposed to "academic" research. I believe
that in developing countries a certain amount of "academic" or "basic"
research is important to develop research skills and stimulate and motivate
the development of scientists.
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You want to persqade farners in certain areas who are largely subsis-
tence farmers to grow wheat instead of maize which is not adapted to the
area. What if tie f armers prefer miaze and beans for their staple food
supply rather than wheat?

ANS RS:

peralips; I was too emphatic when [ used the word "must." But I believe
that the research shtould Ie put in perspective and priority given to
prohlemIu-orietLed rese a rch and most of the research resources -hould go for
solving pra.ct ical prob]lems.

It would he preferable for the farmers to grow wheat which is better
adapted and sll the wheat and buy the maize if that is the preferred food.

QUEST lUhNS/C(iMlt.::{NFS (by S. homas i r i)

The prbl ,mn is that agricunlturral research needs the better judgment of
the researcher and an attempt to understand the real problems of the farmer.
For som rusearc t ers what tihey see may not be real problems and there is
personal judg,,ient in making suich decisions, is there not? The researcher
mllust gt t involvoet with the tarimer to see ils a.4riciltural prot)blels.

ANSWERS:

I fullv agree. Your last sentence is the critical point. If the
researcher doies not do tiis, then he can forget about sotving the problems
of the fatrm'mer. Any researcher who does niot honestlv do what von say in
that sentence, and claim to the outside world that lie is trying to help the
fanne rm , is fooling himself (or del iberately misleading the outside world).
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VAIUE OF SO[LL RESOURCE INVENTORY FOR REGIONAL RESEARCH PLANNING IN INDIA

R. S. Murthv

SOiL, RESOURCE INVENTORY, A Ht IGH PRIORITY
The im)portance of resource surveys, inventory, and preparation of soil

maps and other interpretive maps for the various agricultural research and
development programls in India has been realized. Accordingly, a high
priority has been accorded bv the Indian Councii of Agricultural Research
to complete ti, the lconlissance soil survey of the country and compile a
soil. nap of India on 1:1 million scale. This work is in progress and such
a map is expected to be ready by the year 1985. Soils will be classified
aiccording t S i l Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1975), which has been repro-
d(1c,,d in a less expensive edition to make it available to all soil survey
wor lkers ini Itdia.

''lE INI)IAN S ITUAfION

Imia is a large conuntry, less than half the size of the United States
but containing twice the population (1979 - 631 mil lion; 1986 - 705 million).
Out of 306 miil lion hectares under various land uses, 151 nil lion hectares
are lgriclltuiral lands and (5 million hectares are forests. Even with high
levels of managin nt and techinology, it wjill be ratler difficult to meet
food dori,'nla iins le,so additional lands are brought under cultivation, saline
and all'ali lands are rclaimed, and ravines and eroded laids are made
produitive. Tliee ar e areas wihich alve hiigh agricultural potential hut are
st ill lying i ,uxplored and i"nvxplnited. Rapid soil survey and inventory of
such areas w,,ill help idntify and assess the availability of lands for
ag ricultural production. The National liirea of Soil Survey and Land Use
P lannin g is pr, sently en gaged in thfs task.

ORGAN [ ZAT ION

As far as methldology of survey, mapping, inventory, reporting, etc.
are concerned, thle same principles and goidolines discussed in this work-
shop are being fol owed by the Bureau in India. The inistry of Agriculture
and Irrigat ion has threl-re Departments:

(i) The llepartmnunt of Agriculture, through the Land and Water livision,
ullldertakels de'tliled sl suiiivey's of watersheds for developmnt programs.
Priority areas are d lnarcateid for soil conservation by using aerial photo-
graphs. Tloe- Alreas wiiich need immediLate attention iure surveyed in detail
bi usingr iribl paphs (1:2), 0(1 scale) or Cada. tral lapl) (8'" = I W e
scall). Ernupi ig of s il units into land clllipa ility classes for purposes
of mIlkiIg lnalllgenlit rcmloniniaL;it3in,; aire ilcluided Wn the soil survey report.

INat ional Biurean of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning, Nagpur, India.
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(ii) The )epartment of Agricultural Re search and Education Services/
the Indian Coincil of Ag ricultural Research, comprised of about 30 research
institotes for different disciplines in agricultural sciences, plant sciences
and animal sciences; All-India Coordinated Research Projects; and agricultural
universitits. The National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning is
one oif the institutes of the [.C.A.R. This bureau conducts standard soil
surveys, mapping, correlation, classification, ind interpretation on a
cotint r.,wid bas is.

(ii) The Department of Rural Development deals mainly with the
integrated development in diferent rural districts to generate employment
an0(d e ridicanto pove rtv.

The state soil survey organ izations are pr marily concerned with the
detaild soil surv.vs of the commarnd area development programs, drought-

prolle air,i progrnams, reclamation projects, etc., for which 50 percent
subsidy is jranted by the gov.rnment of India. There are state Soil Survey
Coordination Committ ees which review the soil survey programs, plan joint
field visits for corrlat ion, exchange soil series descriptions, and
disc 'ss probl ems in mapp ing, soil class ification, etc.

i)1JiEC'IVES AN) PRi )CRMS

The Natimnl Burenau of Soil Survey ind Land Use Planning has four
Regional Centers: I)eli for the Northern Alluvi al Plains, Nagpur for the
Central P'l;teatu of black so ls, Bangalore for red and laterite soils of the
Southern Peninsila, and Calcutta for rod and laterite soils of the eastern

reg iicn. 'Iwo di t ional Centers are plropoisetd for the western arid and
desert so il.s .ind the northeastern hill soilIs. he Regional Centers in
charg,,e icf soil c<rrelat ions are procvided with f ivld operational units for
c onducti ng soil surves and mapping, laboratory facilities for soil charac-

torizatin ,and class ification, and a cortLog raphic unit for processing field
shoots and ;irejt;ireing final maps. All these activities are hein g coordinated
through the livision of Sioil (:irr,_ at ion and Classification at headquarters;
the Pudolo(Iy Iivision ftor coinducting genetic studies of Benchimark Soils
s ldtdirted by cMyav mineralojy, nicrimorip bology etc.; the Cartography

Division fir micap editing andt reproduction; an Arial Photointerpretat ion
and Remcote Sesing )ivision for preparation of siuitable base maps for
survey, nap ping, and supply ,of phto interpretation legends to the field
units; and a land Vse PlIaiing Divis ion for pretarat ion of land use plans
in cinsil tat ion with the user agencies and )ivis ions of the Bureau.

As surveys are cicmpletod, the Bituroan issiis soil survey reports and
mapis to piotntial] users. O)ne ,of the problems expe rienced in the past has
bceenc thiat the reports were not put into full u so hbecaise they were too

technical. 'lhe ise r agencies found themr hard to understand for lack of
sufficient experience in the subject. The land Use Planninig Division of

the Bureau is intended ti keep a liaison lietween the surveV organ ization and
user ageceiq antn help in the prepcaration ait tilizatio1n of land use plans
in th' impliment ation of prnjects.
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LEVEl, OF PIANNINC

At the national level , info r:mation is available on the land resource
regions adl divisions: A map of India on a scale of 1:6 million shows the
delineation of 52 land resource regions and 231 land resource divisions.
Maps on geology, vege t ation, and soils are also published on the same
scale. For administrat ors/planners these maps are adequate to give a broad
picttire, of the various resources of the country with regard to their
location, extelnt, quality', etc. "rom the regional level down to the oper-
at ional and micro levels where impl,,mentation is important, information
becones inoatd equate Scales of mlaps need to e much la arge r and inventory
has to he more Ialhorate. Surveys, therefore, need to he of a higher
inteisitv. The reoiinilali.ssacile soil surveys, soil and other interpretive
maps that aret being carried out hy this Ihreal need to be prepared on
differnit sciales to meet the reqtirements of operational agencies, regional
planners and dcisittn-makers at the highest level.

>IfT'' I .LOf(',Y AN) RATI)NAIE i)Fl SURVEY AND MAPPtIN

The ;nt of mappuing foir recotnnaissaiice soil surveys is Taluk/TahstI,
whichi is a convenint. administrative unit. Each district consists of a
number of T'I a ,k s/lashsils and all the dIi stricts together make up the state.
't' base Mai!; ust for retcnllai isanc' soil survey are 1W = I mile scale.
o po,, r hic,-l ,i.aps of India ,)r ae rial photog,r..iths are on a 1:50,000 or
I :is.,all(p seil. it' unit "f soil maptpin:g; is soil series/series associ-
at iois. it" r't nnniiss ine' maps shottw, hts ides soil series boundaries,
, r, t s1 t,'patu r-,, s;,alii o ant all:,ali-affect ed areas, waterlogy ed and marshy
lanIs, pr i om (high witer tIl e,, toor dlrain;ge) and potential areas,
pr's'nt land i;p, tc. l epending ulon the extent and availability of
fl ds, prthlc;n and potent ial areas wil l be considered for detailed soil
.;H'Vpv., ineu lasto mlts with 1:20,000 scale or cadastral maps with 8" to
l " I miIe sn' ale

RI:CI(i)NAI, PIANNI. NG - FOCUS

For regional planning, district soil maps compiled on scales of I" = 4
miles or I" = 8 miles are necessary. The mapping units contained in 1" = I
mile scale, by abstraction and synthesis, are grouped into soil families
and subgr t s, resp.'ect ivel v. Reg,,i ons may be alnministrat ie, resource, or
;gror-ecolotical . Reions may ct thrtigh states and sometimes extend to
morei't than ttlit' stat'. irut~i Ptresent land us (agricumltural cultivated
lantis, fWrt'est landls, communi tv grazing lands, irr i gated lands if any and

was ;t, Ian~i .) art' plotted on thite map. A stiggestedt land "s, map is also
prplartd ''hic ott ntains the stot il serie s cia rat feris t ics (hoth m)rlhological
and the.v:icchtmi cal), inl 'ront potentia lities, availabilit v of water for
irri i atin, anl uceptabilitv tof crops to the f'armers. Such a map helps in
project ig ,, n intt',lit tcd land o s fo' t itr the di strict/r'g ion as a whole,
iWttnt ifving pow'inti l lands f'r agric lttral tise, grass land development,

i rch;ri , d ai ry fa nn ho:, inl i imal liusbandry activities, and forestry
inlu ding0 farn tt,-t,,t r t a d *ifa trest ation programs ti pritect the soil from
er usionli. I i rri a igNtill fNcI i ties arn ivailIable, suit lle croppiing patterns
are sugg, estpd t it ilize water jiudiciously and get additional income from
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th1e lands. In addition, ferti lizers and crop rotations are also
rec ommendel

lnlike the farm plans that are generally prepared by the Soil Con-
serva tion Surveyv Staff in the United States, Tndian cond itions make it
unfeasible to prepare land use plans for individual farms. This is so
because in India the fields are very sma ill ; farmers are not educated to
unde rstand and ;pprec iate the valutie of such plans; and adoption of improvL
practices on an individual field hasis hecomites difficult. This is one of
the reasons why watershed development prograns cannot he sat isfactorily
implement'd. If the watershed comprises predominantly agricultural lands,
the numher of F arme rs i nyol ved is so 1 rge that it poses pro)l ems.

The reg onal plainers therefore have to take ;dvantage of soil maps
and land use plats to locate areas which can he further itiproved and pro-
dction aigmctented. It will help th em in the allocation of funds for
developint t crogr a'; d ;tt ])rocttrerttett of variolts inputs .

The role oif sot il resource Inventlry in regional )l anning is therefore
extremely importatnt, particularly so in developing countries. l)epending
upon the countrv 's soil and w;tter resotu)rces , many agriculttura] developent
p rog racs s ,t he ictan tonifieti , land use po lici Ies can he stretamined, and a1
realistic estimate rt agricultural lro(luct ion cait he made. Such invtentories
will ailso prove ltand in thle imp lementtt ion of integrated rural level itllitomet
p rgr;gams, which is the coin trv's minediate need.

LITE T' RATII RE:1 CITE)

Soil Survey Staff. 1975. Soil taxonomy. Agriciuitire Handbook No. 436.
Soil Conservat ion Service, U.S. l)ept. Agriculture. U.S. Government
Printin g Office, Washington, ).C.
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TECI:H!IN( L(Y TRANSER PR;RAMS (ON LAND IHSI,
AND NATURAL IE.SOU)IRCI ES [NVENT)R [ES AND INi)RMATION SYSTEMS

Arthuir S. Liebernan I

This paper has been pr'pared to reconmend tire creat ion of joint pro-gr;amis for techlnology t ransfer olI larld Ise and natural resource inventories
and inf ormation svstems. Such joint programs could contribute to the
understandin tg of apprpriate lant d ,se capiabilities. The frocus would
involv the transfer of knowledge and skills ahorut inventorie s and svstems
re lated to reisouce developmeun t, ma agerre rt, and physical p1lann i ng, to
iniividuli countrits-; and regions thereof. In enahlirg the irdividual
countries ti h t ettr inrrvenrtorv tireir resorrces and to create and/or inlillnce
info rmrrt ion sys't ems on land ,ue and natiural resources, such programirrs woul d
ma ke a majoi r c out r i rutionr toward,, planning rif tre cart, 's resourres.

ADVANCIES IN R:n;[I(NAI. IANI)SCAi'i: PLANNING

Withrin th. last decade, regi rnal-scalte lalidscape planiing has hecome
an integral part if the Irofe.ssion if landscape architecture. ethodol-
og, es inolved in wo rkin g w.ith la*ndsc;rpe planning at tie regional scale
reflect a rapidiv expiandirg pri ofessionlrai frontieir. indscarpe plannrirers'
approaclhes t, re'.g nral Iiandsc;ei invento ri;es ;rnri inifoi rmahlt iin sys Iteris Ior
phvsical p!;rnni rg 1rav , higirrgn to" provide forrmidale tools for phrvysical
p1lann re rs ain!d ini or-maw rs tors.

lhr " ;rvre ixw Ie iii, mai jo v.1r a ce ha ;ve o:cc r rrei inI emtplI in irg
i te seoisin i ' i t si veral I fiirmsr; in r th n ilysis of natrbra Il ec ,syVi; t Iems

an id land n tsr '. Coin urrenliI , gciigrarlr icrl IV r fruri ced rlnd rise itiforiratiori
retrie.val s 2tm;, of thIr the low-c ist, la hor-i, onsive, arid tire co(rprlt-
orized tyiecs, have been dve I np('d. lrrndscapie Ilanners ;rr. intimiatemlv
involvedi in uitilizinrg anI errancirg ttirese capacities in tlpir international
wo rk.

,'I'he. r,-cert lippr)lcci ti regioniil] ;irdscaipe plannin hai ve severail
attributesn; in tlnmln, ii rst , thy res ndi dr l toi s igmnif icant lardscaple
pr ohlMc ; and opportuinitie; if the 19i 60'r)s, ;nid attenpted iti lo prove nel tl'i-
poli ln d ve'l ptent 1H wel I as n trt ) pli t il ard rruril rvc rva t-i 0r/lfie ri -pace
oppirtt niti,;. 'cim , t .v includedi tie' irptrt oif scientists anrid/or risud
scientific cl, .si icatiun anrrd ovalurat inr technl iques. (As a resrlt soil
scierntI ;t :, g/eoilo i,,; st , f ti ,n t ,rs ; and iiologists arnd their tecrrniquers; were
ext rpin-i V t i rilurn -ii dliringi, thris c''dn,.)

andis.. I.p .,s , tii n rsn we re inrcorporrting P st:;ihli.shed scientific
developmn ts into their plan ning miodiis, sci entis ts were developirg
iiveiitio'.r"' an d v;r i:lu tt i t ,clnii ri i ri- i ncreasi nrg iccira:I cV i I" riasure
l;nrdscapt. r cn, ;rid tc;izaarid pirirleitt -r;. In thse stuli's key ;ttribites
if ths'eo ri-a ii ri IrtqHc lr i.nd hnazaird pr;reLt orn we'rec inventoiirieoid ;rnd evalIuteld in
lantit at i.'' ter s " ( Ferris and l'ahiirrs, 1974).

It ro fo;r, Phvs;ical Enviroimenttal Quality Larrscape Architecture
P'r i:ram, Cornell U nriive rsity, Ithrca, NY.
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During the last decade, two concurrent developments, (1) the arti-

culation of resource inventory analysis and planning methodologies of an

increasingly sophisticated nature, and (2) the achievement of considerably

improved technological capabilities in remote sensing, have provided a

backdrop for exploring elements of a functional information system for land

use planning and natural resources:amanagement. During this same period,

computer technology has developed L.ogarithmically.

These relatively recent capabilities provide opportunities in in-Sventory analysis, . planning,. devel0 pmenlt,,-and ,manaigement ofng lobal, physical!

resources.

1/
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERNATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAMS

The programs the author is encouraging would provide training for

participants from individual countries. (It is proposed that each

country's participants would be receiving training as a group, to enable

easy transmission and reception of material by the trainees, in language
and materials suitable to their learning needs.)

Training periods would include access to international literature on

inventorying of natural resources, evaluation of land use suitability,

ecologically based regional planning, remote sensing in its several forms

and its application in information systems for physical planning, photo-

grammetry, computer science, monitoring and prediction of environmental

impacts, and ecological management of natural systems.

THE GOALS

To enable effective ecologically based land use planning and natural

resources management to occur, an updated land use and natural resources

information compilation, storage, and retrieval system must be available to

physical planners and decision-makers in national and local government

offices and agencies, as well as to planning firms and academic research
and teaching institutions. The proposed programs for technology transfer
would relate to resource information needs of planning professionals,

professionals engaged in resource management, and land use and resource

management decision-makers in the government (and in private firms) in each

of the countries with which the Center works. Next, consideration would be

given to information systems with focus upon a coordination of resource

information that would serve to utilize locations possessing data on land

use or specific natural resource factors (such as soil and water). A

sequential scheme could then be considered for making such a system

operational as an on-going dynamic resource information base at central and

satellite locations. Finally, a detailed format for training professional
planners and resource managers (all information users) could be prepared

and consideration given to communications techniques and pretesting with

selected groups and individuals in the country concerned.
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THE NATURE OF THE TRAINEES

The envisioned program in technology transfer would relate to the
following individuals from countries involved: (1) professional planners,
(2) professionals engaged in resource management, (3) government and
private land use and resource management decision-makers.

DISCIPLINARY AREAS POTENTIALLY INVOLVED

At least nine disciplinary areas are envisioned as potentially in-
volved in such programs:

1. Ecologically based regional planning
2. Ecology of natural eco-systems
3. Remote sensing and its applications
4. International communication and extension education
5. Land use and natural resource information systems
6. Mapping and photogrammetry
7. Agricultural resources
8. Forestry resources
9. Computer science

POTENTIAL COURSE OFFERINGS

Courses which could potentially be offered to trainees taking the
program are listed below. The total program would run approximately three
months, the length of each course being two or three weeks, as indicated.

1. Ecologically Based Regional Planning Methodologies
2. Ecology of Natural Systems
3. Remote Sensing, its Uses and Application in Resource Analysis'and

Inventory, and as an Aid to Physical Planning and Resource Manage-
ment

4. Land Survey and Terrain Analysis/Soil Classification
5. Mapping and Photogrammetry
6. Consideration of Land Use and Natural Resource Inventories and

Information Systems for the Country Involved
7. Computer Technology, Costs, Benefits, Requirements [applies to

considerations of course (6)]
8. Communications and Extension Education for Users of Land Use and

Natural Resource Inventories and Information Systems in the
Country Involved.

The course on Ecologically Based Regional Planning Methodologies (2
weeks) would be concerned with the applicability for specific purposes in
the country involved, of selected approaches to resource analysis and
planning from several leading locations. Many of these currently are in
North America, Europe and Australia. It is recognized and emphasized that
African, Asian, and Central and South American approaches must be researched
and introduced as they are developed into the teaching program. One example
is a case study in South America on land evaluation and resource planning
appropriate to mountain regions of the American tropics which appeared as a

: . :, .. . : ... .: :. , , . ,. . . ,; . . . .: , .... .• ..ii - j



Cornell University doctoral dissertation (1lawes, 1978). In addition,

studies on convergent ecosystems conducted under the International Bio-
logical Programme should be included, an example being tie comparativ"
study on vegetation of California ard Chile. (Thrower and 'Bradbury, 1977).

Course #2, Ecology of Natural Systems (2 weeks) would cover impli-
cations for natural resource development, utilization and management in
terms of the country involved.

Course #3,-.Remote.Sensing, its .. Uses .and.Application. nR ura e...
Analysis and Inventory, and as an Aid to Physical Planning and Resource
Management (2-3 weeks), is intended to explore the appropriateness of
various forms of remote sensing.

In this regard one recalls the brief summary of scientific and social
significance of remote sensing from a 1967 report (Belcher et al., 1967).
They wrote:

In developing the lists of applications of remote sensing infor-

mation for this report, we were impressed by a small number of
uses that are, or soon will be, feasible, which offer unusual
promise of truly great benefits on a world-wide basis. These

applications are of greater than ordinary significance because of
their effect on human suffering and economic development, or
because they promise outstanding beneficial returns in relation
to the cost of the problems involved.

Tile following areas of application appear to have possible benefits
that would qualify them uniquely as an outstanding significance
to the well-being of man:

1. Resource evaluation and planning
2. Rural transportation development
3. World food budget
4. Educational applications
5. Soil classification and mapping
6. Disaster applications
7. Discovery of new species of economic plants with tolerance

or resistance to diseases and insects

8. Medical research, through applications to unique problems in
fields of veterinary medicine."

A doctoral dissertation (Senykoff, 1978) at Cornell has identified

some important considerations relative to encouraging the acquisition of
remote sensing equipment in developing nations and shows the ability to
gain much from low-cost processing of satellite imagery contrasted with
more capital-intensive approaches.

Course #4, Land Survey and Terrain Analysis, would last 2 weeks, and
course #5, Mapping and Photogrammetry, the same length of time.

Course 16, Consideration of Land Use and Natural Resource Information
Systems for the Country Involved (2-3 weeks) is intended to explore coin-

puterized and manual factors related to the appropriateness of such systems.
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Course #7, Computer Technology, Costs, Benefits, Requirements, (1
week) would be applied to considerations of course #6, and is intended to
raise questions about the needs for investment in computer technology in
relation to the specific country's information needs.

Course #8, Communications and Extension Education for Users of Land
Use and Natural Resource Inventories and Information Systems in the Country
Involved, (1-2 weeks) would be so planned as to enable filtering of con-
versancy and knowledge to users at several levels, not just at the upper
echelons inthe government and private sector.

RESEARCH TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM

The program can serve, and will need to explore through research, two
key areas:

1. Adaptability of existing methodologies to host country, and

2. Relevance of techniques for urbanization and settlement policies.

THE QUESTION OF LENGTH OF COURSES

On the matter of the length of the individual courses, the author
finds relevant the following section from a recent publication of the
National Academy of Sciences (1977). Although concerned with training in
resource sensing from space for developing nations, it has pertinence for
other subject matter of the proposed technology transfer program as well.

Shortage of trained personnel is the primary factor limiting the
ability of developing countries to assimilate the technology.
There is need for programs to inform policymakers, planners, and
resource managers of the potentials of the technology; for short-
term, in-depth training of scientists and resource specialists to
enable them to analyze satellite data applicable to their resource
sectors; and for longer-term academic training for those who will
be involved with its technically more demanding aspects. To
accommodate the larger number of people who will have to be
trained in the next decade, educational institutions will need to
modify their orientation and enlarge their capacities in this
field.

A SPECIFIC PROPOSAL FOR A PILOT PROGRAM

A specific proposal has been advanced by the author for the creation
of a joint pilot program of technology transfer on land use and natural
resource inventories and information systems, in which Cornell University
would be a major partner. This proposed program incorporates the elements
presented in this paper, and would focus on trainees from the Mediterranean
Basin, Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America. The specifics of that
proposal lie beyond the purposes of this presentation, however, and will
not be considered today.
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COMMISSIONING OF SOIL SURVEYS

Ii. Eswaran

An important component of regional development projects is soil
surveys. Soil surveys may form, the initial step in the project or may be
made simultaneously with other evaluations. Many countries have the
capability of making their own soil surveys while others require
assistance. En some instances, despite the availability of a soil survey
-o rganization,- the-ountr .mayooiged -to contract-a soil-survey.-- One .
example of such a situation is in a land development or an agrarian reform
project, where the soil survey is an important. component of the project and
the contractor insists that the soil survey be part and parcel of the
contract. Second, frequently the pace of the development in a country is
so rapid that the local organization is not capable of meeting all the
demands. Soil surveys are then contracted out. A third example is when
one government agency requests another - usually the soil survey
department - to survey an area for them.

The cost of all these surveys are a [unction of the area, the objec-
tives of the survey and if local or foreign expertise is used. In every
case, costs are sufficiently significant to require a legal contract to be
signed. In the event that a loan is obtained to meet the cost of the
development program, the loaning agencies require guarantees and indirectly
force the country to hire reputable firms! The author is not qualified to
provide the legal framework for commissioning soil surveys, but the main
objective in this contribution is to highlight the legal points that
deserve attention.

In many less developed countries (LDCs), soil surveys are contracted
with few or no specifications. A frequent invalid assumption is that the
clients know what to do. Hence the need for guidelines for commissioning
soil surveys.

A related consideration is verification of the survey. In the absence
of reliable methods for verification, it is of little use to draw up
detailed specifications. Guidelines for verification are also not
available. Consequently, the second objective of this contribution is to
evaluate some of the aspects of verification.

Every soil survey project, especially those which are commissioned and
less so for those which form the systematic inventory of the country, !is in
a sense unique. As a result no one set of specifications will serve all
projects and perhaps no given set of verification procedures will be
universally suitable. Both the specifications and verifications must be
designed for each project and the contractor must be inforned in advance.

1Geological Institute, University of Ghent, Krijslaan 271, Ghent 9000,
Belgium.
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SPECIFICATIONF'1

Tihe most critical consideration prior to commissioning a survey is to
state the objectives clearly. Beckett and Bie (1978), in their study :of
surveys in.Australia, conclude that many were commissioned with,no clear
idea of what tile survey was to answer, and as. a result most of these have
remained unused. Frequently the client does not- know what is needed to
meet the objectives. If, funds are available,.a consultingfirmisre-
quested to draw up the specifications. In some cases, the client leaves it

~-- - t o- the c on trac tor - t odecide- how--bes t , om '-te'ed.

in The following sections are a partial list of aspects to be considered - .
in developing specifications. Appendix I gives an example of specifications
drawn up for a soil survey project. It is part of an actual contract in
which the names of countries, organizations, etc. have been fictionalized
and some changes made in the contents. Appendix 1I, which is related to
the same project, indicates considerations for selection of a contractor.
Appendix III gives'an example of a contract for a small land use planning
project.

Scale of the Survey Map

The scale at which the final map is published is a function of many
factors, the objectives of the soil survey being one of the most important.
Many of the other features included in the specifications are also a
function of the scale. The useful scales for some objectives are given in
Table 1. The choice of the exact scale is in addition a function of other
ancillary information on facilities available. The most important of these
is availability of toposheets or other base maps.

Depending on the objective, the scale of the field map may also be
stipulated. An alternative is to stipulate the scale of the field map and
state the factor by which the final map may vary, e.g. the base map is on a
scale 1:25,000 and the final map may not be smaller than three times this
scale. For example, the field map is 1:25,000 and final map is 1:50,000.
Both these requirements imply a certain level of 'accuracy.

Map Legend

The legend of a map should normally conform to the current practice in
the country, unless the nature of the survey requires the creation of a new
legend or the current legend is inadequate. The kind of mapping units
employed is partly a function of the variability of the soils and of scale.
The kind of mapping units, i.e. phases of soil series, soil series or some
category of a taxonomy, should be stipulated in the specifications. The
kind of taxonomy to be used may also be specified.

Density of Observations

The surveyor makes several kinds of observations; two of the more
important kinds are "auger" and "pit" observations. It is useful to stipu-
late the number of each of these kinds of observations per unit area. They
need not be uniformly spaced over the entire area. The surveyor is also
required to note in his field book details on the soil at each observation



Table 1. Objectives of survey in relation to some components of a soil survey.

Objectives Class of a Approximate Category Minimum size Apprgximate
Survey Publishing of Map Mapping Unit Cost

Scale of Map ha) ($/ha)

A. Master Planning:
1. National Order V 1:1,000,000 Exploratory 4000 0.2
2. Regional Order IV 1:500,000 Macro-reconnaisance 1000 1

3. Cultural Systems Order III 1:100,000 Meso-reconnaisance 40 2

B. Project Planning for:

1. Land Settlement
Schemes Order III 1:50,000 Macro-detailed 10 3

2. Large scale farm
units Order I1 1:25,000 Meso-detailed 2.5 5

3. Agricultural de-
velopment projects Order II 1:25,000 Meso-detailed 2.5 5

C. Operational Planning:

1. Siting fields for
management

practices Order II 1:20,000 Meso-detailed 1.6 10
2. Siting drainage and

irrigation systems Order I 1:10,000 Ultra-detailed 0.4 20

3. Siting experimental
plots Order 1 1:5,000 Ultra-detailed 0.i 30

4. Siting buildings
(urban areas) Order 1 1:1,000 Ultra-detailed 0.03 40

a See Rourk- (1977)for orders of soil survey.

bCosts are estimates and do not include preparation of report.

Costs vary with country and other factors and are included only to show relative magnitudes.

t-n
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point and to indicate all these points on a map. Both the field book and
the traverse map are submitted to the client on completion of the project.

Only a minimum number of auger and pit observations need to be stipu-,.
lated. The objective is to ensure that the whole area was traversed. This
may not be so important in large scale maps, but it is relevant in small
scale maps and particularly under jungle conditions where there is no
a.te.rnati.e but to do a rigid grid survey.

Due to terrain conditions, objectives and other factors, it may not be
feasible to attain a uniform density of observations for the whole area.
Consequently a reliability map, which is usually an inset in the final map,
must be included to show the areas where the survey is accurate and where
it is less accurate. The reasons for this variation are included in the
soil survey report. Specifications should require a reliability map.

Field Methodology

Some procedures are more appropriate for a given scale than others.

It may only be necessary to specify the field methodology in large-scale
surveys.

Ancillary Information to be Provided

In an agricultural development project, especially in a remote or
jungle area, the surveyor may be one of the few people who have viewed the
area prior to cultivation. He is thus in a position to provide a con-
siderable amount of basic data. A complete checklist in the range of
information that could be compiled is attached (Appendix I). It is not
practical to require the surveyor to compile all this information but the
specifications could require him to compile some of these if feasible. An
alternative is to select some of the more important features from the
checklist for compilation.

Soil Correlation

Surveyors working for the first time in a foreign country have
problems in using the local classification of mapping units. It may take
six months to a year before they are fully conversant and this depends
mainly on the amount of information that already exists. The previous
experience of the surveyor also determines how quickly he adjusts to the
new environment. Moving from a glaciated area to the humid tropics, or
changing from a large-scale map to a very small-scale survey, involves a
re-education process. Frequently, the duration of the project does not
give sufficient time for this adaptation and the consequences are reflected
in the quality of the survey.

As a result, mapping experience in a similar environment may be an
important criterion for choosing the surveyor. Even if the person has
experience, the inherent problems of a new environment require some form of
assistance. This is achieved by correlation with local surveyors. The
soil correlation exercises are mutually beneficial. The client obtains a
good understanding of the nature of the soils and the program of the work.
Thp recommendations of the project are executed by the local staff. A
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report on the soils is avai lable hut in addition, first hand information
from correlation trips is very valuable. Correlation also implies that the
area is mapped consi stent witi current local practices.

Thus soil currelIation is an important stipulation in the project
spec if teat ions.

l)escri pt ions and Analvses of Soils

uidel inesm fur the number of profiles to be described and the types of
analyses to he porformod are given in Table 2 (Eswaran, 1977). Tables 3
ant 4 (Sellon and Walker, I 1968) give examples of specifications designed by
the Inited States Blureaii of Reclamation for land classification. The need
fuor such loe crip t ins ant a nalyses cannot be overemphasized. In commission-
Lug sil survev s, the minimum number of profiles to be described and
anal-viel is st ilated.

Report

The report is the only means for providing a permanent record of the
findings of the so[ survey. Ideally there should be two reports. The
first is a t .c nical report which gives all scientific jetails of the soil
resotrces of the area. Th e second is a more general report specifically
directed to planners, focusing on the l)roblems and pussibilities of the
area in te rmTs of tile obe ctives. It should give a set of allternatives for
the pllanlners to lelp them make their decisoins.

VEI< [ F[CATII)N )1" (I1. SURVEYS

Verification or adherence to the project splecifications may be judged
qualitat ively or quantitativelv. It is more or less impossible to check
that all the anige r observatfiins and soil pits were done, and to the full
deptl, part icul;arlv in in iaccess ib le countrv. lowever, by i. nsisting that
sanling sites be currently recorded, some spot checks may be po:,sible. In
addition, hy reqiiring st.indaird do scriptions. these can he chokccd later to
S'e it thiev appear v id,. ''o mantr o to few descriptions in a work day
appear siuspicious. A Vyerv experienced soil scientist i s needed to make
thi s evalunation "f the survev.

Tiu ;il i tlv and reliabi litv of the mar and report are more difficult
to ev aluat . liv doubts on this may be unnecessary if an exlerienced
scientist is priject leader -- this is one of the reasons for the infor-
mation r,,qulired in Appendix i . Samplin g and statistical analys is of
r .s, lts is nie way it quaintit:ativulyI verifvin g the snurvey. l'hoiugh the
metho ,ologv of sdc, lricel ures a.re available (Wubster, 1973), it is
d ubtful that. thnv wil I stand a legal test. 'Tbis is d" to the inlerent
difficulti es in mapping:. It is well known that the piercientage of profiles
failin g cuirrct lv within the, defined range if soil cl.racteristLcs of the
mappvd so;ric; or ma)pinug unit is usual Iv muc l Ii wer than wh at would be
coisid,.red re.isulonab le. The conocep t of "iiuritv of mapp ing "nits" is a good
mental x rcise which is difficult ti achieve in l practice.
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Table 2a. Class I type of analyses in relation to objectives.

Analyses requi red Ior SoiJ_ Tlainonmy

A. (eneral analvses requ ired for all ltorizons
and prof i Les:
i. Particle. size distribution
2. Organic carbon, nitrogen
3. Cation exchange' capacity (N14OAc., pH 7)
4. Lxclangeable bases: Ca, Mg, Na, K
5. pH in 11,0) and IN KCI (1:1)

6. IN K(C-e:-:Lractable A1 +
7. BaC].- 'rietlanoiamine (p11 8.2) H

8. CBI)-e:xt ractable Fe 0
and exanip Its

B. Analyses arid e:-:ampies of a few selected profiles to test specific require-
men t s o , Flaxo nooy _
l. Bulk density Andepts, "Huma" sub-

orders and CC
2. p1! in IN NaF Andepts, Spodosols
3. 15 bar 11,)) inceptisols, Alfisols,

Ultisols, Oxisols
4. Cation exchange capacity

by IN NI4 ("1 Oxisols

5. COLE valLe Vertisols, Vertic SG
6. Conductivity Aridisols, some families
7. CaC() , CaSO4  Aridisols, Mollisols

C. Analyses required on a few selected horizons
to test specific requirements of Taxonomy:
1. P, Anthropic horizon

2. Py,'ropikosphat t- Spodic horizon
extractable Fe, AI

3. Fine/coarse clay ratio Argillic horizon
4. Mineralog,y of clay Argillic horizon
5. Mineralogy of fine Soil families

sand
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Table 2b. Class 1I types of analyses in relation to objectives.

Analyses performed for specific objectives or problems.
(Generally performed on site, on undisturbed samples or on auger samples.)

A. Physical and engineering properties:

1. Infiltration
2. Permeability
3. Available water
4. Bearing capacity
5. Other engineering properties

B. Chemical properties of soils:

1. Salinity, alkalinity
2. pH1 fresh, dry, or with oxidizers
3. Toxic substances (As, B, Cr, Fe and Sulphides)
4. Fertility-related properties employing different kinds of extractants
5. Eli

C. Chemical properties of water at site or incoming water:

1. Suspended solids
2. Dissolved salts (electric, SAR)
3. Toxic substances (B, Mg, Cl ,So4 ,CO3 tHCO 3 )
4. ptl

Table 2c. Class III type of analyses in relation to objectives.

Analyses performed for genetic studies.

1. Extraction or dissolution techniques

2. Mineralogical

3. Mic romorphological

4. Equil ihLbrat ion

(The above are performed in addition to some or all of Class I and II analyses.)



Table 3A. Bureau of Reclamaion--An area in the Central Great Plains, USA, detailed land classi-
fication specifications, gravitv: type irrigation.

Land Characteristics Class 1--Arable Class 2--Arable Class 3--Arable

SOILS

Surface texture Sl.nd- loams to friable Sandy loams to stable Loamy sands to friable clays
silt,. clay loam friable clays

Profile character- Sand,: loams to friab)le Loamy sands to friable Loamy sands to firm clays:
istics clay loams: w,:ill hold clayvs: will hold a will hold a minimum of 3

a minimurm of 6 inches minimum of 4 inches of inches of readily available
of readily available readily available mois- moisture in the root zone
moisture in the root ture in the root zone
zone

Structure type and Same for all classes, crumb, granular, blocky, or subangular blocky with weak
density or stable aggregates and densities less than I.(5. Overlapping of blocks al-

lowable w:ith densities less than 1.55. May be massive %.;lhen textures are sandy
loams or coarser.

Depth to clean sand 43 inches to 6 inches 36 inches to 48 inches IS inches to 36 inches de-
or gravel dependent upon water dependent upon water pendent upon water holding

holding capacities holding capacities capacities

Alkalinity in root ss than 1 meg/100 v May contain up to 3 :.,ay contain over 3 meq/100 g
zone sil of exchangeable meq/100 g soil of ex- soil of exchangeable sodium

sodium changeable sodium for soils high in lime and
when soils have rela- gypsum, with adequate sub-
tivelv high lime or surface drainage character-
gypsum content and istics
adequate subsurface
drainage.

Salinity in root Salt content can be Salt content can be Salt content can be main-
zone maintained at a level maintained at a level tained at a level not to ex-

not to exceed 4 mil- not to exceed 8 mil- ceed 8 millimhos/cm
limhos/cm limhos/cm



TOPOGRAPt{Y

Total development $72 per acre. 1';ith optimum $145 per acre. .ith optimum $215 ner acre. Mith
costs productivity, development produc tvit', dvelopment opt m:: ouctivity

costs must not reduce pay- costs maunst not reduce pay- dcv.lp '/t ,st must
ment capacity over $3.64, ment cap.cft, over $7 .25 per ,t :auc , cap-
either individually or in acre, eitt-r inrlividuall v or acitv v It per
combination in combination acre, titr ''iv'id-

iia'I'v or in c.,.-anination

Slope Less than 2 percent in lss tean 4 percent in e a r. r t in
general gradient general zradient g nera ,-raclnt

Irrigation pattern Should not he less than Ma. he 25 percent shorter -a.', h 50 percent shorter
--Length of run minimum length of run re- tan the minimum length of than the minimum length

quired for soil type for run required for Class 1 of the run required for
the major crop in a given Class I
rotation

Irrigation pattern ,:hlould be of sufficient Should be of sufficient Size and shape such that
--Size and shape of size and 'i ape so that nor- size and shape so that nor- normal irrigation and til-
field mal irrigation and tillage mal irrigation and tillage lage practices will be re-

practices ma-.- 'c carried practices ,ill he only mod- stricted, but still feas-
out unrest rcte3. Produc- eratelv restricted. Pro- isle for irrigation. Pro-
tivit'v il1 not be affected ductivitv 'ill be reduced 5 ductivitv -,,ill he reduced
by irrigation efficiency, to 10 percent by reduced from 10 to 20 percent by

irrigation efficiency, reduced irrigation effic-
iency.

Surface leveling Up to $72 per acre o.: ap- Up to $145 per acre or ap- Up to $215 per acre or ap-
proximately 360 cubic yards proximately 720 cubic :ards proximately 1,100 cubic
per acre per acre yards per acre

DRAINAGE

Internal drainage !-'ell aerated; no limit to '.-ell to moderately .,,ell aer- Moderately well aerated;
(Natural) moisture movement or root ated; moisture movement and moisture movement and root

developim ent; tillable over root development somewhat development moderately re-
a wide range of moisture impeded; tillable over a mod- stricted: tillable over a

eratelv wide moisture range narrow moistu--- range
Surface drainage Adequate protection from sur- Adequate protection from sur- Adequate protection from sur-

face runoff and waste water face runoff and w caste :ater face runoff and waste water
can be obtained for $72 per can be obtained for S145 per can be obtained for $215 per
acre or less. acre or less. acre or less.



Table 4A. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation-Sample lai.A classification s,)ecifications,
reconnaissance land classification. -outheast Asia

Classifvin, . For rice Droduction (lowland type) For uz!an,, crop production
Characteristics* Class IR - Arable Class 2R - Arable Class I - rab-ie Class 2 - Arable

Soils

TextUre
Surface 0-12 in. Fine sandy loam Loamy sand to clay Fine sandy loam to loamf fine sand to

(0-30 cm) to clay loam clay loan permeable clay

Sabsurface Loamy sand to Sand to clay Sand,, loam to per- loamy sand to per-
clay meable cday meable clay

Cation e:.:change cap- "10 meq/100 g >5 meq/100 g >10 mer/l00 g >5 meq/l00 g
acitv of surface

soil

Internal drainage May be slow to Mlay be slow to Good Good
characteristics very slow very slow

De p th
To clean sand or Not applicable Not applicable 36 in. (91 cm) or 24 in. (61 cm) or
gravel more more

To permeable armor >18 in. (45 cm) >18 in. (45 cm) >60 in. (152 cm) >36 in. (91 cm)

To impermeable zone >12 in. (30 cm) >12 in. (30 cm) >96 in. (234 cm) >96 in. (234 cm)

Ac id itv
Surface soil pH,(l:l >5.0 >4.0 >5.5 >4.5
water), 0-12 in.
(Q-30 cm)

E-xchan-eable alu- None Slight None Slight to none
minuMl, e:.:change-
able manganese,
and exciangeable
iron toxicity*

Sodic factors*O

Salinity at c, uilibrium <4.0 mmhos/cm <10 mmh6s/cm <4.0 mmhos/cm <12 mmhos/cm
Electrical conduc-
tivity saturation
extract



Table 4A. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation-Sample land classification specifications, reconnaissance
land classification. Southeast Asia

Classifying For rice production (lowland type) For upland crop productionCharacteristics* Class 1R - Arable Class 2R - Arable Class 1 - Arable Class 2 - Arable
Available water Not applicable Not applicable 6 in. (15 cm) or 3 in. (8 cm) or moreHolding capacity more with 1 in. with 1 in. in 0-12in 4 ft. (122 cm) in 0-12 in. in. depth (2.5 cmdepth 

depth (2.5 cm in 0-30 cm)

in 0-30 cm)

*Specific limitations will be further developed when additional data are available. Class 6, nonarable
lands, will include any lands within the classified areas which do not meet the minimal specifications.Dual classes may be mapped where soil factors and water table control will permit production of paddy
rice or upland crops.
**Appraisal is dependent on type of clay and cropping pattern.



Table 4B. U. S. Bureau of Reclamation-Sample land classification s5 )ecifications,

reconnaissance land classification. Southeast Asia
N,

Classifying For rice production (lowland type) For upland crp product-ion
Characteristics* Class IR - Arable Class 2R - Arable Class I - Arable Class - Arabl

Erosiveness to water Low Medium to low Medium I ow ,it to low

Gravel or cobble May contain small Same as Class IR Mav contain nkimero:is .M.ay c,,ntain cobble or
(permanent) amounts of fine cobble or graivel gravel u-) to 6 in.

gravel less than 3 in. (15 c]) diameter in
-cm) diameter in surface hor izon

surface hiori.,on

Position Low position, but Low position, may Well-drained position Well-drained to nod-
susceptihlc to be subject to .cratelv well-drained
surface drainage restricted sur-

face drainage
Topography

Slope Near flat Near flat <2 percent <6 percent

Leveling require-
ments Low Medium to low Low Low to medium high

Stone removal
needs None None None May contain a few sur-

face stones up to
60 cm diameter

Tree or brush cover May have occasion- May require some May require light May require moderate
al trees or some tree and brush clearing of trees clearing of trees

brush removal for suc- or brush or brush
cessful farming

Drainage*
Flooding May he subject to May be subject to No flooding No flooding

infrequent flood- fairly frequent
ing flooding



Table 4B. U. S. Bureau of Reclamation-Sample land classification specifications,
reconnaissance land classification. Southeast Asia (continued)

Classifying For rice production (lowland type For uland crop production

Characteristics* Class IR - Arable Class 2R - Arable Class I - Arable Class 2 - Arable

Surface drainage to
project outlet Adequate Fair to poor with Anticipated farm Anticipated farm

correction pos- drziinage require- drainage require-
sible at reason- ments vary from rents by artifi-
able cost none to moderate cial means appear-

with reclamation ing expensive but
by artificial means feasible
appearing feasible
at reasonable cost

Anticipated water High with control High with control >48 in. (1'2 cm) with >36 in. (91cm) withtable level with appearing feas- appearing feasible control appearing control appearingirrigation ible at reason- at reasonable cost feasible at reason- feasible at reason-
able cost able cost able cost

*Specific limitations will be further developed when additional data are available. Class 6, nonarable lands,will include any lands within the classified areas which do not meet the minimal specifications. Dual classesmay be mapped where soil factors and water table control will permit prcduction of paddy rice or upland crops.**Appraisal is dependent on type of clay and cropping pattern.

Ln
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Another consideration in qctnt tative evaluation of project speci-

fications is that it is expensive. Traversing, even sample areas in a

large project, takes time and moiney. This alpproach probably may only be

adopted if the wo)rk is seriously in doubt l:or these reasons, a quali-

tative approach is adopted in verificatin. Good progress reports,
syst.m!natic compilation of records, and Frequent correlation tours with

staff of the client helps build confidence and rl jability in the work.

Finally, the interpretntions and recommendlatons of the project report

require careful scrutiny. P'roblems sometimes occur wh,2n criteria original ly

developed elsewhere are blindly applie, to a new project. As a result they

might g ive a f-alely unfeavorable or fav)rable conclusion. If the United

States IHlreal of Reclamation criteria for salinitv and sodicity had been

applied in Sudan, vast areas of successfully irrigated land would have been

rejected as onirrigable ( Hd al, personal cimmunication).

The client muist also he wa rv of excessivelv fdVorable concluis ions.

The cont ractor of the soil survey nay have special reasons for desiring a

developmental project to take place. According t) Iludal (personal cmiiimun-

ication), to prevent such errors and abuses, there is no substitute for the

broadly experienced soil scientist to examne the survey report in depth,

after some field checks.

CONCLIS [MN

The need for project specif ications is ohvitts and as shown verif i-

cation is not an easy procedure. Considerable savings can be made in time

and money for both the contractor and the client, if che survey is contin-

ionsly monitored by tihe client. The recommended soil correlat ion exercises,

progress reports, etc., atre vry valuable towards this end.

The author is very grateful to D)rs. E. Knox, R. Dudal and K. Jan Beek

for the exanple s of contracts and the i r hel pft 1 d iscussions.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by P.H1.T. Beckett):

I am uneasv about the cost figures of Table i, which show a very much
smaller increase in cost as map scale increases. As a very rough
rile-of-thmb one might assume that costs increase 30-fold for each 10-fold
increase in map scale.

ANSWERS:

The point is well-taken. The cost figures should be revised after
more data has been collected.
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Appendix I

Model of specifications for a soil survey project

A. Introduction

The Ministry of Rural Development of the government of Gondwan-
aland (hereafter termed the client) desires an Order 3 Soil Inventory
with selected interpretations to support multiple resource management
needs on approximately 300,000 acres in the Condi district. The area
to he investigated is outlined in the attached map.

B. Specifications

To provide the client an Order 3 Soil Inventory (as defined by
US)A) at a scale of 1:25,000, with average-size delineations of about
1 acres for significant or unique contrasting areas. The soil mapping
units will consist primarilv of consociations or associations with
some conplexes based on phases of soil series. Some phases of famnilies
or miscel laneoums areas may he mapped as soil characteristics or geomor-
phic cnditions indicate. The contractor shal 1:

1. Be responsible for developing the soil mapping legend and soil
maplping "nit (descriptions. These should, however, receive the
approval of the Director of the Soil Research Institute (SRI).

2. Conduct, at a minimum, an initial, progress and final review for
staff of the SRI.

3. Provide detailed soil data (typifying pedon descriptions and
laboratory analvsis) for soil correlation.

4. Provide a dulplicate set of samples of all horizons of the
typifying pedons to the SRI.

5. Provide 10 copies of a map showing location of traverses,
location of typifying pedons and other pedons investigated.

6, Ink, match and measure the field sheets.

7. Provide 10 typed copies of the report with figures, maps, and
1)hotegraphis illustrating each of the major soils and the asso-
ciated vegetation and landscape.

8. Note and bring to the attention of the Director, SRI, areas of
cultural (historical or archeological) values, or unusual veget-
ational, geologic, or geomorphic features.

9. Develop soil interpretations for each soil taxonomic unit.

t0. Collaborate with the SRI in the establishment of unnamed soil
series.
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Appendix I

Model of specifications for a soil survey project

A. Introduction

The Ministry of Rural Development of the government of Gondwan-
aland (hereafter termed the client) desires an Order 3 Soil Inventory
with selected interpretations to support multiple resource management
needs cn approximately 300,000 acres in the Gondi district. The area
to he invpstigated is outlined in the attached map.

B. Specifications

To provide the client an Order 3 Soil Inventory (as defined by
USDA) at a scale of 1:25,000, with average-size delineations of about
10 acres for significant or unique contrasting areas. The soil mapping
units will consist primarily of consociations or associations with
some complexes based on phases of soil series. Some phases of families
or miscellaneous areas may he mapped as soil characteristics or geomor-
phic conditions indicate. The contractor shall:

1. Be responsible for developing the soil mapping legend and soil
mapping unit descriptions. These should, however, receive the
approval of the Director of che Soil Research Institute (SRI).

2. Conduct, at a minimum, an initial, progress and final review for
staff of the SRI.

3. Provide detailed soil data (typifying pedon descriptions and
laboratory analysis) for soil correlation.

4. Provide a duplicate set of samples of all horizons of the
typifying pedons to the SRI.

5. Provide 10 copies of a map showing location of traverses,
location of typifying pedons and other pedons investigated.

6. Ink, match and measure the field sheets.

7. Provide 10 typed copies of the report with figures, maps, and
photographs illustrating each of the major soils and the asso-
ciated vegetation and landscape.

8. Note and bring to the attention of the Director, SRI, areas of
cultural (historical or archeological) values, or unusual veget-
ational, geologic, or geomorphic features.

9. Develop soil interpretations for each soil taxonomic unit.

10. Collaborate with the SRI in the establishment of unnamed soil
series.
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Seldon, T.H., and L.D. Walker. 1968. Economic evaluation and selection of

lands for irrigation. In Soil Survey Seminar. Dept. of Land Develop-

ment. Bangkok, Thailand.

Soil Resource Inventory Study Group. 1978. Guidelines for characterizing

soil resource inventories (draft). Dept. of Agronomy, Cornell Univ.,

Ithaca, NY 14853.

Webster, R. '1978. Quantitative and numerical methods in soil classifi-

cation and survey. Oxford Univ. Press, England.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS (by P.H.T. Beckett):

I am uneasy about the cost figures of Table 1, which show a very much

smaller increase in cost as map scale increases. As a very rough

rule-of-thumb one might assume that costs increase 30-fold for each 10-fold

increase in map scale.

ANSWERS:

The point is well-taken. The cost figures should be revised after

more data has been collected.
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The above field inventory should meet thV requirements set forth
in the following publications: Soil Taxonomy, Soil Survey Mauual.
Any intended deviations from the above publications should be approved
by the Director, SRI, in writing.

C. Reports

The contractor will submit a progress report (1 below) at least
once a year and in addition after each of the field reviews stated in
B, 2. It will be a technical report giving as much detail as possible.

A final report (2 below) shall be prepared in a professional

manner and shall contain but not be limited to an extended summary,
mainly designed for planning purposes.

1. Progress Report

a. Description, "General nature of the area," including
climate, physiography, relief, and drainage.

b. Identification legend.
c. Map symbols.
d. Acreage and proportionate extent of the soils.
e. Soil mapping unit descriptions with the discussions of

interpretations limited to range, engineering properties and
chemical and physical limitations or potentials.

f. Description of typifying pedons from within the inventory
area.

g. Soil interpretations for the following uses will be tabu-
lated:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

h. General soil map and legend. (scale:specify).
i. Additional maps.

(i) Name (scale:specify)
(ii) it

(iii) it

j. Key to the soils of the area.
k. Laboratory support data. (Must specify number of samples,

types of analyses, etc.)
1. Glossary of terms.
m. Literature cited.

2. Final repcrt.

a. General description of the area (mainly locational).
b. Niture of infrastructure, in terms of roads, paths, etc.
c. Soil description. Give brief descriptions highlighting

limitations or potentials.
d. Maps. Provide maps for the following objectives (if stated)

or evaluate area for alternative uses. (If objectives are
stated, e.g. to grow rubber, classify soils into about 5
classes reflecting suitability of soils for the purpose. If
these are competing uses, provide map for each use, and
another map for discriminatory use.)
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e. Indicate briefly alternative possibilities for use of the
soil, giving guidelines for the planners to aid them to make
decisions.

D. Time period

Deadlines for completion of each phase of project and time for
submission of final report should be stipulated.
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Appendix I

Information to Contractor

(to be attached to specifications)

A. Selection of Contractor

The award of the contract will be based on the proposal submitted
which is most complete and most advantageous to the client. The
client reserves the right to accept any or reject all proposals and
retender the award if nerossary. The contractor is requested to
provide the following information and any other which might assist the
client in their evaluation.

B. Points of evaluation of tender

1. Experience of firm

Provide details of firm, including examples of similar activities
undertaken previously, with special reference to the following:

a) Soil mapping
b) Soil classification (specify)
c) Soil interpretations (specify aspects)

2. Experience of personnel

Provide biodata of all technical personnel who will be involved
in the project. Include short-term consultants. Details of previous
experience is very important.

3. Program

Provide a detailed work plan identifying the contribution of each
of the personnel to each component of the statement of work. Details
of logistics and the estimated man hours of work expended by personnel
for each aspect of the project should be tabulated.

Provide estimates of costs involved in the project. Unrealistic
estimates may render the tender invalid. If exceptionally high or low
costs are anticipated in any aspect of the project, due perhaps to use
of techniques other than those currently in use, give details and
justifications.
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Appendix III

Example of a contract for a small land use planning project

Objective: Project to develop the land adjacent to town X.

Contracted by: Office of the Mayor of town X.
The secretary of the town council, Mr.
Address: Tel. No.

Description of request: Soil and land use survey to assess the present
status of area (define) and to develop plans for
the best economic use.

Base map: Scale 1:10,000 (include other features or limita-
tions of base map).

Area: 4,000 ha.

Maps to be made: 1. Soil map, scale 1:10,000. Hand colored.
2. Ground water regions map. Scale, 1:10,000.

Hand colored.
3. Landscape map. Scale, 1:10,000. Hand colored.

Additional Maps: 4. Map showing observation points. Scale,
1:10,000. Black and white.

5. Present land use map. Scale, 1:10,000.
Black and white.

6. Potential land use map. Scale, 1:10,000.
Hand colored.

Soil Observations: One auger observation per ha to a depth of 1.25 m.
Due to anticipated variability of soils in the

northeast part, more intense observations may be
needed. At least five profile pits will be dug,
described and samples taken for detailed charac-
terization.

Groundwater: An estimate of the maximum and minimum level of
the water table will be made. The quality of the
groundwater will also be evaluated.
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Final report: Ten copies of the final report will be made (Stipulations on
the contents of the report may be made here).

Cost of project: $.",000

Cost Analysis: To be elaborated.

Personnel (Technical)

Name Qualification Man/days of work

1. Senior Soil Surveior

2. Asst. Soil Surveyor

3. Hydrologist

Organization responsible for preparing final maps and report:

Name: Soil Survey Institute
Address

Director:

Dates: - Beginning End

Soil Survey:

Map Preparation:

Report:

Final date for submission of reports:

Signed and dated:

Project coordinator Director of Institute
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SUMMARIES OF DISCUSSION SESSIONS
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SESSION I

AN OVERVIEW OF PAST SRI ACTIVITIES

Chairman: H. Ikawa

Session I dealt with "An Overview of Past SRI Activities" and two
presentations were made. One was by Dr. A. Van Wambeke on the "Summary of
Cornell's 1977 SRI Workshop." Another was by Dr. R. W. Arnold on the
"Introduction To Guidelines on Soil." Also during Session I, the workshop
participants were given an opportunity to study posters showing methods of
SRI evaluations.

The first workshop on SRI was held in April 1977, and that workshop
analyzed seven major areas of concern: (1) orders of soil surveys, (2)
evaluation of soil surveys and maps, (3) soil survey methodologies, (4) map
characteristics evaluation, (5) soil properties important for given land
uses, (6) soil data presentation, and (7) role of soil surveys.

The first workshop recommended more interactions between pedologists
and planners by exchanging more relevant, more precise, and more quanti-
tative information. The results of that workshop, including the pro-
ceedings of the workshop, also formed the basis of the present workshop in
1978.

Much has been gained from the past and present workshops and we would
like to recommend that these kinds of workshops be continued in the future.
The excellent work of the SRI group at Cornell University has concentrated
mainly on concepts and methodologies. The next logical and necessary step
is the field testing of these methodologies and we strongly recommend and
urge that the SRI group pursue these in the near future.

SESSION II

SRI METHODOLOGY

Chairman: R. S. Murthy

Three papers were presented in this session. The first paper on
"Planning Objectives" by Dr. Van Wambeke emphasized the fact that the
adequacy of soil resource inventories for development planning could be
appraised in a meaningful way only when the information given by the survey
was matched against the requirements of specific planning objectives.
While listing the areas of interest to planners, terms like planning area,
operational area, management area, and performance area referred to the
units of land measurement such as hectares or square kilometers. While
explaining the relationship between map scale and size of area of interest,
reasons for reduction in scales of soil maps, adequacy of scales, etc.,
were clarified. The other points brought out in the paper included the
information requirements with respect to diagnosis of land use, limiting
factors, and map unit composition.
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The second paper on "Evaluation of Soil Resource Inventories" by Dr.
Hari Eswaran dealt with objective evaluation, i.e. the needs of the user.
Attention was drawn to three aspects of evaluation, namely relevance,
adequacy, and reliability to the stated objective relating to the technical
part. Prior to making an evaluation, it was considered necessary to deter-

mine the objectives for which the SRI was made. Three major categories of
objectives were considered in this process: master planning, project
planning, and operational planning. The paper further presented details of
various characteristics of SRI for evaluation pertaining to map unit compo-
sition, pattern analysis, legibility, legend and report analysis, soil
analysis and interpretations, ground check, etc. The evaluation method-
ology was considered as effective guidelines for quality control in a
national SRI program. The paper pointed to the essentiality of evaluation
exercises particularly for developing countries which are in the process of
setting up national survey organizations.

The third paper on "Soil Survey Report and Map Checklist" presented by
Mr. T. R. Forbes helped to provide a concise summary of the report and map.
The checklist was considered useful particularly to administrators who need
a short summary. It could also be used as an instrument for soil resource
inventory characterization. The various sections in the checklist related
to the bibliographic and background material, the objectives of survey,
categorization of soil survey according to map and legend characteristics,
methodology of preparation of soil survey, results of field checking and
finally, characterization or evaluation. Results of characterization of
over two hundred soil resource inventories from around the world were also
appended to the paper.

At the end of the session Dr. R. W. Arnold outlined the workshop
procedures. In order to help the formulation of recommendations for future
activities, he desired that the workshop groups may express their view-
points. This would also help in expanding the cooperative efforts at the

national, international, regional, and local levels.

Preparation of SRI methodology was the outcome of one of the recom-
mendations made in the resources inventory workshop in 1977. It may be
kept in mind that methodology forms only a part of soil resource inventory
evaluation. It finds its application to situations where a special
objective for utilizing the survey has been chosen and when the critical
soil properties for a specific land use condition are available. The
necessity of working out criteria for different objectives, keeping in view
the limiting factors, hardly needs any emphasis.

SESSION III

USES AND ADEQUACY OF SRI INFORMATION

Chairman: J. Lizarraga

Report by R. Guerrero

Two papers were discussed in this session: I) The Cost/Benefit

Relationships of Soil Surveys by Dr. P. Beckett, and 2) Evaluating Rice
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Lands of Mid-Country Sri Lanka by Drs. S. Somasiri and R. Tinsley.
Following are the main conclusions of the discussion groups:

1) SRI agencies have as their responsibility the compilation of the
information required for future planning and, as such, are in a position to
call attention to the failures which occurred in the past, when pl-nning
was not based on soil resource information. To this purpose, it would be
advisable to prepare soil survey reports with different sections of basic
information for planners and the general public. At the same time, after
finishing the soil inventory report the soil scientist should be actively
involved in the planning and execution process. Also, the report should
clearly express the objectives, include interpretative guidelines, indicate
-the variability in the reliability of the information presented and state
to what extent the information is or is not available for specific
purposes.

2) The benefits obtained from soil surveys and soil maps should not
only be quantified in terms of direct monetary profits, since the infor-
mation is also used by other institutions and/or other professionals. The
recommendations might minimize the risk of losses and the conclusions could
be valuable for technology transfer in different fields.

3) SRI for planning purposes should be carried out as an inter- or
multi-disciplinary approach, as integrated teams. For agricultural
purposes, the experience and cooperation of planners, extension agents,
economists, farmers, and other professionals should be used.

4) The importance of establishing the cost/benefit ratios by using
very simplified response curves was recognized.

Recommendation

It is believed necessary to systematically continue the present
studies coordinated by Cornell University on the uses and adequacy of SRI
information. In fact, soil survey methodology needs improvement to
diminish the present gaps between soil scientists, planners, and the users
of the soil survey. Therefore, it is recommended to strengthen the support
for the Cornell Group working now on SRI.

SESSION IV

NATURE OF SRI INFORMATION NEEDED BY PLANNERS

Chairman: J. Schelling

Planners

We can distinguish many different kinds of planners with different
needs. Some can have considerable knowledge of soils (soil scientists,
agronomists, hydrologists). Others may want only interpretive data, geared
to their uses (politicians, government administrators involved in regional
or national planning, farmers).
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Proposal. Set up a classification of planners, based on their needs.

Planning

Many disciplines are involved in planning. Integration of these

disciplines is essential. Interdisciplinary communication is necessary at

different stages of the introductory SRI productions, and during the

planning process.

Proposal. Find explicit indications in the inventory effort con-

cerning essential links with other disciplines, and give their two-way

exchange a place in the planning process.

Planning can be subdivided into stages. For each stage a special kind

of information is needed.

The use of our information will be more effective if the information

is given in such a form that the planner does not need to extract it from a

larger SRI iet of information.

Proposal. Furnish the answer to each question of the user for the

separate stages of a project as a separate product. This can lead to

separate paragraphs in the report, and preferably separate interpretive

maps. (Autoreduction could facilitate their process, but also cartography

can be used for this purpose.)

Soil qualities are used in many SRI projects (FAO, ORSTOM, Netherlands

Soil Survey, etc). They form an essential lini: in the interpretation

process.

Proposal. Introduce the concepts of soil qualities into the guide-

lines, and update the relevant parts by their addition.

General Remarks

The guidelines have so far been developed in separate parts. The

connection between these parts can at this stage be given more clearly.

Proposal. Integrate the separate parts of the guidelines into an

integrated, logical, and consistent product.

SESSION V

PRESENTATION OF SRI INFORMATION TO PLANNERS

Chairman: S. Somasiri

The fifth session of the workshop was on the presentation of SRI

information to planners. Five papers were presented and each paper dealt

in detail with the individual subjects on which the authors made the pre-

sentation. The paper on psychological considerations in SRI information

transfer stressed the need to reach the planners and decision makers at

their own level of understanding and assimilation.
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The second paper brought out the need for getting the planners and

decision makers involved in defining the objectives of SRI. Then the
planners and decision makers will be aware of the product coming from the
SRI and they would be a part to it.

The third paper brought out the need to present the SRI information
when it is needed by the planners. This is especially true when dealing
with the information user at higher levels of planning. The second point
brought out is that the scientists will have to devote some time to
preaching what they believe the SRI does.

The third paper stressed the need for clear and factual presentation
to the planners, but in a form that is easily understood, such as placing
the soils in few ranks according to potential productivity. It is also
important to indicate to the user how the soils in each rank respond tomanagenient in a positive manner. The last paper stressed the need for team
approach in the decision making, the need to work as a team, with open
channels of communication with the team members during the preparation of
the SRI information. This would facilitate the soil scientist getting an
impression of the real needs of the planners and preparing the needed
information.

The specific comments that each author made on the presentation of SRI
information to planners are summarized:

1. The SRI information should be presented in a form that is easily
understood by the planner and decision maker concerned and it should be
clear and well defined.

2. More often, what the planners would need is interpretation of the
SRI to suit individual purposes. Therefore the soil scientist working on
SRI must consider that it is part of his job to make as many interpreta-
tions as possible to meet the requirements.

3. In interpreting SRI, soil ratings designed to meet the needs of a
local area seem better than ratings to fit into a national rating system.
An effective rating system should include (i) the corrective measures
required to overcome limitations, (ii) the level of performance after
corrective measures are applied, and (iii) any continuing limitations.

4. Multidisciplinary approach in the site-specific planning inves-
tigations where the SRI scientists interact with the members of other
disciplines, as it is done in USBR, is a good concept to work with.

In conclusion what I would like to stress is that we have some
valuable information, a raw material. We have devoted much time and effort
to mine it. We can derive much satisfaction if it is utilized for the
betterment of mankind. So what do we do? Can we sell the raw material to
the user? It is an emphatic no. We have to process it, that is, interpret
it into as many finished products as possible and market it. In this
process the soil scientist will be required to be a teacher, preE.cher, and
a good salesman.
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SESSION VI

QUALITY CONTROL

Chairman: J. Tinsley
Report by H. Eswaran

Quality relates to the excellence of the product and control of the

mechanisms of monitoring the quality during the manufacture of the product.

As beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder, the quality assessment is

generally made by the user.

The first paper by Dr. Schelling dealt mainly with the stages in the

inventory process and the places where attention must be paid to control

the quality. The most critical stage is the initial one, which is the

survey itself. Later comes the compilation of the data and finally the

presentation of the product.

The second paper by Dr. Arnold focussed on the survey procedure

itself. The basic theme was methods to enable the man in the field to

improve the quality of his work. Dr. Arnold presented simple graphical

means whereby the surveyor can check the quality of his work.

Many organizations have quality control built into the system. This,

however, is not to the same extent in LDC's and the SRI group of Cornell

has dwelled on this question. The Handbook produced by this group is

indirectly addressed to this question also. The two speakers indicated

that there was much more work to be done on this subject and that this

could be one of the areas into which the SRI group at Cornell couid

venture.

Two additional and illuminating papers were also presented in this

session. Dr. Flach discussed the response of soil survey organizations to

government legislations. This was mainly based on SCS experience. Such

organizations frequently h-.ve to play a two-way role. ihey not only have

to assist in designing legislation but also respond to the legislation.

Not all legislations are popular as considerations other than those of the

activities of the soil survey organizations frequently determine the need

of the legislations. The means by which the survey organizations respond

are varied. In some cases, when the legislation calls for immediate action,

survey activities have to be contracted out to meet the deadlines. [Editor's

note: the final paper was unavailable for publishing with this proceedings.]

Solutions to the demands of the public and politicians on the one hand

and the limited resources of the national SRI organization on the other,

were presented in a case study of ONERN in Peru by Dr. Lizarraga. He gave

an excellent and much appreciated account of the activities of this organ-

ization which can be considered as a model for many countries. Although he

was very apologetic for being so enthusiastic of ONERN, I think that there

was little doubt in the minds of the participants on the excellence of the

work being done at ONERN.
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In conclusion, the four papers presented different aspects of the
subject of SRI and development planning. This illuminating session has
presented many questions for thought and action.

SESSION VII

IMPROVING THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN PLANNERS AND TECHNICIANS

Chairman: L. Resler

There were four papers presented: "Value of SRI in National Research
Planning" by Dr. M. Laker, "Value of SRI in Regional Research Planning" by
Dr. R. S. Murthy, "Technology Transfer Programs of Land Use and Natural
Resource Inventories and Information Systems" by Prof. A. Lieberman, and
"Commissioning of Soil Surveys" by Dr. H. Eswaran.

The active discussion session following the presentations was an
indication of how successful the speakers were. They were instrumental in
fostering technical and philosophical exchange.

The National Research Planning papers summarized the need for soils
information, but raised the question: Do we have pertinent parameters for
appraisal in all cases? We should be concerned with efforts involved with
obtaining the data. Soil scientists must know the positive and negative
aspects of soil surveys and parameters appraisal and continually question
and improve what is being done.

Dr. M. C. Laker's presentation in summary stated: A well-designed
soil classification system in the lower categories, high quality soil
resource inventories, and optional exploitation of these during the
planning of soil-related research are essential prerequisites for the
establishment of an efficient (i.e. reliable and wide in geographical
scope) basis for the extrapolation of research data.

Dr. R. S. Murthy's presentation gave an account of the recognition and
priority accorded for resource surveys, inventory, and land use planning in
India. It also described the steps by which the data was gathered at the
national, regional, and local levels. In order that the inventories, soil
survey reports, and maps are properly and effectively utilized and cost of
such surveys are justified, the report recommends evolving suitable machinery
by which such valuable material is taken the fullest advantage of in the
execution of various developmental projects.

It also recommends a dialogue between planners and resource survey and
inventory personnel at different stages starting from planning up to the
stage of completion and recommends suitable refresher training courses of
short duration to various users to make them understand one's resources
survey reports, maps, and interpretation.

Professor Lieberman's paper on technology transfer programs and land
use and natural resource inventories and information systems was presented
to encourage the creation of international training programs in this area.
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It is believed such programs would enable individual countries to better
inventory their resources, and to create and/or enhance informat..on systems
on land use and natural resources. To realize such training programs, the
eventual creation of a few joint regional international centers is envis-
ioned.

Disciplinary areas from which training program inputs would come,
specific course elements, and research needs were identified. The need to
relate such programs to the specific needs of individual countries and
regions thereof was emphasized, and the determination of suitable edu-
cational approaches was given focus.

Planners, decision makers, and resource managers will be the primary
recipients, with the ultimate users receiving attention through communi-
cations and extension education roles of the training programs.

In conclusion there seems to be no question that improving the
dialogue between planners and technicians is required, if technical soils
science is to increase its impact upon the planning process. The
differences of opinion arise over how this is to be done.

SESSION VIII

STRATEGIES OF SRI OPERATION

Chairman: D. Slusher

Group A

1. How does the discipline of soil science or the soil scientist
become involved with other people who are equally or more important in the
planning process?

a) It is generally difficult to become involved, but one has to be
aggressive. Soil scientists are inclined to sit in their own ivory
towers and wait to be invited to help. This is the wrong attitude.
One should go out and request help. It is better to say I like your
help than to say I have something you need. This 'breaking of the
ice' is necessary and with time leads to a two-way exchange.

It is not possible to legislate these things. However, if the
organizational structure is present in tha country, such cooperation
may be coerced.

b) Just as the agronomist studies the soils and crops aLu develops a
model combining the two, it is necessary to study the planner -
classify him if necessary - and develop a model for cooperation.

c) Soil scientists must initiate multi- or inter-disciplinary
approaches. However, success depends on the team leader, who must be
highly motivated.
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2. What are the stages in the planning process where the soil scientist
can get involved?

a) Prior to answering this, it is necessary to emphasize that a
commonality of language is necessary. Secondly, the soil scientist
must be clearly aware of the goals and realize that he is just one cog
in the wheel of success. It is his duty to see as much information as
possible is made available to the planner.

b) It is necessary to evaluate the government structure, e.g.

NATIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION SRI AGENCY

PLANNING COMMITTEES -

The soil scientist must participate actively in the planning
committees.

c) Image. All soil scienLists are considered as agriculturists and
so are considered incapable of contributing to other disciplines.

This is a big hurdle we have to overcome.

Training. Universities have to emphasize more the interdis-

ciplinary approach.

Research. Soil. scientists seldom publish in planning journals or
cooperate in planning research. This must be rectified.

Involvement. Soil scientists must get involved in controversial
issues. Through planning publications, publicize the successes and
failures of projects. Get public involvement through news media to
stress use of soils information.

Communication. Improve our communication skills. Adopt Madison
Avenue approach.

Specifications. Participate in writing specifications of
projects. Write reports for projects and not in the traditional
manner.

3. What are the consequences of being involved?

People will start to question things that the soil scientists have
taken for granted all their lives. This is generally uncomfortable but
useful.

Recommendation. We recommend that there is a real need for organizing
a multidisciplinary training program to train scientists in the planning
process. We propose that Cornell University takes up the leadership in
this and attempt to involve as many planners as possible. Cooperation with
a planning institute is desirable.
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Group B

The points that emerged from the discussions are:

1. User agencies need to be trained to use the Soil Resource Inven-
tory data.

2. Resources survey/soil survey organizations need to set up suitable
advertising, publicity, and training units.

3. In developing countries, farmers need to be provided with incen-
tives to become convinced of the value of soil resource inventories.

4. Developing countries have problems of defining and selling the
resource inventory data. There is need for specific projects.

5. Interaction between survey organizations and user agencies is
essential to ensure the use of Resource Inventory Data.

Group C

1. Correlation of soil survey information is important. In every
country translation of all soil classification information into one taxo-
nomic system is essential.

2. Planners ask for the identification of homogeneous agricultural
areas. They do not want the pure soils information; they want it inter-
preted.

3. It is important to consider who should act as the intermediary,
who must do this interpretation: the soil scientist himself may have to do
this job of translating basic data into an understandable language. The
soil scientist needs some training in planning.

4. We have got good enough survey techniques. The biggest defic-
iency is the way in which reports are written.

5. The economist is the first one who demands information.

6. One west African country pushed crops research and extension to
be done at a number of different localities. However, they are not taking
soil characteristics into account in the development of these production
"packages."

7. Netherlands experience: A group of horticulturalists, general
agriculturalists, planning experts, etc. do resea,'ch especially for
interpretation. It is found that you must know some terminology from other
fields also to communicate effectively. There is a long process of learning
and improving through experience and interaction. They find that survey
maps are too complicated. One must extract from them and give to the
planner just what he needs at any specific point in time. You cannot make
it simple enough.
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8. Many users of soils information are too specialized to know what
questions to ask from the soil scientist. Through short courses they must
be taught some "soil language."

9. Training of soil science students at universities must be re-
assessed. They must not specialize too soon and must also get a good
background in fields such as agronomy.

10. At what level should people be first exposed to soil science to
create an awareness of the importance of soils? A good, simple and
attractive introduction at high school level (perhaps as part of the
general science course) seems to be a good starting place. The Soil Con-
servation Society of America is making good use of comic books for school
children.

SESSION X

RECOMMENDATIONS

i) Thanks were given by A. Van Wambeke to participants for reviewing
handbook.

2) Requests were made for more comments on handbook. (A. Van Wambeke).

3) Motion: similar workshops should be set up in developing countries.
(second: II. Ikawa).

4) Motion: (A. Van Wambeke) Some agency in LDC's should be charged
with organizing and setting up library of soil survey reports for general
use (second: M. Laker) in a particular planning agency in each country.

5) Motion: (A. Van Wambeke) Mr. Sombroek from Inter. Soil Museum
may have some interest in this and be commissioned to set this up (second:
I. Sneddon). Agency should store bibliographic information only.

6) Motion: (M. Cline) Support on publication of bibliography of
soils of the tropics has been cut off and should be reinstated (send to
All)).

7) General motion: Participants upon reflection should send addi-
tional comments to SRI Group.
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APPENDIX I

R. L. Tinsley - Special Considerations in Evaluating Soil
Resource Information for Paddy Lands
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN EVALUATING
SRI INFORMATION FOR PADDY LANDS

R. L. Tinsley1

During the course of the workshop it became apparent that normal SRI
evaluations were not always appropriate when evaluating lands currently
used for or to be developed for paddy rice or other flooded crops. Since
several participants were associated with SRI programs where paddy was an
important component of their efforts, a special voluntary discussion
session was convened to allow those interested a chance to review how SRI
information could be applied to paddy lands or what modifications were
needed to evaluate paddy lands, what criteria were less important, and what
criteria had to be reinterpreted.

This summary has been prepared from this extra session. Since it was
an extra session for which the participants did not have an opportunity for
careful preparation, or a ready supply of reference material, the ideas
expressed should be evaluated as a stimulating beginning high-lighting
problems and concerns, and not a final end product. The discussion was
focused not on delineating the criteria needed to evaluate paddy lands but
on contrasting the eva]uation of paddy lands to the more common SRI eval-
uations which emphasize up]and problems.

For the sake of orderly discussion seven questions were drafted as
follows:

1. What land qualities need to be emphasized or de-emphasized in
working with paddy lands?

2. What physical properties of the soil need to be emphasized or
do-emphasized in working with paddy lands?

3. How should the different hydrological conditions, both natural
and supplemental, be accounted for?

4. Wat chemical properties of the soil need to be emphasized or
de-emphas ized?

5. What operation problems must be considered in surveying rice
lands?

6. What changes in diagnostic criteria would make Soil Taxonomy
better suited for dealing with paddy?

7. What special methodologies are needed for presenting SRI infor-
mation on paddy lands to planners and decision makers?

[GSL/IRRI/USAID, Colombo, Sri Lanka
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The above questions were distributed and recollected with the parti-
cipants' comments. This summary was prepared from written remarks returned
with the discussion questions and recollection of the oral comments made
during the discussion. This review will treat each question in order.

LAND QUALITIES

Slope

Paddy lands tend to be more sensitive to slope demarkations, largely
because of the terracing and leveling of each individual paddy. The slope
controls the volume of soil material that needs to be moved and thus the
size of individual paddies. The size of plots can influence the possibil-
ities for mechanization, an extreme example being the very steep terraced
mountain sides which must be worked exclusively by hand. Most good paddy
lands have an overall slope of 1% or less. Paddies rarely are found on
slopes exceeding about 8%. The mountain terrace systems represent a
dramatic exception that really cover only a very small percentage of the
world's total paddy lands.

Break in Slope and Contur

In terraced areas the concave vs convex slopes distinguish different
degrees of moisture enrichment or depletion. Frequently the concave slopes
wil t have artesian "pwel lings which cause an adverse elemental imbalance and
de-compaction problems. Changes from convex to concave contour will also
affect moisture enrichment or depletion, but not severely enough to induce
nutrient disorders. The convex contours tend to have less available natural
or local irrigation water making them more suited to upland rice cropping
patterns instead of double rice.

Eros ion

Generally erosion does not become an important consideration even in
more sloping lands. The individual paddies act as sediment traps to retain
the soil until it has settled out. Also, when there is ponded water, this
will insulate the soil from direct impact or raindrops. lowever, there
could easily he selective erosion of the fine particles. The fines come
into suspension during dispe rs ion and move to progressively lower paddies
du ring intentional drainage. The lack of erosion in paddy areas may be
illustrated by the frequent lack of levees on small streams, the catchments
of which are entirely composed of paddy lands. An exception to the general
diminished emphasis on erosion is the terraced mountains, when a breeched
paddy can trigger chaiiLbreeching all down the mountain side in a single
massive erosion incident.

9

In this summary "ponded" water refers to water held within the bunds of
the paddy and thus at least partially controlled. Flooding refers to water
that exceeds the level of the bunds and thus cannot he controlled.
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Drainage

The normal evaluation that poor drainage is detrimental to crops needs
to be revised. Poor drainage is normally advantageous for paddies provided
there remains a net downward movement of water. Upward water movement as
occurs with artesian conditions can be detrimental to paddies. It is also
better to have some control in the surface water movement, particularly
during the early stages of growth.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Hlydromorphic Qualities

The general physical hydromorphic qualities of the soil become advan-
tageous for paddy lands, when they would he detrimental to other land uses.
Generally the higher degree of hydromorphism, the better suited for paddy.

Texture and Permeahilitv

Ceneral lv texture needs to be emphasized with the more clayey and less
permeable soils being more beneficial than the sandy coarse-textured soils,
unless the latter are located with a high watertable.

Water Table

The depth of the water table becomes more important in paddy lands.
The suction gradient between the true water table and the ponded surface
water will affect the deep percolation of water and thus the rate of water
loss through the s, 1l iprof Lie. A water table close to the land surface is
prefe rab 1o to a deep wateor table a meter or more beneath the surface.
Hlowever, artesian upwe ling can be detrimental.

Compactabil ttv

Hecai lsp the sat'Ited solrface condittion cannot support movement, the
soil immedigatelv below must be sufficiently compacted to support all traffic
on the paddy. This compaction col d he the natural consolidation of the
soiLl or the formation of an artificial traffic pan. The traffic pan would
be a narro%. horizon in wh ich the soil was more compacted than the naturally
compacted soil below it. This ex.:tra compaction mav also contribute to
reducing infiltration and deep percolati-on. Evaluating the problem may
require a complPte review of current parameters with possible development
of additional parameters. Areas with upwel ling water may require
additional study in hoth classification and corrective methods. The upward
water flow may tend to encomrage a progressive decompaction of soil through
the entire profile, even after the lower horizons have been completely
cmsolidated during an abnormally dry period.

Aggregate Dispersion

Instead of evaluating aggregate stability, a measure of aggregate
dispersion may be preferred. The wet cultivation attempts to disperse as
much of tihe aggregates as possible in order to seal the soil and reduce
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deep percolation. Thus soils that disperse easily would have an advantage
in paddy use. For intensive land use involving both paddy and upland crops
an additional measure of re-aggregation may be desired. Techniques required
for accurately and appropriately evaluating dispersion/re-aggregation
problems of paddy lands may need to be developed.

Conversion Potential

When upland crops are grown in sequence with rice, the conversion from
paddy use to upland use might require not only re-aggregation, but also
considerable soil manipulation. This would involve rapidly forming the
beds and drainage canals now needed to protect against excessive water.
Even though the average climate may become dryer during the non-paddy
period the land usually must be protected from even a single sudden
high-intensity precipitation incident. Some measure may be needed to
evaluate ease of soil manipulation.

Soil Depth

Under fully irrigated level land conditions the depth of the soil
below the plow layer is considerably less important than in non-paddy use.
Not only does the traffic pan provide a physical barrier for root pene-
tration but also the ponded water provides adequate moisture, and increases
availability of nutrients, so roots rarely need to penetrate below the top
layer. Under rainfed paddy conditions soil depth can again become impor-
tant but still less so than under upland conditions. However, when sloping
land is going to be graded for paddy use requiring substantial amounts of
soil movement, the soil depth becomes extremely important in the initial
field layout and individual paddy construction.

HYDROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Natural

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of paddy lands is the intentional
retaining of water on the soil surface. This leads to a complete additional
vector of land evaluation featnies that can be critical to paddy, but
rightfully discarded in upland, evaluations. Unfortunately the hydrologic
vector is "fluid" and can result in rapid changes in land qualities in both
time and space. Without irrigation to stabilize the deficient side, the
hydrologic values will vary grossly between wet and dry seasons of the
year, then vary broadly with variation in rainfall between years (CV for
wet months rainfall commonly approaches 50%) and finally vary narrowly with
variation in incident rainfall between surges and lulls in storm
frequencies. Once on the ground the water continues to flow over and
through the landscape providing localized areas varying in moisture enrich-
ment and depletion. The degree of these changes frequently is a function
of the previously discussed variables in water supply, as well as intention-
ally manipulated intrapaddy overflow. Substantial changes in land qualities
often occur within only a few cms difference in elevation. This provides a
tremendous degree of highly mobile variation in land qualities that
requires an evaluation of the overall dynamics of soil, land, and water
interaction that may be difficult with more normal SRI methodology.
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Within this dynamic framework several hydrological conditions can be
identified that will account for a substantial amount of water movement
across the land surface (overflow) and through the soil profile (interflow).
These are:

Depleted. Areas with a net loss of water to surrounding area. Fre-
quently these will be minor rises in the general landscape that can margin-
ally be used for paddy and are often used as isolated upland cropping
areas, surrounded by paddy.

Neutral. Areas of nearly level slope (1% or less) for which overflow
either into or out of the paddies is slow and generally balanced. A sub-
surface water table occurs well below the ponded paddy water with an un-
saturated horizon in between. This puts the ponded water under
substantial moisture tension, increasing the rate of deep percolation.

Overflow enriched. Areas with a little more slope (from 1 io 8%) that
allows rapid overflow enrichment from upper paddies to lower ones. The
lowest paddies may also receive some interflow.

Groundwater enriched. Areas that generally have a shallow water table
directly connected to the ponded surface water. This reduces deep perco-
lation. Generally these areas are flat, similar to the neutral areas, so
there is little potential for overflow enrichment.

Seepage enriched. These are generally small areas in which seepage
water comes in from the sides, but not from the bottom. This is usually
advantageous to the rice and prolongs the growing season. Frequently these
areas will be minor depressions such as old streambeds. They occasionally
become flooded over the bunds and thus may require tall varieties during
mid-rainy season.

Upwelling enriched. Areas, generally quite local in extent with an
artesian water flow coming up through the bottom of the soil. These areas
are generally found on the bottom of steep valleys without incised streams,
or in terraced areas where the slope changes from convex to concave.

Moderately flooded. Areas in which uncontrolled flooding regularly
occurs to a sufficient height to restrict the use of short-statured rice
varieties. The flood height would normally peak at between 40-100 cm and
require tall erect varieties with some elongation potential but not the
floating varieties.

Deeply flooded. Areas in which uncontrolled flooding regularly occurs
to a sufficient height to require floating prostrate varieties. Water
height would exceed I meter and could reach 5 meters.

Irrigation

To an increasing extent paddy lands receive some form of supplemental
irrigation water. This can vary from very local seepage collection/
re-distribution schemes, to non-storage stream diversions, to major
projects involving large-scale storage and covering 500,000 to 1,000,000
ha. The vast majority of the paddy irrigation schemes are gravity-operated
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flooding systems. Rarely are pumps utilized except on small individual

farm systems. The need for extra water to satisfy soil percolation demands

make large pumping schemes economically questionable. The availability of
irrigation constitutes major changes in land quality for paddies. This

really needs to be an integral part of SRI studies, perhaps to a greater
degree than when irrigating non-paddy areas. Because most paddy irrigation

schemes are relatively new the effect of the extra irrigation water on
diagnostic soil criteria may not have materialized. Fortunately much of

the gross influence on land values can readily be interpreted from the
design and operation of the specific irrigation scheme and basic land
qualities. Again because of the desire for retaining surface water there
are a couple special considerations that may need emphasis. They are:

Distance from source. In most large schemes there is an appreciable
decrease both in volume and dependability of water as distance from the

souirce increases. This is the result of hoarding in the upper portions of
the scheme to the detriment of lower portions. Pond water allows each
individual paddy to become a mini-reservoir, reinforcing this hoarding
tendency and making it a more serious problem in paddy irrigation schemes
than in corresponding upland irrigation systems. In upland systems the

excess water would rapidly be detrimental to crops. This hoarding problem
appears largely a managerial one, but an extremely complex and sensitive
one. Most major paddy irrigation schemes in Asia involve small farms for

which it is virtually impossible to accurately administrate a volume
control on water to each farm. Without a volume control farmers are not
motivated to minimize use and tend to hoard as much as possible (without
regard for colleagues down the scheme whom they rarely meet). Land quality

surveyors really need to put a function of this in their evaluation, and
engineers need to consider designs that will assist in more equitable
distributions.

Landscape inversions. When irrigation canals are placed along the top
of the scheme so that water flows across the contours, the natural moisture

enrichment as a function of relative position on a slope with the bottom
land the most enriched will be reversed. Proximity to the canal will

become more important, making the highest lands the most enriched and
advantageous for paddy.

Induced upwelling. When irrigation schemes are put on more permeable
soils and considerable water has to be applied to retain a ponded surface,

the reappearance of the surplus water in lower parts of the catchment can
occur as localized adverse upwellings. This can affect as much as 1/3 of

the lower catchment of some schemes, and may have to be accommodated in
post-scheme inventories of area. These upwellings would be difficult to

accurately predict in scheme development-oriented SRI.

C9EMICAL PROPERTIES

Chemically evaluating soils for paddy use generally would require
accounting for problems of reduction and dilutions of soil solution. This

changes the emphasis of some regular chemical properties and may require
additional criteria specific for paddy. Some of these are:
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Oxidation/Reduction

A fundamental difference in chemical activity between paddy and upland
soils is the reduction chemistry that occurs in paddy soils. This controls
the availability of many ions and compounds which are either essential to
the rice or toxic to it, the moqt important of which are the ions of P, Fe,
and Zn and the toxi Iti S The innount of reduction in a soil is controlled
by duration of inundation, the amount of readily available organic matter
that serves as a substrate for the reducing microbes, and the amount of
reducible material. The extent of reduction in most soils is generally
buffered prior to formation of serious toxin by reducible inorganic compounds
such as Fe 0 and MnO,. This could he partially analogous to the way CEC
buffers acidity in upland soils. Thus for good paddy land evaluation it
might be desirable to develop a characterization measure of the reduction
potential of a soil.

Soil Reaction

Under reducing conditions soil pH tends to move from either extreme
towards neutrality in most, but not all, soil. Thus paddy lands do not
need accurate pH analysis in the mid-pH range for soil, i.e. from 4.5 to
8.0. Outside of this range well-defined adversities occur and more careful
consideration of pli would be necessary. Normally corrective measures such
as liming for acidity are not required for rice and need not be part of
paddy evaluations. Special consideration must be given to acid-sulfate
soils when they are developed for rice.

Salinity

Salinity becomes important largely because rice is one of the best
remedial crops on saline lands. If the water is available, the ponding
will dilute the salts to a tolerable level or physically depress the salt
accumulation to lower soil horizons and if continued long enough provide
for permanent corrective leaching that will force the salts out of the
system, while at the same tine productively utilizing the land. There are
now several good salt-tolerant rice varieties available.

Organic Matter

The importance of organic matter may require some refocusing. The
organic matter is required as a substrata for reducing microbes. However,
this would generally be the fresh organic matter, the content of which
rapidly changes with season and cannot be a criteria for characterization
analysis. The second role is as a clod cement that reduces the tendency of
the super-saturated puddled horizon to crack upon drying. This would most
likely be attributed to the more stable forms of organic matter, that can
be a part of characterization analysis.

Fertility

As mentioned previously the oxidation/reduction chemistry of paddy
soils affects the availability of many nutrient elements. This forces a
reevaluation of both the indexes used to characterize fertility status and
the levels obtained with fertility indexes. In most cases P and K become
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more available under paddy conditions, so their index level can be revised

downward. llo,ever, Zn will become less available so its index needs more

critical attention, depending on p11 and inundation duration. Fe can be
either toxic or deficient depending on reaction and hydrology, and needs

critical attention on both ends.

Organic Soils

Organic soils would initially appear to be ideal for paddy rice
because of the basic wet environment and adverse effect on the soil when
drained due to dissolution and oxidation. However, organic soils have
always presented a multitude of difficulties when used for paddy. Much of
this appears related Lo the availability of various micronutrients such as
Cu, Fe, Mo, etc. Also undrained organic soils have very limited compaction
that severely hinders their physical management.

SURVE YING

The actual field investigation of paddy lands provides several unique
considerations not generally encountered in upland surveys. These consider-
ations can either hinder or assist the investigations. These include:

Time of Survey

Because the ponding of water and subsequent reduction will cause a
temporary change in soil color, it is essential for accurate evaluation
that sampling be done on either completely oxidized or completely reduced
conditions. However, the oxidized condition is greatly preferred because
it avoids the temporary gleying and is thus a more stable value. UInfor-
tunately it frequently is not possible to have the entire area oxidized at
once except during the middle of the dry season when much of the area will
be too dry for easy augering. More often than not the higher part of the

surveyed area will be dry while the lower ponded. This would necessitate
multiple sampling dates.

Importance of Color

Hydromorphism is generally accurately conveyed by soil color. Thus
when evaluating paddy lands the surveyor needs to concentrate extensively
on relatively fine distinctions in soil color, much of which may require
refinement in present techniques. Frequently differences in land qualities
can be determined by relative changes in gray colors from various portions
of a paddy. However, the absolute values may not extrapolate to other
areas where parent material differences have caused basic differences in
color matrix. This aeeds some more extensive study.

Terracing

The physical construction of paddies, involving leveling of each
indicated paddy, can cause an appreciable difference in soil depth between
the front and back edge of the paddy. This can be a serious problem in
more sloping areas and lead to major differences in crop performance within

a paddy. Also it leads to a technicality as to how to sample the paddy.
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ilood Depth

In areas in which the flood water routinely exceeds the paddy bunds,
there is a need to estimate the level of flooding. This is not generally
reflected in pedological characteristics but can gen, ally be obtained from
interviews with residents and farmers.

Paddy Mosaic

The pattern that individual paddies form on the ground, and changes in
that pattern, are frequently a good indication of changes in land qualities.
In more level areas the paddies tend to be large and square while in more
sloping areas they tend to be narrow, irregular, fitting into the contour.
The shift from one configuration to another can frequently be used in
delineating changes in land elements. The paddy mosaic generally shows up
clearly on aerial photographs, allowing for considerable accuracy in making
delineations.

General Discomfort

The wet muddy condition of paddies makes for a certain general
discomfort in work, frequently requiring barefooted operations, that
subject the worker to various health hazards not associated with upland
activity.

SOIL TAXONOMY

Accurately evaluating paddy lands will eventually lead to several
improvements in the taxonomic criteria used to classify soils. This would
mostly concentrate in more sensitive subdivisions of the hydromorphic or
aquic qualities. Sone of these would include:

Anthraquic Horizons

This is a horizon described by Frank Moormann, in which a surface
gleying or pseudo-gley is found above an ungleyed horizon. This is due to
inducing hydroinorphic conditions in better drained soils making the surface
inore redticed than the area below. This generally is a direct result of
bunding and puddling the soil to encourage ponding of water in areas that
if unaltere6 by man would not retain free water.

Flooding Regime

There will probably be a need to define various flooding regimes as
part of ifferent aquic suborders. These would designate different rice
variety group limitations and night include:

less than 30 cm - suitable for short varieties
30 to LO0 cm - require tall or elongating erect varieties
greater than 100 cm - require floating varieties.
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Fe/Mn Accumulations

After prolonged use for paddy sLmne soils develop a Fe/Mn accumulation

1orizon just below the traffic pan. Wien it occurs this is a readily

identifiable diagnostic horizon, and a reasonable indicator of the length

of time the land has been used for paddy.

PRESENTATION

The discussion session had to be adjourned prior to really discussing

the last question. However, it was recognized that frequently the vari-

ability in paddy lands exceeded the details that normally could be mapped.

In such case an alternative means of presentation may have to be developed

to account for regular grouping of various distinct paddy land elements in

one mapping Linit.

CLOSING

This concludes the discussion on paddy lands. Again this summary is

not intended as an all-inclusive description of the problem associated with

SRI work involving paddy lands, but only those ideas presented at the extra

discussion session. It is hoped that this will provide a stimulus for

further thought and study by any individual requiring to adopt SRI investi-

gatLons to paddy lands.
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